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DYNAMIC MODELING OF PHONETIC STRUCTURE*

Catherine P. Browman and Louis M. poldateint

Abstract. A dynamical approach to phonetics allows utterances to be
represented as compact, linguistically-relevant structures that have
inherent temporal, as well as spatial, properties. This conception
of phonetic structure is exemplified and tested, in a preliminary
way. Vertical movement of the lower lip in nonsense items of the
form [bVbabVb] was recorded. The vowels were either [ij or [a], and
stress either initial or final. The measured articulatory trajecto-
ries were compared to the sinusoidal curves that would be generated
by an undamped mass-spring dynamical system. The parameter values
of the sinusoids were changed every quarter- or half-cycle, and were
determined from the measured trajectories' durations and displace-
ments. The frequency parameter was modulated every half-cycle,
according to one of two alternate organizational hypotheses, conso-
nant/vowel vs. transition. Both organizations modeled the trajecto-
ries closely, witt a slight superiority for the consonant/vowel
organization. Stress level had a systematic effect on the frequency
parameter values, with stressed < unstressed < reduced (i.e.,
stressed lowest frequency). Word-initial stressed consonants were
matched least well by the generated curves, suggesting the need for
alternative dynamical models.

Much linguistic phonetic researeil has at'L.empted to characterize phonetic
units in terms of measurable physical parameters or features (Fant, 1973;
Halle & Stevens,' 1979; Jakobson, Fant, & Halle, 1951; Ladefoged, 1971). Ba-
sic to these approaches is the view that a phonetic description consists of a
linear sequence of static physical measures--either articulatory configura-
tions or acoustic parameters. The course of movement from one such configura-
tion to another has been viewed as secondary. Recently, we have proposed
(Browman &` Goldstein, 1984) an alternative approach, one that characterizes
phonetic structure as patterns of articulatory movement, or gestures, rather
than static configurations. While the traditional approaches have viewed the
continuous movement of vocal-tract articulators over time as "noise" that
tends to obscure the segment-like structure of speech, we have argued that
setting out to characterize articulator movement directly leads not to
"noise," but to organized spatio-temporal structures that can be used as the

141,04.ARMIWOOV*

*In V. Fromkin (Ed.), Phonetic linguistics. New York: Academic Press, in
press.

tAlso Departments of Linguistics and Psychology, Yale University.
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Browmane& Goldstein: Dynamic Modeling of Phonetic Structure

basis for phonological generalizations as well as accurate physical descrip-
tion. In our view, then, a phonetic representation is a characterization of
how a physical system (e.g., a vocal tract) changes over time. In this paper,
we begin to explore the form that such a characterization could take, by

attempting to explicitly model some observed articulatory trajectories.

Although we want to account for how articulators move over time, this
does not mean that time per se must appear as a dimension of the description.
In fact, a dimension of time would be quite problematic, because of temporal
variations introduced by changes in speaking rate and stress. For example,
suppose our phonetic description were to specify the positions of articulators
at successive points in time. As speaking Mhte changes, the values at

successive time points are all likely to change in rather complex ways. Such
a representation would not, therefore, be very satisfactory. It would be
preferable to describe phonetic structure as a system which produces behavior
that is organized in time, but which does not require time as a control param-
eter (as has been suggested, for example, by Fowler, 1977, 1980). Like
conventional phonetic representations, such a system does not explicitly refer
to time. Unlike these representations, however, it explicitly generates pat-
terns of articulator movement in time and space.

The dynamical approach to action currently being developed, e.g., by Kel-
so and Tuller (1984), and Saltzman and Kelso (1983), provides the kind of
time-free structure that can characterize articulatory movement. The approach
has been applied to certain aspects of speech production (Fowler, Rubin, Re-
mez, & Turvey, 1980; Kelso, Tuller, & Harris, 1983; Kelso, Tuller, & Harris,
in press), as well as to more general aspects of motor coordination in biolog-
ical systems (e.g., Kelso, Holt, Rubin, & Kugler, 1981; Kugler, Kelso, & Tur-
vey, 1980). Previous approaches to motor coordination (e.g., Hollerbach,
1982) have emphasized the importance of a time-varying trajectory "plan" for
the muscles and joints to follow in the performance of a coordinated activity,
and require an intelligent executive to ensure that the plan is followed. In

the dynamical approach taken by these investigators, actions are characterized
by underlying dynamical systems, which once set into place, can autonomously
regulate the activities of sets of muscles and joints over time.

A physical example of a dynamical system is a mass-spring system, that
is, a movable object (mass) connected by a spring to some rigid support. If

the mass is pulled, and the spring stretched beyond its equilibrium length,
the mass will begin to oscillate. In the absence of friction, the equation
characterizing motion is seen in (1), and the trajectory of the object a-
tached to the spring can be seen in Figure 1.

mR + k(x x0) - 0 (1)

where m - mass of the object
k stiffness of the spring
x - rest length of the spring
x - instantaneous displacement of the object.
R instantaneouseceleration of the object

Notice that an invariant organization (that in (1)) gives rise to the

time-varying trajectory in Figure 1. No point-by-point plan is required to
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Figure I. Output of undamped mass-spring system. Time (t) is on the abscissa
and displacement (x) is on the ordinate.
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Browman & Goldstein: Dynamic Modeling of Phonetic Structure

describe this pattern__ot movement, and Dime is not referred to explicitly.
-770h-ly the parateter Valdes and the initial eonditiona need be spevified.' The

undamped mass-spring equation (1) is a very simple example of a, dynamical sys-
tem. It is important to note that this system can give rise to a whole family
of trajectories, not just the one portrayed in Figure 1. Different trajecto-
ries can be generated by changing values of the system's parameters. For
example, changing the stiffness of the spring will change the observed fre-
quency of oscillation. Changes in the rest length of the spring and the ini-
tial displacement of the mass will affect the amplitude of the oscillations.

This simple mass-spring equation (generally with a linear or non-linear
damping term added) exemplifies the dynamical approach to coordination and
control of movement in biological systems in general, and of speech articula-
tors in particular. The appeal of this approach lies both in its potentially\
simple description of articulatory movements (i.e., only a few underlying
parameters serve to characterize a whole range of movements), and also in its
physical and biological generality, In order to be useful for phonetics and
linguistics, however, such a dynamical system must be related to phonetic
structure. In one early attempt to specify this relationship, Lindblom (1967)
proposed that a dynamical description could be used to account for speech
duration data. More recently, Kelso, V.-Bateson, Saltzman, and Kay (in press)
and Ostry, Keller, and Parush (1993) have analyzed variation in stress and
speaking rate in terms of a dynamical model. In this paper, we explore a ba-
sic linguistic issue that arises in the attempt to couch phonetic representa-
tions in the language of dynamics, namely, the definitions of the articulatory
gestures.

To begin to relate phonetic description to a dynamical system, let us
consider a very simple example. Figure 2b shows the vertical position of a
light-emitting diode (LED) on the lower lip of a speaker of American Efiglish,
as she produces the utterance ['bababab] in the frame "Say again." The
acoustic closures and releases marked on the articulatory trajectory are de-
termined from the acoustic waveform, shown in Figure 2a. Note that the lower
lip is raised (toward the upper lip) for the closures and lowered for the vow-
els. How can this observed lower-lip trajectory be described, in terms of a
dynamical system? Clearly the log ---"r lip is showing an oscillatory pattern,

,that is, it goes up and down In a fairly regular way, but it does not show the
absolute regularity of our mass-spring system in Figure 1. For example, the
lip is lower in the full vowels than in the schwa. Thus, a mass-spring organ-
ization with constant parameter values will not generate this lower lip

trajectory. However, it might be possible to generate this kind of trajectory
if the parameter values were changed in the course of the utterance. The
underlying dynamical organization, together with the particular changes of the
parameters, would then serve to characterize the phonetic structure of the
utterance.

It is, of course, obvious that a characterization of lower lip positifin
over time is not a complete phonetic representation. Nonetheless, in very
simple utterances con aining only bilabials and a single vowel, it comes quite
close ,enualm. phonetic -description. --Brownian,- Goldstein, .Kelsor
min, and Saltzman (4984) have shown that an alternating *tress ['ma sa'se-
ma...) sequence can be adequately synthesized using a vocal-tract simulation
oontrolle0 by only two mass-spring systems- -one for lip aperture (the distance
4Metwoms.the. two lips), and one for lip protrusion. clearly, *mover, more
44splem utterances will rew4Sire additional dynamical eiateesp and relation-

4
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'ships among these systems; such interrelationships and their implications Vor
phonology are discussed in Browman and Goldstein (1984). Even for the
restricted utterances we will be considering here, we simplify the phonetic
characterization by considering only the vertical position of the lower lip.
We ignore horizontal lip displacement, the upper lip, and the fact that the
movements of the lower lip can be decomposed into movements of the jaw and
movements of the lower lip with respect to the jaw. The general framework we
are operating within (the task dynamics of Saltzman & Kelso, 193) allows us
to describe the coordination of multi-articulator gestures, but this is irrel-
evant to tile present paper, in which we consider only how to describe a
particular articulator trajectory as the output of a dynamical system.

The undamped mass-spring system with constant parameter values generates
sinusoidal trajectories with constant frequency and amplitude. We will show
that observed trajectories can be directly modeled as sinusoids whose frequen-
cy and amplitude vary at particular points during the utterance. Of particu-
lar interest i how to define these points at which the values are changed.
Since time is not a parameter of the system, they are defined not with respect
to some ref clock, but rather in terms of the inherent cyclic properties
of the dynam. . system.

One set of inherently-definable points at whih p=iramet4fr values can be
modulated are the points of miriimum and mLximum irticelato displacement.
Modulation at these points is su6gested by stuit,17 Jf arti(!uldtr)r moveme,n!,

that characterize trajectories in terms of opening and closing gestures (e.g.,
Kuehn & Moll, 197b; Parush, Ostry, & Munhall, 1983; Sussman, MarNeilage, &

Hanson, 1973). Alternatively, points of peak velocity (both positive ;ind
negative) can also serve as dynamically-definable markers for moduldtion. In

a/ simple mass-spring system, velocity peaks occur at the resting, or
.equilibrium, position. These different points of change imply different
fphonetic organizations, as can be seen with the help of Figure ;)0, Here i4,:

see tne same articulatory trajectory as in Figure 2b, with the addition of
tick marks that indicate the displacement and velocity extrema. he:3e points
divide the utterance into intervals, each of which has been latolc.d eil-,*r
with a C (for consonant) or a V f for vowel). The consonant int,,rvils ir'iJ

those on.either side of a displacement peak, and the vowel intrv:iir-, are those
on either side of a displacement valley. Points of peak velocity, indicated
by the smaller tick marks on the slopes, separate consonant intervals from
vowel intervals. For example, VI is the interval from the minimum pw3itirin of
the lower lip in the frame vowel ley], to the point of peak velocity a: t/
lip starts tb raise for the in :bi. CI is the interval from t!: is lat(er
peak velocity point to the center of maximum lower lip heignt durin the ::-/!.
02 is the interval from this displacement peak to the peak veli:.y as tni
lower lip lowers for the following vowel Lai.

If we change our model parameters only at lisplaeemont pok!; anl valleys
then successive VC or CV intervals (e.g., VI-C1, C2-V2) will be Ltiar.ict,iz.efl
with the same set of parameters. This constitutes i pnonetp: hypothsi.; that
the articulatory trajectories can be modeled as successive CV and VC transi
tion gestures, each with their characteristic values for the dynamic:al par:ime-
ters. The parameters for these opening and closing g-sturs Must t7sk, int:,

account both the particular consonant and the particular vowel. Thu!;, thi::

hypothesis provides a phonetic structure rather different from that commonly
assumed in linguistics, in that it does not pro: ide a phy:.;.1 i!drariZA-
tion of individual consonants or vowels.

13
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An alternative diviaion of the ertiUletory trajectories is clearly
-gossibie, if we change parameters at velocity extremairather than displacement
utrema. In this way, successive C intervals will have a single characteriza-
tion. as will successive V intervals (e.g., CI-Ca, V2 -V,). These new
intervals, then, correspond roughly to consonant and vowel gestures, rather
than to CV and VC transition gestures. Under this hypothesis, the relation-
ship between the dynamical characterization and more conventional phonetic
representations is somewhat more transparent than it is under the transition
hypothesis. Note, however, that even under this hypothesis, consonants an
vowels are defined in terms of dynamical structures, rather than as spat
targets.

In this paper, thenr we present the results of some preliminary modeling
of articulatory trajectories with sinusoids (the *output of an undamped
mass- spring system), under the C-V and transition hypotheses outlined above.
In particular, the two hypotheses will be contrasted with respect to how the
frequency parameter of the sinusoidal model is modulated. The frequency pa-
rameter (proportional to the square root of the stiffness of the underlying
mass-spring system, assuming a unit mass) is of pay4ticular interest, because
it controls the duration of a given gesture, and holds the key to how
temporal (durational) regularities can be accommo4ted in a descriptive system
that doesn't include time as a variable. Theref9ire, we will examine how the
frequency of an articulatory gesture varies as a, function of stresa, position
within the item, and vowel quality.

Method

Articulatory Trajectories

The tri syllabic nonsense items shown in Table 1 were chosen f r analysis.
Stress is either initial or final, with the second syllable always reduced,
and the vowels are either [] or [a]. The items were recorded by a female
speaker of American English in the carrier sentence "Say again." Table 1
indicates the number of tokens of each of the items that were analyzed.

Table 1

Utterance

biba'bib

'bibabib

babalbab

'babebab

No. of Tokens

11

14

10

11

6 14
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M0191"0-014: V11003aiRW* liee.and jaw were tracked using a Selapot sysm.
tem that recorded displacements, in the mid-sagittal plane, of LEDs placed on
the nose) upper lip, lower lip, and chin. The Selspot-dutput was recorded on
an FM tape recorder and was later digitally sampled at 200 ,Hz for computer
analysis. To corrent the articulator displacements for possible movements of
the head, the Selspot signal for the nose LED was subtracted from each of the
articulator signals. Each resulting articulator trajectory was then smoothed,
using a 25 ms triangular window. For the present purpose, only the vertical
displacement of the lower lip was analyzed.

Displacement maxima and minima were determined `automatically using a
peak-finding algorithm. Instantaneous velocities were computed by taking the
difference of successive die lacement samples. The maxima and minima of the
resulting velocity curves were determined using the same program as for the
displacements. Displacement and velocity extrema were used to divide each to-
ken into seven C and seven V intervals, as shown in Figure 2c.

Modeling

Each successive interval of each token was modeled as the output of a
simple mass-spring system by fitting sinusoids to the articulatory trajecto-
ries. We generated the model trajectories using a sine-wave equation directly
(equation (2)), in order to emphasize the inherent cyclic properties of dynam-
ic systems. Recall that frequency is related to stiffness, and amplitude to
rest length and maximum displacement. Thus, we controlled frequency, ampli-
tude, and equilibrium position (rest length). (Phase is discussed below.) The
individual model points--x'(j)--for an interval were generated according to
equation (2), for the jth point in the interval (one point .every 5 ms) :

x' (,j) = xo + A sin (wk + 0) (2)

where xo ar equilibrium position

A - amplitude
. frequency (in degrees per sample point)

phase

Frequency varied every 2-interval gesture, where the gestures were de-
fined according to the two hypotheses outlined in the previous section. For
the C-V hypothesis, a gesture included the two intervals between successive
velocity extrema (e.g., C1-C2, V2 -V,). For the transition hypothesis, a ges-
ture included the two intervals between successive displacement extrema (e.g.,
Vs-CI, C2-V2). We posit that a gesture constitutes a half-cycle. Therefore,
the frequency was computed as the reciprocal of twice the combined duration of
the two intervals comprising a gesture. For example, the frequency used to
model intervals CI and C2 under the C -V hypothesis was 1 / (2 * (duration of
Cs + duration of C2)). Similarly, the frequency for intervals C2 and V2.under
the transition. hypothesis was coMputed as 1 / (2 ' (duration of Ca + duration
of 112)).

Since our primary interest in this study was in' the frequency parameter,
allowed the values of the equilibrium position and amplitude to'change

AlidirTakir:::The-lmauMs-wmmi-40tareq#047-frai-1110-InItWand final tlad.-;
-of-thelhtervalyadjusted-Ter-OhMae:- The iihase angle of a sine wave
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8 _is 90 degrees at maximum displacement (the peaks), and 270 degrees at minimum
.1116w7-----'inSfriikeement afte valleys). Amplitude and elleIlbrium poeition value were

I

r

determined by the constraint that model and data agree exactly at these
points, both in phase and in displacement. That is, the observed peaks and
valleys were assumed to be the displacement extrema generated by the iunderly-
ing model. The analogous assumption was not possible for the velocity extre-
ma, however, since often the velocity extrema were not mid-way between the
displacement extrema (as they would be if the parameter values weren't chang-
ing--cf. Figure 1). Thus, the observed velocity extrema did not correspond to
0 and 180 degrees in the modeled trajectories. Rather, the phases for these
points in the model were permitted to vary according to the constraint that
model and data agree exactly here as well as at the displacement extrema.

Results

Sinusoidal models are strikingly successful in fitting the articulatory
data. Figure 3a shows the model trajectory nerated for the C-V hypothesis
superimposed onte real trajectory for our sample token of Pbabababi. The
curves lie almo completely on top of one another, diverging substantially
only during the C1, C2, and C6 intervals. This particular token is the best
modeled of all Pbabababi tokens;, as measured by the mean square error cif the
modeled points. The token with the worst fit, not only for this utterance but
for all the utterances, is shown in Figure 3b. Again, the curves lie almost
completely on top of one another, diverging substantially only 4n.the same
places as in Figure 3a.

In general, the modeled trajectories for both hypotheses and for all
utterces fit comparably to the trajectories shown in Figure 3a. Table 2
gives the mean square error averaged across all tokens for each of the four
utterances under the C-V and transition hypotheses. The two hypotheses differ
by only a small amount, but the C-V hypothesis appears to be consistently bet-
ter, Comparison of individual tokens supports this slight superiority of di-

eviding the trajectory into consonant and vowel gestures.

Table

Utterance Mean Square Error (mm2)

C-V Transition
Hypothesis Hypothesis

biba'bib .0154 .0171

..0466 .0615

baba'bab .0358 .0471

.0907 .124

D /Dab ib

fbahabab.
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lower
lip
height

a. token with best fit for Cbabababl

mean square error. 0.1545 nvii2

+10

mm

.40

Mir

b. token with worst fit rbabababl

Figure 3. Sample comparisons of superimposed model ((-V hypothesis) and data
trajectories. (a) C'babababj token with the best fit. (b) token
with the worst overall fit, which is also a token of Pbabababj.
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The contribution of different intervals of the trajectories to the error
can be seen in Figure 4. The four curves show the model and data superimposed
for the best tokenm of each of the utterance types,'under the C-V hypothesis.
Utterances with [i] are shown on the left (a and b), and utterances with [a]
are shown on the right (d and e). The graphs at the bottom of the figure show
the mean square error for the individual interval: from VI to C7. These are
averages across all tokens of a given utterance. Again, results for utter-
ances with [1] are shown at the left, and with [a] at the right. Intervals
occurring 11 stressed and unstressed syllables are-`shown separately.

The error distributions showAhat the worst fit is found for item-initial
stressed consonants, for both [a] and (i] utterances. In particular, interval
C2, the release of this initial stressed consonant, is poorly modeled relative
to the other intervals. The release of the stressed consonant is also rela-
tively poorly modeled in final syllables containing [a]. Examining the tra-
jectories in the poorly modeled regions of ['babebab] in Figure 4d,,we can see
that the actual consonant trajectory (indicated by arrows) shows a flatter top
than that predicted by sinusoidal trajectories. This can, perhaps, be ex-
plained by noting that it tends to occur in regions in which the lowerlilip is
raised quite high against the upper lip. The flattelfking may be the rain, of
some limit on the compressibility of the lips. Alternativjly, it may be thCt
there is some tendency for initial stressed consonarits to be "held," sugges
ing a somewhat different kind of dynamical system .(e.g., a dam
mass-'spring).

The error distributions also show a clear tendency for the reduced syll-
ables to have the smallest error, This may partly be due to the fact that the
actual displacement differences between the beginning and end of such
intervals tend to be very small, and given that the ends are perfectly mod-
eled, there ;imply isn't much room for error. Similarly, there is some tend-
ency for ut erances with [i] to show less error than utterances with [a].
Again, the 1-,wer lip shows less movement with [0 than [a], leaving less room
for error. However, the smaller amplitude of movement does not completely ac-
count for the better fit. Correlations between amplitude of movement and er-
ror are not high, for example, .242 for [ babasbab). Thus, the straight-for-
ward class-spring model we have chosen to investigate appears to be adequate
for the unstressed and reduced syllables, but needs to be modified for
stressed, item-initial consonants.

In addition to goodness-of-fit considerations, a dynamical phonetic
structure can also be evaluated with respect to how well it van elucidate
systematic variation. For example, we can examine how the values of the model
parameters vary as a function of context. Given the preliminary nature of our
modeling, we will simply show some easily observable trends, rather than pre-
sent a detailed statistical analysis.

The bars with solid lines in Figure 5a show the mean value of the fre-
quency parameter for the consonant gesture under the C-V hypothesis, as a
function of the consonant's stress and position within the item for the two
vowel contexts. Only the three consonants preceding vowels are shown. The
first thing to note about the data is that the nature of the vowel in the item

oralaJ) has little effect on the consonant frequency (although unstressed
[b] has a lower frequency before [a] than before (0). That is, the consonant
frequency is independent of vowel quality. Stress, however, clearly shows a
systematic influence on the frequency of the [b] gesture, The consonant has a
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frequency
in Hz

C-V hypothesis
-- transition hypothesis

Vowel in item: i a i a
stress level stress unstress
Position within item: initial

frequency
in Hz

2
VoWel in item:
stress level.
position within

i a I a
Stress unstress

final
a. consonant frequencies

i a i a
rechiced ioliewing:

stress unstress

4

i a i a
stress unstress

item. initial

i a

stress
final

b. vowel frequencies

1 a 1 a

(educed following
stress unstress

Figure 5. Consonant and vowel frequencies generated by C-V and transition
hypotheses, according to vowel in item, stres3 level, and position
within item. For reduced consonants and vowels, always in medial
position,. stress or unstress refer to the preceding syllable.
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higher frequency in unstressed syllables than in stressed syllables, for both
4 the initial and final syllables in the item.' In the medial reduced syllable,
the consonant has the highest frequency of all. Kelso et al. <1984) also
found unstressed gestures to be stiffer than stressed gestures, which is
equivalent to an increase in frequency. This pattern of variation is com-
pletely consistent with the lengthening effect of stress as measured acousti-
cally, (e.g., Klatt, 1976; Oiler, 1973). Additionally, there is variation
according to position. Item-initial stressed consonants are lower in frequen-
cy than consonants in the final syllable of the item. Again, this is consist-
ent with observed acoustic word-initial consonant lengthening (Viler, 1973).

The vowel gestures are analyzed in a similar way in Figure 5b. Reduced
vowels have higher frequencies than full vowels, as expected from the conso-
nant data. Full vowels, however, do not behave quite as systematically as the
consonants. For unstressed full vowels, there is little or no difference be-
tween [i] and [a] in frequency. Stressed full vowels, however, show a slight
difference depending on whether the item contains [i] or [a]. Stressed [1]
has a slightly higher frequency than stressed [a], which corresponds to the
well-known acoustic duration difference noted, e.g., by Umeda (1975). (Re-
duced vowels show a possible compensatory effect, in that reduced vowels in
items containing [i] have a lower frequency than those in items with [a].) The
effect of stress for the full vowels is also not completely regular, but rath-
er depends upon position. Only vowels in initial syllables show lower fre-
quencies when stressed. Note, however, that vowels in final syllables are
lower in frequency than those in initial syllables, which is in agreement with
the acoustic effect of final lengthening (Klatt, 1975). It may be, then, that
the final-lengthening effect washes alit temporal differences between stressed
and unstressed vowels in the final syllable. (At least one of 011er's (1973)
subjects shows this kind of pattevn.) Looked at in another way, when the ini-
tial vowel is stressed, it has about the same frequency as the unstressed fi-
nal vowel in the same item. That is, the final lengthening effect is similar
in magnitude to the stress effect. This is consistent with acoustic and
perceptual investigations of stress patterns (Fry, 1958; Lea, 1977).

The bars with dotted lines superimposed on the solid-line bars in Figure
5 show the mean frequencies obtained under the transition hypothesis. For
reasons to be discussed in the next section, the CV transitional gestures have
been superimposed on the corresponding C gestures, and the VC transitions on
the corresponding V gestures. (For example, the consonant in initial posi-
tion, which represents the the consonant closing and release (C, -C2) under the
C-V hypothesis, represents, under the transition hypothesis, the consonant re-
lease and movement to the following vowel (C2-V2). Similarly, the initial
vowel reprevnts V2-V3 under the C-V hypothesis and Vs-Cs under the transition
hypothesis.) Comparison of the dotted lines and solid bars shows substantial
similarity. The only important differences are in the frequencies of the re-
duced vowels, which in the transition hypothesis are not higher than the full
vowels. This is perhaps not surprising, given that the VCs that constitute
the reduced syllables (Vs-Cs) include the initial consonant interval (Cs) of
the following unreduced syllable.

To sumMarizes 'coth the C-V hypothesis and the transition hypothesis fit
the data quite 'well (except for stressed item-initial consonants), and
generate very similar frequencies. The two hypotheses differ slightly in that

mithe C-V hypothesis provides marginally better fit, and they predict differing
"patterns of frequencies for reduced vowels. Only stressed and reduced vowels
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show a difference in the frequencies generated for items containing [a] and
items -containing (I). Stress level, however, has a generally consistent ef-
fect, with stressed syllables having the lowest frequency, unstressed syll-
ables somewhat higher, and syllables containing reduced vowels having the
highest frequency. This stress effect fails only for full vowels in final
syllables, which in addition display lowered frequencies relative to initial
syllables. Consonants, in contrast, have lower frequencies in initial syll-
ables than in final. These stress and position effects are consistent with
acoustic duration effects noted in the literature. Thus, well-known aspects
of the temporal organization of speech can be accounted for in a model that
does not explicitly refer to time.

'1
Implications and Prospects

The success of a very simple dynamical system in modeling the observed
trajectories of individual gestures gives important empirical support to the
dynamical approach to phonetic structure. The approach is theoretically
appealing because it provides a way of explicitly generating articulator tra-
jectories from a time-free sequence of parameter specifications for consonants
and vowels. This is made possible by recognizing, as suggested by Fowler
(1977, 1980) and Fowlerlet al. (196()), that a phonetic structure is not just
a linear sequence of parameter, or feature, values, but also must be described
as some particular dynamical organization that the parameter values serve to
modulate. The successive' changes in parameter values can be linked to partic-
ular points in the underlying dynamical organization. This differs from
conventional phonetic representations that do not provide any explicit way of
generating articulatory trajectories from a sequence of parameter specifica-
tions.

The present model is only a preliminary validation of the general ap-
proach. A number of improvements need to be made before it can be claimed to
have predictive power. In particular, the interval-by-interval specification
of amplitude, with end-points exactly matched, needs to be replaced with a
procedure that allows amplitude to be specified over longer stretches. The
determination of frequency should be made in a way that is less vulnerable to
everimental (and theoretical) error In determining the end-points of the ges-
tures. Both frequency and amplitude should ultimately be determined by gener-
al linguistic parameters, for example, stress level and position, rather than
by item-specific trajectory matching. These improvements can be carried out
using the present simple undamped mass-spring dynamical model. In addition,
alternative dynamical models need to be explored, in order to account for the
poorly-matched item-initial stressed consonants, as well an inter articulator
compensation effects (cf. Saltzman & Kelso, 1983).

Another area to be investigated further is the organization of the under-
lying phonetic structure. This paper compared two organizational hypotheses,
consonant-vowel gestures, and transitional gestures. While both hypotheses
fit the data quite well, in this preliminary test, there is some indication
that additional organizational hypotheses should be explored in future model-
ing attempts.

In the comparison of the two hypotheses, the CV transition WA5 equated
with the C, and the VC transition with tie V. This was a post-hoc decision,
based on the similarity of frequencies when the two hypotheses were so equat-
ed. In fact, the frequencies would not appear similar at all if the CV
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transitions were equated with Ys, rather than with Cs, and the VC transitions
were likewise Switched. Why the frequencies should line up this way is not
clear. It may simply be the case that the intervals immediately following the
displacement extrema (which are the intervals common to the C (or V) gestures
and their equated transition gestures) are those in which frequency is cru-
cially controlled. This interpretation is supported by results from an addi-
tional anaiysis, in which frequency was determined interval by interval, rath-
er than by using two contiguous intervals. In this analysis, exactly those
intervals following the displacement extrema displayed the stress and position
patterns discussed in the preceding section, while the alternate intervals
showed no clear relationship to the linguistic variables. However, there is
also al more interesting account. This involves positing a structure in which
frequency is fixed over a larger span of at least three intervals, e.g.,
CI-C2-V2 and Vz-V1-C2. These longer gestures constitute a kind of overlappidg
organization (V2 appears in both above), which is independently motivated by
the kinds of coarticulatory phenomena typically observed in speech (cf. the
overlapping segment analysis of coarticulation presented by Fowler, 1983).

Some such concept of overlapping gestures is also suggested by another
regularity observable in the frequency patterns. The frequency of a consonant
gesture under the C-V hypothesis is lower than the frequency of the vowel that
follows it. This is counter to the common assumption that consonants involve
short, rapid movements, while full vowels correspond to longer movements. The
common assumption might, of course, be wrong. But such a counter-intuitive
result may also be indicative of methodological problems, such as the choice
of end-points, or of a basic flaw in the hypothesis generating the result.
One obvious candidate for such a flaw is the assumption, in both hypotheses
investigated, of independent, sequential gestures. Such an assumption was
useful as a starting point, but is unlikely to be accurate. Rather, some form
of overlap of the gestures--coarticulation--would likely giv a better pic-
ture, and will be permitted in future modeling attempts. A possible overlap-
ping structure is one in which consonantal gestures are phased relative to
ongoing vowel gestures (cf. Tuller, Kelso, & Harris, 1982),

Finally, the comparison of the C-V hypothesis with the transitional hy-
pothesis carries certain implications, not only for future research into
phonetic organization, but also for the interpretation of past studies.
Investigations into the nature of speech articulator movements have tacitly
assumed the transition hypothesis (e.g., Kuehn & Moll, 1976; Parush et al.,
1983; Sussman et al., 1973), and have consequently couched the description of
their results in terms of opening and closing gestures. The present study,
however, shows that the C-V hypothesis provides an organization that captures
all of the same generalizations in the data as the transitional hypothesis;
one that fits the data as well as or better than the transitional hypothesis;
and moreover, one that is more immediately relatable to traditional linguistic
units. In addition, while the two hypotheses generally produce equivalent
frequency analyses,- in at least one case--that of reduced vowels--they appear
to differ substantively. The present study does not constitute evidence for
one hypoklesis over the other, given the overall similarity in fit. However,
it does constitute evidence that the C-V organization, or some variant there-
of, warrants serious consideration in the interpretation of speech articulator
movement data. In general, we think that bringing dynamical principles to
bear On problems of linguistic organization will lead to more linguistical-
ly-relevant accounts of speech production, as well as to a much richer, yet
simple, conception of phonetic structure. The structure comprises an underly-
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ing dynamical system with associated parameter values. Together, the system
and its parameters explicitly generate patterns of articulator movement. In

addition, as we have demonstrated, such structures can retain the useful de-
scriptive properties of more conventional phonetic representations.
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COARTICULATION AS A COMPONENT IN ARTICULATORY DESCRIPTION*

Katherine S. Harpist

Coarticulation in Conventional Descriptions

In the recent past, the speech pathologist was often given a course in
"articulatory phonetics." This study had as its goa teaching the student to
make a series of alphabetlike symbols or a piece of paper, which, if the
training was successful, would enable the student to perform such trias as to
read aloud in the "dialect" of the original speaker. Indeed, in the academic
setting where this form was most highly developedLondon University, the home
base of Henry Sweet--these methods were used to change speech patterns not on-
ly of countless cockneys but also of the many non-native speakers of English
who swarmed to London in the great days of the British empire. Of course,
Sweet was the historical model for the hero of the play Pygmalion and the mu-
sical P21/. Fair Lady (Borden & Harris, 1980).

In such training schemes, it was routinely assumed that there was no
great difficulty about producing an adequate representation of the detailed
act of speaking from alphabetlike marks on the page in which the only
representation of time was the indication of visual succession (Lisker, 1974).
Even now, it may be debated whether our knowledge of the principles of
alphabetic writing is what underlies a belief in the adequacy of the sym-
bol-by-symbol representation of speech, or whether, alternatively, the princi-
ples of alphabetic writing depend on some property of the perceptual system
that makes such a representation seem adequate. Whichever formulation one
prefers, there is a long history of a relationship between the study of
phonetics and the desire of various authors, at various times, to commit oral
narratives to writing. For example, as long ago as the 12th century, an Ice-
landic scholar wrote the "first grammatical treatise," an attempt to rework
the orthography of Roman writing to suit the demands of representing the
sounds of his native tongue (Fischer-Jtrgenson, 1975).

The assumption that a series of symbols is an adequate ,representation of
a child's articulation is one of the two basic assumptions of the typical
course taken by the speech pathologist. The other is that, by listening, the
transcriber can infer articulation on, at least, that aspect of articulation
that is frequently all that the course provides--a schematic lateral view of
the steady-state position of the articulators, to be associated with the
left-to-right alphabetic labels of transcription.

*Also in R. G. Daniloff (Ed.), Articulatory assessment and treatment issues.
San Diego, CA: College-Hill Press, 1984.
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Biomedical Research Grant RR-05596 to Haskins Laboratories.
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While the skills of a well-trained phonetician to reproduce speech are
to the When, it is not Alcor what Anformation.qs balm

used in performing. Even very well-trained phoneticians may not do a very
good Job of judging the articulator position associated with a given phone.
For example, Ladefoged (196!) has shown that London-trained phoneticians can-

-- not accurately assign tongue positions to the "cardinal vowels" produced by
their London-trained colleagues. (The cardinal vowels are a reference system

iir
of articulator positions that give a kind of grid for Yodels.) Indeed, it is
his contention that vowels are sorted into categories on the basis of acoustic
rather than articulatory similarity. In part, the phonetician's difficulty in
making articulator position inferences is the inevitable result of the asymme-
try of the relationship between acoustics and articulator position. Theoreti-
cally, although the acoustic signal can be estimated from a sufficiently de-

-

tailed knowledge of vocal tract _shape, a given acoustic signal may be
associated with any of an infinite number of vocal tract shapes. An amusing
example is provided by JLadefoged (Ladefoged, Harshman, Goldstein, & Rice,

1978). He shows two lateral views of the vocal tract. In one view, the vocal
tract has a physiologically sensible contour. In the other, the tongue ap-
pears to have been creased into pleats. The two shapes are acoustically
indistinguishable.

.....

. .

Figure 1. Two vocal tract shapes which generate the same formant values.
Reproduced from Ladefoged, P., et al., 1978, op. cit.,
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In many of the more recent versions of our hypothetical course in articu-
latory phonetics, it is suggested that students learn to transcribe in
"feature" notation, although a number of alternative descriptions that fit
this rubric have been proposed (e.g., Chomsky & Halle, 1968; Ladefoged, 1971;
Singh, 1978). It is not my interest here to attack the value of feature
descriptions in principle. Within speech pathology as a field, they are use-
ful in describing such diverse phenomena as the confusion matrices generated
by hearing-impaired listeners in speech perception studies,(Bilger & Wang,
1976) and the transfer of training in articulation correction (Compton, 1976;
Pollack & Rees, 1972). The classic feature description is temporally
isomorphic with a phonological description. The feature description, in its
most sophisticated form (Chomsky & Halle, 1968.), was developed to capture cer-
tain kinds of generalization within linguistics, such as morphophonemic alter-
nation rules; the fact that the features have a physiological referent is
not, in principle, an issue within the generative phonology framework. From
the point of view of temporal structure, the features are abstract and time-
less in the same sense as the units they were designed to replace.

The pilture of speech production that our hypothetical student might
infer, then, would be that the act of speaking proceeds from steady state to
steady state, with (since the articulators must move continuously) some
uninteresting events between, and that the articulatory origins of the steady
state events are fairly transparent.

For many members of the research community, the sheer conspicuousness of
the dynamic, as contrasted to the static, characteristics of the speech signal
was first revealed by the illustrations in the book Visible Speech (Potter,
Kopp, & Green, 1947), when it appeared shortly after the Second World War.
The book represerted, in many ways, the culmination of efforts by the Bell
Telephone Laboratories to execute a mission inherited from Alexander Graham
Bell himself. Bell had an interest both in the visual representation of
speech and in using this representation to aid the deaf in learning to talk
(Borden & Harris, 1980; Bruce, 19(3). The attitude taken by Potter, Kopp,
and Green towards the temporal structure is an interesting one, given their
pedagogical purpose; one must learn to recognize the "characteristic posi-
tion" or "hub," and the coarticulatory influences on it. While mention was
(necessarily) made of the time-varying nature of the pattern, they said almost
nothing about the time course of events as characteristics of speech sound
representation. In other words, they took a segmental approach, although the
dynamic aspects of the pattern were quite conspicuous.

It is a mistake to suppose that phoneticians whose main work preceded the
sound spectrograph were wholly unaware of temporal phenomena, although these
phenomena fit uneasily into any transcriptional description. For example,
diphthongs are conventionally transcribed with two symbols, although their dy-
namic character was recognized. Jones, Sweet's successor, said: "For the
purpose of practical language teaching it is convenient to regai'd a diphthong
as a succession of two vowels, in spite of the fact that, strictly speaking,
it is'a gliding sound" (Jones, 1956, p. 99).

Earlier phoneticians were also well .aware of the consequence to articu-
lator movement; articulator position for one sound*might influence that for a
tempbrally adjacent one. This is the phenomenon called assimilation by Jones.
For a common example, in the pronunciation of these shoes, in ordinary speech,
the /2/ /1/ sequence is reduced to a single tongue movement to provide a suit-
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able position for /I/. However, phoneticians were unaware of the extent to
which the phenomena described above were not special examples; that is, since
articulator position changes continuously, context sensitivity is the rule,
rather than a phenomenon to be explained in special 'eases. Much of the effort
for the following decade in the study of both speech production and speech
perception was to build theories to account for the mismatch, in perception
and production, between transcriptional phonetics and the phenomena of speech
production. Theories in this field may be divided into two broad classes--we
might call them discrete and continuous.

Theories of Speech Product

In this section, we will discuss some fairly tecent aeech prceection and
perception theories. To a certain degree, the t ories wer alive' at
rationalizing transcriptional or perceptual simplicity in the face aceustic
or articulatory variability. As noted above, the theories are of two basic
kinds: discrete and continuous.

Al an example of a discrete model, one might choose Perkell's model of
the speech production process (Perkell, 1980), which is, in turn, based on
Stevens' quantal model (1973). Without going into the detaris of the mclel
shown in Figure 2, it can be seen to have stages such that tie input, at the
top of the figure, is a series of segments (SI, S2, Si,, and S4) with each seg-
ment specified by a feature matrix, which is transformed into an isomorphic
sensory goal. In the output,_ due to various hypothesized mechanisms, the
boundaries between segments are no longer perpendicular lines, so that the
"motor goals" and the segments are no longer isomorphic. This model is very
like the one proposed by Henke (1966) to explain coarticulation, which will be
discussed below. Two points should be noted: the only representation of time
in the input is a simple succession, as in transcription, and the effect of
reorganization is to desynchronize the representations of the transcriptional
units.

An alternative point of view, although in very primitive form, is
represented by Liberman's motor theory (Liberman, Cooper, Shankweiler, & Stud-
dert-Kennedy, 1967). The motor theory is designed to account for the finding
that two acoustic synthetic speech patterns will both produce the perceptual
impression of the same consonant /d/, coupled with two different vowels (see
Figure 3). Apparently the percept depends in some rather direct way on the
dynamics of the acoustic pattern. The motor theory assumed that the listener
must perform some operation dependent on the articulatory dynamics of produc-
tion. This is a continuous theory because the dynamics of the pattern-gre im-
portant in themselves. It should be pointed out, however, that while the mo-
tor theory can be described as a continuous theory, Liberman has produced a
stage model of the production-perception process that is quite similar to
Perkell's (Liberman, 1970), and that Perkell, while in this classification a
discrete theorist, has produced an extremely elegant discussion of articulato-
ry dynamics from a quantal theory perspective (Perkell & Nelson, 1982).

It should be noted here, as well, that there is an apparent dichotomy be-
tween theories with some kind of linguistic referent, as discrete, and theo-
ries with some kind of motor i.eferent, as continuous. This dichotomy is cer-
tainly not, a necessary'. one. Thus, Fowler has argued (1977) that although
Symbols for speech may be represepted in a particular form on a page, this
does not mean that, their motor representations take the same form in the ner-
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Harris: Coarticulation as a Component in Articulatory Description

vous system. It is possible to argue that a representation of a motor plan in
which the speech act is conceived as present somewhere In the nervous-system,
stripped of its temporal properties, which are then added in the execution, 13
very like the conception of Speech as a phonological string.

It is important when examining theories of coarticulation in detail, as
we shall do below, to recognize that the study of coarticulation is merely a
small. part of the study of skilled movement. Speech is special, as a type of
skilled movement, in some rather unfortunate ways. For one thing, as we dis-
cussed above, speech comes with a'notation scheme developed for special pur-
poses, which may_lead us astray when we attempt a more physiological, descrip-
tion (Moll, Zimmermann, & Smith, 1977). Speech comes, as well, with a very
inaccessible set of independent variables, as most articulators are difficult
or impossible to observe without special techniques. However, even if experi-
mental data on the movement of the articulators were easily gathered, one
could not develop a theory of coarticulation simply by turning to a formula-
tion lying ready-made in, for example, robotics. Machines can be produced
that will mimic particular, acts, but machines cannot now be designed that will
adapt to a wide variety of changed environmental conditions, as humans do
(Kelso, 1981). Furthermore, while we know a great deal about the muscular and
neurological structures that participate in movement, the increase in our
knowledge of structure does not help us very much with respect to function.
For example, although a recent review chapter (Matthews, 1981) testifies to
the explosion of our knowledge of the microstructure of the muscle spindle, a
specialized device that provides feedback information about movement, the ba-
sic behavioral questions we ask about movement today are not very different
from those we asked in the early 1930s, when Bernstein began his studies of
the coordination of gait (summarized in Bernstein, 1967) or, perhaps, even
when Sherrington summarized his observations of the decerebrate cat (Sherring-
ton, 1906). We still lack a comprehensive theory that explains why,skilled
movements can be scaled up and down in timing, what causes the resistance of
movement patterns to disruption by environmental change, and, with reference
to coarticulation, why the elements of skilled movement patterns can be so
freely reassembled to form novel sequences. While we have theories of
coarticulation, as we will see below, they can rather easily be shown to fail.
In what follows, I will attempt to outline the proposals for, a model of
coarticulation and to show how existing data succeed or fail in supporting
them.

Hypthoses about Organizational Units and Speech Planning

Coarticulation as conventionally described is but one of a number of
asamEa indicating some kind of organizational cohesiveness in speech. -K
great deal of effort has been directed at defining the outer bound over which

116

such organizational cohesiveness exists. Unfortunately, the larger the unit
that has been investigated, the larger the unit over which organizational
dependencies can be demonstrated. For example, Lehiste has shown evidence for
paragraph cohesivness over units that are larger than sentences. Speakers
apparently signal first and last sentences in paragraphs by a number of means,
The initial sentence in a paragraph is often signaled by high fundamental fre-
quency, the last sentence by low fundamental frequency and laryngealization.
There are, in addition, durational cues for the termination of paragraphs, al-
though the way duration is used is language dependent (Lehiste, 1975, 1979,
1980a, 1980b). It may be that the question of the-outer bound of such effects
is not a meaningful one. However, even if the absolute outer bound of such
effects is indeterminate, we can ask what these effects tell us,
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Underlying an interest in many of these phenomena is what Monsen and
Sternberg (1982,) have called the utterance jargesan tteatel!.. "Certain basic
assumptions [about theories of speech production) seem to be widely shared
among psychologists,,linguists, and other students of speech. One Ouch is the
claim, explioit or implicit, that the motor events of an utterance are con-
trolled by the execution of a plan or program--an integrated and relatively
detailed description of the utterance (or a large part of it) constructed as a
whole before the utterance begins. We term this claim the utterance program
hypothesis" (p. 1). The utterance program hypothesis has been used in expla-
nation of coarticulation itself and in connection with discussions of related
phenomena, such as declination and slips of the tongue. By considering the
,latter kinds of phenomena first, we can perhaps clarify our discussion of
coarticulation theories, which follows.

First, however, we note that many discussions of speech motor plans are
,circular. An observation is made that speech is normal in one circumstance
and abnormal in another. The difference is attributed to the correct or in-
correct functioning of a motor plan. For example, our typical student of
speech pathology has heard that the articulation difficulty of some popula-
tions is due to the failure of a motor plan. The important thing to note is
that the invocation of the motor plan adds nothing to the behavioral observa-
tion that the population does not speak normally (Kelso & Saltzman, 1982).

A somewhat veiled version of this circular kind of argument is one in
which the naked motor plan is given some kind of neuroanatomical or
neurophysiological clothing. For an example outside of speech, the control of
many kinds of rhythmic activity, such as walking, has been ascribed to the be-
havior of neural oscillators (Gallistel, 1980), which are not independently
observed. While one might not wish to return to the kind of anathema on
physiological theorizing dictated by Skinner (1938), it is important to recog-'
nize that one of the motivations for his prohibition still holds--there is no
explanatory power in the restatement of an observation in different language,
even when the language has an independent prestige. Thus, we find out nothing
about an aphasic's speech by saying that it is due to the malfunctioning of a
particular neural circuit unless we are experimentally prepared to launch a
search for the circuit or unless what we know from other sources about a neur-
al circuit of the proposed type allows us to make inferential predictions that
we can test about the resultant behavior of aphasics.

A related.problem with the metaphor of the motor plan has been raised by
Turvey and his associatesit is that the existence of behavioral system
activity does not require a single controlling mechanism' that lies at a
particular level in the nervous system and specifies in detail the properties
to be controlled (Turvey, 1977), and, indeed, there are logical problems with
the whole idea of a single control center, It may be that some of the
characteristics of motor control, which have been attrited to the operation
of a plan. Are properties of thi motor systei-itself, which emerge as it be-
haves. Thus, the fact that bees build hexagonal honeycombs does not mean that
the bee has a hexagonal floor plan in his central nervous system--rather,,the

,honeycomb may arise in its hexagonal form as a consequence of the interaction-
al properties of the be and his environment, as the honeycomb is constructed.

Given that we observe carefully these prohibitions on how much we attrib-
ute to motor plans, let us return to what we know about the temporal organiza-
tion of speech, We will talk largely, but not entirely,tabout precursory ef-
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feats --that is, the effects that indicate anticipation of speech output before
it WOWS. While precursory effects tell us nothing about their causes, they
tell us something about relevant temporal domains.

An important and much studied phenomenon is the slip of the tongue, in

which exchanges occur between elements in speech. A famous example was pro-
duced by William Spooner, an English clergyman, who once said, "You've hiised
my mystery lectures" in place of "You've missed My history lectures" (Fromkin,
1971). Slips of the tongue are important to a discussion of coarticulation
for several reasons. The first, and most important, is that the primary
sublexical exchange units seem to be elements very close to the single phone*.
is segment (Shattuck-Huffnagel, 1983). Apparently, these phonemic segments
are correctly produced for their new positions. The existence of such shifts
is probably the best evidence we have of the existence of a premotoric termi-
nal stage in the speech production process (Maceeilage, Hutchinson, & Lasater,
1981). Apparently, the units that shift adapt to their flew positions--that
is, they are correctly coarticulated with their neighbors. Thus, even though
we cannot precisely define the phonemic unit in such a way that we can isolate
it in the speech stream, slips of the tongue provide some evidence that a
phoneme has reality as an action unit. It is interesting to note that al-
though phones participate as action units, single features do not, evidently,
appear in exchange error units (Shattuck-Huffnagel & Klatt, 1979).

A final point may be made about slips of the tongue. The sphere over
which they occur appears to be of the general length of a breath group. This
is roughly the temporal domain of declination and, perhaps, of durational
Interaction, but it is substantially longer than the temporal extent over

.which conventional coarticulation spreads.

Another recently fashionable bit of evidence for Speech motor planning is
the so-called declination phenomenon--the tendency of utterances to decline in
fundamental frequency from onset to termination. This is at the utterance
level, an anaog of the phenomenon studied by Lehiste, and cited earlier, that
the onset of the sentence that comes first in a paragraph is higher in funda-
mental frequency (FO) than the onset of sentences in later positions, 'Figure
4 is # fairly typical example of sentence declination. Historically, this
tendency has been characterized in two ways; as a terminal fall (Lieberman,
1967) and as declination (Maeda, 1975) through the utterance. Again speaking
historically, it has been unclear whether the relevant phenomena should be
conceived as localized at the end of the sentence, or as distributed through-
out.. Given that intonation is almost always studied in the context of syntac-
tically complex and phonetically variable contexts, an experimentally clean
decision between these alternatives has been difficult, but at least present
thinking favors the declination description. That is, the downdrift in FO ap-
pears to run through the sentence, rather than being localized at the end. A

related question is whether the mechanism is passive or active. A passive
mechanism would be one in which the generalized downdrift is a simple conse-
quence of some physiological given. It might, for example, be a consequence
of an uncorrected tendency for subglottal pressure_ and, hence, FO to fall
throughout the course of an utterance. An alternative would be that the shape
of the fundamental frequency contour, regardless of its proximal physiological
cause, is a consequence of active planning of the whole utterance. It has
beep suggested that the latter pictur4 of events is correct because of the
utterance length effect--the tendency of FO to begin at a higher value in
longer utterances. In a "speech planning" point of view, A. speaker may begin
the contour at a higher level in order to come out in the same place.
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TIME --
ON TUESDAY JAKE ORDERED A HAMBURGER FOR DINNER

Figure 4. A figure showing declination in a complex "read" sentence. Repro-
duced from Cooper, W. S., and Sorenson, J., op. cit.
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Figure 5 showi FO contours from a recent experiment by Geller, Collier,
Wrist and Baer (1,983). The contours were produced in reiterant speech--that
Is, the speaker mimicked himself producing a more complex utterance with the
syllable ma. The utterances varied in stress placement and in length. Such
structurally simple utterances produce simple fundamental frequency contours
made up of one or more peaks. The initial peak varied in amplitude depending
on the sentence length, but the effect was very small. From the point of view
of speech planning, there were reliable precursive effects, which appear to
reflect an oftrall rough schema for the utterance. However, notice that the
whole utterance was not reorganized, depending on its length. Whatever utter-
ance length effects are shown by the declination contour are small and local-
ized. The domain of the effects, however, is the utterance--a domain of about
the same size as that for slips of the tongue.

We can say, then, that although speakers may demarcate organizational
units of greater length, the longest units over which there is evidence of
planning; in the form of precursive effects, is a unit of the general length
of a phrase. The examples given here involve slips of the tongue and declina-
tion. Similar material could be proVided for unit duration. We turn now to
conventional coarticulation, which operates over a,far smaller temporal do-
main--on the order of a few speech segments.

Theories of Coarticulation

"Extrinsic ample Theories

Since classic theories of coarticulation spring from classic representa-
tions of phonological units, such theories almost by necessity attempt to rep-
resent coarticulatory phenomena themselves as essentially timeless. In the
acoustic real world, no clear boundaries are seen between segments as conven-
tionally defined. Furthermore, acoustic segments are context sensitive;
therdfore it is necessary to develop some theory that mediates between the
,acoustic representation and the (presumed) underlying units. Typical examples
of such theories are Henke's look-ahead model of coarticulation (Henke, 1966)
and Daniloff and Hammarberg's canonical forms model (Daniloff & Hammarberg,
1973). However, other examples of such models can be cited as well; the
models as a class were discussed in more detail in a very thorough review sev-
eral years ago (Kent & Minifie, 1977). Here, we will merely discuss a very
well-known example, the Henke model, and refer readers to the review for more
detail.

The Henke model assumes that all phonological units can be represented as
bundles of features, which occur, in canonical form, as successive unit* along
a time axis. Each phoneme has a specified value, zero, plus, or minus, for
each feature. In forming articulatory sequences, the speaker performs an
articulatory scanning operation on the phonemes arrayed in a buffer for out-
put. If a feature is unspecified (that is, has a zero value) for several
phones preceding the phone for which it is specified, then the feature will be
anticipated during the intervening phones; that is, the intervening phones
will assume the same feature value as the upcoming one.

Thus, in a sequence ''of a spread and a rounded vowel separated by

nonlabial consonants, the consonants will assume the rounding feature. The
test of this thesis has been to ask speakers tblinduce utterances like once
.true (Daniloff & Moll, 1968) and then to examine the sequence for the tiiraf
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the onset of rounding. Using tests of this sort, evidence has bete produced
that anticipatory coarticulation may spread over as many as four or five seg
ments (Benguerel & Cowan, 1974; Daniloff & Moll, 1968). The model has also
been used to explain the early onitil'of velar lowering in sequences of vowels
Concluding with nasal consonants. Presumably, in English, vowels are unspeci-
fied for nasality; hence, when they precede nasals, they become realized.

Successor failure of the model in explaining the data depends on its two
assumptions-itirst, that &articulatory spread is timeless, Ad, second, that
whatever feature description is made of phones is adequate. For example, Kent
and Minifie argue that while the Henke model is assumed to explain the find-
ings of Benguerel and Cowan, it cannot explain the occasional spread of round-
ing to the end of the preceding spread vowel. One way of giving a "quick fix"
to the theory is by relaxing the feature description requirements. Thus, one
might assume that the end of a spread vowel is riot tpecified for rounding. A
second and more plausible. approach is to give up Vie assumption of timeless-
ness in speech production.

A Temporal Theory

In the light of a "coproduction" theory by Fowler (1980), discussed be-
low, Bell-Berti and Harris (1981) proposed a temporal mode of coarticulation
as a substitute for feature-based models. Because Fowler's theory has been
somewhat enlarged since it was originally presented, we will discuss the
Bell-Berti and Harris view first.

In brief, it was Fowler's thesis that current theor4ps fail to make an
appropriate recognition of the temporal dimension in speech production itself.
Thus, a theory of anticipatory coarticulation that fails to acknowledge the
time course of articulation will fail,: She suggested,. as an alternative to
the view that static elements of vowel and consonant productions are ex-
changed, that vowel and consonant are coproduced.

A simple model of anticipatory coarticulation, then, makes Wee proposi-
tions (Bell-Berti & Harris, 1981): First, the articulatory period of a seg-
ment is longer than its acoustic period; second, for a given articulator, the
period of anticipation is temporally independent of preceding phone string
number, provided there is no articulatory conflict; and third, that articula-
tory period may begin at different times for different articulators.

These propositions were tested using electromyographic techniques for
anticipatory coarticulation of lip rounding (Bell-Berti & Harris, 1979, 1081,
1982). The test is quite simple. If anticipatory coarticulation is segment
based, then its onset will vary with the number of segments; if'it is time
based, then the duration of anticipatory coarticulation will be independent of
the number of segments in a string, provided they do not themselves block
coarticulation. Therefore, in order to providea test, speakers were asked to
produce utterances of the type [iCn 0, with a variable number of consonants
In intervocalic position. Typical results are shown in Figure 6; the onset
of lip - rounding, that is, the duration of the anticipatory period, is indepen-
dent of the number of anticipatory segments, or of their durations, except for
the single voiceless stop condition fitu/.
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Figure 6. Onset of lip rounding in a aeries of minimal paire Part A shows
electromyographic signals from the indicated phones y-ing. Part B'
shown onset of separation between corresponding psi* Presented
in a paper entitled "Temporal organization of spe ch units over

. changes in stress and speaking rate" at the Tent International
22niree of Phonetic Sciences, Utrecht, 1983.
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The Bell-Bartillnd Harris study was repeated, in part, by Sussman and
Watbury (1981). THey examined anticipatory coarticulation in the strings
/kikstu/, /kakatu /, /tiku/, and /taku/. They found different onset times for
all four utterances by electromyographic measures, although all differences
were not statistically significant. A repeat of the experiment, using strain
gauge measures found no differences between /kikstu/ and /tiku/. They argued
that the failure to find identical onsets for /kikstu/ and /tiku/ or for
/kakstu/ and /taku/ argues strongly against time locking of coarticulation to
the vowel. They also point out that anticipatory coarticulation is earlier
for strings in which the first vowel is /1/ than those for which it is /a/.
Their suggestion, in explanation of the latter finding, Is that the rounding
following /1/ begins earlier because of a necessity to counteract the
biomechanical forgoes that spread the lips for /1/. They support neither the
anticipatory scanning model nor the temporally-locked model, although their
look-ahead scanner model is segment baied.

Both their results and ours point strongly to one experinilental issue,
noted above; that is, that articulatory constraints are unpredictable from
the feature specification of phones. The two vowels /1/ and /a/ are, in
feature specifications for rounding, respectively minus and zero. YetTound-
ing onset time is affected in a manner that is contrary to the feature predic-
tion.

The deviance of the data point for the /itu/ sequence is less conspicuous
in the Harris and Bell-Berti data than the /iku/ sequence in the Sussman and
Westbury paper, since true latter authors are plotting a two point continuum.
On the assumption that the sequences are equivalent in the two experiments, a

possible explanation of the deviance of the onset for rounding for single
intervocalic stop sequences is provided by Engstrand (1983). He pointed out
that relaxation ofrou6ding has been shown to occur in the sequence /utu/
(Gay, 1978; HarrisAl BellBerti, 1983). He suggests that /t/-burst release
may be incompatible with a fully rounded lip position. If this is so, then
the lips must move rapidly from a fully rounded position, for /u/, tb a partly
rounded position for the preceding string. In sequences of the form /itu/,
full rounding must be suppressed rapidly. For all other sequences (Its to /;
fist stu/, etc.), while full rounding must end relativey close to the conso-
nant release, partial rounding can end anywhere In the preceding string. Tht
general principle expressed is that production of dentals is incompatible with
full rounding and compatible with partial or no rounding. We would, then, ex-
pect both the onset and the time course of rounding to be important in a full
theory of coarticulation.

Two final experiments on anticipatory lip rounding may be cited--by Lubk-
er (1981) and by Lubker and Gay (1982). The first, by Lubker, gives unequivo-
cal support to the view that the onset of lip rounding varies with the length
or duration of the preceding consonant string. The second shows individual
differences in the form of the function relating the electromyographic oneat
of rounding to number of consonants in an intervocalic string. However, tfils
study did not examine consonant string duration but merely consonant number.

In all of the above, we have concentrated on the anticipatory coarticula-
tion of lip rounding. It should be pointed out that there is a similarly de-
tailed, and almost as confused, literature on anticipatory nasalization. In-
deed, Al-Bamerni and Bladon (1982) suppose that there may be two forms of
anticipatory nasalization--one time locked and one variable. However, this
seems a heuristically unsatisfactory solution.
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In reading through this account of a series of experiments with their
disparate results, the reader should be forgiven for some feeling of bewilder-
ment. It may be worthwhile to consider what we do know. First, it is clear
that conventional feature descriptions of phones are not strong enough to pre-
dict the details of their articulation, either spatially, that is, in terms of
their detailed articulatory topology, or temporally, in terms of when one
articulatory gesture begins with respect to another. At present, we are not
sure why there, are experimental differences among, investigators. The only
present solution seems to be a more thorough investigation, using simultaneous
electromyographic, acoustic, and movement techniques.

Coarticulation and compensatory 21EnstaAnk. Fowler's comments on extrin-
'sic timing theories of speech Production have been cited above. However, the
theory is far richer and more complex than we have indicated. It was devel-
oped, in part, as a means of explaining perceptual isochrony, the phenomenon
that syllables perceived as being of more or less equal duration are systemat-
ically unequal. Some of its principles form a general theory of production.

Fowler assumes, following Ohman (1966) and Perkell (1969) "that vowels
and consonants are coproduced so that neighboring, segments overlap; i.e., a
consonant is produced while a vowel is being produced. The speaker can use
such a strategy because vowels and consonants are different kinds of units.
Succeeding vowels are produced as slow changes in the position of the tongue
body in the mouth. Consonant production is more localized, may involve a par-
tially non-overlapping set of muscles, and is superimposed on the continuous
vowel-to-vowel movement lf the tongue. Unstressed vowels are presumed not to
interrupt the trajectory from one stressed vowel to the next. This model has
both spectral and temporal consewences. Let us first consider the temporal
consequenc#s.

It has been shown, very often, that the measured duration of a vowel
shortens as increasing numbers of consonants are added to it (for a review see
Lehiste, 1970). There are backward shortening effects eported as well; that
is, a vowel shortens as increasing. numbers of conso s precede it (e.g.,
Lindblom & Rapp, 1973). However, backward shortening (that is, effects of
consonants on succeeding vowels) is much the smaller effect. The effects of
unstressed vowels on stressed vowels are.analogous to the effects of conso-
nants on vowels--for example, the stressed vowel in easy is shorter than in
easily. In Fowler's model, the reason for the shortening is the articulatory
overlap produced by coproduction.

The same mechanism produces spectral coarticulation. If an unstressed
vowel is preceded or followed by a stressed vowel, it should coarticulate with
it. Indeed, coarticulatory and shortening effects are but two measures of the
same thing and should be highly correlated (Fowler, 1981). Fowler's test of
the prediction shows usually significant correlation but some failures in the
detailed prediction, apparently due to peculiarities of the particular experi-
mental paradigm.

This theory does not make any predictions about lip rounding, because it
is concentrated on the vocal tract manifestations of coproduction, which was
the example used by Ohman. It is hard to believe, however, that some parts of
the system operate on different principles than others. Furthermore, the mod:
el does not cover the well-known shortening effects or consonants on other
consonants (Hawkins, 1973). Perhaps its most serious shortcoming, however, is
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that it does not deal with competing articulation--the circumstance in which
the articulators are constricted during consonant production so that free
vowel-to-vowel coarticulation cannot take place. For example, Recasens 11983)
has shown that in Catalan, vowel-to-vowel spectral coarticulation in
vowel-consonant-vowel (YCY) disyllables. varies systematically with the extent
to which the intervening consonant engages the blade region of the tongue and,
consequently, makes coarticulation physically impossible. If Fowler's theory
were literally correct, one would expect that differences between VCV se-
quences in the extent to which they can be coproduced would be accompanied by
corresponding differences in the amount of possible compensatory shortening.

Coarticulation and Context Sensitivity

The laboratory investigations discussed above are, perhaps, of intere't
to the speech pathologist in terms of what they can tell him or her about the
practical problems of helping a client to improve a misarticulated sound.
What, if anything, have we learned that is relevant?

It is the common observation that certain phonetic environments facili-
tate correct sound production; for example, Curtis and Hardy (1959), in a now
classic paper, showed that some allophones of /r/ are more often correctly
produced than others by misarticulating children. As Kent said, "An optimis-
tic interpretation of this contextual facilitation is that some phonetic
environments facilitate correct sound production and this facilitation can be
exploited to clinical advantage" (Kent, 1982, p. 66). The limits on contextu-
al generalization as a teaching strategy are entirely outside the province of
this paper. However, what we can say something about, as a consequence of
this brief review, is the task facing the child in learning to talk and the
investigator in attempting to specify the contexts that may be relevant sub-
jects of investigation. There are at least two factors that we will peed to
learn more about:

1. RelaL:..-! production variability. The first section discussed the
insecurity that an observer should feel in making inferences about the articu-
latory details of production from perceptual judgment. The observer is right,
by definition, in judging a child's production to be correct. What he or she
cannot do is to infer the articulation from the acoustics, the effects of
perceptual factors on his criterion, or the nature of the articulatory error
when the speaker is judged to be wrong. Even with respect to the varia 'ty
of the acoustic signal for a given phonemic percept in a given environr.,; , t
is obvious that there is more acoustic production variability in some a ply /-

ments than in others. Some contextual effects may be contextual effeC-. on
listener criterion. For example, the torment values for correct stressed vot4L
els are less variable than for unstressed vovels (Summers & Soli, 1982). A
more often studied case is /s/, a phone that is notoriously difficult for
children and also notoriously subject to contextual' inconsistency (Mazza,
Schuckers, & Daniloff, 1979). It may be that part of, the contextual variabil-
ity is associated with criterion variability, rather than articulatory varia-
bility.

2. Context specification. A lesson to be learned from the literature on
coarticulation is that a decision to consider sounds as dividing into
allophonic classes leads to balkanization. However, it is questionable wheth-
er House's (1981) suggestion that improved transcription may lead to better
accounts of context sensitivity will help. A sound can be shown to be differ-
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ent in endless ways, depending on factors both within and without the
transcriptional record. In truth, we do not know what contexts form natural
Classes.

It has now been shown repeatedly that children learn phones in words,
without uniform generalization across all environments (e.g., Macken, 1980).
These types of context sensitivities must have some significance for practical
decisions about contexts important in defining a class of phones. On the oth-
er hand, certain kinds of context sensitivity are apparently not part of the
learning process in children nor are they stored as separately learned pat-
terns in adults. The demonstration that two productions are acoustically ur
gesturally different does not tell us whether or not the two members form a
natural class. It is only careful study of the natural variability of chil-
dren's articulation, coupled with better assessment of what constitutes motor
equivalence and cohesiveness in the adult, that will allow us to make progress
in this difficult field.
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CONTEXTUAL EFFECTS ON LINGUAL-MANDIBULAR COORDINATION

Jan Edwardst

Abstract. Coordination between intrinsic and jaw-related components
of tongue blade movement during the articulation of the alveolar
consonant /t/ was examined across changes in phonetic context.
Tongue-jaw interactions included compensatory responses of one
articulatory component to a contextual effect on the position of the
other articulatory component. A similar reciprocity has been ob-
served in studies that introduced artificial perturbation or jaw
position and studies of patterns of token-to-token variability.
Thus, the lingual-mandibular complex seems to respond in a similar
manner to at least some natural and artificial perturbations.

Several recent models of speech production have posited that speech ges-
tures are accomplished by groupings of articulators that are temporarily mar-
stialled together to achieve a common goal. Tpis sort of functionally-organ-
ized goal-oriented behavior has been variously described in the literature as
"motor equivalence" (Abbs, 1979), as "coordinative structures" ( Jelso, Tuller,
& Harris, 1983), and as "functional synergies" (Kelso, Tuller, & Fowler,
1982). All of these model& have hypothesized that the lingual-mandibular com-
plex operates as one of these functional synergies during the production of
vowels and of alveolar consonants.

Earlier studies of lingual and mandibular activity have revealed several
sources of evidence to support this hypothesis. First, it has been observed
that jaw height covaries directly with tongue height across vowel categories,
although the precioe nature of this relationship may vary across subjects and
across languages (Bell-Berti, Raphael, Pisoni, & Sawusch, 1979; Wood, 1982).
Second, the tongue has been observed to compensate in an utterance-specific
way for experimental manipulation of jaw position. The well-known "bite
block" experiments provide one example of this type of compensation: The
first glottal pulse of a vowel produced with an arbitrarily fixed jaw position
is reported to have approximately the same torment frequencies as the corre-
sponding unperturbed vowel (Gay, Lindblom, 1 Lubker, 1981; Lindblom, Lubker,
& Gay, 1979; Lindblom & Sundberg, 1971). In addition, a series o, dynamic
perturbation studies provide evidence that the lips and tongue can compensate
for dynamic as well as static perturbation of jaw position. Folkins and Abbs

tAlso Graduate Center, City University of New York.
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(1975) applied a resistive load to the jaw during the closing gesture for a
bilabial stop. In all perturbed gestures, bilabial closure was still achieved

'and compensatory responses were observed in both upper and mower lip displace-
Monts. This vault has been replicated' in a number of experiments by these
researchers (Abbe, in press; Abbe & Grace°, 1983) and by others (Kelso, Tull-
er, V.-Biteaon, & Fowler, 1984; V.-Biteson & Kelso, 1984). One of these lat-
ter experiments (Kelso et al., 1984) provided additional evidence t' .t tnis
eempensatory response is utterance-specific. In that experiment, electromyo-
graphic activity of theAmrbicularis oris inferior (00I) and the genioglossus
posterior (GGP) were monitored during repetitions of /bleb/ and Ibaez/. In-
creased activity of the WI, but not the GGP, was observed when the jaw was
perturbed during the closing gesture for /b/ in /aeb/; by contrast, increased
activity _of the GGP, but not thp 00I, was observed when the jaw was. perturbed
during the closing gesture for /z/ in /aez/.

A third source of evAce comes from observations of unperturbed speech.
'Hughes and Abba (1976) had examined lower lip (with the jaw tomponint removed)
and jaw, positions for three vowels across multiple repetitions of each vowel.
They found that a negative correlation between lower lip and jaw position
resulted in a relatively invariant lower lip resultant position for each
vowel. In a similar study, Honda, Baer, and Alfonso (1982) observed a
negative correlation between electromyographic activity of the GGP and jaw
height for multiple repetitions of the vowel /1/ in one subject. Furthermore,

* these authors were able to show that the effect of the observed negative
correlations was to reduce variability in first and second formant values for
the vowel.

Although these three types of observations are insistent with the notion
of functional cooperation within the lingual-mandibular complex, it is unclear
what the precise model of functional cooperation is or how these observations
are to be related within such a model. The results of the jaw perturbation
experiments suggest that the tongue and jaw can interact in a compensatory
manner in order to preserve a target articulation. Furthermore, the negative
correlation between electromyographic activity of the GGP and jaw height ob-
served by Honda et al. (1982) across multiple repetitions of the vowel /1/
suggest that the tongue and jaw ay also interact in a compensatory Manner
during unperturbed speech, at least in response to token-to-token variability.
On the other hand, the fact that jaw and tongue height positively covary
across vowel categories may simply mean that both articulators function as in-
dependent components of the articulatory feature "vowel height." It is of in-
terest, therefore, to deteALine whether compensatory interactions of tongue
and jaw are observed in response to other influences during unperturbed
speech. The coarticulatory context is of course, One of the major influences
on both tongue and jaw positions for a particular segment. The observations
cited above suggest that either of two patterns or lingual-mandibular coordi-

,

nation Might be observed in the face of context-conditioned .variability.
First, it is possible that positive covariation between tongue and jaw posi-
tions will be observed as a function of the coarticulatory context. Second,
it is also possible that a compensatory interaction will be observed between
tongue and jaw positions for a particular segment in response to a coarticula-
tory influence of a neighboring segment. This latter possibility, is of
particular interest because It would support the claim (Sussman & Westbury,
1981) that there may be active responses to coarticulatory influences and that
these active responses cannot be described simply in terms of phonological
reorganization (i.e., feature-spreading).
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The preaent experiment was designed to examine the effects of contextual
variability on lingual-mandibular coordination during unperturbed speech.
Tongue blade and jaw posit4ons for /t/ were analyzed in VICV* utterances in
whioh the iientitiel of the preceding and following vowels were systematically
varied in order, to produce systematic variation of articulator positions for
the consonant. The data were taken from the existing Xraymicrobeam corpus
(Miller, 1983). The advantage of this was that it afforded direct observation
or tongue position over a relatively large number of repetitions (four per
utterance type), at least in comparison to conventional-X-ray studie? of
tongue position during speech. The disadvantage, however, was that the daft
of only a single sub'ect could be analyzed, given the two criteria that were
iised7to select the utterances for analysis: one, that the phonetic context be
comprised of a syllable-initial /t/ preceded by an unstressed but non-reduced
vowel and followed tiy A stressed vowel; and two, that the tongue blade pellet
be within 10 mm of thektongue tip.

In order to examine the fine structure of lingual-mandibular coordina-
tion, "resultant" movements of the tongue blade (measured in a fixed spatial
reference frame) were decomposed into two parts, an intrinsic componWrand a
jaw-related component that reflects the fact that the tongue rests on the jaw.
Contextual influences on these components could, in principle, result in any

interaction.one of three patterns of tongue-jaw First, it is possible that
there is no systematic relationship tween the components of resultant tongue
blade movement across phonetic contexts. Second, it is possible that the
tongue blade and jaw covary with a coarticulatory influence in the same manner
as they covary across different vowel heights. In this case, the tongue blade
resultant would display as much or more variation in position as its two com-
ponents .across different phonetic contexts. Third, it is possible that the
tongue blade and the jaw respond to a coarticulatory influence as they do to
an artificially-induced perturbation or to token-to-token variability; that
is, one articulator may compensate for amparticulatory influence on the other
articulator in order to preserve an utnrance-specific vocal tract shape or
acoustic goal, e.g., formation and release of the /t/ closure. In this case,
less variation in position would be observed for the tongue blade resultant
than for either of its components across different phonetic contexts.

Method

Instrumentation

The X-ray microbeam system at the University of T1Ryo (Kiritani, Itoh, &
Fujimura, 1975) was used to track the movement of pellets attached to the
tongue blade and to a lower front tooth in the x and y dimensions of the
mid-sagittal plane. The tongue blade pellet placement for this experiment was
apintoximately 10 mm posterior to the tongue tip. Pellet positions were
recorded every 6.8 ma and subsequently synchronized with the simultaneously
recorded acoustic speech signal.

. IPIE211 §11E11 and Sub ect

The utterances examined were six VCV2 types extracted from the following
stimulus sentences:

Bea teats it. Ma teats it.
Bea tots it. Ma tots it.
Bea tats it. Ma tats it.
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Thus: the intervocalic consonant was always a word-Initial /t/, the preceding
vowel was a word-finat /j/ or /a/, and-the following vowel was lit, /a!, or

tOne adult romaleaker of AmerJoan English (Western Louisiana die-
lect),spoko four tokens of each stimulus sentence. The tokens were produced
in randomized order.

Data Process leg and Antall!

The axes of the reference frame used to record movements of the tongue
blade resultant and jaw were rotated so that one of the rotated axes would
correspond to the first principal component of variation for jaw movement.
All analyses were performed using this new rotated reference frame aligned
with the primary direction of jaw movement.

The simplified model of jaw movement that was used to separate resultant
tongue blade movement into its intrinsic and jaw-related components is shown
in Figure 1. Jaw movement was modeled as pure rotation about a hinge axis
passing through the condyles. Given the relative pellet positions used In the
X-ray microbeam data acquisition, it was estimated that about 80% of jaw move-
ment was reflected in resultant tongue blade movement.' The mean of the jaw
distribution was taken as the reference position for the jaw; intrinsic
tongue blade positions were derived on a frame-by-frame basis by subtracting
80% of the difference between the observed jaw position(and the jaw mean from
the tongue blade resultant position.

MANDIBULAR
CON)YLE

Bt. ADE PELL ET

pr4747;' NS1C'
13: Aff

ti

/PRINCIPAL
/I COMPONENT/ Or JAW MOVEMENT

JAW PELLET II
r MEAN JAW VALVE

So.

"R.

Figure 1. Jaw movement is approximated as simple rotation about a hinge axis
passing through the condyles, and coordinates of the tongue blade
and jaw are rotated so that the new vertical axis is parallel to
the principal component of jaw movement. Since the blade pellet is#
about 80% of the distance from the condyle to the jaw pellet, 80%
of the vertical displacement of the jaw. pellet (d) is subtracted
from the blade's y-coordinate to get the "intrinsic" blade value.
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The y positions in the new coordinate system of the tongue blade resul-
tant, the intrinsic tongue blade, and the jaw were measured at four points in
Um*: acoustic onset of /t/ closure; acoustic release of /t/ closure; peak
tongue blade gpsultant height for /t/; and peak jaw height. for /U. Peak
heights were Afined as the highest pellet positions occurring at points of
zero velocity between the vowel-to-consonant and the consonant-to-vowel
transitions. Velocities were derived from the displacement data by the appli-
cation of a nearly-equal ripple derivative filter (Kaiser & Reed, 1977). Mean
displacements of the tongue blade resultant, the intrinsic tongue blade, and
the jaw, respectively, for the vowel-to-consonant transitions were 10, 7, and
3 M4 for the /it/ gestures and 28, 23, 7 for the /0t/ gestures, averaged
across final vowels. Mean displacements for the tongue blade resultant, the
intrinsic tongue blade, and the jaw, respectively, for the consonant-4o-vowel
transitions here 5, 2, and 3 mm for the /ti/ gestures; 21, 17, and 5 mm for
the /ta/ gestures; and 18, 12, and 7 mm for the /tee/ gestures, averaged
across initial vowels. The relative timing of the measured events for most of
the utterances was: acoustic closure, blade peak, jaw peak, acoustic re-
lease.2 Figure 2 illustrates the measurement points for one utterance token.

40111"11111fr

ACOUSTIC CLOSURE ACOUSTIC RELEASE

Figure 2. The measurement points (acoustic closure, blade peak, jaw peak,
acoustic release) for one utterance token of /atm/ from the sen-
tence "Ma tats it." The resultant tongue blade is shown in solid
lines, the intrinsic tongue blade in dashed lines, and the jaw in
dotted lines.
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The mean heights of the tongue blade resultant (solid lines), the
intrinsic tongue blade (dashed line.), and the jaw (dotted lines)
are plotted as a function of the preceding vowel at each measure-
ment point.
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Figure 4. The mean heights of the tongue blade resultant (solid lines), the
intrinsic tongue blade (dashed lines), and the jaw (dotted lines)
are plgtted as a function of the following vowel at each measure-
ment point.
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Results

The data are summarized in Figures 3 and 4. FigurelPahowa the mean
heights of the tongue blade resultant, the intrinsic tongue blade, and the jaw
plotted as a function of the preceding vowel at each measurement point. Fig-
ure 4 shows the mean heights of the tongue blade 'resultant, the intrinsic
tongue blade, and the jaw plotted as a function of the following vowel at each
measurement point.,

In order to assess the magnitUde of the effects of the preceding and
following vowels, a series Of two-way analyses of variance were performed
individually for the resultant tongue blade, the intrinsic tongue blade, and
the jaw, using the four measurement points. The results of these 16 analyses
revealed that the effects of the preceding and following vowels are timede-
pendent; that is, the main effects of the preceding vowel are significant at
acoustic closure (2 < .001 for the resultant tongue blade and the intrinsic
tongue blade) and at blade peak (p c .001 for the intrinsic tongue blade and
the jaw; 2 < .01 for the resultant tongue blade), but not at acoustic re-
lease. Conversely, main effects of the following vowel are significant at
acoustic release (p < .001 for the resultant tongue blade, the intrinsic
tongue blade, and the jaw), but not at acoustic closure. These findings
corroborate the results of previous experiments (e.g., Barry & Kuenzel, 1975;
Butcher & Weiher, 1976) and support the hypothesis that movement toward the
post-consonantal vowel is not initiated until after consonant closure, as was
proposed by Gay (1977). One inconsistency with the previous experiments, how-
ever, is that one can identify an influence of the preceding vowel at acoustic
release by the significant interaction between VI and V2 for the tongue blade
resultant. This interaction is displayed in Figure 5; the mean heights of
the tongue blade resultant are plotted for each Vs-V2 combination at this
measurement point. An analysis of this interaction revealed that the V2 /ae/
was the sole basis for this significant effect. Because /ae/ was not used in
the VCV utterances of the previous experiments, such an effect could not be
observed.

/1/ /0/ /eV/

te

Figure 5. The mean heights of the tongue blade resultant following /a/ (solid
lines) and following /1/ (dashed lines) are plotted as a function
of the following vowel at acoustic release.

p
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0 Significant main effects were examined at each measurement point in order
to determine if compensatory intefractions occurred between articulatory compo-
nents as a function of phonetic context. An interaction was considered
behaviorally salient if it fulfilled two conditions: one, the main effect was
stattatically significant' for both articulatory components; and, two, the
direction of the effect was different for the two components for at least one
level of that factor. Given these criteria, two instances of compensatory be-
havior between the components of tongue blade movement were identified: one,
at blade peak for carryover.influences; and, two, at acoustic release for
anticipatory influences. Of' course, perfect compensation would yield tongue
blade resultant positions that remained invariant across all changes in
phonetic context. While the observed compensatory patterns did not produce
such an absolute invariance, they did serve to reduce the range of variation
in the resultant tongue blade position; Let us consider these two instances
of compensation separately.

Carryover coarticulatory influences are illustrated in Figure 3. Consid-
er the second measurement point, blade peak, where a compensatory relationship
between jaw and intrinsic tongue blade movements was observed. In this graph,
41e height of the intrinsic tongue blade variesdirectir with the height of
the preceding vowel: it is 2.5 mm higher after /1/ than after /a/ (R < .001).
The jaw, by contrast, varies inversely with the height of the preceding vowel:
it is 1.2 mm lower after /1/ than after /a/ (p < .001). The ret effect of
this interaction between the intrinsic tongue blade and the jaw is that the
tongue blade resultant displays less variation in position (1.1 mm) as a func-
tion of the preceding vowel than does the intrinsic tongue blade.

Anticipatory coarticulatgry effects are illustrated in Figure 4. Consid-
er the final measurement point, acoustic release, where another compensatory
relationship between intrinsic tongue blade and jaw movements was observed.
Poet-hoc paired comparisons (Newman-Keuls test) revealed that the means of /a/
and /ae/ are significantly different (R < .05) for both the intrinsic tongue
blade and the jaw. It can be seen in Figure 4, however, that these two means
are not significantly different for the tongue blade resultant. This ,suggests
that the tongue and jaw may also interact to compensate for some, but not all,
anticipatory influences on /t/ articulation. Thitt is, although the height of
the resultant tongue blade is strongly influenced by the degt4ee of constric-
tion for the following vowel (i.e., whether it is high or low), the tongue-jaw
interaction serves to reduce the effect of the location of this constriction
(i.e., whether it is front or back).

Discos4ion

The results presented here come froM the data of a single speaker produc-
ing only four repetitions of six utteranke types. Oivenmthe ubiquitous intra-
and inter-speaker variability that has been found in speech production re-'
search, these findings should be interpreted cautiously. Nevertheless, these
results suggest that the lingual-mandibular complex responds to some coarticu-
latory influences in the same manner as it responds to artificially-induced
perturbations and to token-to-token variability. That is, the tongue and the
jaw may interact in a compensatory fashion, presumably in order to achieve a
common goal. given the data under consideration, it is unclear how to charac-
terize this goal. One possibility is that these tongue jaw interactions are
instances of compensation ors order to preserve' a target articulation, defined
in its most narrow sense, Even though vocal tract occlusion for /t/ is accom-
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Edwards: Contextual Effects on Lingual-Mandibular Coordination

;dished by the tongue tip, rather than the tongue.blade, the-position of the
tongue blade is constrained in that it cannot fall outside the range of posi-
tions that permit tongue tip contact with the hard palate.

Another possibilitk is that the intrinsic and the jaw-related components
of tongue blade resultint position are coordinated in order to decrease the
range of variationsin the torment transitions during the formation and release
of the atop closure. While vocal tract occlusion for /t/ is accomplished by
the tongue tip, tongue blade position influences the shape of the cavity be-
hind the occlusion'during the final portion of the transitional movement from
vowel -to- consonant and during the initial portion of the transitional movement
from consonant -to- vowel. A consequence of reducing spatial differences in
tongue blade resultant position may be to reduce acoustic variation according-'
ly. This does not deny the fact that the acoustic transitions vary as a func-
tion of the.preceding and following rowels.' Rather, it suggests that the ob-
served range of variation may be less than what would occur in the absence of
these'tongue-jaw interactions. This interpretation suggests a line of further
research.

Whatever the interpretation, these results provide an example of compen-
satory inter-articulator coordination in response to contextual influences.
Although the data presented here are limited in scope, the results support the.
hypothesis that observed lingual-mandibular linkages during movement extend
beyond a.simple mechanical connection between the jaw and the tongue blade.
Inter-articulator Cooperatipl, at least for alveolar consonant production, ap-
pears to be coordinated to reduce positional variation in resultant tongue
blade height generated by the coarticalatory context. The generality of this
result, as well as a more detailed descpiption of the conditions under which
it is observed, remains to be determined.
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Footnotes

This model is,of course, physiologically inaccurate in that jaw move-
ment during speech includes both rotation and translation (Gibbs & Messerman,
1972),. However, at the level of analysis reported here, the results do not
depend on whether the calculation of the jaw component is based on a purely
rotational model or on a combined rotation and translation model.

*It should be noted that absolute timing (i.e., the durations between
each of the measured events) differed systematically as a function of phonetic
context. However, a detailed anailysts of these differences is beyond the
Scope of this paper. a
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THE TIMING OF ARTICULATORY GESTURES: EVIDENCE FOR RELATIONAL INVARIANTS*

Betty Tullert and J. A. Scott Kelsott

Abstract. In this experiment we examined the effects of changing
speaking rate and syllable stress on the space-time structure of
articulatory gestures. Lip and jaw movements of four subjects were
monitored during production of selected bisyllablc utterances in
which stress and rate were orthogonally:, varied. Analysis of the
relative timing of articulator movements revealed that the time of
onset of gestures specific to consonant articulation was tightly
linked to the timing of gestures specific to the flanking vowels.
The temporal stability observed was independent of large variations
in displacement, duration, and velocity of individual gestures. The
kinematic results are in close agreement with our preViously report-
ed EMG findings (Tuller, Kelso, & Harris, 1982a) and together pro-
vide evidence for relational invariants in articulation.

41/ftler
A central goal for speech research is 0, understand the perceptual con-

stancy of a given unit (e.g., feature, phoneme, syllable) in the absence of a
unique set of acoustic or articulatory properties.' For example, linguistic
constraints, such as phonetic context, level of stress, and speaking rate,
produce a wide range of articulatory patterns for the same abstract linguistic

',type. The approach that we adopt here is to ask whether constancies in rela-
tional aspects of articulatory patterning (relational invariants) can in fact
be caserved across these speech-relevant transformations: The present work
explores the possibility that the relative timing of articulatory gestures
spanning several segments is maintained over suprasegmental variations in
stress and speaking rate.

Our interest in the theory tnat relatitanl invariants (Kelso, 1981) are
essential to speech communication is motivated by research from three

_disparate sources, First, in nonspeech motor skills such as bimanual coordi-
nation, handwriting, typewriting, postural control, and locomotion, the rela-
tive timing of kinematic or electromyographic events is maintained ACPO*5 SC4-
lar changes in rate and force producti -on (sec for review, Kelso, Tuller,

*Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 1944, 76, 1030-1')3t,.
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Tuller & Kelso: The Timing of Articulatory Gestures

Harris, 1933). For example, as a cat walks raster, the duration of the

"step-cycle" of each limb decreases and the propulsive force produced by limb
extension increases (Grillner, 1975; Shik & Orlovskii, 1976). However, the
timing of activity in the limb extensor muscles is constant relative to the
time between successive flexions (Engberg & Lundberg, 1966):

A second source of motivation for examining relational invariants is the
demonstration that perception of certain linguistic distinctions depends on
the relative (not absolute) durations of acoustic constituents. For example,

perception of the voiced/voiceless distinction in medial stop consonants is
strongly influenced by the duration of silence (closure) preceding release of
the consonant. However, Port (1979) found that the duration of silence neces-
sary to specify that the medial stop consonant was voiceless decreased as
speaking rate increased (cf. Miller & Grosjean, 1981; Miller & Liberman,

1979; Pickett & Decker, 1960; Summerfield, 1975).

A third motivation for our approach comes from investigations Qf speech
production. These studies, though few in number, suggest that the relative
timing of articulatory kinematics at the segmental and syllabic levels is
unaffected by suprasegmental variations (e.g., Kent & Moll, 1975; Kent & Net-
sell, 1971; Kozhevnikov & Chistovich, 1965; LSfqvist & Yoshioka, 1981).

In an earlier electromyographic study (Tuller, Kelso, & Harris, 1982a),
we asked whether stable relative timing across suprasegmental variation is al-

so an appropriate characterization of intersegmeotal speech organization.
Specifically, we asked whether the muscle activity underlying production of
the vowels and medial consonant in utterances such as /pilpap/ and /paIpap/
would maintain any *emporal systematicity across rates and stress levels. Our

strategy was to define periods of muscle activity corresponding to the inter-
val between successive vo4els, and successive consonants. We examined the
timing of various aspects of muscle activity for the intervocalic consonant
relative to that for the vowel interval, and the timing of muscle events for
interconsonantal vowels relative to the consonant interval. Comparing the
stability of these various timing relations, we found one very consistent re-
sult: The average duration of the interval between onsets of muscle activity
for successive vowels was linearly related to the average latency (relative to
the first vowel) of medial consonant-related muscle activity.' Other possible
relationships, such as those based on periods of muscle activity related to
production of successive consonants, did not show the same degree of stabili-
ty,

One shortcoming of our electromyographic experiment (Tuller et al.,

1982a) is that we could only examine the stability of relative articulatory
timing on the averaged ensemble of tokens. We could not examine whether the
relationship also holds when token-to-token variability is allowed because it
is not always possible to define onsets and offsets of muscle activity for
individual repetition tokens of an utterance (see Baer, Bell-Berti, & Tuller,
1979, for a discussion of temporal measures of individual vs. averaged EMG re-
cords). Moreover, the eventual goal is to understand the speech signal as
structured by movements of the articulators, but the general form of the rela-
tionship between electromyographic signals and kinematic variables is by no
means transparent. For these reasons, we performed a similar experiment in
which articulator movement trajectories were measured and their relative tim-

ing examined.
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Method

Sublects*

The subjects were three adult females and one adult male. All were na-
tive speakers of English. One subject (BT) was aware of the experiment's pur-
pose.

Materials and Procedure

The speech sample included utterances of the form b-vowel-conso-
nant-vowel-b with the medial consonant presented and spoken as the first ele-
ment of the second syllable. Consonants and vowels were chosen to maximize
lip and jaw movement. Thus, the first vowel (V1) was either /a/ or /ale,/, the
second vowel (V2) was always /a/, and the medial consonant (C) was either /b/,
/p/, /w/, or /v/ (e.g., /ba#wab/, /baeOpab/, etc.). Each utterance was spoken
with two stress patterns, with, primary stress placed on either the first or
second syllable. The subjects read quasi-random lists of these utterances at
two self-selected speaking rates--one conversational and the other somewhat
faster. Each utterance was embedded in the carrier phrase "It's a

again" to reduce the effect of initial and final lengthening and
prosodic variations. Three subjects produced twelve repetitions, and one sub-
ject (BT) ten repetitions, of the 32 utterance types (8 phonetic strings x 2
rates x 2 stress patterns), for a total of 1472 tokens.

Data Recording

Articulatory movement in the up-down direction ,was monitored using an
oOtoelectrenic device (a modified SELSPOT system). In this system, light-
weight, infrared, light-emitting diodes (LEDs) are focused on a photodetector
that, with the associated electronics, outputs analog signals corresponding to
the x and y position of each over time. In this experiment, the LEDs were
attached to the subject's upper lip, lower lip, jaw, and nose. In order to
minimize head movements during the experiment, a head rest was used and output
of the LED attached to the nose was continuously displayed on an oscilloscope
placed directly in front of the subject, who was told to keep the display on
the zero line.

Acoustic recprdings were made simultaneously with the movement tracks and
both were computer-analyzed on subsequent playback from FM tape. Acoustic to-
kens were first excised from the carrier phrase using the PCM system at Has-
kins Laboratories, then played in random order to four listeners who judged
each token's phonetic make-up and stress pattern. Tokens were omitted from
further analysis if more than one listener judged the token as having a dif-
ferent stress pattern from the appropriate one or if any phonetic errors were
noted. For only one speaker (JE) was it necessary to omit more than two to-
kens of any given utterance type; the minimum number of utterance tokens for
this speaker was seven.

The movement records were computer-sampled at 5--ms intervals. To correct
for up-down head movements, output of the nose LED was subtracted (by a

computer program) from output of the LEUs attached tee the lips and jaw.
Movements of the lower lip were isolated by subtracting movements of the jaw.
Velocity records for the jaw, upper lip, lower lip, and lower lip corrected
for jaw movement were obtained by software calculation of the first derivative
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of the position records. For each token, the times at which movements began
and ended (indexed by points of zero velocity) were obtained individually for
the Jaw, the upper lip, and the lower lip corrected for jaw movement.

Results

The main thrust of this study was to examine the relative timing of
articulatory movements. In keeping with our earlier work and with various
studies of nonspeech motor skills, we chose to define articulatory timing in
terms of the phase relations among events in the movement trajectories. This
requires delimiting some period of articulatory aptivity and the latency of
occurrence of an articulattfry event within the defined period. Over linguis-'
tic variations, in this case stress and rate, these intervals will Change in
their absolute durations. The question is whether they change in a systemati-
cally related manner,

Our earlier electromyographic !study (Tullflr, Kelso, & Harris, 1982a)
showed this maximal temporal systematilcity when the latency of onset of conso-
nant-associated muscle activity was/considered relative to the period between
onsets of muscle activity associated with production of successive vowels. We
used this result to guide our investigation of articulatory kinematics, al-
though the latencies of gestures associated with vowel events were also exam-
ined relative to the interval between gestures associated with successive con-
sonant productions.

Figure 1 shows the acoustic Signal and position-time functions for the
jaw, upper lip, and lower lip (independent of jaw movement) for one token of.
/baltpab/, spoken with primary Striess on the second syllable. The figure
illustrates the articulatory intervals discusSed in th t of this article.
In all cases, the onsets of articulator movements (A tueough F in Figure 1)
were determined empirically from zero crossings in the velocity records of the
individual repetitions (not shown in Figure 1). Points labeled A and B are
the onsets of jaw lowering associated with production of the first and second
vowels, respectively. The interval from A to B is referred to hereafter as
the "gestural cycle associated with production of successive vowels" or, more
loosely, the "vocalic cycle." Similarly, the intervals from C to D and from E
to F are referred to as "gestural cycles associated with production of
successive consonants" or "consonantal cycles," indexed by movement onsets of
the upper lip and lower lip, respectively. Within the vocalic cycle of each
token, we measured the latency of.onset of consonant-related movement of the
upper and lower lips (i.e., the intervals A-C and A-E). Within the consonant
cycle of each token, we determined the latency of onset of jaw lowering
associated with vowel articulation (C-B and E-b).

One kinematic measue that is intuitively commensurate with the temporal-
ly stable EMG measure is the latency of onset of lower lip raising for produc-
ing the medial labial consonant (A-E) relative to the vocalic cycle (the peri-
od from the onset of jaw lowering for the first vowel to the onset.of jaw
lowering for the second vowel (A-B)),. ,These measures are illustrated quanti-
tatively in Figure 2, which shows measurements for one subject's (JE) produc-
tions of the utterances /balbab/, /balipab/, /ba #vab /, and /ba #wabl. Each
point on a graph is one token of an utterance type, and the four stress-rate
conditions are plotted on a single graph.

r
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Figure 1. Movements of the jaw, upper lip, and lower lip corrected for jaw
movement-, and the acoustic signal for one token of /baf'pab/.
Articulator position (the y-axis) is f'hown as a function of time.
Onsets of jaw and lip movements (empirically determined from zero
crossings in the velocity records) are indicated (see text for de-

A Pearson product-moment correlation was calculated for each distribu-
tion. Obviously, the calculated correlations are very high: .93, .92, .94,
and .92. However, the changes that occur are not ratiomorphic; the calculat-
ed regression lines (not shown in the figures) do not intercept the y-axis at
the origin. Utterances with /ae/ as the first vowel showed essentially ident-
ical results, with correlations for this speaker of r .9 and above. Again,
th- -harges were systematic but not ratiomorphic.

igure 3 also shows the timing of medial consonant articulation relative
le vocalic cycle for the same subject in Figure 2. In this case, however,

we have defined the onset of consonant articulation as the onset Of the lower-
/ ing gesture of the upper lip (interval A-C in Figure 1). Utterances with me-

-1 dial /v/ are not included because no systematic upper lip movement was noted.
Again, the changes in duration of the two measured intervals are highly
correlated for utteranc s with /a/ as the first vowel (shown in Figure 3) as
well as in utterances whose first vowel was /ae/. It can be seen from the
figures, hqwever:, that correlations within each stress--rate condition tend to
be lower than the correlations across conditions, particularly in those condi-

.

tions whose range is small along one axis.
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Although Figures 2 and! 3 illustrate the data from only a single subject
(JE)92 the three other subjects showed essentially the same pattern. The left
half of Table 1 shows the values for all four subjects obtained by correlating
the vocalic cyclea with the latency of onset of consonant articulation.
Correlations obtained when consonant articulation is defined by the raising
gesture ofithe lower lip are shown separately from correlations in which eon-
-sonant articulation is defined by the lowering gesture of the upper lip. The

lowest correlation obtained for any utterance was .84 (accounting for 71% of
the variance). Let us underscore that these high correlations occur even
though other aspects of the movements, such as their displacement, velocity,
and duration, change substantially (Tuller, Harris, & Kelso, 1982). The right
half of Table 1 shows the correlations obtained between the within syllable
consonantal cycle and the latency of production of "the intervening vowel. In

Figure 1, Wiese measures correspond to the intervals C-D and C-B for the upper
lip and jaw, and E-F and E-B for the lower lip and jaw. The resulting corre-
lations span a wide range of values (from -.02 to .72), clustering in the .2
to .65 range.

One question that arose from this analysis was whether the high correla-
tions obtained between the duration of the vocalic period and the timing of
the medial consonant could be a statistical artifact. Most of the durational
stretching and shrinking across rate and stress changes occurs in the
vowel-related, articulator movements. This alone might account for the fact
that the correlations between two intervals that both contain the vowel-relat-
ed movements are higher than the correlations between intervals not containing
this common element (cf. Barry, 1983; Tuller, Kelso, & Harris, 1983).

To explore this possibility we determined the correlation coefficients
that would occur if consonant gesture latencies occurred at random with re-
spect to geStural periods for successive vowels. To this end, we subtracted
the latency (A-C or A-E in Figure 1) from the period (A-B) for all individual
tokens of an utterance type. The resulting values (C--B or E-B) were then ran-
domly paired with a different latency value. Adding the members of a pair re-
pairs of values have the Same'property as our original measure: variability
in vowel duration contributes both to period and to latency. We then
calculated the correlations between the new pairs. Using Fisher's r-to-z
transform and t-tests, we compared the new correlations with the original
correlations obtained from the period and latency pairs as' measured from the
data. Figure 4 shows the difference between; the z-score for the actual corre-
lation and the z-score for the correlation obtained with'random pairing of pe-
riods and latencies for the 56 compariaons.3 In all cabes, the correlation
obtained from the randomly paired periods and latencies was significantly
lower (at least at the .05 /level) than the correlation of periods and
latencies that actually occurred.

A related question is whether our results are due to an overall tempo ef-
fect (MacNeilage, in press) and thus do not specifically implicate the gestur-
al cycle for vowels as an important variable in speech motor control. We
tested this possibility by examining the interval from the onset of jaw lower-
ing for the second vowel to the onset of upper lip lowering for the final con-
sonant (interval B -t In Figure 1) relative to the interval between jaw lower-
ing for successive vowels (interval A-B). No,tice that in this analysis, the
defined cycle does not include the relevant consamant-related articulation.
Nevertheless, these variables should still be strongly correlated if an over-
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Table 1

Pearson Product-Moment Correlations for All Four Subjects, De3cribing Rela-
tionships Between Various Periods and Latencies, as Indicated

aba'

Vocalic Csie

afloa2 aba'

Consonantal Cycle

aeba'aebal aba= aebe aba'

CH .93 .91 .98 .97 .41. .02 .49 .13
NM .84 .89 .92 .94 .64 .46 .28 .62
JE .43 .90 .97 .90 .63 .55 .31 .22
BT .95 .95 .96 .93 .52 .61 .47 .41

apa aepa apa aepa apa aepa apa aepa

CH .96 .87 .95 .97 -.02 .35 .22 .26
NM .93 .94 .91 .92 .49 .22 .61 -.02
JE .92 .94 .97 .89 .39 .29 .36 .64
BT .97 .96 .96 .93 .71 .31 .46 .21

awa mwa awa aewa awa wwa awa wwa

CH .91 .95 .91 :0 .71 .31 .61 .05
NM .93 .91 .95 .94 .51 .51 .43 .69
JE .94 .92 .89 .84 .24 .72 , .37 .05
BT .97 .93 .91 .94 .33 .38 .51 .24.

ava aeva ava aeva

CH .94 .(43 .69 .21

. NM .86 .89 .51 .63
JE .92 .95 .46 .52

BT .96 .90 .56 .33

'Latency V1 (jaw) to medial C (lower lip); period = V1 to V2 (jaw).
2Latency V1 (jaw) to medial C (upper lip); period . VI to V2 (jaw).
'Latency - C2 (lower lip) to V2 (jaw); period = C2 to C3 (lower lip).
`Latency - C2 (upper lip) to V2 (jaw); period (72 to C3 (.upper lip).
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all tempo effect is involved. The resulting linear correlations; however,
were extremely weak, ranging fr,711 -.6 to .02 across the four speakers, and
clustering (83%) in the -.1 to -.4 range. The correlations were generally
negative because stressed and unstressed syllables alternate in ouir data set.
Thus, long vowel intervals (utterances with the first syllable stressed) are
followed by short lip closing gestures (unstressed, syllable-initial conso-
nants). Taken together with the results of randomly pairing periods and
latencies these results indicate that neither variations in vowel duration nor
overall speech tempo can account for the systematic relationship between the
timing of intervocalic consonant articulation and the period between its
flanking vowels.

Another prediction of the stable relative timing of consonant and vowel
articulations is that the small changes in duration of consonantal gestures
should be correlated with the relatively larger changes in duration of
vowel-related gestures. To explore this further, we determined the duration
of "vowel-specifi.c movement," defined as the intltrval from the onset of jaw
lowering for the first vowel to the onset of lip movement forithe medial con-
sonant (A-C and A-E in Figure 1), and the duration of "consonant-specific
movement," defined as the interval from the onset of lip movement for the me-
dial consonant to the onset of jaw lowering for the second vowel (C-B and E-B
in Figure 1)., We then correlated these measures across stress and rate condi-
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tions for each utterance type and, using t-testa, determined whether the
resulting correlations were significantly greater than zero. In all 56 cases,
the duration of consonant and vowel movements (as defined above) were
positively oorrelated (rs ranged from .52 to .87, is ranged from 3.55 to
10.29, Es < .01).

Although the above analyses examine the commonalities in organization
across disyllables with different intervocalic consonants, we expected to ob-
serve consonant-related differences predictable from the acoustic-phonetic
literature. For example, the period of voicing for a vowel prior to
supraglottal occlusion for a voiced stop consonant such as /b/ tends to be
longer than voicing for the same, vowel before closure for the voiceless stop
consonant /p/ (e.g., House, 1961; House & Fairbanks, 1953; Peterson &
Lehiste, 1960). For the four speakers in this study, the acoustic duration of
the voiced portion of each vowel was measured and ANOVAs computed to test the
effect of consonant (/p/ vs. /b/), stress, and speaking rate on vowel-related
voicing duration. The acoustic measures were from the first full pitch period
after initial consonant release to the first acoustic indication of closure
for the medial stop consonant. ANOVA revealed that all four speakers produced
significantly longer voicing for vowels before /b/ than before /p/ (Fs (1,59)
ranged from 39.02 to 78.61, Rs < .001), although for one speaker (CH) this ef-
fect was rather small (22 ma mean difference), possibly because the medial
consonant was not syllable final.

In light of these results, one might predict that the latency of conso-
nant articulation relative to the preceding vowel (as indexed, for example, by
the onset of lower lip raising) would occur later in /b/ than in /p/. Exami-
nation of Figures 2 and 3 reveals, perhaps surprisingly, that the range of
latencies for the onset of lower lip movement changes only slightly across
intervocalic consonants. Although the mean latency values within each
stress-rate condition tends to be later for /b/ than for /p/, this small
difference does not account for the total measured acoustic difference. The
onset of upward jaw movement, however, does migrate with context, being 20 ma
to 40 ms earlier in vowel-/p/ than vowel-/b/ utterances.

Another hypothesis is that the period-latency functions might reflect the
manner of consonant production. In fact, the calculated regression lines (not
shown in the figures) for /v/ and /w/ did tend to have flatter slopes,
reflecting earlier articulatory onsets, than the regression lines for /p/ and
/b/. However, the ordering of slopes is not identical across subjects. We
also evaluated consonant effects on the duration and peak instantaneous
velocity of upward movements of the composite lower lip-jaw system. A signif-
icant consonant effect was found for both the duration and velocity of lower
lip movements for all speakers (Fs(3,240) ranged from 6.86 to 351.8, Rs
<.001). Scheffe post-hoc comparisons showed that for three of the four speak-
ers, the duration of the lower lip gesture upward was longer for vowel-/v/ and
vowel-/w/ transitions than for vowel-/p/ and vowel-/b/ transitions (Es <.05).
In addition, the peak instantaneous velocity'of the composite lower lip-jaw
system for all speakers was higher for vowel-/p/, vowel-/b/, and vowel-/v/
gestures than for vowel-/w/ gesturas (Rs <.05). Although the difference in
peak instantaneous velbeity for vowel-/p/ and vowel-/b/ gestures was just
Short of significance at the .05 level, all four speaker showed a tendency
for vowel- /p/ gestures to have higher velocities than vowel-/b/ gestures (see
also Kuehn, 1973).
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Discussion

To summarize, in this experiment the timing of movement onset for ges-
tures appropriate to consonants was tightly linked to the timing o

*-
14,ement

onsets for vowel-related gestures.` This stability of relative ar ulatory
timing was observed for all utterances examined and was independent of often
large variations in duration, displacement, and velocity of individual articu-
lators. Moreover, performance of the one speaker who was aware of thelexperi-
ment's aim was in all ways similar to the performance of the three naive
speakers. These kinematic results are compatible with the earlier.FMG find-
ings (Tuller, Kelso, & Harris, 1982a) and together, we feel, provide evidence
for relational invariants in articulation. Nevertheless, a few caveats are in
order.

First, the measure of movement onset is not meant to be isomorphic with
the measure of EMG onset in the earlier experiment. The relationship between
parameters of muscle activity and the resulting-kinematics has yet to be
elucidated in systems far less complex than the vocal apparatus (e.g., Bigland
& Lippold, 1954; Cooke, 1980; Wallace & Wright, 1982).

Second, we have chosen to examine the relative timing of onsets of move-
ment trajectories but do not mean to imply that movement onset enjoys privi-
leged status as a directly controlled variable. A good deal of debate in the
motor control literature surrounds the question of what variables the nervous
system regulates (cf. Stein, 1982, and commentaries). Nevertheless, we feel
confident that 4e timing of onset 4 articulator movement is highy correlat-
ed with whatever kinematic or dynam c aspects of movement are apposite to the
nervous system;_ja

A third reagon for caution when generalizing these results is that weed
not examine the behavior of the most important articulator, namely, the
tongue. Although ye expressly restricted our corpus to consonants having min-
imal tongue involvement (so far as we know), any adequate account of speech
motor control must include a description of lingual articulation. These data
are buttressed, however, by results of a recent, but more limited, parallel
experiment that monitored tongue movements of one speaker (Harris, Tuller, &
Kelso, 1983; see' alSo-OStrY; -Keller; & Paruab, 1983; FarUsh, Oatry; & 'sun -
hall, 1983).

Fourth, we have only examined phonetically very simple material--the be-
havior of single consonants :etween two fairly unreduced vowels, with the
intervocalic consonant in syllable-initial position. The description is

incomplete in that it does not address the syllable affiliation of the conso-
nant, the number of intervocalic consonants. the role of extremely reduced
vowels or schwa, or cases where extensive anticipatory coartiulation is
possible.

0 Despite these limitations, the view that the period between successive
vowel gestures is 3 significant articulatory event and that ecusonant gestures
are timed relative :.(.) such perlods is supported by the literaturr on compensa-
tory shortening and coarticulation. For example, it is well known that
intervocalic consonants shorten the measured acoustic duration of the
surrounding vowels (e.g., Lindblom & Rapp, 1973). This may mean that all as-
pects of the articulation of vowels are shortened when consonants follow or
precede them, Alternatively, it may mean that the consonants and vowels are
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produced in concert, with the trailing edges of the vowels progressively
*overlaid," as it were, by the consonants (Fowler, 1981). In this view, vowel

\P

articulations occur continuously throughout the production of conson nts and
consonant clusters. An articulatory organization of this sort was fi st pro-
posed by Ohman (1966), to explain the changes in formant transit ns of
intervocalic consonants as a function of the flanking vowels. Fowler\(1977)
has elaborated this view by suggesting that the vocalic cycle plays an impor-
tant organizing role in speech production and perception. mSi recent articu-
latory evidence that the influence of both preceding and folio ing vowels 13

%
-apparent throughout the intervocalic consonant might also be interpreted as
indicating a significant vowel-to-vowel articulatory period (Barry & Kuenzel,

.1975; Butcher & Weiher, 1976; Gay, 1977; Harris & Bell-Berti, 1984; Suss-
man, MacNeilage, & Hanson, 1973).

In conclusion, we believe that the data in the study reported here indi-
cate an organizational scheme that speech production shares with many other
forms of coordinated activity (see Boylls, 1975; Fowler, Rubin, Remez, & Tur-
vey, .1980; Grillner, 1982; Kelso & Tuller, 1984; Kelso, Tuller, & Harris,
1983; Turvey, Shaw, & Mace, 1973, for reviews), characterized by the temporal
stability of movements rtive to a cycle and the independence of the rela-
tive timing of movements from modulations in displacement or force. In fact,
this appears to be one of the main signatures of muscle-joint ensembles when
they cooperate to accomplish particular tasks.
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2Data from a different speaker (CH) are plotted in Tuller, Kelso, and
Harris (1982b), and a subset of data from a third speaker (BT) is plotted in
Tuller, Kelso, and Harris (1983).

'Four subjects X six utterance types X two measures of consonant articu-
lation, plus four subjects X two utterance types with one measure of consonant
articulation.

`Recent work by Lubker (1983) suggests that for speakers of Swedish, the
timing of vowel and consonant movements is constrained as for the English
speakers.
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ONSET OF VOICING IN STUTTERED AND FLUENT UTTERANCES

Gloria J. Borden,t Thomas Baer, and Mary Kay Kenneytt

Abstract. Electroglottographic (EGG) and ae3ustio waveforms of the
first few glottal pulses of voicing were monitored and voice onset
time (VOT) measured during an adaptation task performed by stutter-
ers and controls. The fluent utterances of stutterers resembled
those of control subjects. After dysrluencies, however, the EGG
signal increased gradually, lending physiological upport to the
technique of "easy onset" of voicing. EGG waveforms also served to
help differentiate mild from severe stutterers. Idiosyncratic ritu-
alized laryngeal behavior, sometimes including physiological tremor,
was evident in the EGG record.

Physiological studies indicate that initiation of voicing presents
particular difficulties for stutterers. Aberrant laryngeal muscle activity
(Freeman & Ushijima, 1978) and inappropriate vocal fold positioning (Conture,
McCall, & Brewer, 1977) have been found. In addition to abnormally high mus-
cle activity, Freeman and Ushijima found that the usual reciprocity of laryn-
geal adductor and abductor muscles disappears during stuttering episodes.
Conture and his colleagues observed that the vocal folds are fixed during
blocks in eitner a closed or open position. Many methods used to treat
stuttering accordingly emphasize "easy onset" of voicing. Van Riper's (1963)
technique of altering the preparatory set directed stutterers to start an
utterance from a state of rest. Webster's (1974) "Target-based Therapy" and
Weiner's (1978) "Vocal Control Therapy" are two of many approaches that direct
attention to the gradual onset or voicing. These techniques are supported by
numerous studies demonstrating the fluency enhancing effects of conditio%s
(such as choral reading, delayed auditory feedback, metronome-timed speech,
and auditory masking) that result in altered phonatory states (Wingate, 1969,
presents a review). Also, stuttering episodes were found to become more fre-
quent when changes in voicing were increasingly required (Adams & Reis, 1974).

Even when judged to be fluent, stutterers have been found to be slower
than normals in initiating voicing during reaction time experiments Adams &
Hayden, 1976; Cross & Luper, 197'4; Starkweather, Hirschman, & Tannenbaum,
1976). Voice onset time (VOT) in CV combinations his also been found to be
longer in the perceptually fluent utteranees of stutterers tiro] in tokens

tAlso Temple University, Philadelphia, 2A.
ttTemple University, Philadelphia, PA.
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uttered by normal control subjects (Hillman & Gilbert, 1977), although there
have been findings that contnadict or qualify the longer VOT results (Metz,
Conture, & Caruso, 1979; Watson & Alfonso, 1983). The inconsistency of re-
sults In the VOT stddies may be due to differences in the degree to which
smo-vocal blocks were successfully eliminated from the sample determined to be
perceptually fluent. Since the incidence of stuttering episodes is known to
be significantly higher at the beginning of a phrase than within it (Blood-
stein, 1975), the preparatory "set" does seem to be implicated, but the ques-
tion remains whether these preliminary adjustments aft aberrant in stutterers
even when they are fluent. On average, stutterers are slower in their speech
than nonstutterers and are also slower in counting on their fingers, but when
separated into groups according to severity, a significant difference was
limited to the severe stutterers; mild stutterers were not significantly
slower than their controls (Borden, 1983).

The phenomenon of adaptation in stuttering, in which the frequency of
stuttering episodes is usually reduced in repeated oral readings of the same
passage, was 'exploited in this study to provide examples of fluent and stut-
tered tokens of an utterance for comparative purposes. In addition, we used
the technique of electroglottography (EGG) a useful, noninvasive method of
indirectly examining activity of the vocal folds. The recorded EGG signal is
the change in impedance across the vocal folds of an imperceptible high fre-
quency current passing between electrodes placed on each side of the thyroid
prominence (Fourcin, 1974). To the degree that the vocal folds increase con-
tact with one another, impedance to the transmission of the signal decreases,
while glottal opening increases impedance. Thus, vocal fold movements may be
inferred from changes in impedance.' Investigations comparing the EGG signal
with direct filming of the vocal folds have yielded information on landmarks
of the EGG waveform and their correlation with glottal opening, closing, and
peak contact (Baer, Lofqvist, & McGarr, 1983; Childers, Naik, Larar,
Krishnamurthy, & Moore, 1983; Rothenb!rg, 1981).

The purpose of this experiment (see Footnote 1) was to study the onset of
voicing in stutterers and their controls during an adaptation condition for
which they repeated 4-digit number series (such as 4253) five times each or
until judged fluent. Questions that we had in mind were: What can be in-
ferred about voice initiation from acoustic and EGG analysis

...in stuttered, aborted attempts to voice

...in successful voicing after a block

...in perceptually fluent utterances

...in normal speech of control subjects?

Initiation of voicing was analyzod by examining the aoustic and electro-
glottographio waveforms of tilt: first few glottal pulses of each of the two
number series and by measuring VOT from :spectrographic recordings.
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Method

Subject?.

Eight adult stutterers (seven males and one female) aged 21-48 years were
matched by sex, age, and general educational/occupational level with eight
normal speakers aged 20-45. Mean age was 33 for the experimental group and 32
for the control group. College students, teachers, blue collar workers, and
professionals were represented in both groups. Subjects were bimodally
distributed in terms of-the severity of their stuttering. Table 1 shows that
four of the stutterers were rated as mild and four as severe, according to the
Stuttering Severity Index (Riley, 1972), the reading and conversational parts
of the Stuttering Interview (Ryan, 1974), and subjective judgments of two
speech pathologists.

Table 1

Subjects for the adaptation study and their controls.

Task

SUBJECT SEX AGE SEVERITY
OF

STUTTERING

I JP Al 48 severe

2 DE Al 22 severe

3 DA A4 31 severe

16 m 44 mold

5 of F 30 severe

6. MA SA 26 mild

GV PA 41 mild

8 SI SA 21 mild

51K 33

FS Al 45

2. TS SA 22

3. SB Al 30

4. EG Al 43

5 NM F 32

6 Jl SA 29

7 Al M 36

8 DR M 20

X= 32

Subjects were asked to count aloud from a visivil digital display of two
different sequences of the digits 2, 3, 4, and 5. The sequences were 3425 and
4253. Subjects were instructed to say each sequence as quickly as possible,
without sacrificing accuracy, upon the sound of a response tone. They were
told to expect repetitions. Each series appeared five times, the first time 1
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s before the signal to respond, and the last four times simultaneous with the
signal to respond. If the stutterers were not fluent by the fifth trial of
each series, they were instructed to repeat the number series until fluent.
All 8 of the control subjects, 3 of the 4 mild stutterers, and 1 of the severe
stutterers repeated each series 5 times for a total of 10 utterances from each
subject. The remaining, mild stutterer and three of the four severe stltter'ers
7epeated each series (14,10), (14,10), (10,24), and (11,10) times, respective-
ly. One severe stutterer never fully adapted to the 4253 sequence after 24
trials.

Instrumentation

The program presenting the test sequences was run on a microcomputer
(Integrated Computer Systems). For each sequence, a visual warning signal was
followed by a variable interval (300, 400, or 500 ms), after wnich the 4-digit
display appeared. The tone signaling the subject to respond was delayed 1 s
after the first display of each series and was simultaneous with the display
for the repetitions. Presentation of each display was experimenter-controlled
to allow for subject differences in response time.

An electroglottograph (F-J Electronics ApS) recorded rapid changes in im-
pedance by high pass filtering ¶ ?5 Hz-10 kHz) the overall changes in impedance
of a signal transmitted across the larynx at the level of the vocal folds.
The onset of these rapid oscillations was abrupt and unambiguous an* served to
signal the onset of voicing during the adaptation task. The acoustic pressure
wave was simultaneously recorded through a microphone placed approximately 1

foot from each speaker. Lip/jaw movement was recorded from a small LED, at-
tached to the lower lip, that was exposed to an opto-electronic tracking 'sys-
tem; respiratory movements were recorded by a semi-hemispheric pneumograph.
The respiratory and lip/jaw recordings were not analyzed in detail for this
report (see Note 1).

Analysis of the Data

Visicorder graphs of the phy'3iologi,:al and a "oustin si!;nals recorded
FM tape were produced for each subjeot. The adaptation trial recordings were
inspected for any sign of dysfluency, such as abnormal fluctuations .in laryn-
geal impedance. The trials were then digitized from the analog tape for
further editing. The experimenters inspected each sot of trials un A computer
monitor using a 100-ms time frame to magnify de first few periods of rapid
vibrations of the vocal folds, enatsling a more detailed examination of tne
electroglottograph is and acoustic waveforms. Hard copies were made of the
first dysfluent and last fluent utterance for each series in the sample
collected from stutterers and of t -hr' first ani last trill frrr, :,object
who did not stutter.

In addition to the waveform recordings, soind spe:!trograms wfgt pruduced
for all utterances during the adapt-itton series. A total of spectrograms
were generated to measure VOl of the utterance two../tu/. 'JUT was measured
from the, onset of tne burst for /t/ to the fi-st gl()ttal r,u1se for /u/. If
the utterance was stuttererd by repetition uf /t/, the measure was taken from
the last burst to vowel onset. Measures in millimeters were convertee to
milliseconos and averaged for each subject arid across groups corresponding to
(1) utterances of control subjects, ,(2) fluent utterances of stutterers, and
(3) stuttererd utterances. Speech rate was measured for the first and last
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fitient sample for each speaker, yielding four measures (twO number series)
that` were then averaged. Measures were -talc-en-from the onset of voicing for
the first syllable to voice offset for the last syllable, thus eliminating the
41.0metlmes ambiguous onset pf the initial consonant. The measures in-mill.lmeu

7ters were converted to milliseconds and divided by four for an average time
for each syllable. This time divided into 1000 ins yielded an average syll,
able/second speech rate.

Analysis of the EGG and acoustic waveforms at voice onset was qualita-
tive. Quantitative measures of VOT differences between stutterers and con-
trol were averaged across fluent utterances and the standard deviations
computed. Spearman's rho correlation was, used to test the relationship be-
.ween VOT and speech rate.

Results

Electroglottographic and Acoustic Waveforms

Control !Aleell. The patterns of Change in laryngeal imp dance recorded
by the elebtroglottograph looked similar fors all control subjeets. Figure 1
represents -the EGG and acoustic waveforms of a male voice initiating /'r/ in
the word four, The polarity of the signal for this analysis is set so that
upward deflection indicates the decreased impedance that accompanies increased
vocal fodipontact, and downward deflection indicates the increased impedance
accompanying decreased vocal fold contact. Normally, vocal fold contact in-
creases more abruptly (a) than it decreases (b). There is a relatively stable
open phase (c). The EGG envelope grows rapidly in amplitude (d) relative to
the typical acoustic wavefoi`p for a vowel after /17, a waveform that is more
gradual in buildup of the envelope (e). In previous studies, direct viewing
of vocal fold vibration simultaneous with EGG recordings has established these
landmarks of the impedance signal (Bae et al., 1983; Childers et al., 1983;
Rothenberg, 1981). It is difficult to determine the moment of glottal opening
as the folds peel apart during the downward slope of the signal, although
sometimes there is a "shoulder in the downward slope that corresponds with
the appearance of a glottal aperture. Peak EGG is _fairly reliable, however,

-arr-indicatIon Of. MaxiniuM vocal fold contact, although it does not
necessarily indicate complete glotta. closure. Occasionally one sees a cycle
of impedance that does not result in an acoustic pulse, This may reflect some
prevoicing laryngeal adjustment.

Stutterers when; fluent. The first finding from inspection of the EGG
waveforms of stutterers during fluent utterances was that the waveforms looked
normal, with abrupt closing, gradual opening, a relatively stable open phase,
and a rapid buildup of the EGG envelope. Figure 2 shows the waveforms from a
male statterer (severe) and his control and a female stutterer (severe) and
her control. All four samples are from the final trial of the series 4253,
showing onset of voicing in the word four. There is no obvious difference in
EGG and acoustic waveforms of stutterers when they are fluent and those of
normal speakers.

Stutterers when disflient. The second observation from the,data on
stutterers was that when the stutterers (whether mild or severe) were dysf1U-
ent (six of the eight subjects), ;voice initiation after a block was character
ized by a gradual instead of abrupt buildup of the EGG signal in all but one
of the subjects. Table 2 indicates the features observed. Two of the mild
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NORMAL EGO AND ACOUSTIC WAVEFORMS DURING VOICING IN 'FOUR'

eablect: 85 4263
d.

' . ,. b.NEGO *
%,i \--- , \ ,N
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-.-
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--' \ \
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I 4.
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tOmsec
Figure 1. Electroglottographic (EGG) and acoustic records at voice onset in

the utterance "four" by a normal subject. The EGG waveform is dis-
played with upward deflection indicating decreasing impedance. The
EGG waveform is characterized by steep rise (a) in 'vocal fold con-
tact' followed by slower 'opening' (b) and 'open phase' (c). Am-
plitude of the first EGG, pulses builds rapidly (d), compared with
the acoustic waveform (e).

ADAPTED SAMPLES FROM SEVERE STUTTERERS AND THEIR CONTROLS

1,110i C MM 1.Tto

'mot" 'fir""
1! s !

cviker.). iue.g: . t P

11Prgr,-.

g 11 M SUBA { r L'4 .'1. 1Mar, 1.0.1$ led?

I

Figure 2. Electroglottographic and acoustic waveforms of normal speakers on
the left and of stutterers, when fluent, on the right. The top
pair is for females; the bottom pair is for males. Stutterers,
when fluent, produce EGG waveforms that build rapidly in amplitude
like those of control subjects.
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Table 2

..441mmery of characteristics of the electroglottographic waveforms. All sub-
showed rapidly -ihereitSitig voeal fold Contact (*Wing each cycle (see Fir;

"

ure 1.a). Thus, this factor did not distinguish mild from severe stutterers.
After a block, severe stutterers tended to show more abruptly decreasing vocal
fold contact (Figure 1.b) and less stable open phase. (Figure 1.c) during the
vibratory cycle than mild stutterers, although the normally gradual decrease
in contact and 'open phase were restored when subjects were adapted. The
normally abrupt envelope of the EGG signal (Figure 1.d) was hot present after
stuttering but reappearvi when adapted. The occasional pre-voicing EGG cycle
occurred for a few stutterers and a few controls and did not serve to distin-
guish one group from another.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ELECTROGLOTTOGRAPHIC WAVEFORMS
Stable
Open

in V contact Phase
Rapid increase Gradl decrease
in VF contact

A

A

A

A

A

r.

A A

MA A A

0
-J GV ts A

2 SL

LB A

W
cc

DE r.

AA

W DL _AA
(1")

JP _,,A

Not
distinctive

Abrupt
Envelope

A

A A

A

A

A

A

A a

A

A A

A - AA

_AA AA

A

Pre-voiced
adjustment

A

r.

A _AA

-AA ...e.A

_,.A -AA

A

A

A

IMIM=1.

Severe differed Not
from mild. distinctive

when dysfluent.
A present

-AAcnot present when stuttered
present when adcited
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Stutterers evidenced gradual buildup of the EGG signal after a block until
adapted. In other respects the waveforms resembled those of control subjects
although the open phase for LEI was brief. Severe stutterers when dygluent,

differed'hion notinal in several respectet a steeper decrease in viol
cal fold contact, a less stable or prolonged open phase and a more gradual
buildup of the EGG signals These differences also disappeared upon adapta-
tion. One of the severe stutterers initiated voicing with normal looking EGG
whether dysfluent or fluent. The. consonant/vowel ratio (was reversed in dura-
tion, however. , During a dysfluent 3425, silence and consonant noise lasted
400 ms while voicing lasted 200 ms, in contrast with; the fluent sample in
which the ratio reversed to 1:2 with pause and consonant' time 200 ms and vole-

_ ing 400 ms. The rest of the stutterers evidenced gradual buildup of EGG am-
plitude to initiate voicing after a block (Figure 3).

This gradual rise in EGG amplitude is a phyaiologacal index of "easy on-
set of voicing." it is a more reliable indicator than! the acoustic waveform,
because the sound is often graded in rise time due to an increase in front
cavity opening of the vocal tract and perhaps an Inc:tease in volume velocity
from subglottal air pressure. For an utterance such as four, the acoustic
waveform typically shows a graded envelope as the oral constriction for the
/f/ opens for the vowel. Normally, as we hasve seen, the EGG waveform is
abrupt in the rise time of its envelope, indicating that speakers position
their folds for voicing (not necessarily completely adducted) before the
aerodynamic forces act upon the folds to set them into vibration. The slog
rise time in EGG shown by two of the mild and thred of the severe stutterers
is abnormal and adaptive. It is a strategy that stutterers apparently use to
initiate voicing when they are experiencing difficulty. The strong indication
is that under these circumstances the aerodynamic fdhces are brought into play
during a gradual posturing of the vocal folds for !voicing, resulting in the
slow buildup o the EGG envelope seen in Figurel3. Furthermore, once the i

stutterers are dapted or "fluent," the EGG envel pe is abrupt like that of
the control subjects. This style of voice initiati n does not seem to be used/
routinely by stutterers but rather as a method for reaking the block.

0

Although the phenomenon of gradual EGG buildtip was evident for both mill
and severe stutterers, two characteristics of the EGG waveforms were more corn.'
mon among severe stutterers. Both the normally gradual decline in the signal
corresponding to gradual decrease in vocal fold,' contact as the folds peel
apart and the normally stable open phase are lesp prominent in the stuttered
trials of the adaptation task. Figure 4 show this change. The somewhat
steeper decline in the EGG signal and the briefiopen phase before they snap
closed again as seen in the top part of tne figure indicate that the folds in
the stutterer were more rigid than normal. Additional evidence of a change in
stiffness is the corresponding decline in fundamental frequency of the wave-
forms when adapted. The vibration initiated after the block 170 Hzcom-
pared with 114 Hz upon adaptation. The bottom part of the figur,,, shows the
EGG activity f^r the control subject.

Another' observation is the existence .)f highly ritualized
"break-the-block" behavior. One sev,,,Te stutterer in (.,Jr sample demonstrated a
Petage laryngeal maneuver to initiate voicing that looked similar across dif-
ferent utterances. Figure 5 shows the EGG pattOrm, that accompanied the block
and ,f041 breaking of the block for the utterances three [ern in 342t and
four [frj in 4253. When adapted, this subject had an fo of 114 Hz for the
onset of voicing in both utterances, but the first part of the 3-stage ritual

Borden et
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Figure 3. Records from five subjects showing EGG activity following a

stuttering block. The more gradual build-up of the EGG envelope is
characteristic of most of the stutterers when they initiate voicing
after a block.
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Figure 4 Voice initiation (onset of LriJ in three) in a severe stutterer and
his control. Top waveform is the EGG after a stuttering block with
the characteristic slow rise time. The relatively steep decrease,
in vocal fold contact and brief open phase of the waveform is ac-
companied by high fundamental frequency. The middle iavef,..irm is
the same utterance adapted to fluency with slightly longer opien
phase, normal rise time of the first few pulses, and a lower funda-
mental frequency. The waveform at the bottom of the figure !:; tt.t,

EGG signal for the same utterance by the control subject.
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used to break the block showed a much higher fundamental frequency. In tLe
trials shown in the figure, the first stage had an fo of 170 Hz. It can also

seen-that as the IGO signal shows larger isgiedazwe changes, the correspond -
s e acoustic signal is gradually lowered in fir and finally aborted. The sec -

and stage is characterized by breathy low frequency vibrations wnose acoustic
output;is again choked off as the impedance changes widen in their excursions.
The third stage is always successful in that voicing is initiated and main-
tained, although it is abnormally graded in its EGG envelope in contrast to
the adapted sample seen in the middle part of Figure 11. Except for the graded
EGG seen in the final stage, the rest of the break the block strategy seems
.maladaptive, as voicing failed to be maintained.

Alr

EGG AND ACOUSTIC WAVEFORMS FOR 'BREAK THE BLOCK' STRATEGY

SUBJECT JP

'3425'

4-4
1001.41,4

7^I

Figure 5. EGG (top) and acoustic (bottom) records associated with two

stuttering blocks for one-°subject. This idiosyncratic and

ritualized strategy for initiating voicing after a block is similar

despite differences in utterance. This figure shows one second of
time, but can be compared with the same subject in Figure 4, which
shows 100 ms of voice initiation for 3425.

The final observation from the EGG and acoustic data was the existence of
a physiological tremor that shows up on the EGG signal during Voiceless
blocks. The laryngeal tremor is often phase-locked with an observable tremor
in the lower lip. These tremors were observed in two of the severe stutter-
ers. The subject DA) represent.0 on the top part of Figure 6 had a 9-Hz tre-
mor and the subject (DL) on- the bottom ha0 a 7-Hz tremor. These correspond
with the lip tremors of 7-10 Hz that Fibi er (1371) recorded by EMG from the
facial muscles of stutterers. Physiologic'l tremor has been linked to height-
ened stretch reflex due to increased mma motoneuron activity (Lippold,

1971). The data Prom the second sub jec shows the 7-Hz lip tremor superini-
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Sullige:OA

Trzorpommumm.u....

1_ t L

ACOUSTIC

Figure 6. Records of lower lip movement, EGG activity, and the acoustic sig-
nals from two subjects. The top part of this figure shows- a 9-Hz
physiological tremor in both lip and larynx as the subject prolongs
[f] in an effort to initiate voicing. The bottom part of the fig-
ure shows several repetitions of [f] with lip lowering for each.
Superimposed upon these trials is a 7-Hz tremor in both lips and
larynx,
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posed upon a 1.4-Hz trial frequency, as the subject repeated [f]. Interesting
to note here is the normal temporal coordination of the lip/jaw system with
the laryngeal adduetory system for these repeated trials, even though stutter-
ing is usually considered to be "uncoordinated."

Voice Onset Time

One index of the tempordi coordination of laryngeal and supralaryegeal
behavior is the measurement of VOT (Linker & Abramson, 1964) in syllables that
consist of a stop and 3 vowel. Measurements of the time between the burst for
/t/ and the.onset of the voicing for /u/ in the utterance two were made for
all utterances, both stuttered and fluent, in the adaptation task. Figure 7
shows the results. Any utterance that showed aberrant laryngeal activity in
the 7 recording was eliminated from the "Fluent" category. Thus, the
per e 1.1y and physiologically fluent utterances of the mild stutterers were
wee. in normal limits of Vol. Two of the control subjects had consider-
ably Aassber VOT than the others, with one having a mean VOT of 80 ms and the
other 8,3 ms. They also ranked esventh and eighth, respectively, in syllable

..rate. There was no significant correlation between VOT scores and rate among
the normal speaking group as a whole (r . .43), but extremely long VOT
scores corresponded with the slowest rates. The 'same finding held for the
fluent utterances of the experimental group. The ceerelation between Vr1T and
rate was low and lacked significance (rs .?7), but at the extremp5; there
was some correspondenee in that tf1,' Shi;rtc:;t VOT nao
the fastest speaking rate (when fluent), while the subject with the longest
VOT (97 ms) had the slowest speaking rate. The severe stutterers in thin
study had VOTs that varied depending on whether the block occurred on the
utter4pce two or elsewhere. If the block occurred elsewhere in the srien if
four digits, VOT on /tu/ fell within normal limits, but if the moment es

stuttering fell at the junctive of the voiceless /t/ and the voiced /u/, the:;

VOT was either artificially shortened (as when the subject voiced the et or
it was extremely long (when voielne became difficult to initiate).

These data do not suggest an overall deficit in VW Among stutter
less they are stuttering. The Gran1 Mean for all mi-!a:.;Art.n of V"..) fo

subjects in the utterance /tu/ wle ¶7 ms with a standard dg!viati,,n c,f 17
which corresponds closely with the mean VOT of the pooled fluent uttf!ranoPn
stutterers of 56 ms with a stane,ro deviation of 19 ms.

Discussion

When dysfluent, it is in voice initiation that stutterer surrereki
oarticu.lar difficulty. Difficultien were manifested in silent bleeke, re;:yti-
tions of the voiceless consonant peoceding voicing, or abort bursts 'f vo in
that were improperly initiated and were not maintained. After a .tutteinp.7
b.h)ck, the most suecessful strategy for voice initiation we; "ea;;y on;;et

voicing" evidenced by gradual growth of the EGG envelope. After repeated tri-
als, however, the adapted fluent samples were initiated with abrupt EGG
envelopes similar to those of the control speakers. VOT measured from the
Fluent utterances of the stutterers did not significantly differ from that of
the controls. Taken together, tee results 'if t!) , Vf)T art i i y ii 7 and tho-

observations or EGG and acoustir, waveforms indirate that, Qhrn
stutterers initiate voicing normally.
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CONTROL
SUBJECTS

tN 10)

MILD

STUTTERERS
(fluent)
tN 101

SEVERE
STUTTERERS

(fluent)

r171 t7

(101161
TITF17,97

30 40 50 80 70 80 90 100 110

VOICE ONSET TIME FOR /tu/ tN MSEC,

N7 10 unless otherwise noted

Figure 7. Voice onset time (VUT) as measur.2d from, sound spectrogrms of the
fluent utterances ftu] the stutterers during the ada;Aation task
and tnosc of the control subjects. Each of the 8 control subjects
yieldei 1') samples of tuJ. The me.i^ TY!' fc,r each subject i3 notodi
to the right of each histogram with standard deviations in

parentheses. VOT measures for the fluent utterances of stutterers
were similar to those for normal speakers. For some of the severe
stutterers fewer' tnan 10 fluent sample.F, were obtlined since
perceptually fluent samples were omitted when abnormal flu,:tuations
in laryngeal impedance preceded voic ing.

Although stuttering may reasonaniy be thougnt to be a disorder of timing,
the obvious te!mpo7,11 repe-tition, And prolong,4-
Lions of sound or silence) may ifill.rge from 3 probir.m that na3 More to do with
improper' li,,v,21s of activity thzin irr4.,roper timing. The abnormalities of motor
coordination seen in stuttering may not be at esserico problom in temporal
coordination but rather a problom in trre voi)rdirkat.. d 1,:tivit4 if ttp-e

many muscles cooperating for a particular fuintion, AUCql .1:4 those that :iet, t5 t:

position and tension of the vocal f:)'ds.

Evidence for this theory lies on one harvi with the previ)usly not 'd

abnormally high fo sq.tings in the' aborted voiing triAis of ',)t. the
stuttering trlo ibis graduil )pening ind

of the rapid vocal fold vibrations, all of these factors indicating ibnormal
stiffne3o, and on the other hand in the abnormally slow but, extreme impedance
changes during some of the stuttering episodes indicating wide postural ex2ur-
sions of either too much adduction or too much abduction to permit successful
voice initiation. Along with evidence that the setting3 forthe_postur,3! and
tension prerequisites to voice initiation may L:e aberrant in 1;tt:ttering: thert:
is evidence that some temporal coordination is maintained. It,. is true' that
VOT as measured in the acoustic signal is a!;nr)rmal during a stuttering
but the laryngeal and supPalaryngeal systemS involved show a remarkab le degree
of temporal coordination in their movements.' The product, the sound, is tem-
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porally disorganized due to difficulty in initiating voicing, but the prepara-
tory adjuatmentS are time-locked, and in this sense are well ncoordinated4"
The physiological tremors seen in the laryngeal and lip-jaw records from two
of our subjects agree in frequency and tend to be. time-locked, and. the trials
or repetitions demonstrate remarkable temporal bonding of the two systems. It
may be that the timing of laryngeal-supralaryngeal coordination is not the pa-
rameter at fault in stutterers, rather it may be that levels of the laryngeal
activity previous to voice onset or offset are faulty. Zimmermann and Hanley
(1983) suggest that in adaptation, background muscle activity in stutterers
becomes stabilized as arousal decreases.

When fluent, stutterers yielded VOTs well within normal limits. Reasons
that this study found no significant difference while other studies have found
longer VOT in fluent utterances of stutterers than in controls may be (1) that
the present study used physiological criteria as wail as perceptual judgments
to categorize an utterance as "fluent" and (2') that repeating utterances until
fluent (adaptation) may be a more reliable method of obtaining a fluent sample
than picking "fluent" samples out of a corpus of stuttered and fluent speech;

,The first report on this experiment (Borden, 1983) suggested that
stutterers when they are fluent are similar to their controls in initiating
speech. However, in executing a speech task, severe stutterers had a'signif-
ieantly lower speech rate than controls. This finding indicates that severe
stutterers may require more time to make tne ongoing adjustments and transi-
tion's required in speaking fluently. The present study adds support to the
first report in that voice initiation seems normal as observed in
electroglottograhic waveforms and as VOT measured from spectrograms when
stutterers are speaking fluently. When stutterers are dysfluent, however, the
folds may not move (the subject with the reversed CV durations), they may go
into tremor, or they may exhibit ritualistic patterns involving wide excur-
sions. When voicing is finally initiated successfully after a stuttering
block, it is usually by a stratgy involving a grJdual, growth of vibratory am-
plitude.

These data p7'ovide an empirical basis for the use of "easy onset of voic-
ing" techniques in theaey for stutterers. Our observations lead us to cau-
tion, however, that ..,sy onset may be revealed more reliably from
e1,2ctroglottographic information than from acoustic waveforms. To the degree
that stutterers do initiate voicing normally when fluent, as indicated by the
dati in this study, another implication for therapy might be that stutterers
may profit from enhancing, their kinesthetic sense of prevoicing settings when
fluent and try to recapture that sense when they are having difficulty in
voice initiation.
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Footnote

'The main aim of the overall experiment, from which this paper is the
second report, was to examine the interaction of respiratory, laryngeal, and
supralaryngeal movements of stutterers and their controls during speech. The
first report (Borden, 1983) focused on initiation" time and execution time for
speech and manual counting tasks. The present report foguses on voice onset,
and the third report will address coordination.
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PHONETIC INFORMATION IS INTEGRATED ACROSS INTERVENAG NONLINGUISTIC SOUNDS

D. H. Whalen and Arthur,. Samuelt

Abstract. When the fricative noise of a fricative-vowel syllable is
replaced by a noise from. a different vocalic context, listeners
experience delays in identifying' both the fricative and the vowel
(Whalen, 198i): Mismatching the information in the fricative noise
for vowel and consonant identity with the information in the vocalic
segment appears to hamper processing. This effect was argued to be
due to phonetic integration of the information relevant to categori-
zation. The present study was intended to eliminate an alternative
explanation based on acoustic discontinuities, Noises apd vowels
were again cross-spliced, but, in addition, the first 60 ms of.the
vocalic segment (which comprised the consonant-vowel transitions)
either had a nonlinguistic noise added to it or was replaced by that
noise. The fricative noise and the majority of the vocalic segment
were left intact, and both were quite identifiable. Mismatched con-
sonant information caused delays both for original stimuli and for
ones with the noise added to the transitions. Mismatched vowel
information caused delays for all stimuli, both originals and ones
with the noise. Additionally, syllables with a portion replaced by
noise took longer to identify than those that had the noise added to
them. When asked explicitly to tell the added versions from the re-
placed, subjects were enable to do so. The results indicate that
listeners integrate all relevant information even across a
nonlinguistic noise. Replacing the signal completely delayed ident-
ifications more than adding the noise to the original signal. Thi:
was true despite the fact that the subjects were not aware of any
difference.

Phonetic information is spread throughout th7 ace .stir signal. This is
true even in the case of fricative-vowel syllables, where it might seem that
there are two invariant cues. In such syllables, there are two distinct
acoustic segments: t noisy that can be identifi,2d in isolation a:, tne
'fricative, and a vocalic segment that can independently specify, the vowel.
Nonetheless, thiarP information in the fricative noise (What. n, 1983:
Yeni-Komshian 4 Soli, 1961), and fricative information in the vocalic formant
transitions (Haris, 1958: Mann & Repp, 1980: iihalen, 1981). Thun nnf, nf
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the most promising eases of context-independent phonetic cues turns out to
vary contextually.

There is also evidence from cross-splicing studies, however, that
listeners can detect information specifying the original context of the noise
and of the.vocalic segment. A series of reaction time studies (Whalen, 1984)
indicated that subjects are sensitive to all the information in the.syllable.
In that work, listeners were presented with edited fricative-vowel stimuli
containing mismatches between information in the fricative noise and informa-
tion in the vocalic segment. Listeners were slower to identify both the con-
sonants and the vowels of the syllables with mismatches, suggesting an attempt
to integrate that information, even though the information was not necessary
to identify the phones. This was true whether the mismatch was between infor-
mation about place of articulation in the transitions and in the noise, or be-
tween vowel information in the noise and in the vocalic segment itself. It
was also true whether the subjects were identifying the vowel or the
fricative.

The present experiments were designed to clarify the interpretation of
that work. In particular, there was a possibility that some relatively
uninteresting psychoacoustic discontinuity in the previous stimuli accounted
for the reaction time data. That is, since the stimuli were (digitally) edit-
ed, there could have been abrupt changes in the spectrum at the cut,-possibly
causing a purely auditory disruption of processing. This possibility was less
likely in one expe-iment (Whalen, 1984, Experiment 5) in which, even though
the fricative noise was separated from the vocalic'segment by 60 ms of silence
(thus distancing the two spliced portions), the delay caused by mismatching
information remained. However, it is conceivable that the inserted silence
failed to displace an auditory trace of the fricative noise. If this trace
did not match the vocalic segment, subjects could have perceived a
discontinuity. Thus the data do not completely rule out an auditory
discontinnity ac'count of tre reaction time results.

Tne present experiments attempt to replicate the slowing effect of
mismatc:he in cases where it is clear that an auditory discontinuity account
cannot hold. To that end, the temporal progression of the syllable was left
intact (that is. no silence was introduced), but the location of trio digital
'splice ::,oincided with the imposition of A nonlinguistic noise. This noise

ittIvr 5 naturally produced cougn or a synthesized buzz) occurred during the
vocalic forinant transitions, comprising the first 60 ins of tne vocalic seg-
ment. If the previously nttiined delays were mere auditory distractions, then
titer mi.:match effects shoull disappear- -the auditory disturbance at the bound-
arier of nhould h thr 55Mr' for syllables with matched and wi`h Mi5-
:!.:1!yn-J friative noises and vi)ali(:. segments.' If, however, listeners do in
f:Jct integrate infJrmation :Icr.,_:23 the whole syllatile, then the effect should

Experiment I

Experiment 1 examinec1 a mismatch of informA.ion for fricative place of
artiulatic,n, between t, rte inform,0%ir7n in the vocalic form:Int transitions and
tnat in the noise itself. We wit! call this a mismat,Th of (7onsonant informa-
tion, even though the-transitions (as the name implies) provide information
about both the consonant and the vowel, The nonlinguistic noise (the natural
cough or the synthetic buzz) was introduced its one of two ways. Vor both

-
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matched and mismatched versions, the 60 ms of the vocalic segment which
icastituted the transitions either had the noniinguiStic not*e digitally added

*iddee'stimuli), or were repiaceeby the nonlinguistic noise (the "re-
placed" stimuli). The added poise was expected to mask the transitions some-
what, presuiably reducing the effect of pismatched information if a mere audi-
tory distraction was the cause. ' However, if the more global, phonetic
interpretation is correct, the mismatch should be just as strong when there is
noise added to the signal as when the mismatch is the only complicating fac-
tor. The replaced stimuli, however, would not have transitions present, and
therefore.should show no effect of the cross-splicing.

Two different noises were used to 'reduce the possibility of some
unexpected acoustic artifact. We wanted, syllables to be perceived as
interrupted in a way that allowed what might be called "phonetic" restoration
(after Warren's, 1970, phonemic restoration), That is, listeners should be
ab4e to assume that there was a signal behindlthe noise, even in the replaced
stimuli. Both noises were primarily aperiodic but with some periodic shaping,,
a combination most likely to produce phonemic restoration (Samuel, 1981b).

Procedure

Natural tokens of the syllables [set], MO, [su], and [iu] were recorded
by a male speaker of English.. (The speaker was not the same as in Whalen,
1984.) The tokens were digitized (20 kHz sampling rate, 9.6 kHz low-pass fil-
tered), and test items were selected so that:

1. All fricative noises were of the'same duration (160 ms).

2. All vocalic segments were of the same duration.(340 ms).

3. Each syllable token was used either for its fricative noise or for
its vocalic segment--thus every test syllable had an electronic
splice in it.

Two tokens of each category (e.g., the sJ from Lsai) were used.

Two different nonlinguistic noises were used. One was 60 ms of a natual-
ly produced cough, while the other 144S 60 ms of a buzz consisting of a se
mi-periodic filtering of white noise with peaks at intervals of 500 Hz.

wive copies of each digitized syllable were made. One of these (the
"original") was intact except for the digital splice between the fricative
noise and the vocalic segment (as described above). Two "added" and two "re-
placed" versions were constructed: In the "added'' versions, the cough noise
or buzz noise was added digitally to the first 60 ms of the vocalic segment.
In the "replaced" versions, the first 60 ms of the vocalic segment were
compietly replated-b-the-cough-or,haaz,-----

For all -three. types of stimuli ( 'original," "added," and "replaced") ,

half of the syllables had vocalic se ents matched with the fricative roiae
(e.g., the [u] from Esul paired with an rs) noise) and half h. d mismai,cheJ

the [u) from ffu) paired fifth an ts) noise). Note that when the
nonlinguistic noise replaced the first. 60 ms of the vocalic segment, there was
very little left to be mismatched. That is, even though the rest o he vo-

-77001e Segment came from an inappropriate syllable, the transitiOn_. e, by

33
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design, mostly Completed by 60 ms. Thu4 there should not have tieen much of a
phoneti; 24smatQh in the 'replacee atlistill. The fitet eolumt of Table 1

shows the construction of the matched stimuli, while the second colum shows
the contruction of the mismatched stimuli. The match/mismatch factor, the
five noise conditions (original; added and replaced for two types of noise),
and the two tokens of the four fricative and vowel categories result 'n Lghty
stimuli.

Syllable
Heard
As:

"sa"
"fa"
"su"ru

Note:

Table 1

C.:onstruk:tion of th

Matched
(Exp 1 & 2)

noise voc.

sLa] [s]c'
XL a J

s[u] [s]u

U 1 :1 ;

Stimuli

Consonant
Mismatch
(Exp 1)
noise voc.

s[a] [fla
fEa] 4 Ls)a
s[u] Elju

4 kS:1-4

Vowel

Mismatch
(Exp 2)

noise
s[u] +

fLuj

sLa]
rr

voc,

Lsia

[641

Each column presents the syllables used to construct the simulus syll-
ables. Inc portion of each syllable enclosed in brackets was digitally
excised.

In each of two (7ordition3, subje(2t heard randomil:ed sequenr7c containing
five repetit.irinn )1 oach 3timulun over heailooni, rne intr-
val was ?',00 ms. were asked, in one condition, to identify the vowel
("a" "u") as quickly an ponl3i0le, In thepother condition, they were asked
to ick the coh.lonant, ("s" or "sh") as quickly po,:sible. The order of
these conditions wan PaIaned across subjects, as was the determination of

100 were

for an
identification

which butfth was pushed by the dominant hand. Responses under
f!ounted as mistike, and the -quipment for,:ed to give up
answer after :"!Ji,c! Missing responses cud mi:iLak,ni iIr
a,.(.0unted for 2.0'1 ,!',sna::t judgment:, and cf tnc
Tnprw trills wr,, ityluoi in tty

Th, sut,j-ts w,re wh:. w-r paid tr!,.

All nv_ive English no rt!,-,ort-d

RE.1t:..1 xid Ditieuic;;;

Figure 1 shows tn.-, reaction timos in Experiment. 1 for the first twr fac-
t,rs ,11. interest. 3verall, mismatches of consonaht informatith, seen in

'oars, slowed id,:ntifications ri F(1,1c6
1,1 wv:1

1.19, p a:: is Sew.' in the three bdrs tc the,right. Adding the noise
cau.301 an M ms dPlay, ind replaing the 17 7;:5

lay,
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No Nose

Noise Added

NOISO attOlaced El;
Consonant Matched

610 Consonant Mismatched

600

590

580

570

560
Figure 1. Identificati ,n times for stimuli with matchel or mismiti-h01 oonso-
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Figure 2 shows the interaction of consonant information mismateh and
extraneous WiSe. In pai" at bare, the-open bar shows the-meen reeetiOn
time to stimuli with matched consonant infOmation. The cross-hatched bar
shows the responses to stimuli with mismatched consonant information. The
most important result is apparent in the middle of bars. Even though
both matched and mismatched stimuli include acoustic discontinuities (in the
form of the nonlinguistic noises), the mismatch is still robust, F(1,19) F.

22.32, E < .001, for just the "added" stimuli. The comparison of ihese bars
with the two leftmost shows that the additiOn of the noise slowed judgments an
average of 8 ms: the mismatch of transitions added 24 ms whether the noise
was present or not.

As can be seen from the rightmost pair, of bars, and from the plot of the .

differences between bars on the right, the difference between matched and mis-
matched stimuli is negligible in the replaced stimuli (a nonsignificant
difference of 2 ms). Not only is there ah interaction between added/replaced
and match/mismatch, F(1,19) . 12.76, p < .01, but a separate analysis of the
replaced data alone shows no effect of mismatch, F(1,19) = 0.32, n.s. As
predicted, there is not enough transitional information left after 60 ms for a
mismatch to be detected.

The effect of mismatch was the same whether the consonant or the vowel
identified, F(1,19) - 1.97, n.s., for the interaction, Reactio'h times did

not vary due to the type of nonlinguistic noise, F(1,19) = 0.61, n.s., nor did
type of noisse,interaet with any other factors.

The previously obtained slowing of rleaction time with mismatched informa-
tion was found even when explicitly nOnlinguistic (in a sense,purely audi-
tory) discontinuities were present. The effect on identification was not
weakened by any masking of the transitions that might have occurred: The
phonetic: relevince of the transitions was still perceived. It is still
vohoeiv able' tnat there are two auditory discontinuities at work (the transi-
tions and the nonlinguistic noises) and that they do not interfere with each
other. Experiment ? examines a situation where this interpretation is not
ponnibie.

Not': that the identification times for the replaced stimuli are essen-
tially the same as for the mismatched added stimuli (sec Figure 2): The delay
caused by mismatch is the same as the delay caused by the absence of the
original signal. One interpretation of this is that appropriate transitions
facilitate identification, and that mismatched transitions are no worse than
having no transitions at all. Alter4atively, the similarity in mean reaction
times might be coincidental. Experiment ? provides an opportunity to test
these alternatives while examining the effect or mismatching vowel informa-
tin.

Exps!riment 2

(Experiment 2 mismatched the vowel information in the fricative noises
with that of the vocalic segment. Manipulations similar to those of Experi-
ment 1 were carried outs but with a 411 ft:rent expectation: Mismatches of
phonetic information should show up even in the replaced stimuli. This is
based On the fact that the vowel mismatch does not depend just on the first 60
ms of the vocalic segment, but is instead present throughout the noise, on the7-

imra one hand, and the vocalic segment, on the other.
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Procedure

The syllable pieces of Experiment 1 were again used in Experiment 2, al-
though the combinations for the mismatched stimuli were different. The
matched stimuli were identical (see Column 1 in Table 1). The mismatched
syllables are outlined in the gird column of Table 1. The transitions were
always appropriate to the fricative, i.e., the consonant information was
matched. The same five noise conditions as in Experiment 1 were used in
Experiment 2: no noise, cough or buzz added to the first 60 ms of the Vocalic
segment, or cough or buzz replacing those 60 ms.

The stimuli were presented as before, with the two conditions of conso-
nant identification and vowel identification, each presented as a separate
block. Missing responses and mistakes in identification accounted for 4.7$ of
the consonant judgments and 3.1% of the vowel judgments. These trials were
excluded from further analysis.

The subjects were 20 Yale c...udents who were paid for their participation.
All were native speakers of English with no reported hearing difficulties.
Half had participated in Experiment 1.

Results and Discussion

Figure 3 presents the results of mismatching vowel information and for
including noise in the stimuli. The two bars at the left indicate that
mismatching vowel information had a significant slowing effect of 24 ms,
F(1,19) - 46.90, p < .001. The three bars on the right indicate that adding
noise slowed judgments by 29 ms, while replacing part of the syllable with
noise slowed judgments by an additional 15 ms, F(4,76) = 29.73, p < .001. All
three of these categories were significantly different from each other.

Figur- 4 snows the rel-,ults by both match and noise condition. In each
pair of bars, the oper. bar shows the mean reaction time to stimuli with
matched vowel information. The cross-hatched bar shoW8 the responses to sti-
muli with mismatched vowel information. Unlike Experiment 1, vowel mismatches
cawed delays in each case; the effect of mismatches did not differ across
these conditions, F(4,76) - 0.27, n.s. If anything, these delays increased

110

with t presence of noise, as is shown by the plot on the right. This plot
shows e differences between the matched and mismatched stimuli for the no
noise, noise added and noise replaced stimuli respectively Trom left to right.

There was one interaction between the match/mismatch factor and the cate-
gory identified (consonant o!' vowel), The mismatch effect was approximately
twice as large when the vowel was idntified ms for consonant identifica-
tion, 31 for vowel, F(1,19) . 6.76, p < A separate analysis of the con-
sonant identification data.alone shows that the effect of mismatct. was still
significant, F(1,19) --9.57, E < .01.

The main effect of noise type was not significaht, F(1.,19) = 1 n.s.,
nor did it enter into anysigaificant interactions.

As in Whalen (1984), mismatching the rather weak vowel information in the
flOicative noise with the more powerful information in the vocalic segment
slowed phonetic judgments. Even though a nonlinguistic noise indicated that
the signal had been corrupted, listeners were still'affected by mismatches be-

87
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Often two-temporally .eparated portiohs of the,utterance. The present experi-
t is particularly interesting because the information critics,' to the mis-

Match was not removed when the nonlinguistic noise replaced the transitions
(as it was in Experiment 1). The "replaced" st4muli in Experiment 2
demonstrated that even w!'len cc..ki,ns include significant acoustic
discontinuities, the di:?.ru;:*.iiIn mimatching phpnetic information per-
sists: The identifiatp)n to in impairment of the pi ocess that
integrates relevant informatl.)n. any simple distractions caused by au-
ditory discontinuLi-.
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Procedure

The stimuli wer' he "added" and "replaced" items used in the first two
eiperimAts. Nines .x tokens were used in Experiment 3, representing the
crossing of four .facto.a: (1) buzz versus cough as extraneous noise, (2) ad-
ded versus replaced, '3) matched, consonant mismatched, or vowel mismatched,
and (4) tokens. The la: , factor, tokens, represents the eight examples witiain
each cell of the design, and includes two instances each of /so!, /fal, /su/,
and /fu/.

The stimuli used igiExperiments 1 and 2 were recorded on audiotape and
digitized on another cdhputer system, using high-quality audio components and
a 12-bit A/D converter. -The sampling rate was 20 kHz;-with 9.6 kHz low-pass
filtering.

The entire stimulus set of 96 items was presented twice. The first 48

stimuli spanned all of the factors just described except "added versus re-
placed." The form of each token ("added" versus "replaced") was randomly
selected. :ie second set of 48 stimuli included the "other" form ("replaced"
if the "added" form of a token had already been presented, and vice versa).
The second pass through the 96 stimuli used the same procedure. Each group of
48 tokens was randomly ordered.

Subjects were told that they would be hearing "sa," "sha," "su," and
"shu," with some noise present during each syllable. It was explained that
the noise would occur "where the consonant met the vowel," and that the noise
would either replace a small bit of the syllable, or be superimposed on it.
Subjects were instructed to press one button on a computer terminal if they
thought the noise replaced part of a syllable, and another button if they
thought the noise was superimposed.

The presentation of stimuli was subject-paced: Approximately one second
;after a subject's response was received, the next stimulus was presented. The
entire procedure took approximately 15 minutes.

Twelve individuals served as subjects in EXperiment 3. They were
recruited through sign-up sheets posted at Yale University, and were'paid for
their participation. All were native English speakers with no reported hear-
ing problems. Half had previously participated in another study in which they
made similar judgments.

Results and Discussion

The central question of Experiment 3 is whether listeners can
discriminate the "added" and "replaced" versions of the syllables. To answer
this question, the percentage of correct" responses was calculated for each
subject, broken down by matching condition (match, consonant mismatch, vowel
mismatch), extraneous noise (buzz or cough), and stimulus form ("added" or
"replacee), _These .percentages. were_used te.e4LIcul.aPIAPe..lignal_detection
parameter d'. This Dias-free measure of discrimination performance was
computed for each of the six cells defined by the crossing of the three match-
ing conditions and the two extraneous noises. These values were submitted to

a two-factor analysis of variance (matching condition X extraneous noise).
4
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The results of this analysis can be summarized very simply: Subjects are
utterly unable to discriminate "added" and "replaced" stimuli. In signal

-- detection analyses, a d' of 0 indicates no discriminability, with increasing
.kalues reflecting an ability to discriminate. The obtained grand mean d' was
-0.003, indicating that the "added" and "replaced" stimuli could not be
discriminated at alJ. GiveW this, it should not be surprising that neither
extraneous noise type, F(1,11) < 1, nor matching condition, F(2,22) 2.84,
n.s., made a significant difference; their interaction was similarly
inconsequential, F(2,22) - 1.31, n.s.

What makes this null result of interest is that the "added" and "re-
placed" stimuli produced significantly different reaction times in Experiments
/ and 2. We thus have a situation in which a manipulation that Is totally
unavailable to consciousness produces reliable differences in processing time.
The extra acoustic discontinuity produced by the replacement manipulation is
sufficient to slow down identification of the speech signal (Experiment-3 and
2), but is not discriminable from the mere addition of noise (Experiment 3).

The inability of listeners to discriminate between the "added" and "re-
placed" items when they are explicitly asked to do so is reminiscent of re-
sults obtained in studies of the phonemic restoration effect (Samuel, 1981a).
An important difference to note, however, is that in studies of restoration,
care is taken to remove all local cues to a phone; if the stretch of speech
immediately before or immediately after the. replacement locus is played, the
relevant phone will not be heard. In the present study, both the fricative
and the vowel are perfectly intelligible in isolation; only the transitions
are replaced (or have noise added). Thus, there is not enough evidence to
tell whether the present results reflect some sort of restoration. A better
analogy might be to the classic categorical perception findings (cf. Liberman,
Cooper, Shankweiler, & Studdert-Kennedy, 1967). In these studies listeners
also fail to discriminate between acoustically different tokens (ones within a
phonemic category). Moreover, just as in the present study, reaction time
analyses of identification times reveal differences between these indiscrimin-
able items (Pisoni & Tashy 1974). The reaction time analyses thus piovide in-
sights into the processing of speech that cannot be revealed in overt
discrimination tasks.

General Discussion

The phonetic mismatch effects of Whalen (1984) were successfully
replicated, even with stimuli containing a nonlinguiStic noise, inviting the
auditory system to block integratation of portions of the signal. The present
study also shows that having the original signal behind the noise is less
disruptive than replacing the signal altogether. This indicates that the
perceptual system looks for coherence even within competing noise. The re-
sults of this search for coh?.rence are not available to consciousness, as is
shown in Experiment 3.

It appears then that listeners are Indeed sensitive to _all__phonetko
Ihroemation--4ivon thitm,- And that-the-diliyS caused by mismatches, even those
that cannot be readily heard, are due to increased phonetic processing. Even
when the subject is given every excuse for failing to integrate, as when a
nonlinguistic noise occurs in the middle of the signal, she "still does
integrate. The mismatch adds just as much time to the perceptual process
whether the extraneous noise is present or not. This indicates that the

7
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previous btained result is not simply a short-term psycho-acoustic disrup-
tion but is sustained over a relatively long stretch. Whether the information
stored is acoustic 'r (weakly) categorical remains to be seen.
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PARAMETERS OF SPECTRAL/TEMPORAL FUSION IN SPEECH PERCEPTION'
tFL--4_477

Bruno H. Repp and Shlomo Bentint

Abstract. When the distinctive formant transition of a synthetic
syllable is presented to -one ear while the remainder (the "base") is

presented to the-opposite ear, listeners report hearing the original
syllable in the ear receiving the base--a phenomenon called "spec-
tr4al/temporal'fuslon" .by Cutting_ 0976) We:_hav_e_found that. the-rte OflYet Ci.e:,^-the first pitch pulse, 10 ms in duration) of an
isolated, contralateral third-formant (F3) transition can be suffi-
cient to cue the /da/-/ga/ distinction in this way. We also varied
the relative onset times of isolated F3 and base, and compared three
types of F3 segments (50-ms time-varying, 50-ms constant, 10-ms on-
set) under both dichotic and diotic presentation. Time-varying F3
segments were superior to constant ones, especially when they lagged
behind the base. Diotic performance exceeded dichotic performance,
but only when F3 preceded the base, suggesting that upward spread of

_masking occurred in diotic presentation when F3 coincided with ener1-.,
gy in the lower formants. Perhaps most interestingly, subjees'
tolerance of temporal asynchrony (roughly ±50 ms) was about the same
in dichotic and diotic conditions, suggesting that the temporal
integration mechanism that combines phonetic information from the
isolated F3 segment and, the base operates similarly in both condi-
tions.

It has long been known that perceptual fusion results when the first for-
mant (F1) of a synthetic speech signal is presented to one ear while the high-
er formants are simultaneously presented to the other ear (Broadbent, 1955;
Broadbent & Ladefoged, 195i). In this situation, listeners' perceive a sfngle.
fused stimulus localized toward the side of Fl (cf. Darwin, Howell, & Brady,
1978). A variant of this paradigm was introduced by Rand (1974), who present-
ed only the time-varying -F2 and F3 transitions of CV syllables to one ear
while Fl and the steady-state portions of F2 and F3 were presented to the op-
posite ear. The perceptual fusion that occurs in this situation has been la-
beled "spectral/temporal fusion" by Cutting (1976).

Spectral/temporal fusion has received considerable attention in recent
years. Research on "duplex perception" (Bentin & Mann, 1983; Liberman,'1979;

*Perceetion & tacrionylisl, in press.
tNow at Department of Neurology, Aranri Laboratory of Humar Psychophysiology,
HadaSsah Hospital, Jerusalem, *Israel.
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Liberian, Isenberg, & 'Rekord, 1981; Mann & Liberman, 1983; Muepaum, Schwab,
Savuseh, 1983; Repp, Milburn, A Mimes, 1983) has focused on the fact

-that, simultaneously with the speech; the isolated torment transition is per-
ceived as a monspeech "chirp." Thus the isolated transition contributes -to
phonetic and nonphonetic percepts at the same time, 'which has been interpreted
as evidence for the simultaneous operation of a speech-specific and a general
auditory mode of perception (Liberman, 1982; Liberman et al., 1981; Mann &
Liberman, 1983). Recent studies have shown that the speech and nonspeech
percepts in this situation are affected in different degrees by manipulations
such as masking or attenuation of the distinctive isolated transition (Bentin
& Mann, 1983).

In the present studies, we are not directly concerned with duplex percep-
' tion as-suen;--Rat.hee,--wefeoas,on the---spee.oh-peeoep-t-onamine_some_of_____

the factors that nay limit the occurrence of fusion in this special situation.
By "fusion" we mean here the contribution of the 'Isolated transition to speech
identification.' The strict definition of fusion as a single stimulus percept
from two separate inputs clearly :does not apply in duplex perception. In

Experiment 1,, we examine how long the distinctive isolated formant transition
must be to enable listeners to discriminate between two alternative syllables
when attending to the ear receiving the nondistinctive base. Experiment 2 is
a parametric study of the effects of temporal asynchrony on spectral/temporal
fusion, including comparisons of dynamic and static "transitions," and of
dichotic versus diotic presentation.

a

'Experiment 1

. All previous studies of spectral/temporal fusion have followed the stan-
dard paradigm described above. In each case, a complete formant transition
was presented to the ear contralateral to the base, although the duration of
the isolated transition varied from 30 to 70 ms across ., fferent studies. In
the present Study, we wished to determine, first, whet the full transition
is needed to make the speech distinction, or whether a truncated version or
even just the onset of the transition would suffice. Second, we asked whether
the presence of the steady-state continuation of the same formant in the base
is a necessary condition for spectral/temporal fusion to occur. The second
half of the term, "spectral/temporal," suggests that an affirmative answer was
assumed by Cutting (1976). To test this inference, we omitted from the base
the steady-state resonance following the critical transition, expecting (on
the basis of pilot observations) that fusion would nevertheless be obtained.
(A. direct comparison of conditions with and without this steady-state formant
in the base was conducted in Experiment 2.)

The materials used were the syllables /da/ and /ga /, synthesized so ad:to
differ only in the F3 transition. Earlier studies have obtained strong spec-
tral/temporal fusion with similar stimuli (Mann & Liberman, 1983; Repp et
al., 1983). The experimental manipulation in Experiment 1, then, was to re-
duce the duration of the isolated F3 transition (appropriate for either /da/

EL or /ga /-) until only its onset (i.e., the first pitch pulse) remained, while a Al

,-,-,

-4:.- ,.4
g-, constant twa-formant base was presented in synchrony to the opposite_ear.._ -------71.- -
limo, 13 Spectral/temporal_fusion_waa asaimed_ist--terne---of-stapjeate ability to distin-
R-r guish /da/ and /ga/ in the ear receiving the bise.,
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Methods

Subjects. Twelve subjects (threo males, nine females) were tested. They
were all Yale undergraduates and were paid for their participation.

Stimuli. The stir lf were three-formant synthet.ic approxi ions of the
syllables /da/ and /gal; produced on the parallel software synthes er at Has-
kins Laboratories, ae, illustrated schematically in Figure 1. The first two
formants were identical in both syllables, and constituted the "ba e." The
duration of the base was 250 ms with a 50 ms amplitude ramp, at onset and a
constant fundamental frequency of 100 Hz for the first 100 ms, followet\by a
linear decrease to 80 Hz at offset. The first formant began. at_279 iiz and s.

ereaee4-4-iiteariltn frequency-Minh-VIhi first 50 ms to a steady state of 7
Hz. The second formant began at 1650 Hz and decreased linearly in freqUency\
during the first 50 ms to a steady state of 1230 Hz. The base by itself- is \\
perceived as either /dal or /ga/ or as ambiguous, depending on the listener.
The /da/ third-formant transition, originally 50 ms (5 pitch pulses) in dura-
tion, began nominally at 2800 Hz and decreased linearly in frequency to 2550
Hz, while the /ga/ transition began nominally at 1800 Hz and increased linear-
ly in frequency to 2550 Hz. (These are the "dynamic" transitions in Figure 1;
the actual F3 frequencies in the'first pitch pulse were 2775 and 1875 Hz,
respectively- -see caption to Figure 1.) Five transition durations were used,
as indicated by the tick marks in Figure 1: 50, 40, 30, 20, and 10 ms (5, 4,
3, 2, and 1 pitch pulses, respectively). Since the frequency trajectory was
not changed, the shorter transitions had offset frequencies increasingly
closer to the onset frequencies.

9

The stimuli were recorded onto magnetic tape, with the isolated F3
transitions on one channel and the onset-aligned, constant base on the other.
Ttiere were 240 stimuli altogether: 24 repetitions of the /da/ and /ga/
transitions at each of 5 durations. The stimuli were arranged in 5 randomized
sequences, with ISIs of 2.5 s between stimuli and longer intervals between se-
quences.

. ,

Procedure. The tapes were presented at a comfortable intensity over
TDH-39 earphones in a quiet room. The base was always in the left ear and the
F3 transition was in the right ear. (No pronounced ear asymmetries have been
observed in this' task.) Subjects were instructed to ligten to their left ear
and to identify the syllables in writing as beginning with either "d" or "g."

Results and "Discussion

Performance for 50-, 40-, and 30-ms transitions was nearly perfect: 96,
97, and 98 percent correct, respectively. For 20-ms transitions, performance
dropped to 91 percent correct, and for 10-ms transition onsets, to 84 percent
correct. Individual subjects' scores in the last condition ranged from 66 to
'96 percent correct. Thus, although there was some loss in accuracy, even the
10-ms single pitch-pulse transition onsets were sufficient to distinguish /da/

Tirthe .opposite ear. Accordir*fy, t1 rai-4iTifili-fivC46-eiey- Information
in F3 does not seem essentLal either for this particular phonetic distinctfon
or for spectral/temporal fusion to occur.

4.
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the center frequencies of the first three
formants in the stimuli of Experiments 1 and 2. All formant
transitions are drawn as idealized linear functions connecting the
nominal frequencies used in synthesis. The -formant frequencies
were actually constant within each pitch pulse at values halfway
between the nominal onset and offset frequencifls for that 10-ms pe-
riod. -The--ildina.M4cm transitions were usod in both experimenSAI____
the tick marks indicate the sHortening manipulation in Experiment
1. The "static" F3 segments were used in Experiment 2 only. 'The

dis4neJ line represents the F3 sLeAdy stAt#) present in Ulf; bast,: on

half of the trials in Experiment 2.
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In addition, it is clear that the absence of the F3 stem state in the
base did not prevent fusion. Since temporal continuity in the *elevaat.fre-
Quincy band thus, seems to contribute little (see also Experiment 2), spec-
tral/temporal fusion appears to be just a special case of spectral fusion
(Cutting's, 1976, term for the fusion of complete foments presented
simultaneously to different ears). The difference lies .in that only thr. fc-m-
er situation gives rise to a duplex percept Isyllable and "chirp"); the mech-
anism that reconstitutes the speech percept from separate components, however,
seems to be the same.

It might be argued that the subjects accomplished their task by paying
attention to the chirp-like isolated transition and_respondimiL"g" when the
chirpTias low-pftcriid -and l'd" when it was high-pitched (cf. Nusbaum et al.,
1983). Even though no catch trials were employed in the present study( this
possibility is virtually ruled out by prey:- evidence that C1) subjects do
attend to the ear receiving the base when indtructed to do so (Mann & Liber-
man, 1983; Repp et al., 1983), and (2) they are unable to associate isolated
F3 chirps consistently with the response categories "d" and "g" (Repp et al.,
1983). Moreover, all listeners agree that the syllables in the ear receiving
the base really do sound alternately like /da/ or /ga/. Therefore, the pre-
sent subjects' responses almost certainly reflect the combination of informa-
tion from the two ears.

It may be noted that a 10-ms F3 onset is not only devoid of time-varying
information but is also nonperiodic, consisting only of a single glottal cy-
,ae. By itself, it sounds like a click. Informally, we have confirmed that
fusion is also obtained when this 10-ms pitch pulse is replaced with a 10-ms
burst of noise with the same spectral envelope, generated by the aperiodic
source of the synthesizer. This observation reveals a poesible similarity
with a phenomenon reported by Pastore, Szczesiul, Rosenblum, and Schmuckler
(1982), who found that a burst of filtered white noise changed the perception
of a contralateral /pa/ to /ta/. These findings indicate that dichotic
integration of phonetic information can occur even if the signal in one ear is
periodic and the other is not. It is not clear whether such phenomena should
be attributed to general processes of auditory fusion. Rather, they may
constitute evidence for a central Oonetic decision mechanism that operates on
inputs from both ears.

Experiment 2

To explore in more detail the parameters of spectral/temporal fusion, we
conducted a multifactorial experiment including four independent variables;
(1) A range of onset asynchronies between the isolated F3 segment and the
base; (2) dichotic versus diotic presentation; (3) static (constant frequen-
cy) versus dynamic (time-varying frequency) F3 segments, and (4) bases with
and without a steady-state F3.

Effects of- stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) on spectral/temporal fusion
were studied by Cutting (1976) with synthetic two-formant stimuli. The
isolated F2 transition was 70 ms in duration. Cutting used t,tansitignnbAsk,___
lead and lag times of up to 160 msi_spaced_im.logar-ithrta steps am-bui reported

eraviigiToier leads and lags, since he found no sigAificant asym-
metry. As expected, speech identification performance dropped as SOA in-
creased. However, performance was still slightly above chance even at the
longest interval (160 me), although the statistical significance' of this find7

L:
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ins was not, Otermined. The longest interval at which performance was
substantially above chance was 40 MS.

In a recent study, Bentin and Man (1983; Exp. 1) used SOAs of up to 100
as with two-formant syllables similar to Cutting's, although the transitions
were only 50 1113 in, duration. Only lead times were used; that is, the F3 cog-
ment always preceded the base. Subjects' performance declined steadily with
increasing SOA, but was still above chance at the 100-ms interval. These re-
sults are consistent with Cutting's in that they suggest a considerable toler-
ance of temporal asynchrony in spectral/temporal fusion.

In the present study we sought to replicate these findings with stimuli
diStinguished by a differenbe in the F3 transition. Particular attention was
given to possible performance asymmetries between lead and lag times. Cut-
ting's (1976) negative finding notwithstanding, such asyMmetries might be
predicted oar at least two grounds. First, when the F3 segment lags behind the
onset of the base and thus coincides with the vowel, it may suffer some con-
tralateral simultaneous masking that is absent when the F3 segment precedes
the base. Second, when the F3 segment lags behind, listeners may conceivably
be able to classify the base phonetically before processing the F3 segment.
Both considerations predict stronger fusion when the F3 segment leads the base
than when it lags behind. On the other hand, one might.also predict the oppo-
site: It is known that, in auditory perception, the terminal frequency of a
tone glide is more salient than its initial frequency (Nabglek, Nablgek, &
Hirsh, 1970; Schwab, 1981). If a leading F3 segment is retained in auditory
memory before it is integrated with the base, its distinctiveness might be re-
duced because full,fda/ and /ga/ transitions have the same terminal frequency.
This may confer a relative advantage on lagging F3 segments, which need not be
stored in auditory memory.

A second comparison in Exper!ment. 2 'concerned dichotic versus diotic
presentation or the stimulus components. Rand (1974) conducted such a
comparison for onset-synchronous transition and base and found better speech
discrimination in the dichotic condition. He attributed this to simultaneous
masking of higher by lower formanta ,in the diotic condition, and to release
from this form of peripheral upward spread of masking in the dichotic condi-
tion. S'ibsequent studies (e.g., Danaher & Pickett, 1975; Nye, Nearey, &
Rand, 1974; Nearey & Levitt, 1974) have replicated this difference, although
there are also negative findings in the literature (Nusbaum et 41., 1983;
Repp et al., 1983). This is the first study to vary SOA in such a comparison.
If upward spread of masking operates, then the advantage of dichotic over di-
otic performance should hold at all lag times, as long as the F3 segment
coincides with the base. However, no such difference should exist at lead
times, unless there is significant peripheral backward masking of the F3 seg-
ment by the base, which seems unlikely.

Another question of interest was.mbether listeners would De equally tol-
erant_oLLs14mulus onset asynchronies in diotic and in dichotic presentation.
Presented monotidally or diotically, onset- synchronous diotic transition and
base fonstitute, of course, an intact sylable. It has not been attempted
previously to advance or' delay the isolated transition with respect to the
base when both occur in the same channel. At least one dichotic fusion phe-
nomenon (the influence of `a contralateralAwhite noise burst on the perceived
place of articulation of a atop consonant) does not seem to occur when the
stimulus components are presented diotically (Pastore et al., 1982). We con-
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sidered it possible that fusion of transition and base in the diotic condition
sight be restricted to short Ws, were there to physical overlap, whereas in
the dichotic condition subjects might be - less sensitive to temporal
asynchronies.

A third comparison of interest concerned the nature of the F3 segment
conveying the distinctive information. Three kinds of F3 segments were cos'
pared: (1) standard 50-me time-varying ("dynamic") F3 transitions; (2) short
10-ms onsets (as in Experiment 1); and (3) 50-ms constant ("static") F3 seg-
ments, which were obtained by extending the transition onset frequencies, as
illustrated in Figure 1. The static F3 segments were of special interest:
Fitst, would they be sufficient to cue the /de/10ga/ distinction? (The
effectiveness-pt-the short F3 segments In Experiment 1 sUggeab-a 'positive an-
swer.) Second, would they be as effective as dynamic F3 segments, or does the
dynamic information convey additional phonetic distinctiveness? Third, the
static F3 segments for /da/ and /ga/ have distinctive terminal (as well as
initial) frequencies, which may be an advantage at F3 lead times. Up to a
lead time of 40 M3, the distinctive end of a static F3 segment actually still
overlaps with the onset of the base. As a result, -performance at short lead
times may be better for static than for dynamic F3 segments, unless the dis-
tinctive phonetic information derives strictly from F3 onset and physical
overlap is irrelevant. Comparisons with the short F3 segment should also be
enlightening in that regard, although the short duration of this stimulus
entails a loss in energy and a consequent decrement in discriminability.

In addition to these three major factors (SOA, mode of presentation, and
type of F3. segment), the experiment also included a comparison of bases with
and without an F3 steady state. Since Experiment 1 had shown strong fusion in
the absence of an F3 steady state, little effect of this last factor was
expected.

Methods

Subjects. Twelve paid volunteers participated, six men and six women.
Five of them had been subjects in Experiment 1. Of the other seven, two had
tote replaced because of exceedingly poor performance.

Stimuli. The basic stimuli were the same as in Experiment 1. In addi-
tion to the base used there, a second base was used that included a
steady-state F3 at 25t0 Hz, starting 50 ms after the onset of F1 and F2, at
the same tine as the steady states of these torments. (The vowel had very
nearly the same quality with and without F3.) There were three kinds of F3
segments: The dynamic (50 ms) and short (10 ms) versions corresponded to the
extremes of transition duration used in Experiment 1; the static (50 ms) F3
segments were synthesized at constant frequencies corresponding to the nominal
onset frequencies of the dynamic segments (see Figure 1).

Three stimulus tapes were recorded, each corresponding to a different
type of F3 segment. Each tape contained 10 blocks of 22 stimuli, each block
bele-a-randomization of the two F3 segments for /da/ and /ga/ recorded on one
track, at 11 different SOAs in relation to the base-on the-other track. The-
11 SOAs were: -100, -70, -40, -20, -10, 0, 10, 20, 40, 70, and 100 ms; a
negative SOA means that the F3 segment led the base. In ackition, odd-num-
bered blocks contained the base without F3, while even-nuebered blocks Con-
tained the base with a steady-state F3. The IS! was 2 s, and there were 6 .s
between blocks.

41
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Oes and procedure. Each of the three stimulus tapes was presented in
two iii&fftloass dichotic and diotic. All six conditions were presented in a
single session. The order of conditions was strictly counterbalanced across
subjects, with the constraint that all diotic conditions either preceded or
followed all dichotic conditions.

A brief familiarization sequence with dynamic F3 segments at 30A-0 was
presented at the beginning of the session. This sequence included 10 stimuli
in which /da/ and /ga/ alternated, followed Dy a random arrangement of 20 sti-
muli. The sequence was first presenteally and then dichotically. The
subjects tried to identify the syllables and were given feedback after the se-
quence. If more than a few errors were committed, the sequence was presented
a second time.

Subjects were run individually under the same conditions as in Experiment
1. The tape recorder channels were calibrated for equal intensity of a re-
peated vowel. Diotic presentation was achieved by mixing the two channels
together and feeding the result to both earphone channels. No intensity

....adjustment was made; because of the relative weakness of the F3 segment, the
Ihcrease in the total amplitude of the mixed syllables over the isolated base
was minimal. In the dichotic conditions, the F3 segment was presented to the
right ear for half of the subjects and to the left ear for the other half.

The stricture of the stimuli and of the test tapes was explained to the
subjects in advance. They were asked not to rely on the high or low pitch of
the F3 segment and to focus their attention on the speech percept only. A
forced'choice between "d" and "g" responses was required for each stimulus.

Results

The main results are shown in Figure 2, where the percentage of correct
consonant identifications is plotted as a function of SOA (abscissa), type of
19 segment (separate functions), and presentation condition (separate panels).
A 5-way repeated-measures analysis of variance was conducted that included, in
addition to the three factors just mentione/ type of base and high/low F3 as
factors; that is, the statistical analysisllis conducted on "g" responses (or
equivalently, "d" responses), not cn percent correct. In this analysis, all
effects with respect to percent correct are interactions involving the
high/low F3 factor.

The first result evident from Figure 2 is that SOA had a clear effect:
Performance decreased as SOA increased in either direction, F(10,110) - 32.07,
E < .0001. A second clear effect is that of type of F3 segment: Performance
was generally best for the dynamic F3 segments and poorest for the short F3
segments, F(222) - 11.02, E < .0005. Performance for the short F3 segments
at SOA.0 in ale dichotic condition was a good deal worse than in Experiment 1,
for reasons that are not obvious. The third main effect evide$ from the fig-
ure is that, unexpectedly, performance in the diotic condition was higher than
in the dichotic condition, F(1,11) - 7.06, E. < .03.
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Figure 2. Percent correct as a function of SOA, separately for dichotic and
diotic conditions, witn type of F'3 segment as parameter.

because of the general conv,:rgenc,. of scores at the extremes of the SOA
range, interactions with SOA also reflect main effects, at least in part.
These interactions were highly significant for both type of F3 segment,
F(20,220) 5.51, p < .0001, and presentation condition, F(10,110) - 8.22f P <
.0001. Despite this latter interact ion:, listeners' tolerane of SUAs seemed
similar in the two presentiltion oirioitions, No other effects on percent cor-
rect were significant.

Some more detailed difference in Figur,., ar,. not directly captured by
the statistical analysis but deserve attention. First, in the dietiotic condi-
tion perormance wa.; generally )(!:;', at SOAO, w extt.d, but in the diotic
condition, optimal performance was at short negative SOAs. 3econd, the effect
of SOA was generally asymmetric, though more in the diotic than in the
dichotic condition: Performance was generally better when the F3 segment led
the ease than when it lagged behind. This was e6pccially true for the longest
intervals used: At -70 and -1i-30 ms of SOA, performarwe wan clearly above
chance (2 < .05 for 11 of 12 conditiohs by sign tst), why. scores were
near chance at 70 and 100 ms of SOA (2 < .05 for on-y 1 of 12 conditions).
Indeed, the absence or any decline performance between -70 and -100 ms of
SOA suggests an asymptote that may reflect an effect other tnin npectral/tem-
poral fusion, such as 4 response bias contingent on tri perceived pitch of the
F3 segment. Ttiird,'it may be notedlthat the superiority of 'dynamic over stat-
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is F3 segments did not hold at lead times of -40 ms or more, and that the
superiority of static over short F3 segments was much more prohounced at
negative than at positive SOAs.

Ohe consequence of the differential asymmetry of the effect of SOA in the
dichotic and diotic conditions is that diotic performance exceeded dichotic
perfoimance primarily at short F3 segment lead times. This is especially

4i!

clear from. Figure 3, wher the difference between diotic and dichotic scores
is plotted. It is also. dent that this differbnce is similar for all three
types of F3 segments. (The relevant,Interaction was not significant.)

The 'statistical analysis *revealed Sveral additional effect: that related
specifically to the percentage of "g, ,(or "d") responses, rather than to per-
cent correct. Figure 4 shows the percentage-of "g" responses as a function of
SOA, high/low F3, and type of base; the scores are averaged over the three
typils 9f F3 segment and the two presentation conditions. Naturally, there

. were more "g" responses to stimuli including the low F3 than to stimuli
including the high F3, F(1,11) - 166.84, 2 < .0J01.. It is also evident that
the effect of the low T3 segment, which increased "g" responses when effect-
ive, was than that of the nigh F3, which decreased "g" responses, so
that the number of 1"g" responses varied significantly with SOA,
F(10,110) - 2 < .0001. Of course, the interaction of high/low F3 and
SOA. was highly significant; it corresponds to the main effect of SOA on per-
cent correct, reported above. It may also be noted that the asymmetry around
SOA-0 at short SOAs, deriving mainly from the diotic condition (cf. Figure 2),
was pronounced only for low-F3 stimuli; the effect of A for high-F3 stimuli
was more nearly simmetric. The asymmetry at long SOAs s equally present for
both types of stimuli, however.

An unexpected result evident in Figure 4 is that, overall, more "g" re-
sponses were given when the base contained a steady-state F3, F(1,11) - 17.13,
2 < .002. The presence of a steady-state F.3 apparently enhanced the spread of
energy following the release, which is characteristic of velar consonants
preceding back vowels. This difference was more pronounced at long than at
short SOAs-- F(10,110) = 7.16, p < .0001, for the interactionwhich confirms
that the effect .originated in the base. However, the effect also intericted
frith type of F3 segment, F(2,22) - 10.18, 2 < .0007, being strongest with the
short F3 segments a0d weakest with the dynamic F3 segments. Thus, the most
effective F3 segmentts also were able to overcome Most effectively thebias in-
herent in the base itself. A triple interaction between type of presentation,
SOA, and high/low 03 was also dbtained, F(10,110) . 3.44, 2 < .0006, suggest-
ing that the bias was overcome more effectively by the F3. segments in the di-
otic condition. The differential SOA asymmetry in the two presentation condi-
tions may also have contributed to this interaction.

Three additional significant interactions in the analysis of variance
(between mode of presentation and high/low F3, between type of F3 segment and
high/low F3, and between mode of presentation, type of F3 segment, andSOA)
essentially parallel effects on percent correct described earlier and there-
fore need not be discussed any further.

10 92.
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Discussion
4

experiment 2, in conjunction with Experiment 1, investigated three fac-
tors that were expected to play a role in spectral/temporal fusion of speech
stimuli: (1) Structural; properties of the isolated formant transition and of
the base; (2) temporal asynchrbny between the transition and the base; and
(3) dichotic versus diotic presentation.

4.)58

It is now clear that the isofated transition need not actually be a
transition for fusion to occur. A steady-state foment with the same onset
frequency, or even only the first pitch pulse of tie transiblon can be suffi-
cient, although the dynamic frequency transit on does seem to convey addition-
al information. -Moreover, the baa need not contain any continuation the
isolated F3 segment in the form of a steady tate F3. 'Experiment 2 has also
shown that these same stimulus conditions able listeners .to discriminate
/da/ and /a/ in diotic presentation, when (at SOA -O) the stimulus components
are physically integrated and the F3 segment is not perceived ps a separaf
nonspeech stimulus. What is different about the dichotic situation is the
presence of_the added nonspeech percept: Segregation by input channel is ef-
fective at an auditory level of perception but apparently leaves phonetic
perception unaffected, at least in the present paradigm.

This conclusion is also supported by the finding that the range of SOAs
over which above-chance speech discrimination was obtained was very similar in
dichotic and diotic presentation. Thus, even when the isolated F3 segment
'receded the base on the same channel, it was nevertheless (partially)
integrated with the base into a phonetic percept. Thus, the expectation ;hat
listeners would be less tolerant of SOAs in diotic presentation was not borne
out, and the present results in fact suggest that spectral/temporal fusion is
not specific to dichotic presentation at all. Nor is duplex perception: The
F3 segment preceding the base on the same channel is perceived as a nonspeech
went --a case of monaural duplex perception. We conclude that perceptual
integration in phonetic percept -ion operates regardless of mode of stimulus
presentation, and apparently regardless of whether the stimulus appears uni-
tary or segregated at an auditory level of perception. Although there are
some obvious limits to this dissociation, it nevertheless strengthens further
the traditional distinction between speech and nonspeech modes of perception.

There were two kinds of asymmetries with respect to the effects of SOA.
One of them was equally present in dichotic and diotic presentation: Speech
discrimination was above chance at long negative SOAs but dropped to chance at
long positive SOAs. No such asymmetry was noted by Cutting (1976); however,
the above-chance scores at long negative SOAs replicate the findings of Bentin
and Mann (1983). Some of this asymmetry may be due to (central) masking of
lagging F3 segments by the overlapping vowel; however, it seems that the
above-chance performance with leading F3 segments is the finding'in need of
explanation. Only speculation is possible at this time. One possibility is
that leading F3 segments are preserved in a (central) auditory memory and
subsequently integrated with the base, whereas lagging F3 segments somehow
cannot'take advantage of auditory memory for the acoustically more complex
base. Alternatively, identification of the F3 segment as "high" or "low" may
have exerted a bias on speech identification, which was more pronounced when
the F3 segment led than when ielagged the base. This explanation seems
plausible, especially since the subjects were told about Zile correspondence of
F3 segment pitch and phonetic category. Although they were also told pay
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atteffitton to the speech percept only, a certain amount of involuntary bias .may
have been introduced by leading F3 segments. This bias was equally present in
diotic and dichotic presentation. Assuming, therefore, that the above-chance
performance at long negative SOAs was not due to spectral/temporal fusion
proper, the range of SOAs over which this type of fusion operates seems rather
limited--roughly, ±50 ms.

The other asymmetry is the unexpected finding of optimal diotic perform-
ance at short negative SOAs. this was also the region where diotic perform-
ance exceeded dichotic performance. The following explanation may be pro-
posed: Diotic integration of the stimulus components may have been uniformly
superior to dichotic integration, but at positive SOAs diotic performance may
have been lowered due to peripheral masking of the F3 segment by the lower

A. torments contained in the base. Rand (1974) and many subsequent` studies have
suggested that dichotic segregation of a higher formant from F1 results in a
release from upward spread of masking, which thusals largely a peripheral

t
(channel-specific) of ct. In fact, it was surprising that the present data
did not show an abso e advantage for dichotic presentation at SOA-0 and at
positive SOM. The upward spread of masking explanation may account for an-
other feature of the present data that seems difficult to ;?xplaln in other

4----- ----terststkcparen-tly,--theasItiam:elry An the -diotic_ SOA effect was entirely due to
the low F3; stimuli with a high F3 showed no such asyiiefry:- The rWa7S(n-for---
this may be that the high F3 evaded masking by the Fl and F2 transitions. The
present data thus seem consistent with earlier findings on upward sprelid of
masking, if the assumption is granted that dichotic fusion was not Ofite as
strong as in some of the earlier studies.

(An alternative possibility that comes to mind is that an F3 segment
protruding from the base (at short negative SOAs) may have been perceived as
if it were a release burst. This would explain why speech identification was
more accurate at short F3 lead times than at lag times, but it would not be
clear why this asymmetry was present only in the diotic condition and only for
the high-pitched F3. Nor did the 50-ms F3 segments sound like noisy release
bursts; they had a distinct tonal quality. Thus, without additional assump-
tions yet to be spelled out, this interpretation cannot account for the data.

In summary, the present fincliags reveal dichotic spectral/temporal fusion
to be a phenomenon that is neither specifically dichotic nor specifically tem-
poral. The fact that a temporally or spatially segregated formant segment is
audible as a separate nonspeech sound is not surprising; that such an
auditorily segregated stimulus component still contributes ) an integrated
phonetic percept, however, is an observation that deserves continued atten-
tion. Although Pastore, Schmuckler, Rosenblum, and Szczesiul (1983) have
reported a somewhat analogOus phenomenon with musical stimuli,_ it is still
possible to entertain the hypothesis that the fusion effect studied here re-
fleets the 9peration of a central integrative mechanism specialized for
phonetic perception. This hypothesis needs to be tested further with non7
speech analogs of speech stimuli used in studies of spectral/temporal fusion.
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ITORING FOR VOWELS IN ISOLATION AND IN A COPSONANTAL CONTEXT*

Brad Rakerd,t Robert R. Verbrugge,tt and Donald P. Shankweilerttt

Abstract. The identifiability of isolated rowels (/V/) was compared
to that of vowels in consonantal context (/pVp/) when subjecta per-
formed a monitoring task. On successive blocks of trials in a test
series, the subjects listened for instances of one or another of
nine mionophthongal vowels (/10,c,ae,A,d,o,u,u/) and identified each
test Bites as being an instance or not. On average, resulting false
alarm errors occurred significantly less often in the /pVp/ condi-
tion, consistent with the previoas finding that vowel perception may
be aided by consonantal context. This beneficial effect of dontext
was found to be restricted to the class of open rowels, however,
with perception of the close wawitis being somewhat hindered by con-
text. The error data for misses also showed an interaction between
context and vowel height. Various amounts of interaction are con-
sidered.

Of continuing interest in speech research is the question of whether
vowel perception-is-atooted by the consonantal cOntext. in wh_ ich. a vowel oc-
curs. Perceivers might be expected to exhibit some context seasitivity be-
cause the acousti. correlates of a vowel often vary with changes in the Iden-
tity of neighboring consonants (Broad, 1976; Lindblom', 1963; Stevens &
House, 1963). Strong support for this hypothesis owes from studies in whioh
vowels have been shown to be more identifiable in a consonantal context than
in isolation (e.g., Gottfried & Strange; 1980; Strange, Edson, & Jenkins,
1979; Strange, Verbrugge, Shankweiler, & Edman, 1976).

Recently, this evidence has been challenged on grounds that it is largely
an artifact of the perceptual task subjects have been asked to perform. It
has typically been required that subjects, make a multiple-choice identifica-
tion judgment by: (1) selecting the "best match" to a presented vowel from
among a prescribed set of alternatives; and (2) indicating their choice by
circling a written form of the alternative on an answer sheet. That written
form can be orthographically related to a presented item in varying degrees.
It can, for example, be an English.spelling of the item itself (e.g., "pep" 843
the correct response to /pcp/), or it can be a spelling of a word that con-

'Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, 1984, 76, 27-31.
tOepmrtment "orrammisydnlig67 Michigan State University.tteell Laboratocies.

IttAlso University Of Connecticut.
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sod Carol Fowler for their assistance in the design of this study and for
their comments on earlier versions of the manuscript.
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_Ulna the *same! vowaL_Ams_the presented itea 44" "bed" -as the correct re7
for ipept)* Tleg -degree or relotionehip between itie akla rellDons

ati has been shown to affect vowel identification performance (Asamann,
leery, & Hogan, 1982; Diehl, McCusker, & Chapman, 1981: Macchi, 1980). This

- Variable was not controlled- in early studies of consonantal context (e.g.,
ir7 4F Strange et al., 1976), therefore the significance of'the obtained effect has

been-called into question (but see Strange & Gottfried,.1980).
fv

The signifiiince of the context effect has also been questioned on the
argument that the typical response task-1.0., the searching for and circling
of an appropriate alternative on an answer sheet --is itself somewhat biased in
favor of 'the context condition. This Is owing,to the fact that Nisch a task
laIces strong demands on short-term memory in that a stimulus trace must be
held long enough to be compared with each of the alternatives. Vowels in-con-

text might be expected to be somewhat better temembered than isolated vowels
fcr two reasons: (1) vowel-ooneonant GombinagiOns tend to make up words al7
ready represented in a subject's lexicon, or it least portions of such wordif;
and (2) in English, the orthographic representations of Vowels in context tend
to be less ambiguous than those of isolated vowels (see DWI] et al., 1981,
for elaboration on this argument).

In light of these methodological concerns over past work, we thought it

useful to make a comparison of the identifiability of vowels in and out of
context with a different kind of perceptual task than has previously been em-:
ployed. While such a task would, no doubt, have certain limitations of its
own,,it was felt that if these were sufficiently different from the limita-

------t-iene-ot-thm..imaitiple-choiceatIVtification task, the results could. speak to

the methodological generaliz- of army effects of _consonantal context. The

specific task we set for subjects was that of monitoring lists -o-fleilt-ttems
for instances of particular target vowels. Subjects simply checked "yes" on
an answer sheet if a presented item (an isolated vowel or a vowel in context)

was judged to be an instance of the target vowel being monitored and "no" if

it was not.

II This method has two virtues that are notevorthy: it is comparatively
free fray orthographic bias since there are no written vowel alternatives on
the answer sheet, and it imposes minimal memory demands on the subject since a
Presented item can be immediately judged to match the target or not. Monitor-

ing thus affords a good comparison with the identification method of past
studies. !fere, we strengthened that comparison further by examining vowel
stimuli for which perceptual data had already been collected with the previous
method (Strange et al., 1976).'

Experimental Methods

Stioull

All /pVp/ and /V/ stimuli were produced by a single male talker who spoke
an Upper Midwestern dialect of English. For each condition, he produced five

tokens of 080h of the nine vowels. These were organized into /pip/ and /V/
test series accordiug to the following protocol: (1) 90 items (two repeti-

'vticaS of toad* Wien) ware asselbled in randomized order to make-up a bleak;
(2) monitoring instructions identifying the particular vowel to be listened
for in that block were inserted at its beginning; (3) instructions reminding

,g77177 ZMO sUbjdot-Of the target vowel arm inserted after the 30th and 60p11 items;
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(4) steps (1) thmough (3) were repeated for a total of nine test blocks.
-Mere wee a 2e pause between test item and a 30041 pause-between blocks.

The monitoring and reminder linstruotioes were recorded by a male speaker
with the same dialect as that of the speaks+ who had produced the test stimu-
li. ror both experimental conditions, the monitoring instructions were'given
in the following form: ."In this test block, yo:i will be listening or the
vowel (exemplar 1), as in forc 1), (CVC 2), (CYC 3). Listen for the vowel
(exemplar 2), (exeMplar 3). (exemplar 4)sw Trie dleeplars were isolated
productions of the vowel. The CYCs w'e English monosyllabic words that con-
tained the vowel.' The reminder instructions were as follows: "Remember, you
are listening for the vowel (exemplar 5), (exemplar 6), (exemplar 7)."

The order in which vowels were monitored was varied across listeners;
nine different orders were generated with the constraint that each of the nine
vowels was monitored in each ordinal, position.'

Acoustic characteristics of the stimuli. These stimuli are a subset of
the items employed in a previous study of vowel perceptiOn (Strange et al..
1976). Their acoustic characteristics conform to generalizations reported in
that study. The first of these generalizations is that the formant frequen-
cies of all isolated vowels except A,/ were comparable to normative values
reported by Peterson and Barney' (1952). The deviations in /0/ reflect an id-
iosyncrasy of the speaker's dialect. Average first torment frequencies for
the vowels in /pVp/ context were comparble to the values for isolated vowels.
In contrast, the *Woad formant frequencies of /pVp/ vowels were somewhat "re-
duced" (of. Lindblom, 1963) relative to the isolated vowels. That is to say1
they exhibited a somewhat smaller range of deviation about the average value
for all vowels in the set.

The isolated vowels were, on average, considerably longer than /pVp/ vow-
els.. Relative duratfons of voweIs-In the two conditions were roughly compar-
able, however. As might be expected on the basis of previous reports (e.g.,
Peterson & Lehiste, 1960), the vowels /x,e010J/ generally were the briefest in
duration, ./1,u/ were intermediate, and fax,e,o/ werethe longest. The excep-
tions to this were the vowel /u/ in the /pVp/ context and the vowels is,o/ in
isolation, all of which werd\somewhat shorter than expected.

Sub,J acts

Thirty-six undergraduates enrolled in an introductory psychology aoprse
at the University of Connecticut, participated in this experiment. They were
randomly assigned to-the /pVp/ and /V/ conditions, so that there were 18 sub-
jepts in each condition. All of the subjects were adult native speakers of
English with normal hearing. They had no knowledge of the purpose or this
study.

Procedure

Subjects were asked to monitor the lists of test items for occurIences of
the monophthongal vowels fit1repaid.,40,u.sul. They reported thpir decisions
by cheokingdryce on an answer sheet if an. item was judged to be an instance
of the vowel being monitored on a trial and "no" if it was not.
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Instructions and Wet materials were presented over headphones with the
Velum* &Ousted to a comfortable listening level,. conditions comparable to
-11,E11*-ThaWV: the preview, idelitlficition study conducted with these same
stimuli (Strange et el., 1976): Subjects were tested, two at a time, in a
sound-attenuate4 room. Before the start of testing, they were familiarised
Mith the stimulus and response materials in the following way: First, the
testing procedure was desdeibed. It was egplained that a number of different
speech stimuli would be presented and that the, task Mould be to monitor the
rowels in the manner described abovp. Next, a randomly selected sample of the
stimuli was presented. For the first few trials (approximately 15), subjects
were asked to listen to the stimuli and make no response. Then, they were
givect ab sample answer sheet and, for 30 trials, monitored the sample items for
instances of a particular target vowel. This target was randomly varied
across subjects. No'feedback was given as to the accuracy of these practice
responses; subjects were, however, allowed to ask questions of clarification
about all aspects of the procedure. The test was begun only after all sub-
jects expressed confidence that they completely understood the task.

Results

With this monitoring ,procedure, subjects could make errors of two types:
false'alarms and misses. False alarms were erroneous acceptances of vowels
other than the target -- responding "yes" when the correct choice was "no."
Misses were failures to recognize actual instances of the vowel being moni-
toredresponding "no" when the correct choice was "yes." Neither type of er-
ror was significantly related to the order in which the vowels were monitored;
consequently, the data that will now be considered were pooled across monitor-
ing"orders.

False Alarms

In the left halt of Table 1, composite false alarm error rates are sum -
sarized for each vowel category. A composite false alarm resulted whenever a
presented vowel was erroneously taken to be an instance of any of the other
alternatives. For example, in the isolated condition, listeners variously
misheard the vowel /A/ to be an instance,of last, /at, and Cu/. Together,
thiie false alarms occurred on 8.4% of all trials in which /A/ was the
presented vowel but was not, in fact, the target. Since many vowel pairs
(IA-4/ for instance) were seldom if ever confused, averaging, over all of the
alternatives in this way generally resulted in rather low error rates. Howev-
er, this measure of false alarms is perhaps the most comparable to the miss
percentage to be considered below and it will be seen that the data exhibit a
similar structure.

The two leftmost columns of Table 1 report composite false alarm rates
for the consonantal-context (/pVp/) and isolated (/V/) conditions, respective-
ly. The 'difference In error rates between these two conditions is given in
the third column (/pVp/ -/V/). Results for the vowel /*/ are reported
separately in the table. This is because the acoustic Characteristics of Aal
proved to be abnormal and because this vowel behaved differently than the oth
0 open vowels, both here and in the comparison study of Strange et
el. (1976). (For further consideration of this difference see the Discussion
section belowv) Arc sin transformations of the composite false alarm data
shown in Table 1, and of all other data to be discussed, were submitted to
analysis of varianoo.!

c
,
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Table 1

Average Composite False Alarm Ind Miss Error Rates

Percentage Errors

Composite False Alarms Misses

Vowel /pVp/ /V/
ZEYPL. /V/ /pyp/-4/

J. .5 .2 .3 2.2 1.7 +.5
it .3 1.9 -1.6 6.1 1.1 +5.0

rs:
e 1.7 7.7 ltt",10.6.0 6.1 11.1 -5.0
ae 1.2 2.4:_ -1.2 3.9 11.7 -7.8
A 3.3 8.4 -5.1 6.1 17.8 -11.7
a 4.0 5.2 -1.2 26.1 41.1 -15.0
u 4.7 2.7 +2.0 17.8 13.3 4.5
u 2.2 .6 +1.6 6.7 .6 +6.1

Overall 2.2 3.6 -1.4 9.4' 12.3 -2.9
/3/ 9.2 6.0 +3.2 9.4 3.9 +5.5

O

a

Table 2

Average Error Rates for the Major False Alarm Vowel Pairs

Percentage of
False Alarm Errors

Vowel Pair /pVp/ /V/ /pVp/-/V/

/e/-/ae/ 4.8 30.8
/A/-/a/ 14.2 31.6 -17.4
/A/-/u/ 15.6 13.0 +2.6
/u/-/u/ 9.5 3.6 +5,9

Overall 11.0
/3/-/a/ 50.8 59.7 -8.9

11118
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TV011of the findings regarding compopite false alarms speik to the ques-
tion of whether or not moments emit a contextual influence on vowel
pereeption. first Is that, overall, error rates in the consonantal oondi-
tion were significantly lower than in the isolated condition, F(1,34) . 4.20,
2 < .05. This indicates that when listeners monitor vowels, as-when they per -

lore other identification tasks (Gottfried & Strange, 1980; Strange!et al.,
1979; Strange et al., 1976), their performance may be positively inf .enced
by- 'the presence of neighboring consonants. The second finding is that the
beneficial effect of context was not in evidence for all vowels (see column
three of Table 1). Generally speaking, it was the perception of open vowels
that was aided by context, with perception of close vowels proving to be some-
what poorer in the context condition. The only exceptions to this generaliza-
tion were the vowels /0/, which behaved anomalously throughout, and /1/, which
was sildom confused with the other vowels in either condition. This differ-
ence between the open and close vowels was reflected in a significant interac-
tion between context and vowel height,.F(1,34) = 20.84, 2 < .001. Post hoc
examination of this interaction revealed that the simple main effect of con-
text was significant only for open vowels, F(1.34) - 18.20, 2 < .001.

As noted above, false alarm errors occurred only rarely for many of the
vowel pairs. However, a few pairs did show false alarm rates that were rather
high. 'These are summarized in 'Table 2. Note that the mean false alarm rate
for these vowel pairs was at least five times as great as the mean composite
false alarm rate in both the /pVp/ and /V/ conditions. Hence, these
high-likelihood false alarm pairs were the major contributors to overall error
scores. IrgTio observations made about the composite false alarm data apply
to these high-likelihood false alarms as well. First, overall'identifiability
of the vowels was enha ..0-context. There were significantly fewer errors
in the /pVp/ condi F(1,34) = 8.88, 2 < .01. Second, there was a signif-
icant interaction be wee; context and vowel height, F(3,102) 11.05, <
.001, reflecting the fact that errors on open vowel pairs occurred signif-
icantly less often in consonantal Context,' /c-ae/: F(3,102) - 25.64, E <
.001; /A-a/: F(3,102) - 13.62, 2 < .001, and those on the close pair (/v-u/)
occurred more often but not significantly so.

Plisses

Miss errors are reported on the right half of Table 1. It can be seen
that their _overall pattern parallels that of false alarms. Subjects were,
however, much more variable in exhibiting the pattern with misses. As a
consequence, the main effect of context was not 84nificant for these data,
F(1,34) < 1.0. There was a highly significant context-by-vowel height
interaction, F(1,34) . 15.54, 2 < .001. As before, this resulted from the
fact that' performance on the open vowels was significantly aided by context,
F(1,34) - 8.90, P < .01, while that on the close ;rowels was hindered to a
lesser and nonsignificant degree., Also as before, /3/ behaved differently
from the other open vowels. It was missed more frequently in the consonantal
condition than in isolation.

The Question of Response Biases
gre

r 4

Although we have looked at false alarm and miss errors separately, the
two are not strictly independent. Notice, for example, that if the subjects
in this experiment had (for any reason) chosen to respond "yes" on all moni-

i,
Wring trials, we would have observed no miss errors and 100, false alarms.

112
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Conversely, a bias toward "no" responses would have inflated misses and
deflated false alarms. It is therefore reasonable to wonder whether some or
all or the effects that we observed can be attributed to systematic response
biases. Given the overall patterning of the two types of errors, this possi-
bility can be confidently rejected. It hasbeen noted throughout that the da-
ta structure of the miss and false alarm errors was roughly the same, If

there were significant response biases, we should have expected the two types
of errors to have complementary distributions, not comparable ones. For exam-
ple, we should have expected that the observed interactions between context
and vowel height would have been in opposite directions for the two types of
errors. They were not.

Discussion

We compar'ed listeners' ability to identify vowels in and out of a

consonantal context (/pVp/) when they performed a monitoring task and round
that they made significantly fewer false alarm errors (both composite false
alarms and high-likelihood false alarms) in the /pVp/ condition. This clearly
supports the view that the contextual advantage for vowel perception observed
here and elsewhere (Gottfried & Strange, 1980; Strange et al., 1979; Strange
et al., 1976) is a genuine .perceptual effect and not simply a methodological
artifact. At the same time, however, these monitoring results add to evidence
indicating that the demonstrability of a contextual influence may be greatly
affected by task variables. Pooling misses and false alarms, our subjects
made an average of 4.1% errors in the /pVp/ condition and 5.3% in the /V/
condition. In the .comparison identification study conducted with these same
stimuli (Strange et al., 1976), substantially different error rates were
reported. In that instance, there were 9.7% errors in the /pVp/ condition and
33.1% in the /V/ condition. Clearly, absolute error rates can vary substan-

tially with the method of assessment, and these f.. .'m the baseline against
which any relative influence of consonantal context must be measured?

There were two additional points of agreement with the sioady of Strange

et al. (4976) that merit comment. The first involves the vowel /o/, which did
not behave like the other open vowels in the present instance. It turns out

that perception of /a/ was aeomalous in that earlier study as well. This can

be seen in'Table 3, which summarizes their multiple-choice identification data 1.

for our speaker's tokens (these data are excerpted from the segregated-talker
condition of Experiment I in Strange et al., 1976). Notice that with their
method Strange et al. observed a contextual advantage for the identification

of all vowels except /o/. It appears that the unusual perception of this
vowel reflects some abnormality in its production. This conclusion is further

supported by the fact that formant frequencies for /o/--as produced in both
conditions--were very different from population norms.

The second point of comparison with Strange et al. (1976) concerns the

perceptual interaction between context and vowel height that we observed.

Some analog to that interaction can also be seen in their data. Note in Table

3 that while 412.1 vowels in their /pVp/ condition (except /0/) were identified

more accurately than the isolated counterparts, open vowels were much more

aided by context than the close vowels. The mean contextual advintagr
( /pVp /- /V /) for the open vowels was 40,3%, while that for the close vowels was

only 12.71b In both studies, then, we see some evidence that the presence of

a /pVp/ context differentially affected perception of the open and close vow-

1,13.

. r
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Table 3

Identification Error Rates Determined by Strange et al. (1976). Data are for
the Single Male Talker in Their Segregated-talker Condition of Experiment I.

0

Vowel

#110

ae

A

a

U

Overall

Percentage of

Identification Errors

/pVe/ /V/ /pVp/-/V/

0.0 1.1.0 -11.0
0.9 14.0 -13.1
1.8 63.0 -61.2
1.8 19.0 -17.2
6.4 57.0 -50.6
42.7 75.0 -32.3
15.5 33.0 -17,5
1.8 11.0 -9.2
16.4 15.0 +1.4
9.7 33.1 -23.4

Though the acoustic and/or articulatory origins of this effect are yet to
be confidently determined, we Can make some preliminary observations. First,
we may note that no satisfactory explanation of it is likely to be advanced in
terms of formant frequency differences among the vowels. Owing to the phenom-
enon of vowel reduction (Lindblom, 1963), those differences were in fact less
great in the more perceptually distinctive /pVp/ condition. A more promising
acoustic account is that the perceptual effect somehow results from the great-
er degree of spectral cnange associated with open vowels. In /pVp/ context,
open vowels are typically marked by more extensive formant transitions out of
and into the flanking consonants than are close vowels. Vowel height should
be particularly related to transitions of the first formant. There have been
speculations that acoustic dynamics of this sort positively influence vowel
perception (Strange, Jenkins, & Johnson, 1983; Strange et al., 1976).

The acoustics also provide evidence that vowels and consonants were
coarticulated in the /pVp/ condition--vowel formant frequencies were reduced
in this context. This has led us to consider n articulatory account of the
perceptual effect. It may be that tne benefidial influence of /pVp/ context
was focused on the open vowels because those vowels are coarticulated with the
consonants in some manner in which close vowels are not. This could pertain
particularly to articulatory movements of the jaw. The Jaw lowering required
'for production of open vowels must be coordinated .with jaw raising to achieve
bilabial closure for the consonants. While production of the close vowels
would likewise call for some jaw lowering (and hence for some articulatory co-
ordination with the consonants), it is conceivable that this requirement dif-
fers in kind or degree from that for the open vowels. If listeners are aware
Of such a coarticulatory difference, it could affect their interpretation of
the acoustic signal.

i is 121
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tinguish between these alternative accounts of the
looking at %towel monitoring performance in other
While perceptiOn of the open vowel-6 was particularly
in the presene study, we expect that rather different
with consonants of some other place and manner of-ar-
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Footnotes

'Those earlier -'data are for the single male talker in the segregat-
ed-talker condition of Experiment I in Strange et al. (1976).

2Tne CVCs in the monitoring instructions were as follows. For the vowel
/i/: Oeak, seal; /1/: bit, tin, sick; /E/: pen, wet, step; lie. /:

hat, fan, map; /A/: cup, Aum, rut; fa/: 122, sock, dot; /0/: f, call,
gone; /u/: put, look, should; /u/: boot, cool, moon,
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'Because the error rates were often close to zero, they were transformed
according to the following formula suggested by Winer (1962):

X' = 2 arc sin fX 4. 1/N

Where X is the original score, X' is the transformed score, and N is the num-
ber of subjects in a condition.

A one-within (vowel height), one-between (context) analysis of variance
was performed on the transformed scores.

In this instance /a/ again proved to behave di'.erently from the other
open vowels. False-alarm confusions between members of the vowel pal.rs /t-ae/
and /A-a/ were greatly reduced by /pVp/ context for both "directions'--i.e.,
with regard to confusions of the first member of the pair with the second and
the second with the first. This was not the case with :3-a/, however. In the
/pVp/ condition, /a/ was misheard as /3/ much less frequently than ia isola-
tion (47.2% false alarms vs. 75.5%), but /3/ was misheard as /a/ more
frequently in this condition (54.4% false alarms vs. 43.9%). The data report-
ed in Table 2 reflect the average of these two types of confusions.
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PERCEPTION OF [1] AND [r] BY NATIVE SPEAKERS OF JAPANESE: A DISTINCTION BE-
TWEEN ARTICULATORY AND PHONETIC PERCEPTION

Virginia A. Mannt

Abstract. Although native speakers of Japanese may be unable to
identify the phonemes [14 and [r] in English, they, like native
speakers of English, unconsciously take account of certain articula-
tory differences between these speech sounds. One implication is
that, preceding a language-specific level of speech perception where
utterances are represented in terms of their constituent phonemes,
there may exist a universally- shared level of speech perception
where utterances are represented as articulatory patterns,

What do native speakers of Japanese perceive as they listen to English
utterances that contain [1] and (r)? In the absence of AnsiOrable experi-
ence with spoken English, many Japanese are Unable to label, discriminate, or
produce [1] and [r] in ,a consistent fashion (Coto, 1971; Miyawaki et al.,
1975; Modhizuki, 1981), which would seem to suggest that they hear these two
speech sounds as one and the same. This study offers evidence that whether or
not Japanese subjects can identify [1] and [r] phonetically, they tacitly per-
ceive an articulatory difference between these speech sounds.

To demonstrate that Japanese speakers can perceive an articulatory
difference between [1] and (r), though not a phonological one this stucjy has
focused on a specific context effect in speech perception (for a general
discussion of such effects, see Repp, 1982). The effect occurs when utter-
ances that end in [ 1] or [ r] precede utterances ,that begin wita [d] or [g].
It may be demonstrated by placing the spoken syllables [al] and [ar] in front
of stimuli from along a continuum of synthetic speech syllables ranging from
[da] to [ga]. The presence of the pree,,eding syllables causes systOmatic
shifts in the category boundary between [d] and [g1: When the precedingisyll-
able is [al], the boundary is shifted towards more [g] percepts (less [d]
percepts), relative to that obtained when the preceding syllable is [ar]
(Mann, 1980).

tAlso Department of Psychology, Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, PA.
Acknowledgment. This study was completed at the Research Institute of
Logopedics and the Komaba Campus of the Unthor
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By using the phenomenon known as duplex perception (Liberman, Isenberg, &
'Ward, 1981; Nand, 1974). it has been possible to demonstrate that the con -

text effect of Cl) and Cr] on perception of [d] and 4] is not due to some
geniral property of acoustic perception, but is highly specific to the percep-
tion of speech (Mann & Liberman, 1983). In duplex perception, one and the
same stimulus is simultaneouily heard as speech and as nonspeech. This situa-
tion can be created by dividing synthetic speech syllables along a [dal. to
(ga] continuum into two parts: a constant base portion that tends to sa&nd
like [da], and a third formant transition that in isolation sounds like a
"chirp," but when combined with the base provides the critical cue for the
distinction between Ida] pad [ga]. When base and transition are presented
dichotically, the third fdrmant transition is simultaneously perceived in two
ways: as speech and nonspeech. It provides critical support for the percep-
tion of [de] or [ga] but also for the nonspeech "chirp." Listeners can be
instructed to attend to one or the other of these percepts, and under instruc-
tions to ignore the speech percepts and attend to the nonspeech chirps,
perception is continuous, and no context effect occurs when stimuli are
preceded by [al] or [ar]. In contrast, under instructions to label or
discriminate stimuli on the basis of the speech percepts Ida] and [ga],
perception is categorical and the location of the category boundary can be
manipulated by the presence of a preceding syllable [al] or [ar] . Thus the
context effect of [al] and far] is evident only when the stimuli are perceived
as speech.

The explanation of why, in speech perception, [1] and [r] alter the posi-
tion of the [d]-[g] boundary, rests on two related observations. First, it
has been found that the effect of 'a preceding consonant on the distinction be-
tween [da] and [gal is not limited to [1] and [r], but extends to the frica-
tives, [8] and [I] (Mann & Repp, 1981), and that similarities are better de-
scribed in terms of articulatory, than auditory properties. Specifically,
preceding [1] and [s], which are produced with the tongue relatively forward
in the mouth, shift perception away from Ida] toward the more backwards [ga],
relative to preceding [r] and [J], which are produced with a more retracted
tongue posture. Second, it has been shown that the perceptual effects of [1]
and [r] find a parallel in speech production, where, owing to coartifeuation,
the acoustic structure of Ida] and [ga] can vary as a function of whether they
follow [1] or Cr) (Mann, 1980). Both observations support the view that the
context effects of [1] and [r], along with many other context effects and
trading relations (see, for 'xaniple, Repp, 1982; Repp, Liberman, Eccardt, &
Pesetsky, 1978), represent a perceptual sensitivity to the consequences of
coarticulaion in the speech sIgnal. Human listeners appear to possess some
tacit knowledge about art1'ulation and its consequences on the speech signal,
and application of that knowledge may be part of what makes speech perception
"special" (see, for example: Best, Morrongiello, & Robson, 1981; Liberman,
1982; Mann & Liberman, 1983; Repp et al., 1978).

Aside from revealing the special nature of perception in the speech mode,
studies of the context effect of [1] and Cr) on perception of [ da] and [gal
can offer insight into the relationship between articulation-based perceptual
adjustment, phonetic perception, and specific language experiences if they
compare native speakers of Japanese with those of English. English and
Japanese share many phonetic types, including [d] and [g], but Japanese does
not distinguish the liquids [1] and [r] (its single "liquid," Cr], more clear-
ly resembles an alveolar flap than English LID. Consequently,. absence of
early experience with this phonetic contrast renders many_ native speakers of

;
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Japanese unable to distinguish English utterances that contain [1] and [r] in
phonetic labeling tasks, discrimination tasks, and in their own productions
(00t0, 1971; Mayawakl et 1975; Mochlzuki; 1981). Yet two to

three-month-old American infants have been found capable of making, some
discrimination between utterances that contain [1] and [r] (Eimas, 1975), and
the contrast raises questions'about the nature of native endowment and the
role of experience in the development of speech ,perception. The present con-
text effect offers a means of answering some of these questions.

. One explanation of the speech perception abilities of infants vis -a -via
the phunetic difficulties of native speakers of Japanese is that a lack of
specific experience has led to a loss of all ability. to perceive a difference
between [1] and [r] (Eimas, 1975). Another, slightly different view holds
that infants may not perceive [1] and [r] as different phonemes so much as
they perceive them as different articulatory patterns. If so, lack -.11 expert- it

once with the [1]-[r] distinction might lead to an inability to distinguish
[1] and [r] phonetically; but not necessarily to a desensitization of the ba-
sic ability to apprehend the articulatory differences between them. Using the
present context effect, one can test this possibility, by asking whether
Japanese subjects who cannot phonetic categorize [1] and [r] can nonetheless
take account of articulatory differences between them.

Method

§ubjects

Sixteen college freshmen enrolled in the first semester 'of a spoken En-
glish course at the University of Tokyo participated in the study. All were
native speakers of Japanese who had never lived in an English-speaking soci-
ety. They were selected by,the English professor from a population of 150
students, on the basis of either superior (N-8) or inferior (N4t4grformance
on two standardized tests of spoken English perception and compeihinsion. In
addition to these native speakers of Japanese, the experiment further included
a control group of ten native speakers of English. They were undergraduates
attending Bryn Mawr and Haverford Colleges.

Procedure

The experiment was divided into three stages and employed materials that
have been described in detail elsewhere (Mann, 1980): a seven-member synthet-
ic [da] -iv] continuum and 12 natural tokens of [al] and [ar]; Stimuli along
the [da] -[ga] continuum comprised three-formant syllables in which systematic
variations in the onset of the third tormant provided critical support for the
[d]-[g] distinWon. They were constructed so as to be compatible with the
natural token of [al] and [ar]. Those toWens had been extracted from natural
productions by a male speaker of English of [al-da], [alga], [ar-da], and
[ar-ga].' in which the first syllable had been stressed. To control for the
possibility of material-specific effects, three tokens of each production were
used.

41n the first stage of the experiment, isolated stimuli from a6ng ten
[da]-[ga] continuum were presented 12 times each, according to a randomized
sequence. In the second, the [da] -[ga] stimuli were precedep by the tokens of
[al] and [ar] and again presented 12 times in each context, according to an
unblocked randomized sequence. In each stage, a 28--item practice sequence of
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the test items preceded the test sequence itself, and the task WAS to mark (on
a response Sheet containing both alOhabetic script and Japanese Kane) whether
alolven stimulus contained [de] br [gal. The third and final stage assessed
subjects' ability to identify [1] and [r] in the stimuli previously employed
in the second stage of testing, by marking (on a response sheet written in
alphabetic script) whether a given stimulus contained [al] or [ar]. In light
of the potential difficulty of this task, listeners were first preti in . in
the appropriate response categories for 28 items, and then given a practice
sequence of 28 items in which they were told the correct response before
listening to each stimulus. The test sequence then followed, randomized into
a different order from that employed in the second stage of testing.

Results

Figure 1 summarizes the results obtained from the native speakers of En-
glish, and the Japanese students how were superior and inferior students of
spoken English. For convenience, the results obtained in the first stage of
testing with isolated [da] ga]-stiMuli are not included in this preliminary
report, as the various groups did not differ in their perception of these
sounds, and as the main interest is in the contrasting effects of [al] and
Ear).

The native speakers of English (Figure 1s0 were 100% correct in identify-
ing [al] and Ear], and showed the anticipated context effect of [1] vs. [r].
The Japanese speakers who were superior students of spoken English (Figure 1b)
were 99% correct in identifying [1] and [r], which confirms previous indica-
tions (MacKain, Best, & Strange, 1981) that at least some native speakers of
Japanese can master the [1]-[r] distinction. Like the native speakers of En-
glish, these subjects showed the contrasting effects of [1] and\crl_on percep-
tion of [dal and [ga]. In contrast to the other two groups of subjects, those
Japanese subjects who were inferior students of spoken English (Figure 1c) av-
eraged only 58$ correct identification of [1] and [r], which is not signif-
icantly better an chance. Nonetheless, they showed the contrasting effects
of [1] and [r] o perception of [da] and [go]. Analysis of variance reveals
significant main e fects of stimulus number, F(6,138) - 905.79, 2 < .0001, and
context, F(1,23) 31.93, 2, < .00001, and an interaction of these two vari-
ables, F(6,128) w 130.19, E < .00001, but not interaction between subject gro-
up and context. There was also a main effect of subject group, F(2,23) -
9.58,. < .0001, and an int raction involving subject group with stimulus num-
ber, F(12,138) m 2.19, < ,.00001, and a small three-way interaction,
F(12,138) P. 2.19, R < .0 ach of these reflects the slightly aberrant be-
havior of the superior stud nts of English in.labeling the endpoints o4' the
continuum.

Discussion

Thus, all of the subjects perceived some difference between spoken [1]0
and [r], and adjusted their perception of a "following" phoneme accordingly,
whether or not they could phonetically identify [1] and [r].. If it is accept-
ed that the context effect of Cl) and [r] is specific to speech perception

0 (Mann & Liberman, 1983) and reflects listeners" sensitivity to the acoustic
40 consequences of ooarticulation, one implication of the ability of the inferior

students of spoken English to be sensitive to the effects of [1] and [r] while
unable to identify them as phonemes Pis that perception of 'speech errors on at
least two levels: articulatory and phonological. The articulatOry level is
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Figure 1. .The contrasting effects of [1] and [rj on perception of the [d]-[g]
distinction by: a) native speakers Of English who are 100% correct
in identifying [1) and [r]; b) native speakers of Japanese iho are
99% correct in labeling Cl) and Jr), and a) native speakers of
Japanese who perform at chance lerll in labeling Cl] and Cr).
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directly 'responsible for those context effects and trading relations in
.pereeptlen .tht rest on the .4mtegratic06 inter tat and
representation of incoming sensation as the product of human vocalic on.
The ability to repreSent speech crone at this level is independent of tive
language experience; hence speakers are sensitive to the articulatory
ties of the liquids El) and Er] whether or not those phonemes are rt of
their native inventory. Moreover, articulatory representation may precede
phonetic representation, as listeners may perceive articulatory di erences
that they candot phonetically represent. 4As for the phonological level of
representation, this higher level of speech perception may peewit phonetic
identificatton of speech stimuli as [al] or Ear], Eda] or (gab and s,avalla-
ble to consciousness. Unlike the articulatory level, however, it d ends upon
language experience; hence listeners may encounter difficulty w they are
reqUired to categorize consonants phonetically that are not 'in th it native
inventory.

41,

In most speech perception experiments, subjects' responses are guided by
the phonological level of representation. (Responses could also mediated
by a higher, lexical level of representation; for a discussion, Forster,
1979.) Nonetheless, their behavior in identification and disc ilination
experiments has led to the view that speech is perceived as if by re ence to
the trticulatory gestures that convey phonetic segments. Appare tly the
representation of those articulatory .gestures occurs at a prior love that is
less readily available-to introspection (although it might become ailable
through training). Were it to intervene directly upon consciousn s, all
Japanese subjects would be able to draw on their ability to perceive a tieula
tory differences between [1] and [r], and thus be capable of distin ishing
Eli and [r].

The distinction between phonological and articulatory representat on of
speech accounts for the ability and the inability of Japanese subjects t per-
ceive a difference between [1] and [r], while reinforcing and extendin some
other observations in the speech literature. It is consistent with th fact
that the context effect of [al] and [ar] is evident not only when su acts
were required to label these utterances phonetically (Mann, 1980), but also
when subjects are instructed to ignore them, as was the case for the n tive
speakers of English in the present experiment. It also accords with evi ence
that subjects are sensitive to the articulatory properties of vowels tha are
not part of their native language (Whiten, 1981). Finally, it can of r a
perspective on the interpretation of findings about the speech pore tion
capabilities of Infants. Infants have given evidence of perceiving ny
phonetically-relevant properties of utterances (see, for a review, ELI rs,
1980; see also Kuhl, 1980; and Kuhl ts Meltzoff, 1982). as Well as evict nes
of trading relations (Miller-&'Etmas, 1983).---rvis-Tlinm-laurt--1nrantw- er-
osive human speech in a special way, perhaps owinipto proclivities of the ltft

which mediates wpeeon perception in ults (Studdert-Kennedy & Shankveiler,

or dominant hemiaphere (MacKain, Studirt-Kennedy. Spieker, ',Stern, 1983),

1970). At present, in the absence of any means of verifying that infants per-
ceive phonemes, aneush, it.is premature to accept a conclusion that they are

---capablit -of phonologielal representation. let the data surely imply that
infants possess some perceptual abtlities that are the basis of adult phonetic
perception (hiller A Kim's, 1983.' One of these could well be the ability to
form articulatory representations of incoming speech stimuli, regardless of
specific language experience.
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A QUALITATIVE DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF REITERANT SPEECH PRODUCTION:
MAW PORTRAITS, KINEMATICS, AND DYNAMIC MODELING*

J. A. S. Kelso,t Eric Vatikiotis-Bateion,tt Elliot L. Saltzman, and
Bruce Kayttt

Abstract. The departure point of the present paper is our effort to
characterize and understand the spatiotemporal structure of articu-
latory patterns in speech. To doiMo, we removed segmental variation
as catch as possible while retaining the spoken act's stress and
prosodic structure. Subjects produced two sentences from the "Rain-
bow Passage" using reiterant. speech in which normal syllables were
replaced by /ba/ or /ma/. This task was performed at two
self-selected rates, conversational and fast. Infrared LEDs were
placed on the jaw and lips and monitored using_ a modified SELSPOT
optical tracking system. As expected, when pauses marking major
syntactic boundaries were removed, a high degree of rhythmicity
within rate was observed, characterized by well-defined
periodicities and small coefficients of variation. When articulato-
ry gestures were examined geometrically on the phase plane, the tra-
jectories revealed a scaling relation between a gesture's peak
velocity and displacement: Further quantitative analysis of articu-
lator movement as a function of stress and speaking rate was indica-
tive of a language-modulated dynamical system with linear stiffness
and equilibrium (or rest) position as key control parameters.
Preliminary modeling was consonant with this dynamical perspective
which, importantly, does not require that time per se be a con-
trolled variable.

It has often been supposed that temporal organization in biological sys-
tems is ultimately governed by neural rhythm generators, biological clocks,
metronomes, etc;.. Physiopgists and psychologists, confronted with order in

*Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, in press.
argraparIments of Psychology and Biobehavioral Sciences, The University
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Kelso et al.s A Qualitative Dynamic Analysis of Reiterant Speech

the time domain, have not hesitated to posit cl ks whose "ticks" definewhen
MO1010 will activate (e.g., Kilkhevnlkov & Chia ovich 1965; "Roaenbaum & Pa-
tashniko 1 Our approach, however, b directed towards identifying
and under tanding spatiotemporal pattern in ulatory events as a dynamic
propert of natural systems rather than as the result of the operation sf some
apecia/ neural or mental time-keeping device (cf. Kelso, Holt, Min, A
Kugler, 1981). Once elaborated, we believe this dynamical perspective may af-
ford a principled tccount of the ubiquity of temporal constraints Im movement
in general and in speech in particular. For example, the internal phasing re-
lations among muscles and kinematic components In rhythmic activities such as
locomotion, scratching, respiration, and mastication are preserved across sca-
lar changes in force and rate (cf. Kelso, 1981; Grillner, 1982, for reviews).
Similarly, in electromyographic and kinematic work on speech (Tul,ler, Kelso, &
Harris, 1982, 1983; Tuller & Kelso, 198-4), timing of consonant production
relative to vowel production was found to be invariant over substantial
changes (induced by stress and rate) in the duration of the vocalic-.cycle.
These data - -along with other evidence (reviewed by Fowler, 1983)-- suggest a

Akw,vowel -to- vowel organization that places constraints on speech timing.

Although speech certainly involves many of the same `body parts as chew-
ing, its rhythmic basis is not clear, in spite of the fact that linguists and
others have long claimed speech to be rhythmic, and people perceive it to be
so (e.g., Lehiste, 1972; Lenneberg, 1967; Lisker, 1975; Pike, 1945). Yet
experimentersAlave had enormous difficulty identifying rhythmicity in either
the articulatory or the acoustic domain. One possible reason - -as pointed out
by Fowler (1983) with respect to acoustic studies7-is that explamental meas-
urements typically used may be inappropriate for capturing the rural, tempo-
ral structure of spoken sequences. Speaking is an inherently multidimensional
process; during speech Aifferent articulators are involved to different de-
grees and the spatiotemporal overlap among tiovements is considerable. Con-
fronted with so many simultaneous or nearly, simultaneous events, there seems
little chance of our identifying any basic temporal regularity, even though
our perceptual impressions lead us to'suppose that one exists,

Our approach in the present work was to strip away, as much as possible:,
the influence of segmental variation on articulatory movement, by asking sut-
jects to speak "reiterantly." That is, speakers Substituted the syllable /ba/
or /ma/ for each real syllable in the utterance, while mimicking the utter-
ance's normal prosodic strualure. The benefit of the reiterant technique is
that, by minimizing segmental variability while preserving the prosodic pat-
tern (Liberman & Streeter, 1978; Nakatanim 1977), we are able to measure the
movements of articulators (in this case the lips and jaw) that are consistent-
ly involved in the production of /ba/ and /ma/. In principle, this procedure
affords an analysis of articulator patterns in a.simple and-aaceasible ?arm.

We recognize that the relationship betweety real speech and reiterant
speech is not always transparent. We should stress, however, that the main
thrust of the present work is to use reiterant speech as a tool to examine
artioulator,motions in a speechlike task. We do pot claim any necessai7 gen-
eralization to real speech although one might exist (see also Larkey, 1983).
For instance, Liberman and Streeter (1978) show the pattern of acoustic syll-
able durations to be similar between real speech ian0 skilled reiterant speech
although the absolute durational values are very different. In terms of
production, it seems unlikely to us that the control of the lip-Jaw system for
the production of a reiterant /bah IS tally different when Vtle same
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syllable is produced during natural speech. Indeed, we shall describe quanti-
loatively certain kinematic relationship. (e.g., between an articulator's peak
velocity and displacement) that have been observed in many other nonreiterant
speech production studies.

In the present paper, we outline a geometric approach for characterizing
the dynamic properties underlying articulatory movements during reiterant
speech. We use the phase portrait to facilitate the analysis of relevant
articulatory variables when speakers produce these simple sequences of syll-
ables. TO our knowledge, phase portrait techniques have rarely been employed
In speech production studies, even though their role is to describe the forme
of motion in complex, multidegree-of-freedom systems Ocf. Abraham & Shaw,'
T482T7iiere one to count the neurons, muscles, and joints that cooperate to

dp produce even a simple utterance, literally thousands of such elements would be
Involved. Yet normal speech is usually coherent and organized: A low dimen-
sional pattern emerges from a system of high dimensionality that can be con- -
trolled with relatively few dynamic parameters.' Thus our approach is,one in
which we attempt to characterize regularities of articulator pattern in terms
of a relatively abstract functional organization (cf. Kelso & Tuner, 1984a).
We do not attempt to model peripheral biomechanics or neurophysiological mech-
anisms. Rather we use the phase portrait as a way of uncovering qualitatively
the system's control structure and as a preface to a quantitative treatment of
articulatory trajectories. In doing so we observe both invariant and
systematically varying features of motion when stress and speaking rate are
changed. Perhaps most important, our results, analyzed geometrically and
interpreted from a dynamic perspective, do not require .,the assumption_that
time itself is a controlled variable: fristead, the form Of articulator tra-
jectories over time is seen as a consequence of .i44 control structate whose dy-
namic parameters are functionally equivalent to those of a' mechanical
mass-spring system, namely: equilibrium (or rest) position, which is the
position at which the net force on the mass is zero; and linear st4ffness,
which is the reactive force per unit displacement.

I. Methods and Procedures

Two adult sp ere (one male [SK, the first author and a native speaker
of an'Ulster diale t of English], and one female DW, a speaker of a New Jer-
sey dialect of Amt i English]) recited the first and last sentences of the
"Rainbow Passage ": ) "When the sunlight strikes raindrops in the air, they
act like a prism d form a rainbow," and (2) "There is, according to legend,
a boiling pot of gold at one end." After reciting each sentence, speakers
mimicked the prosodic pattern 2-4 times, substituting only /ba/ or only /ma/
for each syllable. So, for example, "When the sunlight strikes raindrops in
the el!'" woulsi be mimicked as___".ba. ba_ ba ba -bat- ba be be be- bed (where underlin-
ing indleates a hypothetical stress pattern for the syllables). Upon comple-
tion of the task at a normal, conversational rate, it was then repeated at a
faster rate. One of the speakers (SK) repeated this procedure at a later
date. in all., 392 .syllables at each rate were analyzed. We also obtained
measures of each speaker's preferred frequency of jaw movement over an extend-
ed period of time, by asking the subject to "wag" the jaw at a womfortabre am-
plitude and frequency !as. if you were going to do it all day." "Wagging"
movements were then "sampled over a 30-s interval.
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For speech and nonspeech tasks; vertical displacements of the lips lad
jaw were tMoked using a device similar in principle- to Uhe commercially
available SELSPOT system, which employs infrared LEDs that can be placed
midsagittally on the nose, lips, and point of the chin. Modulated light from
the diodes is captured by a camera equipped with a Schottky planar diode
located in its focal plane. The output of the photodiode is fed to associated
electronies that decode the signals and compute pairs of x and coordinates.
Up to eight channels of coordinate potentials may be generated simultaneously,
each with a bandwidth of )51-500 Hz. These potentials are then fed to

first-stage DC offset preamplifiers, which center the signals about the zero
DC level. Following the offset adjustment, the coordinate values are
transmitted via DC coupled amplifiers, checked by means of a monitoring
oscilloscope, and recorded. Once the subject was seated with the LEDs in

place, calibration was achievecr_by raising the camera a known distance (2 cm)
'-and recording the output of the lower"lip LED. Simultaneous acoustic record-
ings were alSO made. The movement data were recorded on FM tape and Sampled
at 200 Hz in later Somputer analysis. This included numerical smoothing (us-
ing a 25-ms triangular window), and differentiation (using a two-point central
difference algorithm; Ames, Smith, & Wolford, 1977) for obtaining the-
derivatives of rtion (velocity, acceleration).

Figure 1 shows an example of the position and velocity of the lower lip
and jaw (i.e., the LEDs attached to lower lip and jaw) fOr the first part of
sentence 1, "When the sunlight strikes raindrops in the air," where /ba/ is
the reiterated syllable. In the movement traces, peaks and valleys denote the
high and low vertical positions achieved by the indicated articulators. Thus
peaks occur during lip closure for the bilabial atop and valleys occur during
production of the low vowel /a/. In the velocity traces, peaks and valleys
are the maximum velocities attained going into and out of a closure,
respectively. The peaks and valleys were determined by a computer program
whiciCalso calculated means (M) and standard deviations (SD) for peak-topeak
cycle duration and displacement and dgration of- opening (peak-to-valley) and
closing (valley-to-peak) gestures.

II. Results and Discussion
111

Each of the following sections is designed to be self-contained in that a
discussion accomppies each set of empirical findings. First we present data
pertaining to the global temporal regularity of articulator movement that was
observed in the experiments. Second, a qualitative dynamic analysis of
articulatory motion is presented using the phase portrait to describe the
forms of motion that are produced. Following is a quantitative kinematic
analysis of motion and its derivatives that details effects of the local
changes induced by stress and speaking rate transformations. We try to main-
tain continuity of presentation in thia4uantitative section by proceeding
from lower-order to higher-order kinematic relations. Finally we present some
of Our preliminary efforts to model the present articulatory findings using an
approach based in ,dynamical systems theory and supported by recent results in
the field of physiological motor control.

A. Global Temporal Regularity

First we show separately for the two rates and two reiterant syllables
the mean duration between successive peaks and the associated standard devia-
tions. The values shown in Table 1 are averaged across subjects and sentences
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POSITION

VELOCITY

POSITION

VELOCITY

LAW

LOWER LIP

11.1,..

250 ms

Figure 1. Position and velocity over time of lower lip and jaw LEDs for the
reiterant production of "When the sunlight strikes raindrops in the
air," /ba/ is the reiterant syllable.
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for both jaw and lowfr lip motions (i.e., moti ns of the...-jew and lower lip
Las). In order to study articulatory motto el, se, we have removed
Intervals that span major syntactic breaks and t e first and last syllables of
the sentence, i.e., where startup, pauses, and lengthening effects
predominate.

Table 1

Means, and standard deviations of peak-to-peak dura ion in ms and frequency (f)
in Hz for jaw (J) and lower lip (LL) during reiterant speech at two rates.
Between - subject standard deviations are in parentheses.

NORMAL

J

/ba/

LL J

/ma/

LL J

OVERALL

LL

m 213 (5) 212 (8) 212 (3) 211 (3) 212 (4) 211 (6)

sd 42 (6) 40 (6) 41 (1) 37 Cl) ,42 (4) 39 (5)

f 4.70 (.11) 4.72 (.19) 4.72 (.06) 4.73 (.06) 4.72 (.08 \ 4.73 (.14)

N,
FAST

168 (5) 168 (5) 166 (3) 165 (4) 167 (4) 167 (4)m

sd 33 (9) 29 (8) 29 (3) 30 (5) 31 (7) 30 (6)

f 5.95 (.17) 5.95 (.18) 6.03 (.11) 6.06 (.15) 5.98 (.14) 6.00 (.16)

n 512 512 272 272 784 784

The durational data show quite low variability regardless of rate.
coefficients of variation in the 10% to 20% range. The two/speakers ar3 ais
very similar in their durational behavior as revealed in the smal4 bi,
tween-subject standard deviation of the means. Mean cycle durations for the

lc
three experimental session were 211 ms (approximately 5 Hz) for the normal
rate and 167 ms (approximat y Hz) for the fast rate. In this case, the jaw
exhibits a periodicity simila to that of the lower lip. Not surprisingly,
the data contrast with those of Ohala's (1975) earlier study in which 10,000
consecutive jaw opening gestures were obtained during a 1.5-h reading period.
Oha(1975) found large durational variance (presumably because of the pres-
ence of pauses and segmental factors) accompanied by a dominant, but weakly
defined, periodicity of about 250 ms (4 Hz). Ohala and others (e.g., Lind-
blom, 1983) have suggested that this periodicity may correspond to the "pre-
ferred frequency of the mandible." However, the preferred wagging frequencies
of jaw movement for our two speakers (0.81 Hz and 2.04 Hz, SDs . 0.06 and 0.21
Hz, respectively) are much slower than the frequencies found either by us for
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reiterant speech or by Ohala for read speech. It is clear then, that neither
the sharply defined periodicity observed by us in reiterant speech nor the.
weakly defined cycling found by Ohala in read speech is the same as the pre-
ferred frequency of the mandible'in our nonspegn task (see also Nelson, Perk-
ell, & Westbury, 1984, for differences between preferred frequencies of mandi-
ble movement in speechlike and nonspeech tasks). We also found that the
periodicity was unaffected by the syllable that was used to mimic real speech.
The largest mean durational difference regardless of rate condition between
/ba/ and /ma/ for any articulator was 3 ms (see Table I). In short, when seg-
mental variation is minimized, it is possible to identify a relatively stable
articulatory periodicity. The periodicity is not perfectly isochronous be-
cause there are systematic variations concomitant with stress and rate (see
Section IIC).

B. A Geometric (Qualitative Dynamic) Analysis2

In the following geometric analysis, phase plane trajectories are
generated by continuously pldtting the relationship between, in this case,
articulator position, x, and Its derivative, velocity, Z. As an example,
consider the idealized case shown in Figure 2. The upper trace is a computer
generated sinewave of 5 Hz with a peak-to-valley displacement defined to be 20

The peak position corresponds to the consonant closure, and the valley
position to the maximum opening for the vowel. Points of maximum downward
(opening) and upward (closing) velocity fall at the midpoints of the position
trace. To create a phase plane trajectory shown on the lower part of Figure
2, we plot successive position points and their corresponding velocities as
coordinates on a plane whose vertical axis denotes position and whose horizon-
tal axis denotes velocity.' The arrowheads on the circle denote the direction
of motion on the plane. Thus one cycle or orbit corresponds to the interval
between, successive closures, with the opening gesture on the left half and the
closing gesture on the right. Note that time itself is not an explicit vari-
able in this description.

. .

Figure 3 shows phase plane trajectories for the jaw and lower lip LEDs of
"When the sunlight strikes raindrops in the air," using reiterant /be/ spoken

. at a normal rate. Qualitatively, the shapes of the trajectories are quite
similar across the ten syllables plotted. There is a strong tendency, for
example, for displacement and peak velocity to covary directly (see Section
IIC). Normal and fast reiterant productions for subjects SK and DW of the
second part of the first sentence, "they act like a prism and form a rainbow,"
are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The mutual relationship between the kinematic
variables of position and velocity is accentuated by the rate manipulation,
particularly for subject SK. Once again, even when there is a clear distinc-
tion between the trajectories corresponding to stressed and unstressed syll-
ables, their orbital shapes are generally similar. The unstressed (sometimes
reduced) syllables are characterized by smaller displacements and peak
velocities than the stressed syllables, thus maintaining a global similarity
of (elliptical) trajectory shape across unstressed and stressed gestures. Al-
so observed, however, are subtle differences between trajectory shapes
associated with different gestural displacements. For example, the orbits ap-
pear to be slightly more compressed horizontally for larger displacement ges-
tures relative to shorter displacement gestures. In Section IIC, we will
quantify both the global similarities and subtle differences among gestural
trajectory shapes.
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POSITION
(mm)

0

315

VELOCITY 0
(mm/s)

-315

E

20

SINE WAVE (5 Hz)

111111ffi
11111

OPEN

-315 0 315

VLLOCITY (mm/s)

Top. Idealized position and velocity over time or articulator
movement. Bottom. Corresponding phase plane trajectories.
Abscissa is velocity, ordinate is position (see text for details).
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Figure 3. Lett. Position and velocity over time of jaw and lower lip LEDs
for sentence produced with reiterant Am/ at a normal rate. Right.
Corresponding phase plane trajectories.
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z
0

0
o

NORMAL RATE

14.0

FAST RATE

CLOSED

OPEN

300 0 390

VELOCITY (mm/s) S: DW

Figure 5. Phase plane trajectories or lower lip motions for the second part
of sentence 1, "They act like a prism and form a rainbow" produced

411 at normal and fast speaking rates with /ba/ as the reiterant syll-
able. Subject is OW.
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C. Quantitative Kinematic Analysis

In this section we quantify specific effects of speaking rate and stress
on articulatory movements in an effort to answer the following questions.
First, what kinematic variables or relations among variables might inform us
about the control of ,speech gestures? Second, what kind of regularity, if
any, exists emotions of speech articulatory across changes in stress and
speaking rate, and how might such regularity be rationalized? Although we
appreciate that there. are many idiosyncratic differences along speakers,
dialects, and languages, our emphasis here is on identifying what is melon
across -Much' diversity. In short, can we begin to define a -"deep structure"
for speech motor control that can be recognized in the face of much surface
variability, and, if so, on what principle(s) is it based?

We begin with an analysis of the space-time characteristics of articula-
tor movement and its derivatives, With the emphasis now on the gesture (open-
ing .and closing) rather than the cycle. Because of the enormous amount
kinematic data involved, we restrict our concerns (unless otherwise indicate).-
to (a) the motions of the jaw and lower lip complex for the syllable /be/ dur-
ing reiterant speech, and (b) the single experimental session for each speak-
er, i.e., omitting the repeated session. T is amounts to 232 gestures for
speaker DW (116 opening and 116 closing) an 464 gestures for speaker SK (232
opening and 232 closing).

The general statistical analysis of the kinematic variables takes the
form of a gesture (opening, closing) X stress (stressed, unstressed) X rate
(normal, fast) analysis of varianceo for each dependent variable, followed by
correlational, analysis between variables (e.g., displacement versus time)
where appropriate. In order to facilitate communication of the results we re-
port the degrees of freedom for the statisticalimpain effects and interactions
only once. For subject DW the numerator and dlnominator degrees of freedom
are 1 and 224; for subject SK they are 1 and 456.

1. Dilplacement movement time and their relation.

Tables 2 and 3, provide the mean displacement and mean movement times of
the opening and closing gestures for the syllable /bat, as 1 function of
speaking rate and stress. The mean data order systematically for both
kinematic variables in both subjects, although the magnitude of change across
rate and stress le idiosyncratic. SlAilar results have been reported by oth-
ers (e.g., Kuehn & Moll, 1976; Tuller, Harris, & Kelso, 1982b)., For dis-
placement, since the lips always return to closure, the main effect of gesture
type (opening versus closing) was not significant in either subject's data;
Fs » 0.10 and 0.55, Es > 0.05 for DW and SK, respectively. Nor were there
Two- or three-way interactions with gesture type. Stressed gestures had
larger displacements than unstressed gestures; Fs -, 39.19 (DW) and 415,44
(SK), Rs < 0.0001. Rate had a generally similar-effect: Normal rate gestures
were produced with larger displacements than fast gestures, Fs . 11.26 (DW)
and 136.18 (SK), Rs < 0.001. Unlike DW, subject SK reveafgd a stress X rate
interaction on the displacement measure, F » 35.44, < 0.0001. A simple main
effects analysis of this interaction was-entirely consonant with the main ef-,

toot*, however: The difference in displacement as a function of rate was more
apparent in unstressed gestures, F - 162.92, 2 < 0.0001, than stressed ges-
tures, F 8.70, 2 < 0.004. Similarly, differences in displacement as a func-
tion of were manifest particularly at a fast speaking rate, F 346.77,
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Table 2

Kinematic values of displacement, time, and peak velocity across rate and
stress variations (opening gestures, 'ba /)

d'

Stressed

Vp

Unstressed

t Vp

DW M 14.58 123.9 229.2 11.80 112.4 204.0
SD 3.68 20.6 74.42 3.30 22.4 65.9

Normal n 24 34

SK M 16.02 140.4 262.5 12.63 114.7 238.6
SD 1.40 19.0 24.9 3.35 30.1 55.8
n 48

.

68

DW M 13.41 103.3 241.0 10.38 85.3 216.3
-§1) 2.83 12.7 48.8 3.27 11.3 63.6

Fast n 24 34'

SK M 14.85 120.0 241.1 8.27 81.3 170.2
SD 1.46 17.9 32.9 3.85 20.6 64.4

48 68

'Displacement (d) in mm; Time (t) in ms; Peak Velocity (Vp) in mm/s

Table 3

Kinematic values ,of displacement, time, and peak velocity across rate and
stress transformations (closing gestures, /ba/)

Fast

Fast

DW M
SD
n

SK M
SD
n

DW M

SD

SK M
il
n

di

Stressed

Vp

Unstressed

d t Vp

13.88 91.8 297.0 12.14 82.5 265.3
2.,94 17.8 73.6 2.91 $ 20.1 74.7

24 34

15.99 106.4 321.7 12.09 84.8 272.2
1.26 15.1 19.2 2.77 14.9 52.8

48 68

13.07 66.3 348.4 10.33 64.7 280.5
2.39 14.8 65.6 3.05 11.1 96.5
2i 34

14.88 86.5 323.0 8.17 66.5 202.3
1.41 12.1 27.7 3.11 10.6 68.1

4,, 68
t

'Displacement (d) to me; Time (t) in mss Peak Velocity (Vp) in me /s
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< 0.0001, although they were highly significant at the normal rate as well,
- 10401, 2 . 0.0001 (see Tables 2 and 3). No other interactions were sig-4

nifioant for either subject.

For movement time, opening gestures as a class took longer than closing.
gestures. All the sovegent time values for similar conditions reported in
Table 2 (opening) are greater than thoie reported in Table 3 (closing), a
finding substantiated by a significant gesture main effect for DW, F 171,43,
2 < 0.0001 and SK, F 240.57, 2 < 0.0001. Stressed gestures take longer than
unstressed gestures, Fs - 20.21 and 223.62, 2t, < 0.0001 for DW and SK,
respectively. For subject DN a simple main effects analysis of the signif-
icant gesture X stress interaction, F 4.31, 2 < 0.04 revealed that the
stress effect was greatest for opening gestures, F 21.58, 2 < 0.001 (compare.
Tables 2 and 3). For subject SK, the gesture X stress interaction was also
significant, F . 10.34, k < 0.002: The difference in movement time between
stressed and unstressed conditions was greater for opening gestures, F
165.08, k < 0.0001, than closing gestures, F - 68.89, 2 < 0.0001.

Speaking rate had a systematic effect on movement time. Gestures pro-
duced at a. normal rate took longer than those at a faster rate, F - 104.50
(DW) and F 181.84 (SK), ps < 0.0001. For subject SK, there was also a ges-
ture X rate interagOTOR; F - 6.60, 2 < 0.02. Again, the rate effect between
gestures was a matter of degree; movement time differences between rates were
more apparent in opening gestures, F $143.86, 2 < 0".001 than closing ges-
tures;F - 59.98, < 0.0001, although clearly the effect was highly signif-
icant in both gesture types.

In summary, in both subjects, the main effects of stress and rate
predominate for both displacement and movement time as dependent measures, al-
though these effects tend to be greater in opening gestures than closing ges-
tures. Generally speaking, stressed gestures display greater articulatory
displacement and longer duration than unstressed gestures. Rate has similar
effects. Gestures produced at faster speaking rates are accomplished with
smaller displacements and in shorter'$ movement times than those at a normal
conversational pace..

40.

Viewed from an overall -perspective based on the mean data of each sub-
ject, we can make a rather simple statement regarding the displacement-time
relation independent of movement phase (opening versus closing), rate, or
stress. Namely, on the average, cilsklEIRTET2t °ovaries directly with duration.
Smaller (larger) displacements tend to be observed at fast (normal) rates and
in unstressed (stressed) environments; duration of motion adjusts in a corre-
sponding fashion.

These overall effects, therefore, suggest a systematic and apparently
quite linear relationship between spatial and temporal dependent measures.
'However, examination of the scatter plots for each subject in Figure 6 (open-
ing phase) and Figure 7 (closing phase) reveals a somewhat more complicated
picture. For subject SK the data follow the general picture outlined above;
amplitude and duration vary in a quite linear way. The overall correlation
for opening gestures is r 0.82 and for closing gestures r 0.76 (Es <
0.01). Moreover, the displacement-time correlations for individual condi-
tions, shown in Table 4, are, with a single exception, significant (Es <

0.05).
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Table 4*

Linear correlations (r) and regression slopes (m) of displacement-time rela-
tionship across rate and stress transformations ( /ba /).

A. Opening Gestures

Stressed Unstressed

m r m
.. - r

..

Normal DW .06 .33 .07 .46*
SK .02 .24 .08 .72*

Fast DW .01 .05 .10 .35
SK .05 .55* .15 .82*

B. Closing Gestures

Stressed Unstressed

Normal OW .02 -.11 .05 .31
SK .05 460* .12 .65*

Fast OW .02 .23 .02 .08
SK .06 .50* .15 .52*

< .05

The picture is rather different for subject OW, hOwever. In her data the
individual displacement-time pairs are widely distributed and in only one out
of a possible eight conditions (unstressed opening gestures produced at a nor-
mal rate) is there a significant correlation (see Table 4). When opening and
closing gestures are analyzed as a group for W, significant correlations are
obtained, rs - 0.46 and 0.26 (.2s < 0.05), r pectively, ,although the propor-
tion of variance accounted for is small.

To summarizethe coupling between displacement and time.is quite differ-
ent for the two subjects. One subject (SK) reveals a rather orderly relation
between these variables across rate, stress, and movement phase (opening
vs. closing). The other subject (DW) shows a. high degree of overlap among
conditions and a much more homogeneous distribution of displacement-time data
pairs. Indeed, the proportion of variance accounted for by this relationship
is so small as to suggest that, for DW, displacement and time are essentially
independent.

How might these apparent discrepancies between subjects in thedisplace-
ment-time performance space be interpreted? One account that merits mention
is that the speech motor system adheres to a minim cost function such as
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"least effort," which might give rise to tradeoffs in articulatory displace-
sent and duration. This notion of movement costs is elaborated in some detail
in a recent paper by Nelson (1983), and has been applied to an analysis of jaw
movements in repetitive speech and nonspeech gestualrmTNelson et al., 1984).
The key idea is that articulatory movements during speech are accomplishing
system "goals" In the physically most economical fashion, i.e., according to
some "ease of movement" criteria (see also Lindblom, 1983), which in turn
imposes boundary constraints on speech motor programming (Nelson, 1983). Such
criteria may be met by minimizing a.number of possible articulatory cost indi-
ces such as "effort" (proportional to peak velocity, which bears a direct re-
lation to the impulse or integral of the force-time curve for a given moire -
ment) or "jerk" (the first derivative of acceleration). Nelson (1983) shows
that although a wide variety of "movement ease" cost functions may be mini-
mized, the displicOment -duration relation remains roughly the same. Thus a
common feature of all such functions is that "cost" increases (on whatever di-
mension) are associated' with moving a given distance in less time or moving a,
greater distance within a given time. To'do either requires an increase in
peak velocity, acceleration, jerk, etc. (see also Hogan, 1984).

In the displacement-time space a relationship, such as that displayed by
subject SK in Figures 6 and 7 is suggestive of a fairly constant articulatory.
cost (cf. Nelson, 1983, Figure 5). Thus it could be argued that gestures of
short amplitude and duration (e.g., fast unstressed gestures) do not
necessarily cost the system any more than larger amplitude movements of great-
er duration (corresponding, say, to normal stressed gestures). Distance and
time mutually adapt to the linguistic requirements of the activity in such a
way AS to preserve a relatively constant cost.

A problem, however, with this analysis of "economy of effort" in speech
is that it appears to pertain, at best, to only one of our subjects and to on-
ly one of the three subjects in the Nelson et al. (1984) study. Several pos-
sibilities could account foi' such a state of affairs. One is that it could
reflect differences in the skill level of producing reiterant speech. That
Is, the less constrained, more variable relation between displacement and time
in' subject DW suggests that her mode of motor control is not following a
strategy of minimum cost. Did may, in fact, have to discover exactly what that
strategy is. It is well appreciated in the literature (e.g., Larkey, 1983)
that reiterant speech is itself a skill, and it was certainly our impression
that subject DW was not as skilled at "converting" real speech into reiterant
speech as was subject SK. How cost functions change with increasing skill is
a topic open to much further research.

Given that the displacement-time relation is not consistent between sub-,
jects in the present study or in the Literature in general (see Nelson. et al.,
1984; Parush, Ostry, & Munhall, 1983; Tuner et al., 1982b), the question
is: Are there other observables that might,eford insight into the similarity
among subjects in this task? Are subjects really as diffeent in performing
reiterant speech as the displacement time distributions suggest? As we shall
see, examination of the higher derivatives of motion not only affords a window
into the nature of the system's unddplying dynamic organization, but also sug-
gests that the differences between subjects might be due to .the surface nature
of the displacement-atime description.
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2. Peak IelEity and the peak 111.2eltnlimktatesat relation

The phase plane data discussed in Section IIB reveal at least two
interesting features about a given gesture's velocity pattern that merit
further quantification. First, the patterns are largely unimodal (see Figures
3, 4, and 5) in that both opening and closing gestures possess single velocity
peaks. Related to this, peak velocity (Vp) bears a direct relationship to to-
tal impulse (i.e., the integral of the force'magnitude as a function of time),
and thus can usefully be used to index the "effort" underlying the movement
(e.g., Nelson, 1983; Schmidt, Zelaznik, Hawkins, Frank, & Quinn, 1979).
Since variables like stress have been associated with articulatory effort
(e.g., Ohman's, 1967, stress pulse theory) it is of interest. to quantitatively
assess if and how peak velocity changes with gesture type, rate, and stress
conditions. Second, and perhaps more important, is the apparent regulari-
ty--evident on the phase plane--in the covariation between a gesture's peak
velocity (Vp) and its displacement (d). We consider first the statistical ef-
fects on peak velocity itself; then we evaluate and interpret the relation-
ship between peak velocity and displacement.

A cursory look at Tables 2 and 3 indicates that
and'

like displacement and
movement time, varies systematically with stress and rate-, although in some-
what idiosyncratic ways. The gesture type main effect is significant for both
subjects, Fs a 59.08 and 111.01, Es < Q.0001, for OW and SK, respectively.
For similar conditions, all the Vp values in Tabli 3 (closing) are greater
than Table 2 (opening). Stress had predictable effects on peak velocity re-
gardless of gesture type. As in the recent results of Stone (1981) on jaw
bovement, and Ostry, Keller, and Parush (1983) on tongue dorsum movement,
stressed gestures are produced with higher peak velocities than unstressed
gestures, F 15.03, p < 0.002 and F * 201.48, p < 0.0001, for OW and SK,
respectively..

4

As others have found, however, the effect of speaking rate on the Vp
measure was not so consistent across subjects (e.g., Abbs, 1973; Kuehn &
Moll, 1976; Ostry et al., .1983, Tuller, Harris, & Kelso, 1982b). For subject
DW, peak velocity was greater for the faster speaking rate, F . 4.94, E <
0.03. For SK, the opposite occurred (see Tables 2 and 3), F 94.41, E <
0.0001, Moreover, there was a stress X rate interaction for SK, F - 40.06, E,
< 0.0001 but not OW, F 0.86, > 0.05. For, SK, although stressed gestures
are always produced more rapidly than unstressed gestures in both speaking

-rates, F - 30.93, p < 0.0001 (normal) and F 210.61, p < 0.0001 (fast), only
unstressed gestures differentiate between normal and fast speaking rates. For
subject SK's unstressed gestures, normal speaking rates have higher Vp than
fast speaking rates, F - 132.50, p < .0001. For stressed gestures, no signif-
icant differences in Vp occur between speaking rates (see Tables 2 and 3), F
1.97, E,.> 0.05.

Because stress has Very systematic effects on a variety of variables
(including not only the kinematics reported here, but EMG as well, e.g., Tull-
er, Harris, & Kelso, 1982a) and the effects of rate are less systematic across
subjects (particularly for Vp), it can be argued that .stress and rate are
qualitatively different kidds df articulatory transformations (see Tuller et
al., 1982a, for review). However, the differences observed between stress and
rate remain puzzling at least when viewed on single dimensions (e.g.', EMG am-
plitude, duration, and articulator velocity); and further work is necessary to
establish the validity of this claim. One potential issue--yet to be fully
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explored--is that the subject is usually free to vary the elected rate whereas
stress constraints are more clearly defined. Systematic control of speaking
rate may prove useful and enlightening.

The linkage between peak velocity and displacement, however, is less
ambiguous. This finding in itself is not new; it has been reported before in
other studies of articulation, often al an incidental result (e.g., Kent &
Moll 1972; Kozhevnikov & Chistovich, 1965; Kiritani, Imagawa, Takahashi,
Masaki, & Shirai, 1982; Kuehn & Moll, 1976; Ohalz, Hiki, Hubler, & Harshman,
1968; MacNeilage, 1970; Perkell, 1969; Sussman, MacIeilage, & Hanson,
1973). The particular articulator involved does not appear to be a factor;
the relationship exists in movements at the supralaryngeal level including the
tongue dorsum, tongue tip, lips, and jaw. More recently it has been observed
in both abduction and adduction of the vocal folds (Munhall & Ostry, 1984).

Quantitative analysis of the present data reveals that Vp and d are high-
ly correlated for opening and closing gestures in both subjects. For subject
SK the correlations, collapsed across stress and rate, are 0.87 for the open-
ing phase and 0.94 for the closing phase. For subject DW the correlations are
0.84 and 0.76 for opening and closing gestures, respectively (Es < 0.01).
Compared to the displacement-time relationship, which was very different be-
tween subjects (cf. Figures 6 and 7), the scatter plots displayed in Figures 8
and 9 for opening and clbsing gestures, respectively, show a Muelloireater de-
gree of overall similarity between subjects in both 'phases of motion.

The high linearity, of course, is a reflection of the overall temporal
stability present in the opening and closing phases of the articulatory move-
ments across rate and stress transformations. Since the slope of the Vp-d re-
latigpship for a given gesture type can be expressed in units of frequency, a
pert t correlation between the two variables would indicate that the opening
or closing gestures were of the same frequency, i.e., were perfectly isochro-
nous. There are, however, local effects of stress and rate when the data are
partitioned into subcategories, as can be seen from the absolute values of
displacement, peak velocity, and duration given in Table 2 for opening ges-
tures and Table 3 for closing gestures. In Table 5 we present the linear
regression slopes and correlations of the peak velocity-displacement relation-
ship for opening and closing gestures as a function of stress and rate. Over-
all, although the correlations are generally high and significantly different
from zero, the slopes of the relationship between peak velocity and displace-
ment are quite variable across subcategories. How might the slopes of the
kinematic relation between Vp and d be interpreted with respect to the control
processes underlying the reiterant speech task? First we address the signifi-
cance of the overall Vp-d relation, then we consider the specific effects of
rate and stress.

Recent theoretical consideratirins and empirical finding :; in U.a., motor
control field support an account of tne Vp-& rotation that is based on a move-
ment's dynamics, not its kinematics. Relationa'among kinematic variables are
useful to describe the space-time behavior of articulators, but it is dynamics
the such motions. That is, it is important to realize that Oiangeu in
displacement and its time derivative (velocity Lind lcceleration) arc conse-
quences of dynamical systems with parameters such c.1:; Md:33, utiffness, and
damping. It is possible, however, to infer the structure of tnA> underlying
dynamics from the kinematics of articulator motionu during either discrete or
rhythmic tasks.
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Table 5

Linear- correlations (r) and regression slopes (m) of peak velocity-displace-
ment relationship across rate and stress transformations (tba/)

Normal DV
SK

Fast DV
SK

A. Opening Gestures

Stressed Unstressed

-AM-
_,.._...

*It

19.02 .94 18.02 .90
9.29 .53 13.19 .79.

14.18 .82 17.02 .87
10.78 .48 15.68 .94

B. Closing Gestures

Stressed Unstressed

Normal. DW 20.44 .82 20.19 .79
SK 3.04 .25* 18.00 .95

Fast DW 20.25 .74 27.39 .87
SK 13.20 .68 20.92 .95

All r's except those marked by an asterisk are significant at 2 < .01 or
greater

It is now generally recognized that any features of single dimensional
movements in discrete targeting tasks can be generated by second-order, linear
models whose parameters include damping, stiffness, and rest angle (cf. Brzzl.
1980; Cooke, 1980; Fel'dman & Latash, 1982; Kelso & Holt, 1980 for re-
views). In short, the limb exhibits behavior qualitatively similar to a
damped mass-spring system for these tasks ( Fel'dman, 1966). Such systems are
intrinsically self-equilibrating in the sense that the "endpoints" or "move-
ment targets" are achieved regardless of initial conditions. In normal and
deafferented animals, for example, it has been shown that desired head (Bizzi,
Polit, & Morasso, 1976) and limb positions (Folit & Bizzi, 1978) are attain-
able without starting position information even when the limb is perturbed on
its path to the goal. Similarly, Kelso (1977) demonstrated that finger local-
ization ability is not seriously impaired in functionally deafferented humans,
or individuals with the metacarpophalangeal joint capsule surgically removed,
in spite of changes in initial conditions or unexpected 'perturbations (Kelso &
Holt, 1980; see also Kelso & Tuller, 1983, and Tye, Zimmermann, & Kelso,
1983, for evidence, in speech). Closed -loop notions that rely on peripheral
feedback break down in the face of such evidence. Further, kirtematic vari-
ables need not be controlled explicitly. In a dynamic system like a damped
mass-spring (or 'print attraoter, Abraham & Shaw, 1982), kinematic variations
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In displacement, velocity, and acceleration occur as a result of the specified
parameter values, and sensory "feedback" in its conventional form is not re-
quired. 112r tAtr tom z1 is is duratiea a (=trolled variable (glee Section
119).

For sustained, stable cyclic movements of dissipative systems the itpro-
plate dynamic regime Is a limit cycle (or periodic attractor, Abraham & Shaw,
198). In such systems, the same orbit is achieve-if regardless of initial
cond tions or temporary perturbations. In the absence aC imposed perturbs-
ti such systems can display near-sinusoidal steady-state motions that may

dynami . As mentioned earlier, a constant slope in the relationship between
be treated as if they were generated b7 simpler nondissipative mass-spring

each gegurels peak velocity and displacement for a given set of gestures in-
dicates that the gestures are perfectly isochronous. With regard to an hy-
pothesized underlying linear (harmonic) or nonlinear (anharmonic) mass-spring
model, the Vp-d slope is indicative of the stiffness over the range of gestur-
al displacements examined. Roughly speaking, a constant Vp-d slope for a giv-
en gestural subset implies that the average mass-normalized stiffness (Kly)
of the spring functions underlying the gestures is the sae across the ob-
served range.* Recently, Ostry, Keller, and Parush (1983) haVe shown in a
study of tongue dorsum movement that the slope of the Vp-d relation varies
systematically with stress, but less so as a function of rate. In their data,
particularly for opening gestures, the slope of the relationship was greater
for unstressed than stressed gestures, suggesting to them that the tongue mus-
cle system was actually, stiffer in the unstressed environment (see also
Laferriere, 1982, for evidence leading to the same conclusion). More recent-
ly, observations of tongue dorsum kinematics as a function of rate, vowel
(/u/, /0/, and /a/), and consonant (/k/ and /g/) have been interpreted as in-
dicative of an underlying mass spring control regime with constant linear
stiffness for a given gesture (Ostry & Munhall, 4p84; see also Munhall &
Ostry, 1984).

Our data also suggest that unstressed gestures are characterized by
greater stiffness (K*

v
) values (as revealed in Table 5 by the slopes of the

Vp-d relations and tne phase portraits) than stressed cnes. This is apparent
in three out of four cases for both opening and closing gestures (Table 5).
Interestingly, we show also that the Vp-d slopes for closing gestures (again
with a single exception) are greater than thoSe for opening gestures, particu-
larly for unstressed syllables. Like the Ostry et al. (1983) tongue data, the
rate effects on the slope of the Vp-d relationship are less clear cut. In on-
ly five of eight possible cases, slope increases as a function of rate. With

`412.1s_mst911Diu_lameYet_ in vhf _a..f.our.f4141-4nee-eaer-e-eettrs-,--
e changes between fast and normally produced gestures are fairly small.

Although the data in general suggest that Stiffness (K1 v) is a key sys-
tem parameter, a comparison of the Vp-d slope data (which indexes Klv) and
the displacement data shown in Tables 2 and 3 reveals that stiffness is not
constant for movements of different displacements within a given stress condi-
tion (see also Ostry 1 Munhall, 1984). In fact, stiffness changes invariably
with displacement bott within and across stress categories.
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3. The ...............lacceleratic611112Ac2EIL function.,

ik._Tti%larrits..fireat . least 6 poeSibi
7titir-Tav la-

w spring function halal', for

4tehat can aCCOtelt for _the. damerTed
'of dleOlaceMent, bile is that

spring force equals 7kx and for whiCh!dif-
firent values or linear stiff k, are elected for, say, shorter amplitude,
unstressed getitUres than 1- litude, stressed gestures. An alternative

jnotion is that during reiterant each the aw-lip system behaves like a soft,
nonlinear mess-spring systaM wher = for example, spring force equals -kx
ex', with k 'and e denoting linear and cubic stiffnesses, respectively
(of. Jordan & Smith, 1977; Kelso, Plpnam, & Goode/in, 1983). For such
Springs, the net .atiftness decreases nonlinearly with deviation from the
equilibrium position. Hence, shorter amplitude gestures, involving relatively
all deviations from equilibrium, are characterized by higher average
stiffnesses over the course of the movement. than larger amplitude gestures
(see Also Footnote 4). This second hypothesis is presaged on the assumption
that all the abtions we have observed arise from a single underlying nonlinear
spring function with constant linear and cubic stiffness coeffitients. Since
a gesture'S linear stiffness coefficient is indexed by the slope of the
acceleration-displacement function near the gesture's midpoint (corresponding
roughly to its equilibrium position), we can distinguish between these-fbrego-
Ins alternatives.

The acceleration data of the lower lip-jaw combination were obtained by
velocity differentiation and smoothed over a 25-ms interval (see Section I).

/Linear instantaneous, mass-normalized stiffness, K*, was estimated using a
computer routine that first found the midpoint of a given opening or closing
gesture and then obtained the position (x) and acceleration (X) coordinates of
the filets sample to each side of the midpoint. This procedure allowed us to
compute the slope around the hypothesized equilibrium position. If K* is un-
changed across conditions the slopes should be statistically equal. Thus if
the data lie on a single sprinrfunction (linear or nonlinear) K* should be
identical close to the movement's midpoint. Different slopes of the x, X
function, however, would suggest separate spring functions with distinct line-
ar Stiffness components.'

MOIWW*W"T'-

Figure 10 (inset) shows how K* was estimated and also an example of the
acceleration-displacement differences between the opening and closing gestures
of a stressed versus an unstressed syllable, the fourth and fifth syllables
(underlined) of the reiterant versions of "There is se-car-am to legend"
(normal-rate, SK). Differences in slope are apparent, with the shorter ampli-
tudei-vmstressed gestures displaying greater K* values than the longer ampli-
tude, stressed gestures.

Statiftical analysis bears this picture out. The' mean estimated K* and
its standard deviation are provided for.each subject and each gesture type as
a function of conditions in Table 6. Stressed gestures as a class have lower
K* values than unstressed gestures, Fe 9.38 and 192.13, 2s < 0.01 for DW.and
SK, respectively. Subject DW displays a gesture type main effect, F . 19.16;
2 < 0.0001' 'with K* significantly 8i-eater for closing than opening gestures.
Additionally,,for SK there is a gesture type X stress interaction, F x 20.39, -
2 < 0.0007, and also a gesture X stress X rate interaction, f .-b.70, <
0.04q A simple main effects analysis of-those,intereetions revealed ,that for
SK. a) K* is greater for unstressed gestures than stressed gestures for both
opening, F - 168.85, 2 < 0.0001, and closing gestures, F o 43.67, £ < 0,0001;
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Figure 10. Acceleration versus displacement from rest position for the open-
ing and closing gestures associated with a stressed and unstressed
syllable (see text). The smaller diSplacements and steeper slopes
corresoond to the unstressed gestures. The opening gestures start
at the bottom right; closing gestures start at top left.
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Table 6

Estimated stiffness (K*) in units of acceleration per unit displacement across
rate and stress transformations. Standard deviation is in parenthesep.

Normal

Fast

A. Opening Gestures

Stressed Unstressed

DW 1440 (405). 1703 (561)
SK 1781 (342) 2413 (703)

DW 1931 (836) 2336 (787)
S1( 1803 4427 ) 3555 (1211)

B. Closing Gestures

Stressed Unstrfssed

Normal DW 1854 (364)
SK 1981 (338)

Fast' DW 2409 (378)
SK 2193 (337)
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stressed gestiures in the closing phase than the opening
0.004; and c) K* is greater for unstressed gestures in

12.17. 2 < 0.0006, particularly at the fast speaking

/ The eff ikate Is highly significant for both subjects. In all the
polls of sisila Wong'. K* is greater at the faster speaking rate than it
is! In

90.80, < 0.0001 (SK). Subject SK also reveals a stress X rate

syllables\ rodueed at a conversational pace, F . 69.43, 2 < 0.0001 (DW)
and F iik

interaction, F -'1.78, g < 0.0001, although DM does not, F 1.22* 2 > 0.05.
Fbr subject SK: a) at both rates, K* is greater in unstressed than stressed
estures, F .. 27.39, g < 0.0001 (normal) and F - 206.55, 2 < 0.0001 (fast);

b) only in unstressed gestures and in stressed closing gestin4es, however,
its $* greater for Est than for normal speaking rates (see Table 6).

These data correspond rather well to the peak velocity-displacement find
/ins discussed in the Section IIC3. The present acceleration-displacement re-
/ suits, however, afford an additional conclusion, namely that linear mass-nor-
/ malized stiffness (K*, estimated around the equilibrium point of the motion)
13 not the same foe short amplitude, unstressed gestures as it is for large
amplitude, stressed gestures. In short, different stress categories are char-
acterized by different K* values. A similar .conclusion applies to rate
changes. In alLthe cells from comparable conditions shown in Table 6, faster
speaking rates are accompanied by higher estimated K* values, and, as we
reported in Section IIdl, smaller displacements. Thus although a constant
linear stiffness model is a reasonable first approximation, it' does not handle
all of the kinematic variations in our data that are induced by stress and
rate. For whatever reasons, no doubt 'in part linguistic, linear stiffness is
modulated according to the stress (or amplitude) of the gesture. Increasing
-stiffness for gnaressed (shorter amplitude) gestures may be a way for the En-
glish language, conventionally classified as stress timed, to differentiate
its stress categories. Interestingly, recent theorizing in speech perception
argues for a perceptual metric that is closely tied to articulatory dynamics
(e.g., Summerfield, 1979; Studdert-Kennedy, 1983). The notion, based in part
on studies of visual perception (e.g., Runeson & Frykholm, 1981) is that
perception of events is not simply based on surface kinematics, but on the
underlying relations among dynamic parameters that govern suet) ewents. The
present findings, in showing a clear relation between stress and linear stiff-
ness values, provides an initial grounding for these speculations. The data
also show that faster speaking rates are associated with higher estimated lin-
ear stiffnesses, though, like the Ostry et al. (1981) tongue data, the rate
effects are not quite as consistent.

D. Summary and prelirninari.anic mod4ing

To summarize, the present data offer insights into both the similarities
and differences in our subjects' articulatory behavior. The movements of both
subjects can be assumed to emerge from the same underlying dynamic organiza-
tion. That is, a periodic attractor (limit cycle) control regime can capture
the forms of motion produced by both subjects. The slopes of the4peak veloci-
ty-displacement a4 the acceleration-displacement functiods point to linear
mass-normalized stIffness, K*, as a key dynamic parameter. The subjects dif-
fer, however, in the degree to which estimated K' and ovetall gestural dis-

Plior---------placesent are coupled across movement conditions. Subject SK shows an inverse
relation between stiffness and displacement for opening Cr - -0.77) and clos-
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ing (r e -0.73) gestures. Thus larger (smeller) amplitude motiotis that acoom-
pany stressed (unstressed) gestures and ,normal (fast) rates are associated
with lower (higher) stiffness. For MN hOweVer the oOrrelation_ between
sitltistild,40111f10.6 dieplaosment (like her dispraeesent-wevement time re-
lation) is low (-0.18 for opening and -0.25 for closing gestures), perhaps be-
cause of the reasons discussed in Section IIC1. In short, the "strength" of
the constraint between K* and displacement may be a useful way to conceptual-
ize between-subject differences.

The present findings can be couched conveniently within a recent dynamic
modeling and computer simulation framework developed for multiarticulator sys-
tems by Saltzman and Kelso (1983). Briefly,-the unique feature of this ap-
proach is that invariant dynamfbal equations, of motion are established func-
tionally (i.e., at an abetractitask level of movement description) for the
particular end effectors directly involved in the task's accomplishment. For
example, Saltzman and Kelso (1983) demonstrate that a constant set of dynamic
parameters defined for a given task, e.g.-, a hand reaching for a target, car
be used to specify context- (task and posture) dependent patterns of change in
the articulator-level dynamic parameters (e.g., joint stiffness, damping, and
equilibrium points of shoulder, elbow, and wrist). Among otheradvantages the
approach allows for task-specific trajectory shaping (e.g., Bizzi, Acornero,
Chapple, & Hogan, 1982) and the compensatory behaviors typically involved in
speech (e.g., Folkins & Abbs, 1975; Kelso, Tuller, V. -Bateson, & Fowler,
1984).

At a recent conference, Brownian, Goldstein, Kelso, Rubin, and Saltzman
(1984) reported that the task-dynamic approach can be fruitfully applied to
understanding speech organization. For example, we have used the average val-
ues of amplitude and duration from the present data (for stressed and un-
stressed gestures at a particular rate) to estimate the dynamic parameters
(equilibrium positions and etiffnesses). ain a functional mass-spring model for
the control of lip aperture defined by the vertical distance between the upper
and lower lip. These lip aperture parameters remain invariant throughout a
given lip opening or closing gesture, and during each gesture are transformed
into contextually varying patterns of dynamic parameters at the articulatory
level (upper lip, lower lip, and jaw degrees of freedom as defined in the Has-
kins Laboratories' software articulatory synthesizer; Rubin, Baer, & Mermel-
stein, 1981). Thus inserting our empirically estimated dynamic parameters for
lip aperture into the task - dynamic model, we can generate sets of simulated
articulator trajectories associated with lip opening and closing. Figure 11
illustrates simulated time series and phase plane trajectories for the resul-
tant vertical motion of the lower lip during a reiterant bilabial task with
simple alternating stress.

In these simulations, the equilibrium position' for a given cycle (clo-
sure-to-closure) is specified at the onset of the opening gesture and is.
located halfway between the maximum opening position and the (relatively
fixed) closure position. However, because closing gestures are faster than
opening gestures (compare Tables 2 and 3) stiffness is specified twice during
the cycle: once at the start of the opening gesture and once at the start of
the closing gesture., Although the present example simply shows an alternating
stress pattern, clearly this procedure can be executed on a syllable-by-sy11-

401P_Vasts..Althoug4_0P.4001 isAPPOW41Y 4n4ergolnii. retineaent (e.g., to
incorporate fully limit cycle dynamics), Brownian et al. (1984) have used thew.

displacement-time data shown in Figure 11 as input parameters to an articula-
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POSITION
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LOWER LIP AND JAW
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1-- 0

0
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VELOCITY

VELOCITY
(Arb Units)

Figure 11. Computer simulation of resultant lower lip position and velocity
time series (left) and corresponding phase portraits for a pattern
of reiterant, alternating stress syllables.

tory synthesizer with promising acoustic and perceptual results. The point
here, however, is that the simulation illustrates hew articulatory trajetto-
ries can be generated from a simple specification of dynamic parameters with-
out explicit or detailed trajectory planning.

III. Conclusions

The phase portrait methodology introduced in Section IFS, along with a
Mailed -analysis of articulatory kinematics, allow us a window into the hy-
pothesized dynamic structure underlying the production of simple, reiterant
syllables. It is popular to propose "time control" as the basis of temporal
organization in speech, as if the system somehow had to program and/or keep
continuous track of time (e.g., Lindblom, 1963; Lindblom et al., 1984). Dif-
ferent time control schemes, according to this notion, correspond to stress
and rate, while other kinematic variables, such as velocity, are computation-
ally derived (cf. Kuehn & Moil, 1976; taferriere, 1982). In an alternative
view, which we, have applied here, spatiotemporal pattern arises as a conse-
quence of a dynamic regime in' which --at worstonly two 44,ticulatory parame-
ters, stiffness and rest position, are specified according to stress and rate
requirements. Similar arguments have been proposed for the space-time struc-
ture or multidegrae of freedom limb movements (Kelso, Putnam, & Goodman, 1983;
Kelso, Southard, & Goodman,. 1979). The dynamic description captures the forms
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r
of articulatory motion observed in our phase portraits across rate and stress
conditional. It recognizes in full that articulatory motions evolve,in time
but it undercuts the necessity to Emulate time as a contraf4--variable
4Xplieitlis Dynamics can proyide a grounding for, and a principled analysis

intrinsic timing theories of speech production (Fowler et al.,
1980). According to the present findings and supplemented by preliminary
modeling, movement time results from `an underlying d:namic organization that
is specified accordingihto linguistic requirements and that remains invariant
throughout the production of a 'given speech gesture.

Or.
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Footnotes

'For many examples of complex, multicomponent systems in physics, chemis
try, and biology, whose cooperative behavior can be described by a small set
of dynamic or "order" parameters, see Haken 19771, For examples in
speech and other biological motions, see Kelso and Tuller (1984b)".

3The field of qualitative dynamics has a rich-history dating hack to
Poinoare(1899) (see Abraham & Shaw, 1982; Garfinkel, 1983). In this vein,
we combine geometry and dynamics to reflect our concern with the forms,of
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articulator motion (indicated by patterns of displacement, velocity, and
acceleration over time) that are created by a functionally defined dynamical
organization (e.g., point attractor or periodic attractor dynamids).

'Note that the plotting convention here is not the one typically used in
dynamics, which plots positionon the horizolltal axis and velocity on the
vertical axis. Since the displacements measured here are vertical, not
horizontal, we have simply switched the axes to conform to the behavior of the
lip-jaw system and to faci itate visualization of the process.

`Both linear and nonl near mass-spring systems can display Dear sinusoid-
al cyclic motions whose bserved peak-to-peak period T 21r/ile, where Oc
denotes the observed angula frequency for the cycle. For systems with con-
stant parameters, the peak-to-valley duration (Dn w/Op) and the val-
ley-to-peak duration (D

v
1/0

v
) are equal and, consequently, T Dp Dv 111

2D - 2D v, and On e al/ 1, On. More generally, in cases where motion during
each half,cycle near -sinusoidal but of different duration we have fle
2(0 g /COveil1). A linear undamped mass-spring system (harmonic oscillator)
mayvbE chdrafterized by the following equation of motion with constant parame-
ters:

mX kiekc = 0,

where m-mass, keliner stiffness, Ax = (x ,)(0) with xo . rest position; and
x and X represent position and acceleration, respectively. Such sys,tems dis-
play cyclic motions with period T 2w/1c where 0, - (k/m)2, and w:
(denoted K* in Section 11C3) defines the mass - normalized stiffness of
the system. Due to system linearity, the instantaneous system stiffness is
independent of displacement and, hence, both the instantaneous and the "aver-
age" stiffness of the system for motion cycles of different amplitudes are
simply equal to k. Normalizing with respect to mass, we see that the average
mass-normalized stiffness described in the text, Kly, is simply k/m (J, wge

Q2) for linear mass-spring systems. Additionally, the peak velocity (V n) for
harmonic oscillators'is w0A, where A denotes the maximum displacement fFom the
rest position during cyclic motion. 'Consequently a plot of Vp versus A for
different amplitude cycles of a given linear oscillator shows a straight line
whose slope equals wo. Thus, for".ta given linear mass - spring system the Vp--A
slope is equal to wo gc (WW2 and is constant across the entire dis-
placement range. For undampecrmass-spring systems with nonlinear stiffness
functions (anharmonic oscillators), however, the average mass-normalized
stiffness, K:e-for motion cycles of different amplitude is not so simply
related to the system's instantaneous stiffness. For example, for a soft non-
linear spring (cf. Jordan & Smith, 1977) the equation of motion i3:

MX 4' ktx eAx5 . 0,
Where e . cubic stiffness, and all other terms are as in the linear case.
Here, the system's instantaneous stiffness does not equal k but is a nonline-
arly decreasing function of the amplitude of motion. Thus, the system's Klv
will vary for cycles of different amplitude with Kav decreasing for increas-
ing amplitudes. Additionally, the plot of Vp versus A for different cycles
will have a slope that is a decreasing function of amplitude, unlike the line-
ar systems described above .4 Yet, like these linear systems, the Vp-A slope is
still proportional to (K1v)2'

5We had two concerns about the derivation of acceleration. First, we
want's to ascertain how the elected smoothing window changed the values of the
central portion of the trajectories where' the slope of the acceleration-dis-
placement function was calculated in this §tudy. Second and relatedly, we
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-,

wished to ascertain how our derived (smoothed and differentiated) acceleration
compared with actual accelerometric data. Two independent methods were used
to examine the effects of numerical smoothing and differentiation on the
acceleration data; in both eases, the effects were small. (1) To assess the
effects of smoothing on the reported data itself, the x,X slope was calculated
for a subset of subject SK's reiterant productions (16 opening gestures
representative of the overall stress/rate distribution) at four degrees of
smoothing: 15 ms, 25 ms, twice at 25 ms (the condition used in the text), and
once at 25 ms and again'at 45 ms. Increased smoothing reduced mean slope val-
ues, F(3,60) - 3.48, 2 <.05, but did not change the pattern relative to over-
all gesture displacement, F(6,56) - .37, p >.1. (2) The influence of the dou-
ble differentiation (i.e., acceleration derived from position) and concomitant
smoothing procedures was tested at a movement frequency (5 Hz) comparable to
that used by speakers in the present study (see Table I), by comparing the
output of an Entran accelerometer Imodel EGC-240-10C) to the second derivative
of position output smoothed twice at 25 ms. Taking into account the gain re-
duction induced by smoothing (see above), we found the average, absolute
difference between transducer' (unsmoothed) and numerical (smoothed twic at 25
ms) acceleration to be less than 5 percent of the range of measured mov m

10

nts.
The cross-correlation between the raw, unsmouthed and the smoothed, ved
signal was r - .98. Note: Not all the x,X functions approximated straight
lines as closely as those illustrated in Figure 10. Some were S-shaped
("hooked" at displacement extrema). However, our smoothing procedures did t

remove the "hooks." More important, our estimates of K* were not affec d by
the presence of such "hooks."
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A THEORETICAL NOTE ON SPEECH TIMING*

J. A. S. Kelso,t Betty Tullerott and Katherine S. Harristtt

=,4, t_, '''sFAin

We wish to make a few brief comments on the commentators' remarks and
then introduce a representation of interarticulator timing in which time it-
self is not explicitly involved. To show that such a repre entation is valid
will require a recasting of what data there are ch relat re timing (e.g.,
those discussed by LOfqvist) into a geometrical, phase portr t description of
articulator trajectories. We have begun to do this. The p se 2ortrait cap-
tures the forms of motion caused by an underlying dynamic ganifhtion (Abra-
ham & Shaw, 1982; Kelso & Bateson, 1983; Kelso, Holt, R in, & Kugler, 1981;
Saltzman & Kelso, 1984), in which time as we traditiona y measure it (e.g.,
as duration, latency) is nowhere to be seen. We believe that certain advan-
tages for understanding speech motor control and developing articulatory
models accrue immediately from this perspective. But first some comments.

1. Our paper presents a systematic set of data in favor of relative tim-
ing among pertinent articulatory gestures. It is an effort to understand the
behavior of an articulatory system that is stable across linguistically mean-
inz:ful transformations. Relative timing, as we propose it, is simply an index
of a temporally stable state. It should not be considered as mandatory (Perk-
ell) or necessar -ily inherent (Clark & Palethorpe). Clark and Palethorpe (this
volume) set up a binary distinction (acoustic versus articulatory) that is not
one we have ever subscribed to.

2. Our gaper identifies the timing of articulatory gestures associated
with consonants relative to those associated with flanking vowels. Because
stricitly speaking, the data presented by Perkell (though interesting) do not
pertain to this issue, brevity precludes any extended commentary. The reader
should be aware, however, (a) that other, very different accounts exist of
coarticulatory effects of the kind discussed by Perkell Bell-Berti &
Harris, 197'9); (b) Clearly many variables are involved in any account of
speech production as Perkell notes. To say, however, that the variability in
observable output (e.g., trajectories) is accounted-for by the variability in

*Authors' response to comments by P. F. MacNeilage, A. LOfqvist,
J. E. Clark, S. Palethorpe, and J. S. Perkell, on a paper by K. S. Harris,
R. Tuller, and J. A. S.rXelso entitled "Temporal invariance in the produc-
tion of speech." In J. S. Perkell & D. Klatt (Eds.), Invariance and varia-
bility in speech procesSes. Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum, in press.

tAlso Departments of Psychology and Biobehavioral Sciences, University of
Connecticut.

ttAlso Cornell University Medical College.
tttAlso Graduate Center, City University of NeWOork.
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programming is circular at best (cf. Kelso, 1981); (c) Abbs' paper (this vol-
and elsewhere), Madleilages writings ("Lg., Maciellage, 1980) and our i

isente (Kelso, Mier, Mogen, & Fowler, 1984; Kelso, Miler, &
1982) all converge in showing that the speech motor control system does not
program targets in .articulator space (cf. Perkell); and (d) we -certainly

agree with Perkell that more data are needed, but so are new concepts.

3. In our final remarks we want to return to the ltheme of our paper,

namely, the relative timing among articulatory gestures. We wish to show-how,

by examining the data using phase plane techniques an entirely different:
conceptualization for the relative timing finding emerges. We are presently.

analyzing existing data and conducting new experiments to examine this

conceptualization further. Consider the simple case in which the latency (in,
ms) of onset of upper lip motion for a medial consonant is measured relative
to the interval (in ms) between onsets of jaw lowering motions for flanking:,
vowels. These' events are displayed in the idealization of Figure 1A, in which'
the duration of the V1 to V2 cycle is Jd (in ms) and the latency of upper lip'
motion is Ll (in ms), As we have shown, the two events are highly correlated'
across rate and stress changes. That is, the lip latency varies systematical-
ly with jaw cycle duration plus an intercept value that seems to change across
phonetic context and speaker (see Figure 1B). Note that this is a strictly

temporal description. One could posit, in this example, that somehow the sys-
tem is keeping track of the duration of jaw motion such that when a giveh
amount of time has passed, another articulator, say the upper lip, is activat-

ed. Such an account of speech or limb movement control is not unusual.

Upper Lip

Jaw

A.
4-

Jd

Time (me)

B.

Li
- (me)

Jd (me)

Figure 1. A. An idealized time series description of jaw and upper lip mo-

tion. B. The empirical relation between jaw cycle duration, Jd,
and upper lip latency, LL (see text for details).
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A very different view of these events emerges When the articulatory data
are expressed as motion trajectories on the phase plane.. Two quantities are
needed to do this the articulator's displacement (x) and its velocity a).
Thee quantities may' be considered to be the coordinates of a point on the
articulator in two dimensional space, the phase plane. As time varies, the
point P(x,i) describing the motion of the articulator moves along a certain
path on the phase space. Note that time, although implicit and recoverable
from this representation, does not appear explicitly in the phase plane
description. For different initial conditions, the. corresponding' paths will
be different, and the set of all possible trajectories constitutes the phase
portrait of the system's dynamic behavior. Finally, one can transform the
Cartesian xti coordinates into an equivalent polar form qp4cribed by a phase
angle (etan -qi/x3), and a radial amplitude (A-Lx2 PP. In discussions
below, the phase angle is a key concept in our interpretation of interarticu-
lator timing phenomena..

. Figure 24 illustrates the mapping from time domain to phase plane for a
motion .trajectory generated by a simple, undamped mass-spring system.' In a
similar fashion, Figure 2B shows the phase plane trajectory for the idealized
jaw motion described as a time series event in Figure 1A. In the phase plane,
this jaw motion describes a closed orbit, since the 'jaw goes from closed to
open and back to closed in one cycle. Note that, in comparison to Figure 2A,
the axes in Figure 2B have been interchanged in order to express pictorially
that the jaw moves vertically in space. In the phase plane, one can plot jaw
motions during V1V2 intervals of different duration, and can identify the on-
set of upper lip motion during each cycle with an onset phase angle for that
.cycle. Our hypothesis is that the phase angle for upper lip onset should be
the same across jaw cycles of different shape, i.e., across different rate and
stress conditions. Two idealized examples are illustratdd in Figure 3. In
one, a small orbit is shown, corresponding to a small displacement of the jaw
over time. In the other, a larger orbit is shown. The base angle of upper
lip onset, 0, predicted to be invariant as shown ih right hand side of
Figure 3, though we do not claim it to be the one sh '. here.2 Note that the
Onset of a remote'articulator (e.g., the upper lip),Is now with reference to
the phase angle of another articulator (e.g., the jaw). This angle is there-
fore a function of the latter articulator's position and velocity, not merely
its absolute position or velocity. Moreover, there is no need to posit 221
ktnd of time-keeping mechanism or time controller. In this view, individuals
can produce articulatory motions of different durations or magnitudes without
affecting the hypothesized regularity in onset phase angle.

T9 summarize our theoretical points: When representing articulatory do-
tions geometrically on the phase plane, neither absolute nor relative time
need be extrinsically monitored or controlled. This fact potentially provides
a grounding for, and a principled analysis of, so-called intrinsic.timing the-
ories of speech 'production (e.g., Fowler, Rubin, Remez, & Turvey, 1980; see
also'Kelso & Tuller, in .press). Our view is supported indirectly by demons-
trations in the articulatory structures themselves of afferent bases for phase
angle informationl(e.g., position and velocity sensitivities of muscle spindle
and joint structures), but not for time-keeping information (e.g., time recep-
tors; cf.,Kelao, 1978). It might well be the case that certain critical
phase angles provide information for orchestrating the temporal flow of
activity. among art;.culators (beyond those considered here) and/or vocal tract
configurations. Such phase angles would serve as natural, i.e., dynamically
specified, information sources for coordinating ,speech. Interarticulator
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90 fee 270. X

1X;Ma X
A4Ax

fizO NEUTRAL
POSITION

X=0 74= 0

k-max
PAN

X +MaX

ist0
A. undamped mass spring system

TIME DOMAIN

360'

PHASE PLANE

s.

PAN NEUTRAL MAX
POSITION

OPEN

Figure 2. A. The mapping of a simple undamped mass spring motion on to the
phase plane. B. Yhe jaw cycle of Figure to characterized on a
'functional' phase portrait, i.e., displacement is on the vertical
axis'and velocity on the horizontal axis. The polar coordinates,
the phase angle, ,, and the radial amplitude, A, are also shown in
the diagrams (see Text for details).
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CLOSED

OPEN

OPEN

Lip Onset
4 Phase

(0)

Jaw Cycle Time (Jd )

Figure 3. The phase position of the upper lip relative to the jaw cycle for
different jaw orbits (see text) and the consequent hypothesized re-
lation (see Footnote 1).

speech coordination thus may be captured better with reference to events that
are specified by the system's dynamics than with reference to sets of dura-
tional rules. These ideas and others are also currently being explored by dy-
namic modeling (Saltzman & Kelso, 198,0.
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Footnotes

`Note that the jaw motion, though idealized here, does not have to be
(and is not usually) sinusoidal. Thus, different relative timing relations
among articulators can give rise to the same phase position between articula-
tors and vice versa. The determining feature is the shape of the trajectories
(for many more details, see Kelso & TU11Pr, in press).

2To date, we have examined this relationship for two speakers and two
phonetic contexts, /babab/ and /babab /. In each case, the phase angle of the
upper lip for the medial consonant relative to the jaw trajectory was
unaffected by changes in stress and speaking rate.
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ON RECONCILING MONOPHTHONGAL VOWEL PERCEPTS AND CONTINUOUSLY VARYING
F PATTERNS'

', Leigh Liskert

- \
Abstract. When a segue e of pictures is presented in rapid succes-
sion, the illusion of ,ontinuous movement can be created. A

continuously varying acoustic signal may, contrariwise, be perceived
as a sequence of "still" sounds. Not only is speech perceived as
discrete sounds in sequence, but speakers will oblige, especially in
the case of stressed vowels, by "citing" them in the form of steady
state phonations judged to match auditorily the vowels in their
natural contexts. These steady state imitations are adequately
characterized by just two nuMbere- the frequencies of the two lowest
vocal-tract resonances. Adoustic'analyses of a number of tokens of
the English nonsense forms or wo da [bcb, ded, gg, baeb, dari,

foes] produced in the frame Please flounce once again by four
talkers indicate that there is a withn-talker pattern of variation
rather different from the variationS\ over speakers reported h,
Peterson and Barney (1952). Moreover, the variation patterns are
different within syllable types, for the 6Ve vowel across the con-
texts examined, and for the two formants. there are differences in
the way in which F1 and F2 vary with variatiOnin stop place of ar-
ticulation and in the voicing of the postvocalic stops. These
variations are in some cases of a kind to pose difficulties for tht
target-plus-undershoot model as the explanation for the variation!:
observed. They are of a magnitude, moreover, tbat should discourag
an attempt to classify vowels automatically on the basis of Fl-F:'
frequency measurements at a single point on their trajectorit!: Anc;

without regard to their context.

The tradition of representing vowel quality acoustically by A iint
the plane whose dimensions are the frequencies of the two lowest resonans nr
the vocal tract is

a
long one, with its beginning at a time when the An r,alysi

of speech and other'nonstationary signals was not possible, Insbt n!,rfri.J;

speech, the objects of analysis were vocalizations produced with ,1 tract
held in fixed position over relatively 16hg intervals. Such vocalizations are
speech only by courtesy of the fact that they are judged auditoriiy to matcn
vowels as components of speech events. Considerable attention is :Atli being
given these "nonspeech" sounds, whether of vocAl t.t or mA:.hini- origir:, but
for a different reason, namely, that the dynamic natJrc:: (-)f npt,ech ac$tivity

'This paper was presented orally at the 107th met:ling ti A2ountiai ;;rwi-
ety of American, Norfolk, VA, 6-1 May, 1984.
tAlso University of Pennsylvania.
.Acknowledgment. This was supported by N1CHD grint ifi)-01994 to Haskins Labo-
ratories.

[HASKINS LABORATORIES: Status Report on Speech Research ::,1 779/80 (1984)]
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perturbs what is hypothesized to be the underlying structure of speech events,

which we want to think of as sequences of discrete elements, each a complex of
figatures thet,jointly determine membership in one of a llmitediset of sound
categories. For each category a certain articulatory target and associated
acoustic pattern are posited. This target emerges more or less Clearly in the
so-called null context and in some few others, such as English fh-d/, where
disturbing coarticulatory effects are said to be minimal. Cohtamination by
context is both hailed as an essential property of speech and condemned as a
confounding (and confounded) impediment to determining a straightforward rela-
tion between acoustic'signal and linguistic percept.

Different opinions, undoubtedly based on different equally valid observa-
tions, have been expressed regarding the scope of contextual :perturbation of
vowels, Thus Schouten and Pols (1979) found that the Dutch vowels they stud-
ied had steady state intervals whose spectral shapes varied little with con-
text, but Lindblom and Studdert-Kennedy (1967) reported that fin CVC syllables
the formants rarely "reach a steady state," and that undO changes in the
overall duration of synthetic CVC patterns there are shifts in vowel identifi-

cation. Presumably these shifts tell us something about variations in natural
speech, and specifically about variations in what we Call the primary

correlates of vowel quality, the Fl and F2 frequencies.

If we accept provisionally the idea that the best place to sample the
moving F-pattern to determine F1 and F2 frequencies that will serve as the op-

timal index of vowel quality is at the point of maximum FI), then it seems to
me of some interest to learn how much variation this measure will uncover, and
what part of it, if any, may be systematic and attributabj.e to differences in
context, and also to see how the magnitude of such context dependent variation
compares with Fl and 42 differences separating distinct vowel categories that
are contiguous on the F1-F2 plane. In order to get answers to these questions
I recorded the speech of three male speakers of American English varieties
that seem very similar phonetically in their [e] and [xi] vowels. The three
speakers produced CVNey113bles in the carrier sentence Please pronounce
once again. Fifteen repetitions of each syllable type Were subjected to LPC
analysis. A fourth speaker carried out the same recording and analysis proce-
dure as part of his research project for a university seMinar course. The da-

ta so far analyzed do not allow point-by-point Compatison across the four
speakers, and a good deal of recorded speech awaits analysis, but already some
regularities in the relation between stop context and; F1-F2 variations are
evident.

NS 7

In Figure 1 the formant frequencies for 15 tokens of each of the syll-
ables [gEg, dEd, bet), gag, dad, luelb] are represented. Mean values of Fl

and F2 are indicated by the location of the intersections of lines whose,
lengths reptesent magnitudes of the standard deviations for each formant fre-'
quency. It is clear that in the productions of speaker L the first formant. is
not subject to any major perturbation by context, but that F2 for both the [c]
and the [ae] syllables has lower frequencies in labs it stop contexts than in
dbrsal.

Figure 2 shows Fl and F2 plots for the [E] and [ael syllables in labial
and dorsal stop contexts as produced by all four speakers. While there are
slight differences among speakers, all show the syllable [gEg] with lowest Fl
and highest F2, and [Web] with highest Fl and lowest F2. For each vowel and
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,,

dad

2.0 1.9 1 6 1.7 1.6

FORMANT TWO (IOW

1.4

Figure 1. Means and standard deviations of Fl and F2 frequencies, measured at
time of maximum F1 frequency, for fifteen tokens of each of six
syllable types produced by a single talker L in the frame sentence
Please pronounce once again. Lines indicating ± one standard
deviation intersect at point representing mean formant frequencies.

each speaker, the dorsal stop environment. is reflected in a meal; Fl that tends
t9 be lower in frequency and a mean F2 that is clearly higher than in the la-
bial stop context. We may note that for speaker S the syllable [beb] is
closer to [g.wg] than it is to Lgegi, and that Lgaegi is closer to [1)03 than
it is to [baeb). The difference clip the apparent effectiveness of Fl and F2 as
inAices of the LEJ-Lae] ,distinction is made clearer in Figure 3, in which the
dati from speakers L and U, whose patterns are farthest apart, are plotted
together. The two syllable classes can be separated by a boundary at Fl
c,575 Hz. Kut for F2. while the overall mean value is higher for the [-el
syllables, combined speaker and context dependent effects yield some Lc] syll-
able types with rather lower mean F2 frequencies than some [de] syllables
show.

The measurement data analyzed for speaker :2, include Fl and F2 values of
Lei and [ae] vowels in syllables terminated by [pJ and [kJ as well as [b] and
[8] (Figure 4) . I expected that the shortening associated with final voice-
less stops in place of voiced stops would result in lower maximum Fl frequen-
cies. Instead, as we see here, Fl is higher in [gel() than in [gcgj, and like-
wise higher in the first of the pairs Depl-Dcbl, (4ki-rgwg1, and
[000)-Lbaebi. This effect of final devoicing is somewhat disconcerting, to
say the least. If we posit a single target value for all syllables sharing a
particular vowel quality, and wd further assume that in the case of Fl any
failure to reach target is a matter of undershoot and not overshoot,%then the

'Jr
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Figure 2. Means and standard deviations of vowels Lbcb, gig, bb, giRg] from
four talkers, fifteen tokens of each syllable type per talker.
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20 19 1.8 17 16

FORMANT TWO (kHz)

1.5 1.4

Figure 3. Comparison of two talkers, L and W, snowing greatest differences In
F1 -F2 mean values.

s-
2 0 1 9 1 1,7 1 6

FORMANT TWO (kHz)

birp ;

1 5 1 4

Figure 4. Comparison of F1-F2 frequencies for syllables differing in the
voicing of their final consonants, az produced by a single talker,
S.
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fact that all first formant t jectories the syll les measured are convexrZ
ik,

"upward," then a syllable with higher Fl .J=a74mum should be closer to target at
the point of greatest oral opening. Mo over, a shorter syllable should dis-
play greater undershoot, that is, a ower peak F1. Lindblom's studies of
vowel reduction (Lindblom, 1963) indi,ate that the shortening ascribable to a
global speedup of articulation or to destressing has this effect. These data
fail to conform t9 the expectation nurtured by the findings of Lindblom (1963)
and by Lindblom awl Studdert-Kennedy (1967). Can we suppose that the F1 tar-
gets for speaker S's [e] and [ae2 are more closely approximated in, e.g.,
[gaek] than in [gama], that is, that undershoot is incurred with the voicing
of the final stop, despite the fact that the duration of the vowel gesture is
at the same time slowed? Or :an we perhaps entertain the notion that if the
offset frequency of F1 is higher before final voiceless stops, this results in
a prior raising of Fl that is detectable as early as the point -of maximum Fl
for tke syllable? Perhaps we might entertain the possibility of overshoot,
par' Orly if we imagine that [p] and [kJ are produced with greater articu-
lar ,. ,rce than are [b] and [g], unsupported as such- an allegation is, and
that onsequence the preceding vowels are more energetically articulated,
with ,greater departure from the so-calle! "neutral" vocal tract shape. The
data now on hand need to be augmented before such speculations warrant further
discussion.

The data shown tn Figure 5 allow us to compare Fl-F2 values in
wit those found in asymmetrical ones. In the syllables

symmetri-
cal stop context:::
[beg], [gebj, [baeg], nd LgFebj the first formants rise and then fall, but
the F2 trajectories move in only one direction. We may indeed better suppose
that the F2 trajectories traverse father than ndershoot any target we might
reasonably posit. It appears that in these syllables the F1 -F2 values at the
point of maximum Fl are more powerfully affected by the postvocalic than by
the prevocalic stop. The tendency is for F1 to rise and F2 to descend in the'
ordpr [gtg] -Lbcgi-;gcbj and [gmgj-Lbwg3-Lgaebl. But this prorriin
regularity is marred by the data for Lbfbl and [bet.t!, whien are not ;1.i t,

nicely placed relative to Lgcbj .ini [gaelb].

The final displ3y (Figure 6) is of data collected to find out how ::?mt,
other vowels with qualities close to those of Lc] and ilaeJ are placed in r(i-
tion to the latter on the Fl-F2 plane. These are the vowels that we
represented as [;!] and fejj. Th first has a quality that is distinct frJ7;
Lael in thy: area of the country that includes New York City and Philadelphii:
it distinguishes the word halve from have, for example. The quality of Lej,
is usually described As diphthongal: the syllable (bejbj is a pronunciation
of the word babe. For these two additional syllable nuclei the same effects
of IJnill versus dorsal stop contexts are to be observed. Moreover', it ap-
pears that, even though [gejgj and [bejbj are diphthongal 35 distinct from the
others (le; is not noticeably diphthongal in L's speech), the single mel:uir,,
of Fl and F2 being tested is as effective in separating Leji from its clo.t.iest
neighbor [c] as in distinguishing [E] from [el. On the other hand, placement
in the Fl-F2 plane does .not well separate [gegi from [gcg] and [1)01, The ef-
fect of substituting rbjs for Igls as the neighbors'of the Vowel LE) 15 gre:it-
erthen replacing [c) by [e] with the [g -g,[ context' held constant. This fact,
ff further analysiS corroborates it as'fact, suggests that the context effcts
of stop place and voicing can be of a magnitude to put at some risk any proce-
dure Of automatic vowel classification that depends on Fl-F;' frequency meas-
urements made at a single point in time and without regard to context.
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Figure 5. 'Comparison of F1-F2 frequencies for syllables symmetrical and
asymmetrical with respect to their pre- and post-vocalic conso-
nants, as produced by single speaker S.
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Figure b. Comparison of F1-F? ,values for ii,aej wit the phonologically di;-
tinctive vowels [ejj and Lel in the pattern of speaker L..
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To sum up then, Fl and e2 frequencies determined by LPC analysis at the
points of maximum first formant frequencies in stop-vowel-stop syllables indi-
tate that for the two *adjacent" vowels [E] and [as], the maximum Fl frequency
is more stable over the set of syllables sharing the same vowel, while F2 fre-
quency varies more with the place of articulation of the flanking stop conso-
nants than it does with the vowel. However, the effect of devoicing the
postvocalic stop is more pronounced on Fl than on F2, its magnitude being in
fact as great or greater than that interpreted as a shift between [c] and
[ae]. These differential effects appear to be similar for syllabic nuclei
other than [e] and Lae], ir particular the vowel [] and the diphthongal [ej].
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SYNERGIES: STABILITIES, INSTABILITIES, AND MODES*

E. Saltzman and J. A. S. Kelsot

Nashner and McCollum have addressed the question of whether muscle syner-
gies exist for complex skilled activity, and if so, how they are organized
(see also Kelso & Tuller, 1984, and Lee, 1984). The authors argue that muscle
synergies exist for postural stability tasks in the form of a small set of
discretely represented control entities, and that postural corrective move-
ments of the dynamically continuous musculoskeletal- system are'organized
through the operation of these discrete synergy elements. In this commentary,
we make two main points: first, that Nashner and McCollum's arguments are not
supported sufficiently by their data (i.e., the data do not allow one to
distinguish between their discrete synergy model and other model types). We
will describe the sort of data that would be convincing; and second, because
Nashner and McCollum stress the "universality and importance of global
scheme" for sensorimotor coordination and "principles governing the interac-
tions among elements" that lead to "testable hypotheses" we mention briefly a
theoretical framework that is attractive to us (e.g., Kelso, 1984; Kelso &
Saltzman, 1982; Kelso & Tuller, 1984; Kugler, Kelso, & Turvey, 1960, 1982)
because it treats cooperative behavior in multicompunent systems as an emer-
gent consequence of the systems' underlying dynamics (e.g., Haken, 197). We
feel that this framework ciln (i) offer a firmer basis for some of Nashner and
McCollum's existing experimental observations; and (ii) promote an experimen-
tal strategy that would illuminate Nashner and McCollum's hypothesis of re-
gion-specific discrete synergies.

Nashner and McCollum describe distinct patterns of EMG bursts in response
to distinct patterns of postural perturbation (e.g., vertical or front-back
platform translation) in the context of given support conditions (e.g., dif-
ferent platform sizes) . Each EMG pattern is characterized by a temporally or-

..----,......

ered sequence of bursts within a subset of three agonist-antagonist muscle
pairs (ankle, thigh, and trunk muscles). They hypOthesize that each such pat-
tern or synergy operates with respect to ,A corresponding distinct control
structure. Each structure controls corrective postural movements within a
limited subregion of postural configuration space (e.g Tinkle angle vs. hip
angle plane) , suf'h that when the body is rturbed the associated (fine-tuned)
EMG ,burst patter Will returl, the boy to 3 baland postur,2. In principle:,

*Slightly revised version of the authors' commentary on target article by
Nastiner: L. M., ,tnd McCollum, G. The organization of human postural move-

/

mentsi: A formai ba;iis and experimental synthesis. The Behavioril and Brain
Scienices, in press.
tri775artments of Pnyeholfigy a,1 T)niv,--!r:.iity .:(3h-

nectiiout.
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however, such synergistic ENG patterns could !also be generated by alternative
models (e.g., LitvintSev, 1972; Saltzman & Kelso, 1980 in which control laws

pendent on teak (lie., maintain balance), support condition, and postural
configuration serve to continually specify corrective joint torque vectors
that return the body from an unbalanced to a balanced posture. If one defined
a further mapping from torque vectors to "muscle element" vectors -(e.g.,
Jerard & Jacobsen, 1980; Saltzman, 1979) for which muscle elements were
activated only after inputs exceeded a given threshold, then ongoing
corrective torques would be mapped into patterns of discrete EMG bursts in
those muscles appropriate for producing the required tciques.

. This sort of
control-law model augmented by thresholds for muscle element recruitment
should generate consistent "synergistic" patterns of postural EKG in response
to given types of destabilizing inputs, without reference to discretely organ-
ized synergy control structures. For stabilizing movements initiated from
most locations in the postural configuration space, therefore, the above dis-
crete and control-law hypotheses predict qualitatively similar EMG activity
patterns. However, the discrete synergy model predicts that there will be
certain regions of the configuration space for which the EMG predictions will
be different for discrete and control law models.

For the discrete control hypothesis, partitioning the configuration space
into distinct (possibly overlapping) synergy subregions implies that border-
lines (or border regions) will be defined between the different control
domains (see Nashner & McCollum's Figure 5). Nashner and McCollum's notion
implies that the system will behave differently along (or within) these bord-
ers than when operating away from the borders. Further, when the postural
system adapts from one 'support condition to another (e.g., from long to short
platform lengths) the implication is that the border layout itself shifts cor-
respondingly. Let us focus on the "simpler" adapted case (e.g., repeated tri-
als with short platforms) for which border structure is assumed to be rela-
tively constant. In this instance, the control structures assbciated with ad-
jacpnt configurational domains should compete equally at the borders for ac-
cess to the final common paths of muscular output. There are at least four
possible outcomes of such competition; a) opposing effects will cancel each
other and no muscle activity will occur; b) competing synergies will be ob-
served simultaneously in a mixture of EMG patterns; c) there will be a repet-
itive alternation or "jittering" between the EMG patterns of each competing
synergy; or d) a totally novel EMG pattern might be observed. Experimental
demonstration of any of these "patterns near Nashner and McCollum's hypothe-
sized synergy borders in support-condition-adapted subjects would provide
strong support for the discrete model, since the control-law model would not
behave differently on, near, or away from those borders. These data are lack-
ing, however, or at least have not been,presented in the target article. The
strongest data offered. by Nashner and McCollum in favor of their hypothesis is
the sequential mixing of ankle And hip "synergies" during adaptation to
suddenly changed platform sizes (see Nashner & McCollum's Figure 7). However,
these findings seem equivocal at best given the concomitant shifts in border
structure that presumably accompany such adaptation. Therefore, per',urbation
studies that use adapted subjects and that explore'a sufficiently large sample
of the postural space could (i) help to identify synergy borders and (ii)
constitute a direct test of the discrete synergy model.

The above suggestion exemplifies a general experimental strategy for
explicating the cooperative behavior of multicomponent, open, nonlinear, sys-
'tems. A common feature of all such systems is.that when control parameters
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are changed beyond certain critical values, new "modes" or spatiotemporal pat-
terns may appear (for many emmples in phytIce, chemistry, and biology see

1917, $983; PrigogilmelkIleCrt -Yates, 1982; Yates & Iberall,'1973;
for examples in motor behavVip, See Cohen, Holmes, & Rand, 1982; Kelso &
Tuller, 1984; von Hoist, 19731. The beauty of this formulation is that the
Modes (e.g., synergi c patterns) may themselves be described by a set of
dynamical equations dWived via transformation procedures from the equations
describing the behaviqr of the original subsystems (e.g., muscle elements).
Under the influence or continuous scaling of control parameters, a previously
quiescent mode may suddenly become dominaht and "capture" the behavior of the
subsystems. Such bifurcations result from the competition, as it were, be-
tween the "forces" or inputs that are systematically scaled (corresponding,
for example, to the direction of platform translation), and the "forces" hold-
ing the system together (i.e., the synergistic constraints among muscles).

In Fi,;ure 1 we show an example from our own work on cyclic behavior in a
parametrically. scaled bimanual movement system exhibiting such a bifurcation.
In the figure, the displacement-time profiles of left and right hands are
plotted against each other on the Lissajous plane.' Here the phase relation
between the movements of the right and left hands describes the spatiotemporal
ordering among corresponding flexor and extensor muscle activities. Starting
in the antiphase modal pattern (i.e., right flexion [extension] is accompanied
by left extension [flexion]), the parameter of movement frequency is
voluntarily increased in a continuous manner. As the frequency increases, the
antiphase mode becomes less stable as exemplified by the increase in phase
variance. At a critical value (which turns out to be a dimensionless function
of each individual's preferred cycling rate), the system bifurcates and a dif-
ferent, in-phase, modal pattern appears (for a more complete analysis, see
Kelso, 1984). Extrapolating the above concepts to the postural domain of
Nashner and McCollum, we envisage one "discrete strategy" as giving way to an-
other at critical borders in the postural parameter space.

Several points, therefore, are pertinent to Nashner and McCollum's analy-
sis. First, transitions from one synergistic pattern of muscle elements to
another may be discontinuous even though the factors cnntrolling the process
can change continuously. Second, discontinuities of muscular pattern (giving
rise to a description with apparently discrete proper.ies) are observed not
because there are no intervening behavioral states, but because none of them
is stable (see possible experimental outcomes above). Thus, there may be a
large number of ways for a system to exhibit continuous change but only a
small number of ways for it to change discontinuously. To conclude, there-
fore, that discrete logical control is imposed upon a continuous mechanical
system may not be warranted. Rather, synergistic muscular activities may
emerge as modal patterns from appropriately scaled neuromuscular dynamical
systems. Finally, although discrete logical states could be used to represent
distinct modal patterns, it should be recognized that much of this apparent
discreteness reflects the larger time constants of the dominant modes,relative
to the time constants of the subsystems. With reference to postural control,
the synergistic patterning among muscles appropriate to a given region of the
associated parameter space is defined over longer time spans than, say, those
involved in motor unit recruitment. Thus, the discrete - logical v5. COntinu-
ous-dynmical distinction drawn by Nashner and McCollum may be more apparent
than real.
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REPETITION AND COMPREHENSION OF SPOKEN SENTENCES BY READING-DISABLED CHILDREN*

Donald Shankweiler,t Suzanne T. Smith,t and Virginia A. Manntt

Abstract. The language problems of reading-disabled elementary
school children are not confined to written language alone. These
children often exhibit problems of ordered recall of verbal Materi-
als that are equally severe wh ther the materials are presented in
printed or in spoken form. Sen ences that pose problems of pronoun
reference might be expected to lace a special burden on short-term
memory because close grammatica relationships obtain between words
that are distant from one anOther. With this logic in mind,
third-grade children with specific reading disability and classmates
matched for age and IQ were tested on five sentence types, each of
which posed a problem in assigning pronoun reference. On one occa-
sion, the children were tested for comprehension of the sentences by
a forced-choice picture verification task. On a later occasion they
received the same sentences as a repetition test. Good and poor
readers differed significantly in immediate recall of the reflexive
sentences, but not in comprehension of them as assessed by picture
choice. It is suggested that the pictures provided cues that light-
ened the memory load, a possibility that could explain why the poor
readers were not demonstrably inferior in comprehension of the sen-
tences even though they made significantly more errors than the good
readers in recalling them.

The problems of many children who are deficient in reading skills are not
confined to reading and writing, but extend to abilities involving spoken lan-
guage as well, Characteristically, the language tasks on which poor readers
are deficient place a burden on verbal short-term memory, For example, tasks
which require retention of spoken letter names (Shankweiler, Liberman, Mark,
Fowler, & Fischer, 1979) word strOgs and sentences (Mann, Liberman, & Shank-
weiler, 1980) have consistently distinguished poor readers in the early, school
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years Prom their peers who are good readers. That the memory problems of the
poor readera are language-related is evident from th$ fact that they typically
perform at a level equivalent to good readers on tasks that involve memory for
nonlinguistic material such as photographs of faceS (Liberman, Mann, Shank-
weiler, g Werfelman, 1982), visual nonsense designs'(Katz, Shankweiler, &
Liberman, 1981; Liberman et al.,' 1982), and visualspatial sequences (Mann &
Liberman, in press).

The purpose of the researcn we describe here was to investigate the
abilities of third-grade children who differ in reading ability to repeat and
to comprehend a variety of spoken sentences. Our intent was to explore a
possibility that arises from our earlier research,(Shankweiler et al., 1979;
Mann et al., 1980): that the limitation of verbal short -term memory, which is
found to be characteristic of children with reading disability, may be
associated with difficulty in spoken sentence comprehension. The expectation
that this association would be found was motivated by a consideration of the
need for an effective working memory during sentence processing.- We assume
that a system must exist for holding the words of a sentence and their order
of occurrence in some kind of temporary store until the sentence structure can
be apprehended. This would follow from the fact that the meaning of a sen-
tence is not merely the sum of the meanings of the separate words it contains,
but is derived from the relations between the component words that determine
its syntactic and semantic structure. Given poor readers' problems in
remembering ordered sequences .of words, they might be expected to make
mistakes in sentence processing whenever they are confronted with sentences
that place the working memory system under stresa.p

In addition to the sheer number of words a sentence contains, its lexical
content and manner Aof,construction can be expeCted to affect how severely the
working memory is taxed in processing it. Sentences with unpredictable or ar-
bitrary semantic content may place a heavy load on working memory because they
force the listener to process them fully and perhaps more than once in order
to extract the content. The Token Test of De Renzi and Vignolo (1962) con-
tain* such structures. This clinical diagnostic test, well-known to students
of aphasia, consists of sentence "commands" that request the subject to per-
form arbitrary manipulations of the token objects. We have found a shortened
version of the Token Test (De Renzi & Faglioni, 1978) to diltinguish groups of
good and poor readers in the third grade, but only on the complex structures
in the final sections of the test (Smith, Mann, & Shankweiler, in prepara-
tion).

since most of the Token Test items were risufficiently difficult to sepa-
rate the good and poor readers, we sought to develop a sentence test that
would be at once more sensitive and more analytic. The new measures were le-
signed to discover whether-poor readers are selectively -impaired in coping
with specific types of constructions that stress working memory more by their
syntactic form than by their semantic content. Frequently, close grammatical
relationships obtain between words that are,distant from one another in the
string, as in some relative clAa:ie sentenceo in which the logical subject is
separated from its pronominal reb:rent by a span of words. sentences of this
form should be very iifftoult tc; oompr,-1wo4 if ttwrt, i InAcur,ite rotitir);:
of the word string.
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We conducted two additional studies with the same groups of good and poor
readers who ha4 received the Token Test. In planning these studies we sought
guidance both from the literature on acquisition of syntax by normal children
and from studies of sentence comprehension by adults with acquired aphasia.
In our first study (Mann, Shankweller, & Smith, in press) we examined sen-
tences with relative clause structures in which we varied the point of attach-
ment of the relative clause to ti,e main clause. We found that/the poor read-
ers made more errors than the good readers on each of four sentence types, but,
when the four types were ranked in order of difficulty for good and poor read-
ers separately, the ordering was the same for both groups. The finding that
the poor readers were generally worse in comprehension of relative clause sen-
tences, but within this broad class, were affeCted by syntactic variations in
the same way that the gOOdeceaders were, suggests that efficiency of working
memory, and not differentia grasp of syntactic structure, is the characteris-
tic on which the groups are most readily distinguished.

Thus, the data from studies of sentence memory, the Token Test, and
comprehension of relative clause tructures are consistent with the possibili-
ty that poor readers have deficiencies in sentence processing that are an
expression of their difficulties in retaining verbal material in working memo-
ry. However, we cannot exclude the possibility that other linguistic
deficiencies are present in these children..' Although our research to date has
not identified any constructions on which poor readers are selectively im-
paired, we have found that such children usually make more errors in sentence
processing than good readers of comparable age and IQ (Mann et al., in press).
Poor readers' failures to process sentence materials accurately could reflect
memory limitations primarily, as we have suggested, or alternatively, such
failures could be symptoms of delayed acquisition of portions of the grammar,
as Byrne (1981) has proposed. The possibility that poor readers may have pri-
mary syntactic deficits deserves thorough systematic study in which a variety
of syntactic structures is examined.

The study we describe here begins to address this need, It focuses on
attribution of reference iii sentences containing a reflexive pronoun. Our
reasons for selecting this problem from among the many possibilities for ap-
proaching sentence comprehension were two. First, pronoun reference is tight-
ly governed by syntactic constraints. Since correct attribution of corefer-
ence of a reflexilea pronoun requires that the perceiver recover the syntactic
structure of tne whole sentence, comprehension of pronoun reference is a test
of sensitivity to grammatical structure. Second,.there is evidence that apha-
sia 'in adults is -often associated with problems in assigning reference to
reflexive pronouns. Our study was inspired by an investigation of comprehen-
sion of the reeAive by Blumstein, Goodglass, Statlender, and Biber (1983).
These investigators compared comprehension of sentences in which a reflexive
pronoun is coreferent to an immediately preceding noun phrase, with that of
sentences in which the reflexive is coreferent to a noun phrase that occurred
earlier in the sentence. Examples la and b illustrate these types:

la 116 chef watched the boy bandage himself.

1
lb The chef watching the boy bandaged himself.

Using atwo-choice picture-verification task to probe subjects' comprehension
of the coreferent of the reflexive in sentences such as la and lb, Blumstein
et al. (1983) found that all aphasic subgroups performed better on 1a than on
lb, Indeed," they performed at chance on sentences like lb, that, cannot be
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successfully comprehended by adherence to a processing strategy in which
noun reference is inflexibly attributed to the nearest preceding noun phralhi..
Thus. Blumatein at al. (1983) concluded that the aphasic subjects failed to
process fully the syntactic structure of sentences like la and lb, and that
-they apparently had a tendency to revert to the immature "minimum distance"
strategy often attributed to young children (Chomsky, 1969).

Further motivation for our decision to examine children's comprehension
of constructions containing reflexive pronouns came from studies that specifi-
cally examined developmental changes in pronoun comprehension. Solan (1981)
has shown that children of age five or younger recognize the basic constraints
on reflexive pronouns. It must be acknowledged, however, that young children
do make mistakes in processing pronouns. We note in this connection findings
of Read and Hare (1979), who suggest that certain nuances of pronoun use,
which turn on the correct parsing of sentences involving more than One clause,
may be late to mature. Among a group of children aged six to twelVe studied
by these investigators, tardy the oldest subjects in the sample gave grammati-
cally correct interpretations to all types of multiclause constructions that
incorporated reflexive pronouns, and even the most successful were not as con-
sistent as adult subjects. Thus, although children may very early apprehend
constraints c41 pronoun reference, considerable individual variation in
sophistication in handling reflexive pronouns in multiclause structures seems
to exist, giving ample scope for differences between good and poor readers at
the third-grade level.

Attribution of pronoun reference seemed, then, to be an important area
for further investigation. Accordingly, our study was designed to assess
comprehension and immediate recall of sentences containing pronouns.
Third-grade children who- were good and poor readers were first tested for sen-
tence cow pension by a picture verification test; in a subsequent session
on a difre ,:ay the same sentences were presented for immediate recall.

Method

Subject:3

The subjects were 35 third-grade children attending the public school
system of a small Northeastern city. All were native speakers of English with
no Known specch or ntiring deficienciez, who had an intelligenct, CEu

90 or better, as measured by the Peabody Pictur,!. Vocabulary T&: ,

Their inclusion in the experiment was initially based on teachere evaluations
of reading ability, and confirmed by sr:.ore9 on the reading subt,!st of the low0
Test Of 1311;3 it; Skills (Hieronymus Lindquist, which had been a3Minis-
tered approximately four montho bef()ro our :'turfy. Three boys and firt
girls whose mean Iowa grade-equivalent :3coro was 4.')9 (range = 4,1 to 5,z,)
compriae:.! the good reaJtyr group; nine boys an i ht. girio me.ln 1.)w

grade-equivalent score was 2.32 (range . 1.1 to ?.6) comprised the poor reader
group. 2 The groups did not differ significantly in IQ (109.3 for good reade_;
and 107.7 for poor madurs), nor in age (110,', mohths f"r 07,00d

montnn for poor read3).
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Materials

The test materials (see Appendix) consisted of eight tokens of each of
five sentence types: EaCh 3iFITVnce poses a problem in perception of pronoun
reference. A sample set appears below:

A) The fireman watched the soldier bandage himself.

B) The fireman watching the soldier bandaged himself.

C) The fireman bandaged her.

D) The soldier bandaged himself.

E) The soldier bandaged him.

Type A sentences are declarative sentences in which the reflexive pronoun
occurs in a relative clause modifying the object of the main clause, thus
causing the referent of the reflexive to be the object of the main clause.
The pronoun reference can be correctly assigned following the minimum distance
principle, since the pronominal referent is the agent immediately preceding
the reflexive pronoun. Type B sentences are declarative sentences with a sin-
gle, center-embedded, relative clause that modifies the subject of the main
clause, thus causing the referent of the reflexive pronoun to be the subject
'of the main clause. In contrast to Type A sentences, the referent of the pro-
noun in type B sentences cannot be correctly assigned by following the minimum
distance strategy, since it is the agent most remote from the reflexive.

The remaining three types of sentences were controls designed to assess
comprehension of personal and reflexive pronouns in single-clause sentences.
Type C sentences tested the comprehension of personal pronouns, incorporating
gender difference as a cue for establishing reference. Types D and E tested
comprehension of reflexive and personal pronouns, respectively, without the
gender cue.

Eight sentences of. each type were constructed using noun agents that car:
be unequivocally represented anct verbs that refer to actions that can be
illustrated clearly in drawings. Half of the sentenc- sets employed male
agents and half, employed female agents, with Type C s tences incorporating
agents of different sexes. The 40 test sentences were r ndomized and recorded
by a speaker who read each one aloud with natural into Ntion. Each sentence
was preceded by an alerting stimulus (a bell).

The tape for the repetition task was recer::,!,! It included
the original sentences of the comprenension t:st interspersed with an addi-
tional eight control sentences. These control svntences equalled or slightly
exceeded the length of Type A and 1' sentences and incorporated the :.;me agents
and actions, but lacked reflexivt% pronouns. Eacn was of the form "Tle nurse
and the policewoman sprayed water on the flow!ro." (see Appendix).

Picture - verification test: in order to ,1:;133F, the ability Dr subjects to
comprehend the reflexive pronow; e.ich type 7-if .:,on3tru,,t,Jn, we ',Xvatd
four-alternative, forced- choice picture veriticatio task 14r whlcjh SUDjeCts
were presented with a twil-by -twd array of.line drawings arld were asked to
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point to the drawing that most accurately depicted the meaning of the sentence
a* hoard. ,Ifte reispanSe Array for ear 4h sentenOe'inoluded four 5 x 3 114 inch
pictures, one correctly depicting nentence meaning, and three foils, 'aech
depicting an incorrect interpretation of the sentence. Each picture displayed
two agents; theplacet. of the agents remained constant within an array,
and was varied randoml), ross arrays. The position of the correct picture
and the three different foils was varied so that each appeared with equal fre-
4iency in each of the four lssible positions within the array.

The foils for sentence Types A and B provided the critical measures.
Foil 1 for Type A sentences depicted the reflexive pronoun contained in the
subordinate clause as incorrectly attributed to the subject of the main
clause. Foil 1 for Type B sen*nces correctly depicted the actions expressed
by each verb, but depicted the reflexive as incorrectly attributeki--te-the-ob-
ject of the subordinate clause. This foil provided the test of whether sub-
jects were following a minimum distance strategy, an assignment that was char-
acteristic of adult aphasics studied by Bluestein et al. (1983). Foil 2 for
both Type A and B sentences allowed a test of whether the subject had attended
to the entire sentence. This foil depicted the correct attribution of the
reflexive to it referent, but incompletely represented the relation between
the agents inc;..-ated by the first verb. For example, in sentence A (see
above), the nurse is not watching the policewoman, and in B, the policewoman
is not watching the nurse. Foil 3 for A and B sentences allowed the refleXive
pronoun to befinterpreted as a personal pronoun.

Foils for the control sentences (C, D, and E) were as follows: Foil 1

depicted reversed roles of the two noun agents. Foil 2 depicted the pronoun
incorrectly--1.e., personal pronouns 'in Type C and E sentences were depicted
as reflexive pronouns; reflexive pronouns in Type D sentences were pictured
as personal pronouns. Foil 3 depicted a role reversal and misrepresented the
pronoun as described above.

Procedure

Subjects were tested individually in two half-hour sessions. The
comprehension test was administered first followed by the repetition test at
least one week later. When testing comprehension, the examiner placed the
relevant array of pictures before the subject immediately prior to the initia-
tion of each tape-recorded sentence. The decision to expose the picture array
before sentence onset As dictated by a concern not to overload short-term
memory. Subjects were instructed to listen to the whole sentence, to examine
eacti of the four pictures, and then to point to the one that best showed what
thg sentence meant. Emphasis was placed upon listening to the entire sentence
before pointing, and choosing the picture only after examining all of the al-
ternatives. A bell signalled the onset of each test sentence. If a subject
requested that a sentence be repeated, the experimenter replayed the sentence
once, noting the repetition on the score sheet.

In the sentence repetition task, subjects were instructed to listen to
each taped sentence and to repeat_ it tackimmediately.- -Each SehfeliC'e was
played only a single time. If a chiid requested that a sentence be repeated,
the examiner encouraged him to report as much as could be remembered. The re-
sponses were transcribed by the experimenter during the session,,, and also pre-
served on tape for later error analysis.

='7_71(.1111.011
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Results

Sentence Repetition

The repetition data we analyzed both in terms of the number of
incorrectly recalled sentences, and. in terms of the total number Of individual
errors made, including omissions, etibetitutions, reversals, tense changes, and
pronoun errors within each' sentence. The results of each scoring procedure
are summarized in Table 1 for each type of sentence (the five test types A-E
and the additional control type), separately for good and poor readers.

-Table 1

Sentence Repetition: Mean number of sentences incorrectly recalled (max-8)
and mean number of words incorrectly recalled in sentences of each type

Sentence Type

Sentences

Good
(N-18)

Mean

Reader Group

(SD)(SD)

Poor

(N-17)
Mean

A 2.22 41.55) 3.41 (1.70)
2.06 (2.01) 3.82 (2.19)

C 0.39 (0.92) 1.00 (0.79)
D 0.22 (0.55) 1.23 (1.09)
E 0.11 (0.32) 0.88 (0.99)
Control 2.00 (1.68) 2.70 X1.83)

Words
A 3.06 (2.31) 4.94 (2.33)

3.89 (5.26) 7.35 (7.44)
C 0.39 (0.98) 1.00 (0.79)
0 0.22 (0.55) 1.111 (1.28).
E 0.11 (0.32) 1.06 (1.25)
Control 3.33 (3.27) 5.47 (4.39)

Poor readers made more errors than good readers on both the number of
sentences and the number of words to be recalled. Pearson product-moment
correlation 'coefficients were computed for each error measure and the reading
scores from the Iowa test. Each was negatively correlated with reading abili-
ty: r(35) - -.48, 2 < .01 for sentences; r(35) - -.45, p < .01 for words.
Each set of error measures was also subjected to an analysis of variance in__
which type_ef__sentence--( Ty -per A-C--end -the control- del -lifcesTa. was the with--

T in-subjects factor and reading grdup the between-subjects factor. Significant
main effects were obtained for type of sentence, both for number of sentences
Incorrectly recalled, F(5,165) - 37.81, E . .001 and number of words,
F(5,165) - 21.97, p < .001. The erfscts of reader group were also signif-
icant: F(1 ,33) 8.80, 2 < .006 for sentence*, 17(1,33) 6.44 < ,017i for
words. Dever, there was no interaction between reading ability and the ef-
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Table 2

Distribution of repetition errors according to word class. and error type

(Mean number errors per subject)

ERROR TYPE

PERCENT OF
SubstitutIon_ Deletion 'Intrusion Inflection2 TOTAL ERRORS

WORD CLASS

Nouns/

Verbi

Pro iouns

Aq191t

22./Coni.

-CENT
ERRORS:

0)

ro

f

3.4p 6.66 0.55 1.23 0.00 0.06 0.39 0.12 39.8 35.2

0.83 1.17 0.28 0.53 0.00 0.12 1.89 3.47 27.3 24.14

1.00 3.76 0.55 0.41 0.17 0.29 NA NA 15.6 21.0

1.00
.

1.1 0.55 1.53 0.00 0.00 NA NA 14.1 14.2

0.11 0.35 p.17 0.23 0.06 0.41 NA NA 3.1 4.7

58.0 60.4 19.1 18.5 2.1 4.2 20.7 16.9

aders: N "18; poor readers: N *t17
A

not applicable for articles, pronouns, prepositions, and conjunctions
L.4:7

.1.11R-
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:Oct Of sentebce type. For children in both reading groups, norfeerrors were
=do on Typvrit andr15 sentences and length-sorteited control sentences, than trn
Types C, 0, and E, t(33) 6.87, 2 < .001.

Table 2 displays the distribution of errors for each reader group accord-
ing to error type and word class. The greatest proportion of errors for both
reader groups occurred on nouns and verbs. Substitutions within word class,
e.g., saying a "a" for "the," "fireman" for "farmer," "hisself" for "himself,"
make up the greatest proportion of errors for both reader groups. The propor-
tiOn of deletion errors (deletion of whole words) and errors involving inflec-
tions (e.g., omission of the possessive "s" ;omission or change of verb tense

_macKera) war comaatable_
words into a sentence; occurred rarely. It is apparent from Table 2 that al-
though the poor readers made more errors than the good readers in most error
categorieS. the_ distribution of the errors--if -htghly-srieriise--in the -two--

II

groups.

Sentence' Comprehension

Having established that the poor readers were less accurate in verbatim
-repetition of the test sentences, we turned next to the results of the measure
of sentence comprehension, the four-choice picture verification test. The
initial analysis was performed on the number of error responses made on each
sentence type (A-E). The correlation between total errors and the Iowa score
yielded a nonsignificant value of r(35) - -.14. Analysis of variance for the
factors sentence type and reader group revealed a highly significant effect of
sentence type, F(4,132)-38.06, p < .001, but no significant difference between
children in the two reading groups, F(1,33)-0.40. Moreover, there was no

interaction between individual sentence type and reader group, F(4,132).0.53.

Table 3 shows a breakdown of the errors by sentence type and serves to
confirm the absence of interaction between the reading groups. Lt may be seen
that many more errors occurred on sentences A, B, and E, than on C and D. The
difference between A and p on the one' hand, and C and D, on the other, was
expected. The comparatively high error rate on Type E may have occurred for a
special reason.'

A detailed analysis of-the error pattern was undertaken in which choice
of foils was examined for the critical Sentence types A and 6, which were de-
signed to indicate whether poor readers tend to adopt a minimum distance
strategy in assigning a referent to the reflexive pronoun. An analysis of
variance was performed on this portion of the error data, in which the factors
were sentence type, foil type, and reader group. There was a significant ef-.
feet of sentence type, F(1,33)-31.53, 2 < .901', and foil type, F(2,66).4.64, 2
< .02 Moreover, thilele was an interaction of foil type and reading ability,
V(466).4.02, 2 < .03. However, there was no interaction of roll 'type x sen--
Tenor type x reading ability.

..

-The-dist-r1Sat-ion-at_areces_acro.16-the dilS for' Typal _ancLlunentencesLs-----
te-.

Shown in Table 4. The figures idethis table are a breakdown of the error
44 Amine- shawn is Table 3 according to tail type. Foil 1 in Type B santencoa

provided the critical test of adherence to the minimum distance principle.
Choice of this foil would indicate that in the assignment 'of pronoun
referanaav-the subject is using a sinammi.distance strategy in lieu cat
syntactic analysis. Thls was the error that aphasic patients, studied by

1C9
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Table 3

Sentence Comprehensibn: Mean number and percent of errors on sentences of
each.type (max-8)

Sentence Type Reader Crow
Good Poor
(N-18) (N-17)

an- (SD) Peruen t

18.35
36.59
9.18
5.88

30.00

..__ ___ .
A 1..56 (0.92)
B 301 (2.08)
C 0.78 (0.65)
D 0.50 (0.71)
E 2.55 (2.12)

PercentairlIV)

1.35 (1.00) 14.27
3.88 (2.414) 41.01
0.35 (0.70) 3.70
0.59 (0.71) 6.23
3.29 (1.79) 34.79

Table 4

Distribution of Errors by Foil Type for Sentence Types A and B: Mean number
errors

Foil Type Reader oup
Good Poor
(N-18) (N-17)

Mean (SD)
Sentence Type A 1 0,00 (0.00)

2 0.56 (0.70)
3 1.00 (0.68)

Sentence Type B 1 1.50 (1.85)
2 p.78 (0.73)
3 0.83 (0.99)

tiMMMM"-- 190
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Mean (SD)
0.18 (0.39)
0.29 (0.84)
0.88 (0.78)

2.82 (2.76)
0.41 (0.62)
0.65 10.70)
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AlUMSteln et al. (1983), tended to make. The subjects o\the present study,
--atio,.Shosski a tendenor.to siticivatis-error, t 1; tenbd to-staitarthe
reference to the agent in clogest proximity rather than 6, the referent
dictate % by the syntax. However, although the poor readers selected Foil 1

more frequently than good readers, the difference was not confine to Type B
sentences, as'indicated by the lack of a three-way interaction amo sentence
type, 'foil. type, and reader group. The poor readers tended instead o make

. more errors on Type 1 foils, for all sentence types,, t(33)-1.92, k < .05,
suggesting that their difficulty 'Cannot be understood as an inord ate
reliance on the minimum distance strategy. Had this been the case, the
readet'a should not have made more Foil 1 errors than the good readers on Ty
A sentences'.in which Foil 1--in violation of the minimum distance

taC

princi-ple--incorrectlyattri-tratedthereftextretathesutrject of. the..
clause. As for the other foils, any differences between good and poor readers

reach _significance.
inattention to the first verb of the sentence in both Type A and 8 sentences,
occurred only rarely' in either sentence type. Foil 3, which depicted the
reflexive pronoun as a personal pronoun in both sentence types, was selected
slightly more frequently, but differences between reader groups were minimal.

Selection of foils on the control sentences (C, D, and E) also ,showed 'no
reader group differences. The few error* that occurred on Type C and D sen-
tences, involved primarily Foil 2, that is, treating a personal pronoun as a
reflexive, or vice versa. As we mentioned earlier,-somewhat more errors oc-
curred on Type E sentences. These errors predominantly involved personal
pronouns in locative constructions (Sets 4 and 6 in Appendix) and indirect orb-.
ject constructions (Sets 2, 5, and 8 in Appendix) having been misinterpreted
as reflexive pronouns (choice of Foil 2). Such misinterpretations are common
to many young children and may reflect a tendency to "flatten" embedded struc-
tures (Tavakolian, 1981).

Discussion

This study was undertaken as part of a continuing investigation of the
nature of language.impairment in children who fail to make expected progress
in learning to read. Here we have asked whether poor readers' problems with
language extend to the processing of multiclause spoken sentences involving
attribution of pronoun references To this end we have tested good and poor
readers' repetition ancLcomprehension.of the same set of sentences.

With respect to repetition, more errors occurred on the longer, complex
sentences. Structural differences between Sentences matched Jr length were
not significantly reflected in error rates, although fewer eMors tended to
occur on sentences that could be interpreted by following the minimum distance
principle (Type A). The poor readers overall were less accurate than the gocd
readers in repeating sentences of every type. Sentence type did not signif-
icantly affect the extent Of differences related to reading ability when the
data are examined for number of correct responses and for the pattern of erg

a finding we reported earlier (Mann et al.,
1980)' in which it was demonstrated that gootramTT3Oorreadetr-----62:..
present *tweets, though year younger, differed markedly in reoall*of both .

meaningful and meaningless sentences, but the differences were constant across
a variety of sentence structures. The results cf.both studies are consistent

4:44,,... with the.swww_iihes of evidence WO i,1 ate making _fir: in the tan.
AMENr7 guage-rilatia-defivits of per reedertm.
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. The tint fir 09.10Pihen4in thi wont*** the picture virifiintizin
task revealed appreciably more errors on.complex sentences than on simple
Ones. The errors were confined chiefly to multiclause constructions and to
the specific locative and indirect object Structures that have been identified
by other investigators as sources of potential confusion in young children.
(e.g., Read & Hare, 1979; Romper, 1982; Solan, 1981). /pe comparison of
greatest interest, between sentences that can be interpreted by following the
minimum distance principle (Type A) and those that cannot (Type B), revealed
that significantly more errors occurred on the latter, suggesting that the
children in our study resorted occasionally to immature parsing strategies.
Unlike the repetition test, however, the picture verification test of
comprehension did not significantly distinguish the good and poor readers.
Such -dif ..'t Mk. un er were common to both grows of
children . The childrent.e-414-Pfiemitilmr-witfir-thelmorw-comptex structures' re
minor in comparison to the problems that the aphasic patients of Blumstein et
al. (1983) encountered with similar sentences. The aphasics performed at
chance level on all sentences in which the structure did not allow application
of the minimum distance principle, and, indeed, they failed to interpret
reflexive pronouns correctly even in simple sentences.

Though these results did not reveal the expected differences between the
good and poor readers in comprehension of complex sentences containing
reflexive pronouns, we must acknowledge, and take account of, ,other indica-
tions that our good and poor readers are not wholly equivalent in their
abilities to comprehend spoken sentences. First, we sho0d note that the
children in our two reading groups did not perform equivalently on the reading
subtest of the Iowa Test of Basic Skills. The inferior performance of the
poor reader group on this test of reading comprehension does not necessarily
indicate language processing limitations as such; .it may instead reflect
limitations that are specific to written language, such as slow and inaccurate
word decoding; By studying comprehension of spoken sentences, we hoped to
gain a perspective on possible language compriehension limitations, independent
of specific reading difficulties. In this connection, it is appropriate to
refer to a companion study to the present one in which we tested the same
'groups of subjects on a different occasion with a different set of *intakes
(Mann, Shankweiler, & Smith, in press). In that study, unlike the present
study, the poor readers displayed a significant deficit in comprehension.
There, the method of testing was by object manlpulaitom4 not picture verifica-
tion. Thus the answer to the question of whethelthe;pcor readers are below
par on comprehension may depend on which structures are assessed and on the
;method of testing.

Little information is presently available about ha capabilities of good
and poor readers to comprehend various types of sentences. ,A recent study by
Byrne (1981), which came to our attention after this-experiment and -tire one of
Hann et al. were completed, also: finds difference* in sentence oomprehension
(as tested by object manipulation) on some sentence types, but not on others.
The sentences that separated the reader groups in Byrne's study contained
unusual ponstructions and semantic anomalies. Having found .that some shorter
zentencea_diStinsuished the reader groups more readily than longer ones, Byrne
argued that memory faotors could not be responstble for the differences. This
conclusion does not necessarily follow. As we noted earlier, more is involved
in memory-related, difficulty than sentence length alone. Anomalous sentences,
evanip they are short, may place eittrimravy demande-on-warkIng-mamory, De-
causethey are likely to be misinterpreted on first construal and therefore
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need be rePlaiedw- Cr ai lisnory. in ardor to eateibiian their strtature.prop-
erly. Such rehearsal would require complete retention.

In regard to the method of testing, we may speculate that the picture
verification task of the present study may have stressed short-term memory
less than the "acting out" manipulation task of Mann et al. (in press). It is
pertinent that in the present experiment, the subjects were allowed to inspect
the sheet containing the four multiple-choice picture foils as the sentence
was being read, a procedure that could be expected, to minimize the need for
rehearsal. In contrast, the manipulation procedure of the Mann et al. study
merely presented the child with a random arrangement of the'three relevant ac-

that the picture test gives more concurrent information,_ and thus might be. _
expected to+--stPet-SCicirkrigtmemory significantly less. This speculation is
supported by the findings of Elmore-Nicholas a. Brookshire (198t), in which
performance of aphasic adults on a sentence verification task was facilitated
by the presence of pictures. Thus, there may be no real inconsistency in the
findings of the two studies that tested sentence comprehension in these sub-
jects. Conceivably, the present experiment failed to detect real differences
between the reading groups because the method of testing did not give adequate
scope for differential performance.

In summary, the poor readers of this investigation were less accurate
than the good readers in immediate recall of sentences containing reflexive
pronouns, but were not deficient in comprehension of the same sentences. They
wer? deficient, however, both in recall and interpretation of another set of
complex sentences, as reported by Mann et al. (in press). We suspect that the
comprehension testing conducted with these children yielded inconsistent re-
sults because the picture Fverification procedure used to test reflexive
pronouns was Insufficiently:sensitive. The performances of the poor readers
did not closely resemble those of the adult aphasics studied by Blumstein et
al. (1983). Unlike the aphasics, neither good nor poor readers displayed rig-
id adherence to a minimum distance strategy for determining pronoun reference.
Nevertheless, reading disabled children--the present group included- -have not
typically been found to be the equals of good readers in procesing spoken
sentences (Byrne, 1981; Mann et al., in press), nor, as we have noted, in the
use of short-term memory codes which so often are impaired in aphasia
(Goodglass, Denes, & Calderon, 1974; Martin & Caramazza, 1982). It seems im-
portant, therefore, to explore fully the relations between short-term memory
deficits and sentence-processing deficits, and in this regard to seek a better
understanding of the similarities and differences between developmental lan-
guage disorders, such as specific reading disability, and linguistic deficits
in the acquired aphasias.
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Footnotes

h

'Nor can we exclude the possibility that the strategies they employ on
certain _ether cognitive tests may be deviant. (see Wolford & Fowler, 1980.

'The groups were thus not equivalent in the proportion of boys and girls.
We do not regard this as a serious imbalance, however, since research has
shown that the patterns of deficits characteristic of children with reading
disability do not vary with the sex of the child (Liberman I Mann, 1981).

'The Iligher error rate an Type E sentences than on Types C and D, which
were matched with these for length, requires comment. E serkences were. de-
signed as controls to test basic grasp of pronoun use, and tfrerefore few er-
rors were anticipated from children in the age range of oir subjects. The
analysis -revealed that-the-pruirrelpirr -error-071 'MIS sentence type was to inter-
pret a pronoun as though it were a reflexive. Thus, the sentence "The astro-
naut poured him a drink" was interpreted to mean that the astronaut pored a
drink for himself. We specul that this interpretation reflects a dialect
preference and not a genuinenfusion in assigning pronoun reference. In
support of this, we note that on Type C sentences, where reference is estab-
lished by gender, such misinterpretations practically never occurred.

Appendix

Sentences used in comprehension and repetition

Set

I.A. The fireman watched the soldier bandage-himself.
B. The fireman watching the soldier bandaged himself.
C. The fireman bandaged her.
D. The soldier bancaged himself.
E. The soldier bandaged him.

II.A. The astronaut watched the sailor pour himself a drink.
B. The sailor watching the astronaut poured himself a drink.
C. The sailor poured her a drink.
D. The astronaut poured himself a drink.
E. The astronaut poured him a drink.

III.A. The farmer watched the Indian pull himself up the rope.
B, The farmer watching the Indian pulled himself up the rope.
C. The policewoman. pulled him up the rope.
D. The Indian pulled himself up the rope.
E. The farmer pulled him up the rope.

IV.A. The clown watched the boy spill paint on himself.
B. The boy watching the clown spilled paint on himself.
C. The girl willed paint on him.
D. The clown spilled paint on himself.
E. The boy willed paint on him.

VA. The girl watched the grandmother make herself a sandwich.
B. The girl watching the grandmother made herself a sandwich.
C. The Indian made her a sandwich.
D. The grandmother made herself a sandwich.
E. The girl made her a sandwich.
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VI. A. The nurse matched the policewoman spray perfume on herself.
B. The policewoman watching the nurse sprayed perfume on herself.
C. The clown sprayed perfume on her.
D. The nurse sprayed perfume on herself.
E. The nurse sprayed perfume on her.

VII.A. The waitress watched the ballerina dress herself.
B. The waitress watching the ballerina dressed herself.
C. The nurse dressed him.
D. The ballerina dressed herself.
E. The waitress dressed her.

VIII.A. The witch watched the queen pick herself a flower.
B. The queen watching the witch picked herself a flower.
C. The queen picked him a flower.
D, The witch picked herself a flower.
E. The queen picked her a flower:-

.Control Sentences (repetition)

Bt,

1. The sailor and the fireman poured coffee from the pot.
2. The astronaut and the sailor bandaged the boy's hand.
3. The boy and the Indian pulled the sled up the hill.
4. The clown aqg the farmer spilled paint on the sidewalk.
5. The queen and the grandmother made sandwiches for lunch.
6. The nurse and the policewoman sprayed water on the flowers.
7. The witch and the ballerina dressed for the party.
8. The waitress and the girl picked flowers in the park.
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SPELLING PROFICIENCY AND SENSITIVITY TO WORD STRUCTURE*

F. William Fischer,t Donald_Shaftkwerler,tt and Isabelle,Y. Libermantt

Abstract. The connection between spelling and pronunciation in many
English words is somewhat remote. To spell accurately, a writer may
need to appreciate that the orthography maps regularities of more
than one kind. Two experiments explored the possibility that young
adults who differ in spelling ability also differ in sensitivity to
morphophonemic structure and word formational principles that under-
lie the regularities of English -Spelling. In the first,. an analysis
of misspellings showed that poor spellers were less able than good
spellers to exploit regularities at the surface phcnetic level and
were less able to access the underlying morphophonemic structure of
words. A second experiment used pseudowords to extend these find-
ings and to confirm that spelling competence involves apprehension
of generalizations that can be applied to new instances.

All would agree that English spelling is not easily mastered. Even ac-
complished readers and writers may at times be uncertain about the spelling of
particular words. There is less agreement about why English causes so much
difficulty. The reason most often given for spelling failures is the supposed
irregularity of English orthography. This diagnosis, though popularly accept-
ed, is a misleading oversimplification. It reflects the widespread confusion
about how the orthography represents word structure. An example will serve to
illustrate that when English spelling departs from one-to-one correspondence
with pronunciation, as it so often does, it may nevertheless preserve orderli-
ness at some other level. The plural s in cats receives an s-sound while the
s in dogs is pronounced as z. We do not balk at this inconsistency perhaps
because the convenience of representing the plural morphophoneme in a consilt-
ent way overrides considerations of strict one-to-one correspondence with
pronunciation.

It is characteristic of English that the degree of transparency of the
mapping between word components and their orthographic representation varies

*Journal of Memory and Language, in press.
tNow at Central Connecticut State University.

ttAlso University of Connecticut.
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considerably from word 'to word. This diversity is a consequence of the many
and varied sources of the English vocabulary. There are, on the one hand,
words like harp, which have a morphophonemic structure, and hence a spelling,
that is in close correspondence to a typical phonetic realization of the word.
On the other hand, there are words in which the morphophonemiC structure for
one or more segments is at some remove from a phonetic realization of the
word. This occurs frequently in words that are foreign borrowings (for exam-
ple4 bourpois) or in words refl cting archaic forms (for example, gnaw). In
contrasting these two extremes might characterize the mapping for the first
set of words as being all but nsparent, whereas the mapping of the second
set is relatively opaque to many, perhaps most, users of English.

Many English words have a degree of orthographic transparency that lies
somewhere between the extremes reprealed by the examples' given above. Many
words are more or less straightforward except that they contain a "problem
segment." Examples include such words as thinned, misspell, and grammar. At
one .specific location in each of these the relationship between the
morphophonemic and phonetic structure is not im1i 4diately transparent in the
speping. In cas:,s such as these, correct spelling could be facilitated by
apprehending the morphemic structure (mis + spell requires retaining both
s's), the orthc hic,conventions (thin + ed requil !s doubling the n), or the
derivational rt_ _cionships (the identity of the reduced v2wel in grammar can
be uncovered by relating the word to cognate forms in eich the same vowel
segment is 'not reduced, as in grammatical or grammarian) .

It is,on2 thing, however, to demonstrate that order exist,* in the mapping
of word and orthography; It is quite another to show that the regUlarit"ies
are apprehended and utilized by ordinary spellers who are not linguistic
scholars, If we accept the premise that English 'orthography is by and large a
rational system, it is reasonable to suppose that successful use of the
orthography may be dependent on the users' ability to understand the system,
or on what wK, shall call their "1 inguizti^ sensitivity."

We Use the term "linguistic' sensitivity" to refer to the ability to ap-
prehend the inherent regularitic; at various 14.vels of linguistic representa-
tion and the ability to exploit this knowledge in reading and writing words.
There exists already considerable.evideni!e that successful readers can be d
tinguished from unsuccessful ones on a number of metalinguistic ahil icy
(Fowler, 3hankweil:fr, & LibermaL, IYr9; IAbermAn, Shankweiler, Fische ,

Carter, 1974; Morals, :nary, Alegria, & Sertelson, 1978; Perfet i
McC.utchen, in press; yellurino, 197); It is possible that ma,r)rr differrncs
in linguisti.,! sensitivity :,() defined may 31SO he assoriatpd with the

ir spelling :Ability that are found evc2n among highly-s-nooled
adults. In the past, inw.stigaTcirs have looked repeatedly to nonlinguistic
explanations, appealing, for example-, to individual differences In visual mt,m-
ory ability (i7,naw, 196; Witnerspo()n, 1',.73). The altrnative view is tfilt.
spelling draws heavily upon knowledge, of linguistic structure. Although this
viewpoint is, not new (see, in parti-ular, Chomsky ; Halle, 196k), the recent
spate of papers on spelling r'fft,r:; litt.le direct emilirica: eideh:.f. either pro
or can (but see Frith, 197; Kircei, 1980; and The prt:-
sedt study was designed tc, what :;eemed an obvious need.

Before an empirical investigation could be starte 1, tent materials capa-
ble of assessing sensitivity to the structural properties of tne orthography
had to be developed. Although some experimental spelling tests (e.g., Barron,
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1980) categorize words as "regular" or "irregular," the basis for classifica-
tion is not usually mode explicit. The classification of "regular" is typi-
cally applied to words having a presumed straightforward correspondence be-
tween spelling patterns and phonetic structure (e.g., fresh). Accordingly,

words with regularities of all other kinds are typically designated as "irreg-
ular" (e.g., sign), despite their demonstrable adherence to a pattern or rule.
A .further shortcoming of the available tests is that they are constructed
without regard to variations in word frequency. Together, these deficiencies
make existing tests unsuitable for our purposes. Accordingly, an Experimental
Spelling Test 'was developedjo overcome these limitations, While controlling
for word frequency, it attempts to capture some of the structural properties
that give rise to different levels of transparency in English spelling.

The hypothesis under investigation is that educated adults who differ in
spelling ability on conventional spelling tests differ correspondingly in the
knowledge we call linguistic sensitivity. To explore this possibility, two
exlibriments were conducted. In'the first, the performapce of good and poor
Spellers was examined using the Experimental Spelling Test. It was anticipat-
ed that for all subjects those words in which the morphophonemic representa-
tion is at some remove from the phonetic structure would be more often mis-
spelled, other things equal, than those words in which the two levels of
representation more nearly coincide. Moreover, if good and poor spellers are
primarily distinguished on the basis of their metalinguistic abilities, then
the largest differences between the groups on the Experimental Spelling Test
ought to occur in spelling the words whose mapping can only be rationalized
linguistically. Smaller differences, or no difference, should occur on the
opaque words, for the spellings of which the subjects may have to rely chiefly
on rote memory.

If college-level aaults who differ in spelling proficiency can be distin-
guished on the basis of their sensitivity to certain structural characteris-
tics of real words, then differences among them should be especially evident
on tasks that are free from. the effects of word-specific learning. The second
experiment of this investigation explored this possibility by comparing the
performance of good and poor spellers on tasks that tap certain linguistic
aoilities presumed to be useful In spelling the words on the Experimental
Spelling Test. These abilities include knowledge.of,abstract spelling pat-
terns, familiarity with principles involving prefixation and suffixation, and
ability 'to use tacit knowledge of English morphophonemics in order to

disambiguate reduced vowels. New materials had to be developed for tappihi
these abilities. Pseudowords rather than actual words were used where neces-
sary to ascertain that the subjects had acquired general principles -of ortho-
graphic representation that can be applied to new instances.

In addition to the assessment of metalinguistic abilities associated with
spelling performance, Experiment .2 also examined the possibility that good and
poor spellers may differ in their use of visual retention strategies. Since
visual memory is often cited as a major determinant of spelling proficiency
(Shaw, 1965; Sloboda, 1980; Tenney, 1980; Witherspoon, 1973), a task
assessing visual memory ability for abstract designs was included. It was
anticipated that on the linguistic tasks, good spellers would continue to
outperform those who were less proficient, while no difference between the
groups would emerge on the task of visual memory for designs. Finally, the
groups of good and poor spellers were compared on tasks designed to tap broad-
er aspects of literacy, namely, reading skills and vocabulary knowledge.
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Experiment 1

The purpose of this experiment was to compare the performance of col-
1.ege-educated adults who differ in spelling proficiency on spelling tasks that
incorporate graded changes in orthographic transparency.

Method

Subjects. Two groups of subjects, good spellers (4-08) and poor spellers
(N-20), were selected from.a larger sample of 88 undergraduate psychology stu-
dents who responded to a notice inviting them to participate in an investiga-
tion of spelling ability. The notice had qpcouraged people to sign up regard-
less of their level of spelling proficiency. The 88 initial participants were
all native speakers of American English, 21 males and 67 females, ranging in
age from 18 to 37 years (mean ages20 years). While they do not constitute a
random sample, those participating did represent a broad range of spelling
proficienc3, as indicated,by their scores on the spelling section of the Wide
Range Achievement Test (Jastak, 'Bijou, & Jastak, 1965). Grade equivalent
scores on the WRAT ranged from 8.4 to 15.7 wrth a mean of 12.3.

Those identified as spod spellers for the purpose of this study performed
at or above grade level on 'the WRAT (mean grade equivalent was 14.4,
S.D.-0.51). Those categorized as poor spellers were clearly deficient per-
forming on the average four years below grade level (mean grade equivalent was
10.2, S.D....0.64). The good speller, group included 6 males and 12 females, the
poor spellers consisted of 4 males and 16 females.

Stimuli. The chief instrument used was the new three-part Experimental
Spelling Test of 120 words. The words were grouped into three levels, 40 in
each, differing" in the transparency of orthographic representation. For Level
1 words, the phonetic,realization is, for any given speaker, reasonably close
to the orthographic representation, and the spelling patterns are, for the
Most part, restricted to those having a high frequency,of occurrence in writ-
ten English. Examples of words so classified are harp, adverb, and retort.

Level 2 words each contain an ambiguous segment involving some departure
from straightforward phonetic wiping. They are further partitioned into two
subtypes. Level 2A words require either a rote application of established
orthographic conventions, or a sensitivity to regularities at the surface
phonetic level. For example, a speller may know that the mn/ segment is
represented by nn in thinned but by n in chained. ,The experienced writer does
this quite mechanically, having learned that in monosyllabic words the final
consonant letter is doubled when preceded by a single vowel but not doubled
when preceded by a vowel digraph. Indeed, in many instances the graphemic
conventions relate to phonetic facts such as those involving lax versus tense
vowels. In contrast, Level 2B words draw upon abstract morphophonemic knowl-
edge to derive the spelling. patterns for the ambiguous segments. For example,
in order to know that the final consonant letter in confer is doubled in
confers ALIA or conferred but not in conference, a speller must apprehend
linguistic regularities relating to stress placement% and how these govern
spelling. The generalizations included in. the list are defribed in Appendix
1.
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Level 3 words can be derived only partially by using morphophonesac
knowledge, since they contain one or more segments that do not generally Occur
In English or occur ,with low frequency. Their relative lack of transparency
stems from two factors: the words are related to borrowed forms largely
obscure to the nonscholar and the nonpolyglot, and their spelling patterns
have a much lower frequency of occurrence in English than do the patterns
appearing in Leiel 1 and 2 words. Examples include such words as gnaw,
bourgeois, and Fahrenheit.

The three levels were balanced insofar as possible for syllable length
(each level approximating a mean of 2.8 syllables) and frequency of occurrence
in written English (each level approximating a mean of 6.1 occurrences per
1,014,232 words of natural language text), according to the Kucera and Francis
(1967) statistics. Within Level 2 .the 2A words had a mean frequency of
occurrence of 5.7 versus 6.8 for the 28 words. The 2A words had a mean of 2.4
syllables versus 3.4 for the 28 words. The 120 words (which are listed in Ap-
pendix 2) were randomized, and recorded on magnetic tape at-110 s intervals.

Procedure

r
The subjects were tested in small groups. The testing session lasted for

one hour during which the following tasks were administered.

1. Spelling Production Task. The subjects' t3sk was to print each
dictated word in the space provided and to attempt every word. Each was re-
peated once.

2. Spelling Recognition Task. The same items were presented again, this
time as a multiple-choice recognition test. The answer sheet offered three
alternative spellings for each dictated word and, additionally, a "none of
these" option. Each of the three alternatives was phonetically readable as
the stimulus word; thus no foil could be eliminated merely on the basis of a
gross disparity between the spelling of an item and its phonetic realization.
Common misspellings of the stimulus words appeared as fails.

3. Syelling Subtest of the Wide Range Achievement Test. (Jastak et al.,
1965). The words from the Level 2 spelling list of the WRAT were recorded on
jnagnetic tape at 10 s intervals. The miejects' task was to print the words In
the space provided.

Scoring of Spelling Errors

The following error categories were used to analyze the misspellings:

1. ord Errors were scored for each misspelled word without regard to
the num er of misspelled segments (for example, when grammar was spelled
"grammer" or sergeant as "sargent."

2. Segment Errors were scored for every incorrect spelling pattern, as
defined by guidelines established by Hanna, Hanna, Hodges, and Rudorf (1966).
Segment errors were further classified as substitutions, omissions, or inser-
tions.

2 O
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a. Substitution Errors were scored when an 'incorrect grapheme was
used in place of the correct letters. These were further classified as
"phonetid eubStitetionso when the word as spelled captures the word's
approximate phonetic shape, (as when rhododendron was spelled
"rododendron" or when mat was given as "new") and "nonphOnetio substitu-
tions" (for example, when adverb was spelled "advert").'

b. Omission Errors were scored when a grapheme needed,for the ortho-
graphic representation of a phonological segment was omitted (for exam-
ple, inflate for "infate").

c. Insertion Errors were scored when an additional grapheme was
included (for example, retort for "restort").

Results and Discussion

A preliminary step 4As to establish that the Experimental Spelling Test
designed provided a reliable and valid estimate of general spelling ability.
A test-retest comparison of word errors carried out on a subset (N -30) of the
88 participants resulted in a reliability coefficient of .97 < ..001) on the
Spelling Production Task. The results of a correlational analysis revealed
that word error scores on the Spelling Production Task correlated significant-
ly (r .84, g < .001) with error scores on a standardized test of spelling
achievement, the Wde Range Achievement Test. Together, these results suggest
that the test yields a reliable measure of spelling achievement and gives re-
sults that are highly comparable to a widely-used conventional test of spel-
ling proficiency.

An analysis of item difficulty on the Spelling Production Task was also
conducted to examine for possible floor or ceiling effects. It was fouhd that
no word was misspelled by every subject, and even the most difficult words on
the list (desiccate and sarsaparilla) were spelled correctly by at least two
of the 88 subjects. Although 20 of the 120 words were never misspelled, no
subjeet obtained,a perfect score. The number of misspelled words ranged from
18 to 52 with a mean of 33.9 (S.D. - 8.9).

Spelling Production Task: The locus of spelling difficulty. It is im-
portant to discover whether the spelling mistakes made by poor spellers' are
limited to words hav4ng particular orthographic or structural characteristics
or whether the diffi8ulties reveal more general deficiencies in transcribing
English. To answer this, we first looked at the distribu ion o isspelled
words on the Spelling Production Task across the three leve rthographic
transparency (see Figure 1). The data were analyzed by a tw analysis of
variance in which the t.atween=groups factor was spelling group,' the with-
in-groups factor was orthographic level and the dependent variable was the
number of word errors. As can be seen in Figure 1, the good and poor spellers
differed sharply across each of the three orthographic levels: F(1,36)
154.73, p < .001, MSe w 7.95, for group; F(2,72) - 717.44, p < .001,
MSe 4.57, for level. The interaction between eoup and orthographic level
was also significant, F(2472) - 42.21, p < .001. MSe w 4.57. Good spellers
made significantly fewer errors at each level than did poor spellers (at Level
I, 1(36) w 4.46,0E < .001; at Level 2,'1(36) w 12.64, p < .001; and at' Level
3, t(36) - 7.35, p < .001). It is of interest to note that the interaction
remains significant when the group by level analysis is recomputed for. Levels
2 and 3 atone, F(1.36)013.43, E < .001, MSe - 27.14. 'This suggests that the
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fUll interaction efteot is not simply a consequence of the greater accuracy of
tipth grelqui. spe144 .the erthogrephleally traAperent Level I words. but
Instead reflects performance differences all across the range of orthographic
transparency.

A

1 2 3

LEVEL OF ORTHOGRAPHIC TRANSPARENCY

Figure 1. Comparison of word errors on spelling production task as a function
of orthographic transparency, good versus poor spellers.

The finding that good and poor spellers differ significantly in their
ability to spell words at each of the three levels suggests that they have
general deficiencies in spelling rather than isolated, local difficulties
restricted to particular exceptional words.

As expected, few Level 1 words were misspelled by either group.
Nevertheless, even on these the two groups differed significantly. Errors
made by poor spellers were quite varied. In 11 percent of the cases the
dictated item was apparently misperceived perhaps because of unfamiliarity
with the wordfor example, vortex rendered as "thortex" or "vortext." In 29
percent errors occurred tri relation to the representation of free versus
checked vowelsfor example, diplomat rendered as "diPlomate", emit as
"emite." However, the bulk of the errors (60 percent) were instances of the
use of spelling patterns that in another context would be appropriate but are
incorrect for the particular morpheme being represented, for examplespelling
retort as "rhetort," and ishmen as "punnishment." In contrast to the
greater range of'diffic exp snood by Moor spellers, the Level i errors
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1.

of good Spellers, with the exception of the word canister (Which Many spelled
.101wwaster9s were confined to 000astonal maleeroeptlena of a stimulus word
tspelfingrlftlainstras *fendw or calperiSites as "compensate ") .

Differences in the ability of good and spellers to transcribe words
aril reflected in quantitative differences in vi lly every aspect of per-
formance on Which the two groups were compared. Table 1 presents an overview
of the analysis of segment,errorso As anticipated, most ,errors occurred on
those phonologic segments that departed most conspicuously from a straightfor-
ward phonetic transcription. As' Table 1 reveals for both groups substitution
errors accounted for the bulk of the errors made, followed by a much smaller
percentage oromissions and even fewer insertions. Overall, the poor spellers
madeesignificantly more errors of each type (for substitutions, t(36) - 8.98,
2 < .001; for omissions, t(36) 3.65, 2 < .001; and for insertions, t(36)
2.42, 2 < .02). The low pircentage of omissions and insertions indicates that
both groups were generally accurate in preserving the segmental structure of
words.

Table 1

Summary of Segment Errors on Spelling Production Test
Good and Poor Spellers

Good Spellers Poor Spellers

Percent Percent Percent Percent
Error Substi- Total Substi- Total
Type Mean tutions Error Mean tutions Error

Substitutions 31.9 __ 85.8 63.2 -- 83.9

Phonttic 27.9 87.5 75.0 56.2 88.9 74.6
NonpRonetic 4.0 12.5 10.8 7.2 11.4 9.6

Consonants 12.5 39.2 33.6 22.8 36.1 30.3
Vowels 19.3 60.5 51.9 40.6 64.2 53.9

Omissions ' 4.4 -- 11.8 10.2 . 41... 13.5

Insertions 0.9 ___ 2.4 1.9 2.5

Total Errors 37.2 75.3 __ __

Since errors of substitution were most numerous, tt'e analysis focuiid on
these: It was found that for both groups significantly tare substitutions or-
curved on vowels tban4ga consonants with the poor spellers again making sig-
nificantly more errors than good spellers on both consonants (t(36) - 8.03, p
< .001) and vowels (t(36) - 10.39, < .001). The greater difficulty in spel-
ling vowel segoonts is expected since the mapping between orthographic pat-
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tern* and vowel sounds is generelly more variable than it Is for consonants.Mr7-
otif----nrealliotior kith AIM*, ,die Saiketitutions significantly eutnuMbered

nonphOnetic substitutions with the poor spellers again making significantly
r more of each error type than the good spellers (fdr phonetic substitutions,

t(36) * tam, 2 < .001; for nonpl'onetic substitutions, t(36) 3.15, 2! <
.01). These data suggest that highly-schooled adults aually-represent the
phonetic, characteristics of words adequate)y but sometimes fail to attend to
the deeper morphophonemic regularities that would have led o the correct
spelling.

Production errors versus recognition errors in mellim. In examining
the effect of orthographic transparency on spelling accuracy it is of interest
to Compare the performance of the two groups on the task utilizing a recogni-
tion format. Figure 2 presents these data for 'the good spellers (top) and
poor spellers (bottom). The data were analyzed using a three-way analysis of
variance in which the between -groupS factor Is spelling group and the with-
in-groups factors are condition (production and recognition) level of
orthographic transparency (Level 1, 2, and 3). The dependent vari ble was the
number_ of misspelled words.

As expected, the task of recognizing correctly spelled words pOoved to be
significantly easier for the two groups combined than the task requ4ring
spelling-production (for condition, F(1,36) - 92.32, 2 < .001, MSe - 2.68).
The mean word error score under the recognition format was 27.8 compared with
a higher mean error score of 34.0 on the produCtion tank. No differences were
found for the interactions of group by condition, F(1;36) 2.54, 2 < .12, Mse
2.68, or group by - condition by level, F(2,72) 7.56, p < .08, Mse 2.16.

Of particular interest, however, is the finding that for both groups the
overall increase in accuracy that occurred under the recognition condition is
largely concentrated on the morphophonemdcally opaque, Level 3 words (for
condition by level, F(2,72) - 97.85, < .001, MSe - 2.16). Whereas subjects
typically reduced their word error score on Level 3 words, smaller reductions
in errors occurred' in spelling the more transparent words. The mean word
error score on Level 1 words was 2.0 on the production task versus 1.5 on the
recognition task and on Level 2 words, 11.4 mean word errors versus 11.5 mean
word errors, respectively.

Differences between good and 222E spellers in tin uistid sensitivity.
While these findings unOerscore quantitstive differences between good and
poor spellers, the critical abilities distinguishing the two groups remain un-
defined. From a linguistic perspective there are certain skills that still
need to be explored. On the one hand, for example, poor spellers might be
differentiated from good spellers in their lack' of sensitivity to surface
orthographic and phonetic regularities that signal the use of particular spel-
ling patterns. Alternatively, or additionally, they might differ in their
ability to penetrate below the surface structure to the deeper morphophonemic
regularities that determine the appropriate spelling patterns.

In order to evaluate these possibilities, it was useful to examine the
performance of good and poor spellers on the Level 2 words where the perform-
ance differences beWeen the groups were largest. It will be recalled that
each Level 2 word contained an ampiguous segment. In approximately half of
the words (Level 2A), the spelling of that segment could be ascertained byrecognising certain orthographic ,regularities and by implementing-the relevant
orthcgraphid conventlohs. En the remaining, half (28), the ambiguous segment
could be derived only t4accessing the morphophonemic information.
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Figure Z. Comparison of word errors on production and recognition tasks as a
function of orthographic transparency, good versus poor spellers.
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In order to determine whether the good and poor spellers differed in
"heir ability to spell these two eubolaeaes, it was necessary to ascertain
*tether th '*ors that occurred did indeed involve the scent designated as
the ambiguous segment (the wproblem;segment*). An examination of the errors
revealed that, in both gioups, 83 percent occurred on' problem segments involv-
ing either orthographic or 'morphophonemic debisiont, while the remaining 17
percent occurred on other segments within these words. The analysis was
therefore restricted to those errors that occurred' at the oritical location.
In addition, because two spellings were found to be acceptable for one of the
Level 2A words (*maned and canceled, Webster, 1963), it was excluded from
the analysis, reducing the total number of words to 19.

In Figure a the mean percentage of word errors is presented for Level 2A
(orthographic) and Level 28 (morphophonemic) words. The data displayed in
Figure 3 were analyzed by a two-way analysis of variance in which the be-
tween-groups factor was spelling group and the within-groups factor was error
type (orthographic or morphophonemic). The dependent variable was the
percentage of word errors based on 19 words in Level 2A and 20 words in Level
28.
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Figure 3. Comparison of orthographic and morphophonemic errors on level 2
words, good versus poor spellers.
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Figure 3 shows a wide separation in the performance of the goof and poor
spellers, Of particular interest, however, is the unequal performance of the
two groups on the two categories of words, yielding a significant interaction
between group and error type, F(1,36) - 10.29, 2 < .003, MSe 51.04. As
would be expected, good spellers lade fewer errors than poor spellers both in
applying orthographic conventions, Fisher's post hoc t(36) - 7.00, 2 < .001,
and in spelling words involving access to morphophonemic structure, t(36)
9.54, 2 < .001. The more notable result, however, is that good spelleFs found
words involving morphophonemic decisions significantly easiert than words
involving purely orthographic decisions, t(17) - 2.73, 2 < .02, while the poor
spellers showed no significant difference in their ability to spell the two
types of words, t(19) 1.98, 2 > .05. This suggests that good and poor
spellers may differrin their ability to penetrate below the surface phonetic
structure to the underlying morphophonemic structure of words. To ascertain
whether this finding could be generalized to other words not included in the
present list, a second AN OVA was computed using the 39 Level 2 words as the
random variable (Clark, 1973); the between-groups factor was word type
(orthographic vs. morphophonemic) and the within-groups factor was group (good
vs. poor spellers). The dependent variable was the percentage of errors made
by good and poor spellers on each of the words. The analysis indicated
nificant effects of word type, F(1 ,37) .02, 2 > .05; group,
F(1,37) 60.30, E < .001, MSe 162.i1; word by group, F(1,37) - 6.32,
2 < .001. As a further step, the min F wasecomputed. The outcome suggests
that the differences observed between the groups in spelling the Level 2A and
28 words extend beyond the particular words used in this experiment, min
F'(1,54) . 5.0, E < .03.

The contribution of nonlinguistic abilities to spelling 'of.e..r1c. So
far the findings have suggested that differences in spelling achievement are
at least in part associated with differences in apprehension of word struc-
ture. It is also of interest to examine the results as .they relate to a
long-held belief that individual differences. in spelling proficiency may re-
flect differences in visual retentiveness. Two aspects of the data are perti-
nent to this question. If visual memory skill were the critical distinguish-
ing factor, then the greatest performance difference between the groups should
occur in spelling the opaque, Level 3 words, since these presumably have to be
learned and walled by rote. However, on re-examining Figure 1, one finds
that although good and poor spellers did in fact differ in their ability to
spell Level 3 words, the magnitude of the difference is smaller than that
which occurred in spelling the derivable, Level 2 words. These results sug-
gest that if there are differences between the groups in their ability to re-
call visual images of word patterns, these differences are of lesser impor-
tance than those relating' to the understanding of how the orthography maps
word structure.

4.- .

Moreover, if visual memory ability *ere an especially critical skill in
spelling, good and poor spellers should differ in their ability to recognize
correct spellings when given alternatives Tram which to choose. Reexamination
of Figure 2 suggest6 that the two groups are not readily distinguishable in
this regard. This is confirmed hy the finding that the relevant interaction
effects were not significant (for group by condition, F(1,36) 2.54, 2 ) .05,
MSe 2.68 or for group by Condition by level, F(2,72) - 2.56, 2 )4.05,Kse . 2.16). Thus, 'on the spelling recognition task good spellers were not
iTgnifteantly better able than poor spellers to profit from visually-presented
alternatives. While it is quite likely that visual memory plays some role in
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'Spelling (especially for Level 3 type worlds), these comparisons have uncovered
no evidence that .differences in the ability to access words as visual patterns
can account for the sharp differences. in spelling performance observed in this
!study.

Instead, the results of the spelling test suggested that linguistic fac-
;tors play an important role in spelling.. For-both good and poor spellers the
il accuracy with which words were spelled was clearly influenced by the varle-
t tions in orthographic transparency represented by the three levels of words.

si Spelling was most accurate in oases where the underlying morphophonemic struc-
tura was straightforwardly reflected in the phonetic realization of the word
and became progressively more difficult as the relationship between the under-
lying morphophonemic structure and the written representation became increas-

1 ingly obscured by 'intervening phonologic and orthographic rules.

Further evidence that linguistic abilities are critical in differentiat-
ing good and poor spellers came from the finding that the two groups were most
readily distinguished by their performance on Level 2 words. If rote memory
were the critical skill in spelling, Level 3 words should have most sharply
distinguished the groups. Indeed, further analysis of the Level 2 errors
revealed that poor spellers were less proficient in accessing the underlying .

Imorphophonemic structure when it was not clearly reflected in the phonetic re-
alization of the word. This finding underscores what may be an important
difference between the two groups: while good spellers fourl the spelling of
words involving access to morphophonemic structure significantly easier than
words involving the implementation of orthographic conventions, poor spellers
did not.

Experiment 2

The primary purpose of Experiment 2 was to discover whether the abilities
that underlie spelling competence are instances of specific learning or wheth-
er they are generalizations that can be applied productively to other English
words. Specifically, the question addressed was whether college students who
differ in their ability to spell familiar words would also differ in their
ability to spell pseudowords that conform to the phonotactic constraints of
English. The specific spelling skills under investigation included knowledge
of the recurrent spelling patterns of English orthography, familiarity with
the morphological principles guiding the use of prefixes- and suffixes and
ability to use morphophonemic information to disambiguate reduced vowels. The
relevance of.these skills to other aspects of written language, namely word
recognition and reading comprehension, was also examined. A secondary purpose
of the experiment was to explore the possibility that good and poor spellers
differ in their ability to learn and. subsequently to recognize nonlinguistic,
nonrepresentational visual patterns.

Method

Subjects. The intent was to include the 15 best and the 15 poorest
spellers from Expert'' nt 1, but becauSe some of the original subjects were
unavailable for Experiment 2, eleven additional subjects were recruited from
the original subject pool. The 15 spellers constituting ,the good speller
group all scored more than one standard deviation above the mean on the
earlier describedeSpellini Test of Experiment 1 (mean error score - 23.7);
04 15 poor spellers soared at least one' standard deviation below the mean
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(mean 44.1). The mean WHAT spelling grade equivalent was 13.9 for the good
spellers and 10.5 for the poor spellers. Eight of the good spellers and 11 of
the poor spellers had partiOlAted in Experiment 1.

Stimuli and procedure. The following tasks, designed to evaluate specif-
ic metalinguistic and nonlinguistic abilities rating to spelling, were ad-
ministered. The 30 subjects were tested in small groups in tido one-hour ses-
310r13. 41.

1. Knowledie of ALitract S e llin Patterns. This task assessed the sub-
jects' knowledge of the i7g-Fincipa spellli g patterns ide fled by Hanna et
al. (1966). The patterns ,included 93 consonant patterns and 81 spellings for
vowels.

A list of 348 English-like spoken pseudowords was prepared and recorded
on magnetic tape. Included two items for each of Hanna's 174 spelling pat-
terns. Pseudowords Mt adhere to the phonotactic constraints of English were
used instil& of actual words in order to promote adoption of an analytic mode
of processing; that is, to discourage the subjects from responding to items
holistically as they might well do in the case of overlearned, familiar words.

Eabh dictated pseudoword was printed on a prepared sheet. In each, sin-
gle spelling pattern was underlined. In half of the items the underlined por-
tion constituted an acceptable spelling for the corresponding phoneme and in
half an impossible spelling. In each case, the nonunderlined portion was
spelled in a manner consistent with English orthographic practice. All 3118
items appeared as orthographically acceptable letter sequences regardless of
whether the underlined portion was appropriately spelled; that is, t re were
no letter sequences that do not occur in English. In those ier w e the
underlined spelling wag not a legitimate representation of the orresponding
phoneme. the presented spellings were confined to the appropriate class of
phoneme (consonant or vowel) but never included spelling patterns that could,
in any English context, legitimately represent the targeted phoneme.

The tape-recoded stimuli were presented at intervals of six seconds.
iSubjects were asked to circle "yes" if the underlined portion of the stimulus
word was judged. to be an acceptable spelling of the target segment or to cir-
cle "no" if it was nat. Three sample items were administered as a pretest.

2. Principles of Prefixation assessed knowledge of how the orthography
attaches the prefix to the base word. A list of 60 items was preipareo for au-
ditory p entation consisting of three types of words: morbomorphemic words
(for example, constable); words with assimilated prefixes, such as those
formed by the addition of the prefix /ad/ to base wovds beginning with c, f,

fp 1, 2, s and t (for example, accrue, affluence and aggravate), or those
formed by addition of /conk to base words 6;iTigrritwilp either m, 1 or n (for
example, -committee, collateral and connubial); and ilkds with prefixes not
involving consonant iiniirriETOn such as those formed by the addition of the
prefixes mis, dis, contra and un (for example, misshapen, dissimilar and
contradiction).

In order to forestall the possibility that a subject could mechanically
partition the initial letters of the word as the basis for dividing the prefix
from the stem, without examining the whole word, an effort was made to include
words in'the list that began' with the same phonetic sequence even though dlf-
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ferent principles of prefixation are involved (e.g., constable, connubial,
. 00ocurrent).

The tape - recorded words were presented at 10-s intervals. Subjects were
asked to print each dictated word And to separate the prefix from the base by
a dash. They were cautioned that some of the words would not involve a pre-
fix, in which case they were to write a dash first, followed by the spelling
of the word. Three examples, with and without prefixes, were given. Items
were scored correct if the letter immediately preceding and succeeding the
dash was accurate.

3. Disambiguating Reduced Vowels. This task tested ability to access
and utilize phonological information in representing reduced vowels. The test
list was made up of 50 English-like words all of which ended in the unstressed
syllables, /a/ble or /a/nts. In some cases the target pseudoword was dictated
alone, while in other cases it was preceded by one or more pseudowords phono-
logically related to the target. In either case, relevant phonological cues
were available to assist the speller in disambiguating the reduced vowel ih
the targeted word. For some of ,the items the cue was in the relationship of
the spoken pseudoword to its "derivative form." The basis of the derivations
is, of'course, by analogy to actual words of similar structure. For example,
given the strings [ckstrApt, ckstrApfan, ckstrAptabal], the relationship of
CekstrAptabal] to [ckstrApt) and [ekstrApfan] signals the use of the vowel i
to orthoiraphically represent the reduced vowel in the penultimate syllable of
EtEsqns as in the case Of the words corrupt, corruption, corruptible. In

other cases, the phonemic context supplied by the pseudoword itself provided
the necessary cue for choosing the correct spelling pattern to represent the
reduced vowel. For example, the orthographic representation for the reduced
vowel in the ',penultimate syllable of [kantramisebal] is most likely to be i
since the pseudoword was formed in analogous fashion from a stem originally
occurring in Latin adjectives ending in ibilis and later borrowed by English.

Spellings corresponding to each of the tape-recorded target pseudowords
were listed, but with omission of the reduced vowel in either the final or the
penultimate syllable. The omitted vowel was marked by a blank space in the
appropriate location. Beside each pseudoword, two vowel spellings were
presented as choices, a and i for pseudowords ending in /e/ble and a and e for
items ending in /e /nts. The subject's job was to choose the correct spelling
for the reduced vowel.

4. Principles of Suffixation. To assess mastery of the principles for
appending suffixes, a list of 24 pseudowords was prepared for taped presenta-
tion along with directions for changing each word into a new word by\adding a
given suffix. Thirteen English orthographic "rules" were incorporated (for a
listing of the rules see Witherspoon, 1973, p. 282-285).

i The -teem were dictated at 10-skintervals in a standard carrier Phrsie
which instructed the subjects to change each stimulus item to a related force,
by attaching a specifien suffix (for, example, "Change prin to prinnishd). The
answer sheet presented a spelled out 'version of each pseudoword with space
alongside to write the word with the appended suffix.

In addition'to the foregoing tasks that were specially prepared for this
study several standard tests were also administered.
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5. Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) Vocabulary Subtest
(Wechsler, 1958).

Subjects were given answer booklets in which items were printed with a
space provided for the subject to write the definition of each stipulp word.
Before beginning tne task,'the examiner read each of the stimulus words aloud.

6. WRAT Readin Recognition. Oral reading level was assessed using the
reading section of thit Wide Range Achievement Test (Jastak et al., 1965).
This requires subjects to read aloud a series of progressively more difficult
words within a prescribed time limit. The test was administereliindividually
to each subject according to the standard procedure.

7. Scholastic Aptitude Test Verbal Ability: (Education 1 Testing
Service). SAT scores, required for admission to the university,/ ere availa-
ble with the subjects' permission.

8. Kimura Recurring Figures Test (Kimura, 1963). A test of memory for
abstract designs that 4o not lend tnemselves readily to verbal labeling was
used to assess visual memory ability. The test was chosen to provide a meas-
ure ofvisual memory, uncontaminated by verbal cues.

The test was administered in the standard manner. Subjects first viewed
a set of ;0 cards on each of which was displayed a single design.. They then
were shown 7 additional sets of 10 cards each. In each of the latter sets,
four of the de2igns f011 the original set recur, randomly interspersed with
six.non-recurrAg designs. The task was to identify the recurring figures in
each of the seven sets of cards by circling "yes" or "no" on the accompanying
answer sheet.

Results and Discussion
V

Performance on linguistic tasks that pertain to spelling. As can be seen
in Table 2 the general error pattern for the two subject groups pas remarkably
similar. In both groups errors on vowel patterns accounted for\approximateiy
68 percent of the total error score while corponant errors accounted for the
remaining 32 percent. But overall, the poor spellers made significantly more
errors than did the good spellers in recognizing acceptable spelling patterns
for English morphophonemes, t(28) = 5.35, p < .001. The greater diffi,ulty
experienced by poor spellers occurred both in identifying consonant patterns,
t(28) x 3.21, p < .01, and vowel patterns, t(28) - 5.23, p < .001.

In segmenting prefixes from base morphemes, poor speller::, again
demonstrated significantly more difficulty than did good spellers, t(28) =

3.81, E < .001. There /was no difference between good and. poor spellPrs in
segmenting nonassimilated prefixes from their base morphemes, t(28) = 1.47, p
>.05, but a significant difference emerged In segmenting prefixes invo ving
consonant assimilation, 1,(28),. 3.48, < .01. The nature of the diff culty
encountered by both groups was the same. Errors resulted from a fail e to
use the double consonant pattern at the juncture of the prefix and the ase
morpheme (for example, representingpizubial as "oo-nubial").

It is of interest to note that although good and poor spellers did not
differ significantly in recognizing the monomorphemic words, t(28) = 1.67, p
.05, both groups found this aspect of the task difficult. Attempts Lb segment
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Table 2

Summiti Scorei for Good and Poor Spellers on Linguistic and Nonlinguistic
Tasks'',

Task

Good Spellers Poor{ Spellers

Mean Standard Percent Mean Standard Percent
Error Deviation Total. Error Deviation Total

1. Abstract Spelling Patterns Test

Consonant
Errors 4.7

Vowel
Errors 10.0

-Total
Errors 14.7

2. Prefixation Test

Nonassimilated
Prefixes 2.2

Assimilated
Prefixes 4.1

No Prefixes 7.9

3. Suffixation Teti

Vtal
Errors 4.

4. Reduced Vowel Test

Total Errors 9.7

5. Kimura Figures

2.9 32 8.1 2.9 32

2.5 68 17.1 4.6 68

J4.3.... 25.1 6.1

1.9 15.5 3.1 1.3 14.4

2.5 28.9 7.9 3.4 3 6.. 6

4.8 55.6 10.5 4.2 49.1

1.6 9.8 3.2

3.0 18.8 3.8

Total Errors 8.8 4.7 9.3 5.2
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words not having prefixes (for example writing constable as "con-stable")
accounted for approximately 50 percent of the total error score.

On the remaining linguistic tasks good spellers continued to outperform
poor spellers. On the test of suffixation, poor spellers made significantly
mare incorrect responses than the good spellers, t(28) - 6.08, 2 < .001. Sim-
ilarly, in representing the reduced vowel in various pseudowords, poor spell-
ers made significantly more errors, t(28) 7.29, E < .001.

ssglia°n
In trast to the sharp differences between the groups on the tasks

a rng linguistic ability, no dIfference In the performance of good and
poo spellers was found on the visual memory task, t(28) 'if 0.30, 2 > .05.

This finding suggests that while the ability to Remember visual information
may enhance spelling proficiency in some individuals, it may not by itself ac-
count foie the performance differences observed in this sample of college stu-
dents.

Performance on reading and vocabulary tasks. It was also of interest to
determine whether the two groups of university students could be distinguished
on tests of reading ability. Whereas both good and poor spellers demonstrated
college level proficiency in reading English words and in verbal scholastic
aptitude, good spellers were distinctly superior to poor spellers in both
these areas. As shown in Table 3 on the reading sub test of the WRAT good

Measure

Table 3

Summary Scores for Good and Poor Spellers
on Reading and Vocabulary Measures

Good Spellers Poor Spellers
Mean Standard Mean Standard
Score Deviation Score Deviation

1. WRAT
Reading

Grade
Equivalent 15.3 1.3 13.3 1.7

2. Scholastic
Aptitude Test

Verbal
Aptitude 534 75.8 465 66.7 -

3. WAIS
Vocabulary Subtest

Scaled
Score 114.5 1.8 13.5 1.5

spellers obtained a mean grade equivalent score two years above that achieved
by the poor spellers (15.3 years versas 13.3 years, respectively). Differ-
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ences between the groups in reading ability were found both 0 e WRAT test
Of oral readings t(28) m 3.49, 2 < .002,, and on comprehension f printed text

--*S assessed by the verbal aptitude scdre on the Scholastic Aptitude Test,
t(28) - 2.57, 2 < .01. Together these results suggest that the linguistic

lities associated with differences in spelling profici may also
Contribute to differences in broader aspects of skill in written language.
The fact that reading ability, as it was assessed on these two measures, was
less conspicuously retarded than the spelling performance orthe poor spelling
group may stem from the fact that reading is a recognition task and, as such,
provides more opportunities than are available in spelling for arriving at the
correct answer by using contextual cues. The easier demands made by reading
may therefore mask the difficulties that:more readily surface in written lan-
guage tasks requiring production.

In contrast, it is notable that no reliable difference between the groups
was obtained on the WAIS Vocabulary Subtest, t(28) - 1.92, 2 > .05. This
finding suggests that performance on a measure commonly used to assess verbal
intelligence is not a factor associated with differences 'in spelling profici-
ency. Instead, the findings point to a deficiency on the part of poor spell-
ers in ability to apprehend the internal structure of words.

As anticipated, the results revealed that'good spellers were consistently
more sensitive than poor spellers to the structural principles embc,died in the
English-like pseudowords. Not only were good spellers significantly better in
recognizing acceptable spelling patterns for English morphophonemes, they were
also more proficient in appending both prefixes and suffixes to words and in
using morphophonemic information to correctly represent phonetically neutral,
reduced vowels. The finding that good spellers were able to derive the cor-
rect spelling for the pseudowords suggests that their earlier success in spek
ling the real words on the Experimental Spelling Test was not entirely the re-
sult of whatever ability they might have to memorize the spellings of specific
words. Indeed, it would seem more reasonable to suppose that good spellers
have succeeded in abstracting regularities that are instanced in the orthogra-
phy and have learned to exploit this knowledge when called upon to spell.
This finding is consistent with the results of a few studies that have ad-
dressed this question (Fowler, Liberman, & Shankweiler, 1977; Schwartz &
Doehring, 1977). The fact that poor spellers performed as poorly on the ab-
stract spelling tasks as they did on the familiar words of the first experi-
ment suggests that they are either less sensitive than good speller's to the
uniformities that underlie English orthography or are less apt than good
spellers to access this knowledge in transcribing words.

General Discussion

The misspellings of college students provide insight into the nature of
spelling difficulty and offer a means for identifying those abilities that un-
derlie competence in spelling English words. The findings of this investiga-
tion suggest that sensitivity to linguistic structure is a critical component
of spelling, proficiency and may account for much of the variation between otfi
erwise literate adults 'rho differ in spelling achievement The data presented
here revealed that college-level students who differed greatly in spelling
proficiency also differed in their sensitivity to various regularittes of word
structure. Poor spellers were not only less able than good spellers to Ab-
stract the orthographic regularities existing at the surface phonetic level of
language, but were also less suecessfUl in penetrating below the phonetic sur
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face of -ords to the underlying morphophonemic representations that are cap-
tured in a word's written form. Indeed* it was the ability to 400463 and
utilizellorphophonemic knowledge, both in spelling actual words and In spel-
ling English-like pseudowords; that most clearly differentiated good and poor
Spellers. The finding that these performance differences are found with
pseudowords implies that the knowledge that contributes to linguistic

sensitivity is of a generalized sort that can be applied to new words.
3

It was apparent in questioning good .'ellers that their linguistic
sensitivity was often not manifested in an explicit form -that could be verbal-
ized. AlthoUgh, in some instances, individuals could describe the principles
underlying their choice of a particular spelling pattern, in many other in-
stances they were unable to explain how their choices were made. This sug-
gests that linguistic sensitivity involves tacit knowledge as well as a more
explicit understanding of how written language maps onto its spoken form. By.

exploiting this knowledge good spellers were able to avoid many pitfalls in
spelling that proved to be insurmountable to subjects lacking in this

sensitivity, as, for example, the representation of reduced vowels and the
affixation of prefixes and suffixes to base morphemes.

This investigation suggests that some college students have inadequately
learned the principles by which writing represents the language, despite the
lack of apparent deficits in reading. Of course,fit is t surprising that
reading would be easier than spelling, since readin is recognition task
that provides multiple cues and requires only a pass ognition of sped-

., ling patterns.

The possibility exists that some poor spellers may be experiencing diffi-
culty not because they are insensitive to the various kinds of regularities
existing at different levels of linguistic structure, but because they fail to
apply this knowledge in spelling. It would be of interest to determine wheth-

er poor spellers ''could appreciably improve their spelling accuracy after
receiving some instokFtion about hoW their linguistic competence might assist
them in deriving the olk!thographic representa::inn of words.

It is, of course, unlikely that differential access to linguistic struc-
ture can account for all variations in spelling,proficiencyd Other investiga-

tors have found spelling difficulties in some individual to be associated
with underlying deficits in serial ordering ability (Kinsbourne & Warrington,
1964; Orton, 19114; LecArs, 1966) or with dysfunctiohs in aspects of visual
or auditory perceptiel (Critchley, 1970; Roder, 1973). NOwever, these
investigations were conducted either on children with developmental dyslexia
or on adults with acquired dyslexia following brain damage. 'Therefore the
findings of these studies may be of limited relevance to the questions with
which this study is concerned. Although some writers have proposed that
individual variation in the spelling proficiency of adults is largely the re
pit of differences in visual memory (Shaw, 1965; Witherspoon, 1973), no evi-
dence of differences related to visual memory was found among the good and
poor spellers in this study.

At all events, it is clear that competence in spelling involves more than
Oarte memorization of words. qt requires the ability to abstract regularities
instanced.in word structure at several levels-of representation. At the most
basic level, it entails abstracting nm. spelling patterns that stand in
approximate correspondence to the phonemes of English. At the morphemic lev
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el, it requires learning -10411,h morpheage and the conventions for combiningmorphemes to !form flew words. At a NOW level, it entails learning .the
that

Th
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phonet1 form. The letter- abilities . especially are critical for
014imp undeOr4041llima awl'

productive use of the orthography and seem to be lacking in many otherwiseliterate *dulls who are unable to spell:proficiently:

The findings of this investigation serves-to emphasize that spelling isnot a skill that is fully acquired as a part of an elementary education. Many.young adults 4ontinu ing on in higher education, have persistent spelling prob-lems.. This turfy has produced evidence that spelling is not an isolated,abil ty, but, like of aspects uf writing skill, draws upon a va-riety of linguistic .abilitios, which continue to develop with experience, andwhich may be pr1orly developed even in highly-selected college students. The
findings reported here would seem to lend substane,e to the claim (CAceeKY.
1970) that same abilities required for full use of-an alphabet are rather late
intellectual developments.:
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Footnotes

'The nature of the mapping between phonemes and their graphemic represen-
tations Is the subject of cbnsiderable debate, particularly in the_case of the
so-called "silent" letters. Whereas some silent letters (such as the e in
make, life, and code) function as diacritic markers for a preceding, vowel
phoneme and as such may readily be classif4ed as part of the vows spelling,
others serve no obvious function (e.g., the b in lamb or the u in guard). In
such instances it is not clear with 'which phoneme the gripheme is to be
aasoclated. We have followed Hanna et al. (1966) in classifying "silent" con-
sonant graphemes with consonant phonemes and "silent" vowel graphemes vit,h
vowel phonemes. According to th.ls peooedure the 14 in gnaw is treated 'as a
single spelling pattern. Thus, any of the following spellings for /n/ would
be scored as substitution errors (nn, kn, pn, mn) since like gn they are al-
ternative spelling patterns for mnf.
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Appendix .1

ONTIIOGRAPIIIC Al lb neltrliffil0111:111C ommtat zzArges usiourtsp.
II MI 10111. 20 AIID 211 IOW USED 1$ urseprof

1. Words of one syllable ending in a single consonant that follows a single
vowel double the final consonant before a suffix beginning with a vowel.
Examples include: clannish, strapped, sobbing, and thinned1Witherspoon,
19/3, p. 202).

2; Words ending in silent usUally drop the before a suffix beginning
with a vowel. However, words ending in ceanda, and a few other words,
do not drop the silent a before a suffliTeginang with certain vowels.
Eximples include: changeable and nbticeable (Witherspoon, 1973, p: 28211.

Words ending in silent preceded by one or more consonants usually
'retain the e before a suffix beginning with a consonant.' Examples
include: sliaerely! ninety,, and deqnitely, (Witherspoon, 1973, P. 283).

4. In American usage, the final e is usually dropped before the suffix -sent
when it is preceded by Ai. An example is abridgment (Witherspoon, 1973,
p. 284).

5. final follouling one or more consonants changes to i before the addition
of letters other than I. Examples includes: flier and skies
(Witherspoon, 1973, P. 284) .

6. Mords ending in c add k before an additional syllable beginning wilth e,
i, or An example is picnickers (Witherspoon, 1973, p. 284).

In combinations with full the second 1 of the word full is dropped when
the word is used as a suffix. An example is skillful (Witherspoon, 1973,
p. 285).

8. I before e except after c, or when sounded as A, as In neighbor or we igh.
Examples include: disbelieve, beige, and umelapred (Witherspoon, 1973.
p. 276).

Some nouns ending in o preceded by a consonant add es to form the plural.
Others, including most musical terms that end in o, adds to form the
plural. An example is echoes (Witherspoon, 1973, P. 294) -

e--'/
LEVEL 2H

1. Words of more than ono syllable, ending in a single consonant preceded by
a single vowel, if accented oh the last syllable usually double the final
consonant before a pffix beginning with a vowel. Examples include:
preferring, omitted, equipped, and reprettable (Witherspoon, 1973,
p. 282.
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2. When a prefix ends with the same letter with which the root to which it
is to be united begins_ retain both letters in spelling the word.,
Exapples inalUdet gamiL and dbastallarAlannarnacons 1973, P. 277).4

3. Whep the prefix /ad/ is appended to base words beginning with the letters
c, 1, 2,, s, or t, the d is assimilated and is orthographically
represented by the letter 6eginning the base word. An example Is
aggravate (Webster, 1963, p. 10).

4. When 06 prefix /con/ is appended to Ase words beginning with either m,

1,. or n, the n is assimilated and is orthographically represented by the
fetter Beginning the base word. Examples include: commemorate and
commiserate (Webster, 1963, p. 164).

'5. The Identity of reduced vowels within words can often be recovered by
relating the word to cognate forms in which the same vowel segment is not
reduced. Examples Include: grammar - Path continuance

cOntinuation, inspiration -. inspire, re twit nntlt.

6. If the root forms its noun by the immediate addition of -ion, the correct'
ending is likely to be ible. There are, however, exceptions. Examples
include: indigestible and inexhaustible (Lewis, ,1962, p. 103).

7. If the root ends in -ns, the ending is probably -ible. An example is

defensible (Lewis, 190, p. 103).

8. If the root to which the suffix is to be added is a full word in its own
right, the correct ending is usually able. An example is re rettabl
(Lewis, 1962, p. 1) .

If a two-syllable verb ending in -er is accented on the first syllable,
the noun ending is likely to be -ance. An example is utterance (Lewis,
1962, p. 13).

10. If a verb ends in -ear, the likely ending is ance. An example is

clearance (Lewis, 1-97-2", p. 13).

s

11.

LEVEL 1

1. yam
2. inflate
3. adverb
4. vortex

5. cameo
6. harp

7. terminates
8. trump

9. vacate
10. update
11. vibrated
12. mandated

_

Appendix 2

WORD LIST
LEVEL 2A

1. strafed
2. skillful
3. cancelled
4. picnickers
5. abridgment
6. flier

7. changeable
8. sincerely
9. echoes
10. disbelieve
11. sobbing
12. beige
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LEVEL 3

1. chilyiahua

2. onomatopoeia
3. Fahrenheit
4. plagiarism
5. sarsaparilla
6. hemorrhage
7. sergeant
8. eunuch
9. connoisseur
10. mnemonic
11. reveille
12. desiccate

a
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13. compensates
14. de1iait
15. zebra .

16. blunder
17. emit
18. boxer
19. repen4

20. intertwined

21. uncover
22. diplomat
23. retort
24. canister
25. clustering
26. undiminished
27. terminology
28. mask
29. manifestation
30. definitions
31. frustrated
32. expectation
33. akternate
34. stimulation

35. examiner.
36. preventive
37. unemployment
38. punishment
39. establishing
40. electronics

41P

Spelling

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

Ability and Linguistic

'skies

".

Sensitivity

13. syphilis
14. PYOW
15. sacrilOgbous
16. diphtheria
17. hieroglyphic
18. thumb
19. gnawIt

20. lengthen

unperceived
clannish'
noticeable
ninety
thinned
bairally
definitely

4
LEVEL 29

1. misspell 21. Wednesday
2. aillravate 22. soldered
3. commmeorn0 23. talker
4. defensible 24. subpoena
5. grammar_ 25. annihilate
6. clearance 26. 'rhododendron
7. inexhaustible 27. kaleidoscope
8. utterance 28. pyorrhea
9. continuance 29. bourgeois
10.. prevalent 30. thigh
11, dissimilar 31. listener
12. 'preferring 32. slaughter
13. inspiration 33. indebted
14. omitted 34. climb
15. repetition 35. answering
16. indigestible 36. knock
17. recommend 37. beautifully
18. regrettable 38. laugh
19. equimed 39. folk
20. commiserate 40. tongue
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EFFECTS OF PHONOLOGICAL AMBIGUITY ON BEGINNING READERS OF SERBO-CROATIAN*

Laurie B. Feldman,t G. Lukatela,tt and M. T. 10101reyttt

0

Abstract. Third- dhd fifth-grade Yugoslavian Children were tested'
on rapid naming of familiar words and unfamiliar pseudowords that
were a) written in either the Roman alphabet or the Cyrillic alpha-
bet and b) were either phonologically ambiguous, or not. PhonolOgi-
cal ambiguity was produced by using letter strings that, when tran
scribed in Roman or when transcribed in Cyrillic, contained one-Or
more ambiguous characters. Ambiguous characters are those letters
shared by the two alphabets that receive different. phonemic
interpretations in the two alphabets. The controls for phonologi-
cally ambiguous words were the same words in their alternative,

4%*non-ambiguous alphabetic transcription. Consistent with previous
experiments on adults, the phonologically ambiguous form of a word
or pseudoword was named much more slowly than the phonologically
unambiguous form. For children who were equally proficient in both
Roman and Cyrillic, the effect of phonological ambiguity was greater
as children named letter strings faster. If it can be assumed that
reading fluency correlates with naming latency, then it can be ar-
gued that the better beginning reader is more phonologically wily-
tic.

The present paper reports an experiment on the rapid naming-of printed
letter strings' by Yugoslavian children. In Yugoslavia, children are taught
two alphabets: a Roman alphabet (the characters A which would be fairly fa-
miliar to the reader'of English) and a Cyrillic alphabet (the characters of
which are similar to but not identical with Russian script). Ordinarily,
Yugoslavian children learn both alphabets by the end of the second grade and
are reasonably proficient in both by the fifth grade. (In Belgrade, where
most of the children in the present experiment were educated, the Cyrillic al-'
phabet is taught first.) Unlike the English writing system, the two writing
systems of the Serbo-Croatian language maintain strict grapheme-phoneme corre-
spondences; the phonemic interpretation of a letter does not vary with con-
text and there are no letters madmmeflent by context.. Nevertheless, confusion

*In press, Journal of Experimental Child EALt2olvx.
tAlso University of Delaware.

ttUniversity of Belgrade.
fttAlso University of. Connecticut.
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Feldman et al.: Effects of Phonological Ambiguity'

similar to that experienced by t:00.tginning reader of English is experienced
by tho beginning reader- of Sell oaten (Mann, Liberman, & Shankweiler,
t9e0).

As noted above, the Serbo-Croatian language is written in two different
alphabets, Roman and. Cyrillic. The two alphabets transcribe one language and
their graphemes map simply and directly onto the same set of phonemes. These
two seta Hof graphemes are, with certain exceptions, mutually exclusive (see
Table 1). Most of the )Roman and Cyrillic letters are unique to their respec-
tive alphabets. However, the twosalphabetsilhare a number of litters. The
phonemic interpretation of, some of these shared letters is the same whether
they are read as Cyrillic or as Roman graphemes; these are referred to as
own letters. The remaining shared letters, have two phonemic interpreta-
tions, one in the Roman reading and. one in the Cyrillic reading; these are
referred to as susteus letters (see Figur? 1). Whatever their category, the
individual letters of the two alphabets have phonemic interpretations (classi -.

oally defined) that are virtually invariant over letter contexts. This re-\
fleets the phonologically shallow nature of the Serbo-Croatian orthography.

N..

1$

Cyrillic

Serbo-Croatian Alphabet
Uppercase ."'"""".

rAMMF.WMwo...,: ww.N
"Common
letters"

Roman

6Lt9M1,1)

1,J11)r X 11.11 Jb

l- bflWY3)K

66DOF

GILNRSS

_U V Z

HPC\ j

AEO

JKM

Uniquely
Cyrillic letters

Ambiguous
letters

Uniquely
Roman letters

Figure 1. Letters of the Roman and Cyrillic alphabets.

The present experiment exploits this limited but explicit ambiguity in
the Serbo-Croatian writing system. It does so to address the question of
whether or not skilled beginning readers who have learned both the Roman and
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Cyrillic alphabets can be distinguished from less skilled readers by their
Aemalitivity to phonological ambiguity: In rapidly naming letter strings, is
the better beginning reader more hampered by the presence of phonologically
ambiguous characters than the poorer beginning reader? The question takes
this latter form .for two reasons. First, accessingarthe name of a letter
string may entail a phonologically 'analytic strategy,'-eopeeially, when the
orthography is as regular as the Serbo-Croatian orthography (Turvey, Feldman,
& Lukatela, 1984). Second, facility with a phonologically analytic strategy
for naming (and, more generally, for accessing the internal lexicon) may be
one way to distinguish the more skilled reader free the less skilled reader.'
Consequently, for these two reasons, it may be supposed that in Serbo-Croatian
the more skilled the beginning reader the greater is his or her sensitivity to
phonological ambiguity.

A similar strategy has been pursued by I. Y. Liberman, Shankweiler, and
their colleagues to distinguish good and poor readers of English by their
ability to use phonetic coding in the short-term retention of linguistic
materials presented visually or auditorily. The general result obtained by
these investigators is that good readers perfOrm proportionately worse than
poor readers when the to-oe-remembered stimuli are phonetically similar com-,
pared to when they are phonetically dissimilar (Mann, Liberman, & Shankweiler,
1980; Shankweiler, Liberman, Mark, Fowler, & Fischer, 1979). That is, al-
though good readers tend to do better in short-term memory tests than poor
readers, the scores of good readers are influenced more by phonetic similari -
ty

Outside of the short-term memory task, however, evidence for a difference
between good and poor readers of English that is based on a difference in
sensitivity to the linguistic underpinnings of the orthography Is both sparse
and equivocal. For example, Barron (1978) showed that visually presented
pseudohomophones (e.g., BRANE, NERD) lengthened the lexical decision latencies
of good readers but not of poor readers. It is difficult, however, to draw
conclusions about linguistic contributions to visual word processing on the
basis of pseudohomophone effects for the following reasons. First, there is
the possibility that the phonetic interpretations assigned to pseudohoinophones
(e.g., BRANE) and to their related words (e.g., BRAIN) may be sensitive to the
orthographic differences between them. Second, even if a pseudohomophone and
its related word were assigned identical phonet interpretations, it does not
mean that they would be assigned identical phonogical interpretations. (In
formal linguistics, the phonetic and phonological representations of an En-
glish ward are distinct.) Third, it is frequently the case that the
pseudohomophones used in experiments are visually less similar to English
words (i.e., orthographically less well structured) than are the control
pseudoWords (Martin, 1982).

Speaking more generally, reliable demonstrations of a linguistic
contribution (e.g., phonological) to visual lexica* access with English

..Jaateekals have proven hard to come by, regardless of the age and fluency of
the reader. This,fact has been interpreted to mean that accessing the lexical
representation or name of printed English words is ordinarily a linguistically
nonanalytaa process, often termed visual (e.g., Coltheart, 1978). Alterna-
tively, it could be interpreted to mean that, within the confines of, the
experimental procedure for studying lexical access and naming, it is difficult
to find a manipulation of English stimulus materials that consistently reveals
a linguistic contribution.
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.Results of research on lexioal access and naming with the Serbo-Croatian
language contrast sharply,with the results of research with English. It has
been shown repeitedly that in tasks where the lexical status of a letter
string has to be provided. rapidly, the presence' of ambiguous letters has a re-
tarding effect. A phonological contribution is consistently implicated (Feld-
man, 1983). The basic experimental procedure has been to compare two kinds of
letter strings: (1) phonologically unambijuous letter airings, comprised of
letters unique to an alphabet as well as letters shared by the two alphabets
(see Figure 1). (2) phonologically ambiguous letter strings, comprised solely
of letters shared by the two ..alphabets and always including one or more
ambiguous letters. The first kind of letter string can be read in only one
way and has a single morphophonological representation. In contrast, the sec-
ond kind of letter string can be read in two ways because it is written in t
letters shared by the two alphabets, some of which are phonemically bivalent,
a letter string of this kind has two distinct morphophonological represeita-
tions.3 If lexical access and naming proceed with reference to the phono'.Logy,
'then a phonologically ambiguous letter string might be expected to extend re-
sponse time relative to a letter string that receives ahylique morphophonolog-
ical representation. This hypothesis has been evaluated in two ways: via a
comparison. of different letter strings (Lukatela, Popadid, Ognjenovi6, & Tur-
vey, 1980; Lukatela, Savi6, Gligorijevid, Ognjenovie, & Turvey, 1978) and via
a comparison of different versions (Roman and Cyrillic) of the same letter
string (Feldman, 1981; Feldman, Kosti6, Lukatela, & Turvey, 1983; Feldman &
Turvey, 1983).

When different words are compared, problems of matching the words on fre-
quency of occurrence in the language, richneSs of meaning, length, number of
syllables, etc. arise. These problems can be virtually eliminated by taking
advantage of the fact that some Serbo-Croatian words can be transcribed in the
Roman and Cyrillic alphabets such that in one alphabet the reading is phono-
logically ambiguous, whereas in the other alphabet, the reading is phonologi-
cally unique. To evaluate the phonological contribution to lexical access and
n ing,' the bl.'lhaeetical nature of Serbo-Croatian permits a comparison of a
ritten word with itself.

Consider the Serbo-Croatian word for savanna. This wort is phonological-
ly bivalent when transcribed in Cyrillic (CABANA, where C, B, and H are
ambiguous) and phonologically unique when transcribed in Roman (SAVANA). The
expectations that lexical decisions on, and the naming of, _letter string 'ke
CABANA should be significantly slower than the Saipe-r-esponses to r

strings like SAVANA has been confirmed experimentally? (Feldman, 1981; r;eldr-n
et at., 1983; Feldman & Turvey, 1983). To reiterate, the letter sc-"ngs
CABANA and SAVANA are the same word and, therefore, identical in all respects
bur one, namely, the number of torphophon:logical representations. , It is,
therefore, a noteworthy empirical observation that their associated latencies
should differ by hundreds of milliseconds.

I

The design used in the present experiment with children was modeled after
that used in the experiments with adults by Feldman and her colleaves (see

.above). Because mastery of path the Roman and Cyrillic alphabets isotn essen-
tial prerequisite for the appreciation of bivalence, children were tested at
two levels of alphabetic proficiency: 6 months and 30 months afterithey had
learned the second alphabet. All children were tested on words and pseudo-
words thAt were phonologically ambiguous when transcribed in one of the two
alphabets. The children's naming latencies and erroneous responses to these
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ambiguously transcribed letter strings and to their unambiguously transcrib'ed
oontrole were compared. In the experiment, the questioneVbestd above about
phonological ambiguity and beginning readers of Serb'Croatian took the form:
With alphabetic proficiency controlled, is the latency (and/or error) differ-
ence between naming ambiguous and unambiguous versions of the same word (that
is, the effect of phonological ambiguity) larger for the child whose reading
skills are superior?

Method

Subjects

In order eta include a range of reading ability at two levels of alphabet-
ic proficiency, third- and fifth-grade students from the Svetozar Miletid
School in Zemun, a suburb of Belgrade, participated in the study. The sample
consisted of two complete classes at each grade level. As is the practice in
Yugoslavia, these classes were not Auped by readingiAbility. Based on their
own accounts, 85% of the children had learned the Cyrillic alphabet in the
first grade and the Roman alphabet in the second. For the remaining 15%, the
order of acquisition was reversed. When asked to write out their name, 95% of
third graders and 73% of fifth graders chose to write in Cyrillic. Initially,
40 third graders and 37 fifth graders were tested. Three students were
eliminated from the study because they often hesitated and triggered the voice
key before actually initiating articulation. Two students were eliminated due
to a preponderance of technical errors. !Another four students were randomly
eliminated in order to yield an equal number of subjects in each condition.
Data from 34 students at each grade level were included in the analysis.

Materials

Two sets of letter str&ags were presented to each child. These included .

a pretest composed of 20 orthographically regular and unambiguous pseudowords
all written in Cyrillic. After a brief pause, this was followed by a mixed
test list. The test included 40 words and 40 pseudowords. Half of the letter
strings were ambiguous and half were unambiguous. Among the ambiguous words,
half were words by their Roman reading (and pseudowords by their Cyrillic
reading), e.g., BATAK, and half were words by their Cyrillic reading (and
pseudbwords by their Roman reading), e.g., EKCEP. Among the ambiguous pseudo-
words, both alphabet readings were phonologically acceptable but gningless.

Stimulus items were constructed so that each word and pseudoword could be
written in two forms: A phonologically ambiguous form and the unique alphabet
transcription of .that same word. FA?: the ambiguous words, half of the unique
alphabet transcriptions were in Romp and half in Cyrillic. Analogously for
the ambiguous pseudowords, half of the unique alphabet transcriptions were in
Roman and half jn Cyrillic. For the ambiguous pseudowords, however, the
unique alphabet transcription was arbitrarily designated because there was no
preferred phonological interpretation based on lexicality to ',which it wed
correspond.** In summary, there were four types of words (ambiguous/pure x Ro-
man/Cyrillic) and three types of pseudowords (ambiguous/pure Roman/pure Cyril-,
lie). Each child viewed words and pseudowords or each type and different
forms of the same item were presented to different groups of children (see
Table 2). Examples of the 40 words and 'ir) pseudowords and their distribution
across groups is summarized in Table 2.

0
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Table 2

Examples of AMBIGUOUS and UNIQUE letter strings
and their distribution across groups of subjects.

Lexicality Alphabet

WORD

PSEUDOWORD

ROMAN

CYRILLIC

ROMAN

CYRILLIC

Phonology

Ambiguous
Unique

Ambiguous
Unique

Form Group 1

BATAK drumstick
EKSER nail

BETAP wind
KOSAU hawk

Ambiguous BOPAM*
Unique ROJOS

Ambiguous CEMOH*
Unique . XABOT

Form Group 2

KOBAC hawk

VETAR wind

EKCEP nail
BATAK drumstick

HA BOT

SEMON

POJ OC

sonAm

*Classification of these letter strings distinguish only in the randomly as-
signed alphabet of their unique alphabet transcription (see text).

r-

a 1300 --q-
ui
ce

a 1200 --
wa 1100

1000-4

I BOO--

THIRD GRADE

AMBIGUOUS BATA"( EKCEP
PURE BATAK EKSER

1100

1200

1100

1000

FIFTH GRADE

MEI AMBIGUOUS ROMAN
17.Z:3 AMBIGUOUS CYRILLIC
t=3 PURE CONTROL

BATAK EKCEP
BATAK EKSER

Figure 2. Mean reaction time for third and fifth graders to name AMBIGUOUS
(Roman and Cyrillic) words and the UNAMBIGUOUS alphabet transcrip-
tion of the same words.
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All letter strings had between three and five letters and the proportion
of items with three, four, and five letters was balanced across words and
peemdewarde in the tint list. All letter strings in the pseudoword pretest
contained four or five letters. All words in .the test list were, familiar to
third- as well as fifth -grade students as judged by their teachers' assessment
,and by a frequency count based on children's texts in Serbo-Croatian (Lukid,
1970).

Procedure

The children performed a naming task on two lists of items', a pretest and
. a test. They read each. -word aloud as it appeared, projected onto a screen
placed about 1 m in front of the child. Reaction time was measured from stim-
ulus onset by a voice key. One experimenter recorded latencies and marked er-
rors while a se7:49sperimenter noted the errors in more detail. In the pre-
test, children instructed to read each letter string asolccurately as
possible. They were told that till items were psludowords composed of four or
five letters, printed in Cyrillic. After the pretest, instructions were modi-
fied to stress speed as well as accuracy. The children were also informed
that the next list would be composed both of meaningful words and of letter
strings that had no meaning. Further, they were clued that some of these
would be printed in Cyrillic and some in Roman. Finally, they were instructed
at the outset and prompted through the course of the test list to read ambigu-
ous words by their word reading when one existed, i.e., to read BATAK as
/batak/ meaning "drumstick," not as /vatak/, which is meaningless. (Only the
word readings were treated as correct responses.) In'sumaary, the ambiguous
and unique forms,of each word were distributed across two groups of subjects
so that no subject saw two Coma of the same word but all subjects saw ten
ambiguous forms and ten unique forms in each alphabet. Pseudowords were de-
signed in an analogousimmner although there was no real dAptinction between
the two alphabets for uous pseudowords. Finally, practice items occurred
at the beginning of both the pretest and the test list.

Results

All correct reaction times were included in the analysis of variance.
Because there was a high proportion of slow latencies, some as long, as 4000
ms, median reaction times were entered into the analysis of variance. Sepa-
rate analyses were performed on the word and pseudoword data. In order to
capture any pattern revealed by the extended latencies; a second set of error
analyses was performed including incorrect responses and correct responses
that were slower than 2500 ms. For both the median and the error data on
words, analyses based on subject variability and on item variabill;po(in
parentheses) are reported.

The analysis of median reaction times for words revealed significant main
effects for three variables: Grade, Alphabet, and Phonology. Inspection of
the means in Figure 2 shows a significant effect of grade--that is third
graders were slower than fifth graders, F(1,66) - 5.58, MSe w 281883.0, 2 <
.05 (F(1,38) 44.60, MSe 15321).8, p < :501). In addition, there was a sig-
nificant effect of alphabetCyrillic words were named faster than Roman
words, F(1,66) m. 6.04, MSe a 13753, p < .05 (F(1,38) . 0.74v MSe -.492078. 2 <
.60). Most important, there was a significant effect of phonologyambiguous,
words were slower than the unique alphabet transcription of the same word,
F(1,66) 38.56, MS. - 16175.9, < .001, (F(1,38) 13.03, MSe 35081.2, 2 <
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..001). In the subjects analysis (but not in the items analysis) 2 two-way
AnteractionS'approaphed signIficence:IThe Interaction of phonology by alpha-
ihet 40$sested that overall, the effect of ambiguous phonology might have been
more robust in Roman than in Cyrillic,., (1,66) 3.37, MSe u 20080.2, 2 < .06.
And, means for the interaction of grade by alphabet indicated that. third
graders were slower on all Realm print than on all Cyrillic but that fifth
gOaders read aloud comparably In both, F(1,66) - 3.841 MSe 13753.8, 2 < .05.
The three-way interaction of alphabet by phonology by.grade missed signifi-
cance, however.

The analysis of variance on incorrect- a es to words provid-
ed a pattern similar to that for reaction time. ird graders performed leas
well than fifth graders, F(1,66) 7.90, Mee m 2;0879, 2 < .01 (F(1,38) -
6.40, MSe . .9993, 2 < .6). Ambiguous word#were more likely to elicit in-
correct responses than unambiguous words F(V766) - 234-.75, MSe - .9247, B <
.001 (F(1,36) 52.05, MSe 4.9967,2 < .001). There was, however, no lain
effect of alphabet. In the analysis of errors, the difference between third
and fifth graders was larger for ambiguous words than for pure words as the
interaction of phonology by grade indicated, F(1,66) - 12,03, MSe -;.9247, <
.001 (F(1,38) - 4.22, MSe . 1.1598, 2 < .053. Moreover, as indicated by the
interaction of alphabet by grade, third graders had a tendency to perform less
well in Roman than in Cyrillic, while fifth graders showed the opposite pat-
tern, F(1,66) - 4.47, MSe - 1.2523, 2 < .05 (F(1,38) 5.63, MSe - .9993, <
.05). Finally, the three-way interaction o$ phonology by grade by alphabet
was nearly significant, V(1,66) - 3.47, MSe 1.6133, 2 < .06 (F(1,38) 7.78,
Mae 1-1590. 2 < .01). The mean number Of errors for each condition and
grade are reported in Table 3.

Table 3

Mean number of errors (and standard deviation) of response latencies
\?for am iguous and unique forms of words in each alphabet.

CYRILLIC UNIQUE ROMAN UNIQUE
AMBIGUOUS CONTROL DIFFERENCE AMBIGUOUS CONTROL DIFFERENCE
(EKCEP) (EKSER) (BATAK) (BATAK)

THIRD
GRADE 2.32a 0.47 1.85 2.94 0.41 2.53

(361)b (293) (410) (368)

FIFTH
GRADE '2.00 0.38 1.62 1,147 0.32 1.15

(213) (151) (201) (183)

aErrors
b
Standard Deviation of Latencies
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The analysis.- of median pseudoword latencies- including three types of
..,pasugloscrAls (ambiguouap unique Cyrillic, unique Raman) indicated a significant

--leain effect Of geonctiogy, V2,132) 21.064 few- 44990.8, p c .00t, and a
marginally significant effect of grade whereby third graders were slower than
fifth graders, F(1,66) 339, MS0 46515 2 < .06. Mean pseudoword naming
times in as for thpd graders were 1308 f Cyrillic, 1286 for Roman and 1574

for as biguous letter strings; corresp. - ing tides for fifth graders were
1204, 1097, and 1324, respectivel tests indicated that unique Ro-

man, and usilque"Cyrillic forms did fferfor third graders, if(1,66) .12,

but that unique Roman forms were significantly faster than unique Cyrillic
force for fifth graders, F(1,66) - 7.144'2 < .009.

Several analyses of variance suggested that alphabetic proficiency as in
dexed by interactions of alphabet' by grade figured prominently in the pattern
of results. In general, performance of fifth graders was eqdivalent with Ro-
mah and Cyrillic print, whi/e' third graders displayed weaker performance with
Roman than with cyrillic:/In the analyses that follow, proficiency with each
of the two alphabets was not confounded with measures of reading skill; the
relation between reading skill and 'sensitivity to phonological ambiguity
(which depends on the ability to derive two phonological interpretations for a
letter string!--one in each alphabet) was addressed separately at two levels of
bialphabetic proficiency.

The Relation of Ambiguity to Decoding Speed and Error

For each-subject, the difference in naming time for ambiguous and unique
words_was computed separately for Roman words, for Cyrillic words, and for
their combined effect. These provided indices of the effect of phonological
ambiguity. In addition, the median latency on the pretest -with unambiguous
Cyrillic pseudowords was computed for each child. Given that naming time for
individual letters and paeudowords has been shown to correlate with reading
skill (Jackson, 1980; Jackson & McClelland, 1979; Perfetti & Nogaboam,
1975), the median pretest latency can serve as an index of reading proficien-
cy. The ambiguity scores were then correlated with the pretest latencies for
33 third graders and 34 fifth graders. (A reading skill measure was missing
for one third grader.) Correlations. were computed separately for both grades,
since grade provided an index of bialphabetic proficiency. Moreover, separate
correlations insured against a correlation produced by sampling from two ex-
treme groups because third graders Awe generally slower thin fifth graders.
The oerrelatidn between the degree to which naming was slowed down by ambiguir
ty and reading skill (as indexed ey the pseudoword naming task) was signif-
icant for Cyrillic words alone for third graders,. r -.1130, 2 < .05, and
nearly significant for fifth graders, r -.297, 2 < .10. The correlation be-
tween ambiguity and reading, skill foF Roman words alone was nonexistent for
third graders and nearly significant for fifth graders, r M -.274, 2 < .20.
Finally, the correlation between ambiguity averaged over alphabets and reading
skill was not significant for third graders but was significant for fifth
graders, r -.378, < .65.. These results are summarized in Table 11. The

negative correlations indicate that, in general, the faster reader is more im-
paired by phonological ambiguity. Overall, the effect is strongest in the
Cyrillic alphabet, that is, the alphabet learned first.

Classification of errors showed that overall, third and 'fifth graders did
not distinguish on the types of errors they made, although third graders tend-
ed to make more errors generally. Three types of errors were .identified: 1)
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Table 4

Corrgiation of reading skill with detriment due to ambiguity.

THIRD GRADE FIFTH GRADE

INF

COMBINED
AMBIGUOUS
TRANSCRIPTION

Cyrillic -.430** -.297++ -.398***
Roman
Combined'

-.04
-.28+

-.274+

'_.378*
-.011

-.286*
N 33 N. 34 N - 67,

4.4,2

<

<

.20

.10 **2
***2

<

<

<

.05

.02

.01

Table 5
AP

Proportion of wrong alphabet, mixed alphabet and substitution/hesitation
errors for all words by third and fifth graders.

(Numbers represent percents.)
ERROR

4m.

WRONG MI IED SUBSTITUTION/
GRADE ALPHABET ALPHABET HESITATIONS

THIRD 12.95 3.75 3.28
FIFTH 10.8 3.05 2.18

OF w.R
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Reading an ambiguous 'word in the wrong alphabet, for instance, giving BATAK a
Meaningless Cyrillic reading when it means "drumstick" read as Roman. Note
that tAssa,..errorm Calt:.0Cetir only with words. 2) Mixing alphabets within a
mcord. le.g.p.reading one ambiguous character in Roman and the following charac-
ter in Cyrillie. 3) Hesitating, or reversing, or substituting a, different
phoneme for the amd that is, specified. In classifying errors, a given word
for a given subject was never entered into two categories. Where an errorwas
classifiable in more than one way, wrong-4lphabet and mixed-alphabet designa-
tions took priority over substitutions and hesitations, but unique word errors
were necessarily of the latter variety. The error data reported below are
restricted to words, both ambiguou'rand unique, and are summarized in Table 5.

Pure words were excluded from subsequent analyses. Separate analyses of
variance were performed for wrong alphabet and mixed alphabet errors on
aeb4gious words. Inspection of stud alphabet means in Table .6 and the re -
seats of the analysis .indicate no significant main effects or interactions.
In the wrong alphabet error analysis, the,re was a significant interaction of
alphabet by grade, F(1,66) 4.94, MSe 1.520, 2 < .05, (F(1,38) 3.09,
MSe a 1.620, 2 < .05). Consistent. with the latency data on alphabetic profi-
ciency described above, third graders found the Roman ambiguous words more
difficult than the Cyrillic ambiguous words, while fifth graders found them
equivalent.

Table 6/
Mean number of wrong-alphabet axd mixed-alphabet errors

(and standard deviation) for ambiguous Roman and Cyrillic words

THIRD GRADE

AMBIGUOUS
TRANSCRIPTION

WRONG
ALPHABET

MIXED
ALPHABET

FIFTH GRADE
91.

WRONG
ALPHABET

MIXED
ALPHABET

CYRILLIC
ROMAN

.91 (1.23) .44 1.61) 1.22 (.91) .44,(.76)

1.63 (1.36) .34 (.60) .97 (1.09) .19 (.29)

In order to ascertain whether type of error varied with reading skill,
each type of error was correlated with scores on the pretest. From the pre
.test, two indices of reading skill were developed: Med,CanArbteSt naming time

tion, or reversals. As

es. In this case, number
th reading skill. Results

one indicate that for read-
less skilled decoders were
or Cyrillic) than were more

ms.

and the number of pretest errors -- substitution,-substitution, hest
above, correlations were computed separately for gra
of mixed-alphabet errors correlated significantly w
are summarlzed'in Table 7. The -positive correla
ers who rare equally proficient in both alphabet
more likely to mix alphabets within a word (R
skilled decoders.
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Table 7A

Median of Decoding Latencies (Standard deviations) and their
correlation with Mixed-Alphabet Errors.

THIRD GRADE FIFTH GRADE THIRD/FIFTH

MEASURE
I DECODING

LATENCY (S.D.) 969(270) 878(154) 924(223)

CORRILATION .182 .365* .250*

Table 7B

Median Decoding Errors (standard deviation) and their correlation with
Mixed-Alphabet Errors.

DECODING
ERRORS (S.D.) 2.65(1.99) 2.16(2.19) 2.40(2.09/1

CORRELATION .466 * ** .355* .413***

N - 33 N 34 N - 67

*2 < .05'
***2 < .01
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Discussion

If a reader named words strictly, on the basis of their familiar figural
aspects, then naming a familiar printed word transcribed with one or more
ambiguous characters (e.g., RATAK) should not be any different from naming the
same familiar word transcribed with no ambiguous characters (e.g., SATRE). It

. is evident, however, that phonologically ambiguous letter strings were named,
in general, more slowly .than were their phonologically unambiguous controls.
Evidentlyp the readers in the present experiment did not treat words as holis-
tic figural patterns. On the contrary, the data suggest that the beginning
readers in the experiment noticed (more or less) the phonological aspects of a
printed word that were specified in the details of its orthographic structure.
In this latter respect the present data replicate with children the observa-
tions made previously with adults.

When bialphabetic adult readers of Serbo-Croatian performed a lexical
decision task, letter strings composed of ambiguous and common characters in-
curred longer latencies than the unique alphabet transcription of the same
word (Feldman b Turvey, 1983) and, in an analogous naming task, the same pat-
tern of results occurred (Feldman, 1981)., In the adult experiments, words
were selected so as to include a varied distribution in the number and posi-
tion of the ambiguous charasIers within the letter string. Results indicated
that all'letter strings Argr could be assigned both a Roman and a Cyrillic
reading incurred longer latencies than the unigme alphabet ,transcription of
the same word and that the magnitude of the dif?Erence between the ambiguous
form of a word and its unique alphabet control depended on the number and
distribution of ambiguous characters in the ambiguous letter string. These
results with phonologically bivalent letter strings were interpreted as evi-
dence that both lexical decision and naming in Serbo-Croatian necessarily in-
volve an analysis that is sensitive to phonology and component orthographic
structure. Moreover, in an earlier study, words and pseudowords composed
entirely of common letters (with no ambiguous or unique letters) were accepted
and rejected, respectively, no more slowly than letter strings that included
common and unique letters. .Because the'distinctidn between common letters and
ambiguous letters was based on their phonemli interpretation, this result sug-
gested that it was phouolopal blialence rather than. a figure-based alphabet-
ic bivalence that governed the greet (see Lukatela et al., 1978, 1980, for a
complete discussion). In summary, the adult studies suggested that processes
of word recognition were both analxtic and phonological in nature.

The major question of interest in the present study was whether the mag-
nitude of the difference between the ambiguous forms and their unique alphabet
controls was- larger for the more fluent beginning readers: Were the better
beginning 'readers caused to respond proportionately more slowly (and/or to
commit proportionately more errors) by phonological ambiguity than the poorer
beginning readers? In the present experiment, the measure of reading skill
was the speed with which a reader named unfamiliar, nonsense letter strings.
This speed' should be Taster, on the average, the better are the reader's
decoding skills. However, the answer to the ambiguity question was not inde-
pendent of another more general question, namely, the subjects' relative pro-
lciency in Roman and Cyrillic. Sensitivity to phonological ambiguity

4rnecessarily entails the ability to (automatically) assign "phonological
interpretations in two alphabets (see Turvey et al., 1984)--an ability that
requires approximately equal familiarity with both alphabets.

2" 212
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The analysis of variance on median reaction times indicated that third
graders named 'letter springs more slowly and less accurately than fifth
graders. The analysis also revealed that the performance of all chil-
Aron - -third and fifth graders - -deteriorated on ambiguous letter strings rela-
tive to their unique alphabet controls. The major question of interest, had -

'ever, was whether the more *killed beginning reader was more impaired by
!phonological ambiguity than the less skilled beginning reader, ,Independent of
general proficiency with each alphabet. Although the interactions of phonolo-
gy by grade or of phonology by grade by alphabet were not significant, the re-
lation between phonological ambiguity and reading skill was evaluated
separately tor each level of alphabetic proficiency for several reasons.
First, ins potion of the means in Figure 2 indicates that for fifth graders
the effect of phonological ambiguity was constant over alphabet, whereas for
third graders the effect was more exaggerated for those letter strings that
were ambiguous in the Roman alphabet. (A comparison of the variances across
groups of word:, in Table 3 suggests the same thing.) Second, although neither
of, the two-way interactions was significant by the items analysis, one (4pha
bet by phonology) was almost significant (.2 < .06), and the other (alphabet by
grade) was significant (2 <..05) by the subjects analysis. Generally,, the
chances of obtaining higher order interactions with the dichotomous grade
variable were further reduced by the magnitude of the variability in the la-
tency data of the third-grade children. Third, the error data of the
third-grade children suggested that their facility with Roman letter strings
in general was not as good as their facility with, Cyrillic letter strings in
general, whereas no such bias was evident in the fifth-grade data.

Apparently, third graders were less proficient in the newly acquired Ro-
man alphabet and they found it difficult to suppress the unwanted Cyrillic
reading of an ambiguous Roman letter string. For third graders the
first-learned and more fasdliar (Cyrillic) alphabet tended to dominate their
naming responses. Because a Cyrillic bias would exaggerate the effect of
ambiguous characters in Roman words and reduce the effect of ambiguous charac-
ters in Cyrillic words, it counters any true phonological ambiguity effect.
It appears that the dominance of the first-learned alphabet has waned consid-
erably by the fifth grade, however. The analysis on wrong alphabet errors
(Table 6) supports this interpretation. It should be remarked, however, that
there is 3000 evidence to suggest an asymmetry between the first- and sec -
Ond -learned alphabets - -with a continued dominance of the first - learned- --that
persists, in more difficult tasks, through adulthood (Lukatela, Savid,
Ognjendv id, & Turvey, 1978). The literature on interference patterns between
languages using the Stroop and dichotic listening teaks (Magiste, 1984) pro-
vides evidence for a similar asymmetry. The detrimental' influence of the sec-
ond-learned language on the first-learned languag* and -influenee of the
first-learned language on the second-learned langu&ga_ki's trio when profi-
ciency in both languages is balanced, but asymmetric when one language is dom-
inant. As proposed elsewhere, in terms of the interaction of two symbol sys-
tem bialphabetism may be a limited , C830 of bilingualism (Feldman, 1983;
Lukatela, Savid, Ognjenovie, & Turvey, 197,8).

As discussed above, speed of naming nonsense letter strings was taken as
the Measure of a.child't reading skill. Speed of naming nonsense items was
then correlated With the ambiguous-unambiguous latency difference. Larger
differences were associated with faster naming times (Table 4). That is, fas-
ter decoders were slowed prbportionately more by akpnological ambiguity than
slower decoders. Examination of the sub-correlations revealed that this sig-
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nificant correlation was carried in largest part by the difference between
olop words thativeref phonologi,cally aMbiguous in Cyrillic and their unique alphabet

440ntrolsk. The arnirenco between wOrMa transcribed ambiguously in Romusand
their unambiguous contrbis did not correlate significantly with the cleating
speeds of third graders (see Table 4). However, as noted above, there was
considerIble variance in individual ambiguity scores for Roman materials, sug-
gesting an inconsistency in the ability of some third graders to handle letter
strings in the newly acquired alphabet. This suggestion is buttressed by the
laok of a correlation between third-grade ambiguity scores in Roman and in
Cyrillic. Apparently, for third graders the basis for the ambiguity effect in
the two alphabets was not the same.

There .are two possible reasons- for the slower responses to ambiguous let-
ter strings, in particular to the ambiguous Roman letter strings. One possi-
ble reason, anticipated when selecting children at two grade levels, is an
overall Cyrillic bias when interpreting letter strings that is due to unequal
proficiency with the two alphabets. This bias was restricted to ambiguous
letter strings, however. Those letter strings that included unique letters
were no slower in Roman than in Cyrillic at either level of alphabet profici-
ency. Moreover, the latency scores for the third graders who learned the Ro-
man alphabet first revealed the same pattern.. Nevertheless, a Cyrillic bias
is suggested by the latency data on ambiguous words for third graders and is
further supported by the alphabet-by-grade interaction in the analysis of
variance on wrong alphabet errors. The other possible reason is an effect of
two phonological analyses (where permitted) when proficiency with the two
alphabets is equated. This possibility assumes equivalent performance with
Roman and Cyrillic letter strings. The suggestion, therefore, is that a large
ambiguity effect on Roman. letter strings occurred for some third graders not
because they were proficient decoders but, rather, because they were unfamil-
iar with the Roman alphabet.. Put differently, the ambiguity effect with Roman
materials that was manifested by third graders could have originated from one
of two factors, where the two factors relate in opposite ways to reading
skill. By contrast, fifth graders performed equivalently with ambiguous forms
and unique alphabet controls in both the Roman and Cyrillic alphabets. As
such, the fifth-grade data indicate a relation between reading skills and
sensitivity to phroological ambiguity when the assumption of proficiency in
the two alphabets is met.

Finally, one other difference between the skilled and less skilled begin-
ning reader should be noted. The less skilled beginning reader of Serbo-Croa-
tian is constrained by the fact that the characters of the Roman and Cyrillic
alphabets belong to independent symbol systems. Table 7 reports the correla-
tion of decoding speed with the tendency to-mix alphabets in interpreting an
ambiguous word. The less skilled decoder who has mastered both alphabets
equally is moreapt to ignore the independence of the two alphabets and to
construct part of a word's name on the basis of a Roman alphabet reading and
part on the basis of a Cyrillic alphabet reading.

In summary, the sequential acquisition of two alphabets-in the process of
learning to read, in conjunction with some special properties of the Ser-
bo-Croatian language, permitted an investigation of the facility of beginning
readers .with a special variety of phonological analysis, It was demonstrated
with children in the thil4a and firth grades that naming is slower and less
accurate when a letter string can be assigned two phonological interpretations
than when it can only one. This effect of ambiguity was. assessed

1
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on two forms of the same word and it replicates earlier results with adults
(Feldion, f981: Feldman et al., 1983; Feldman & Turvey, 1983).

To levels of bialphabetic profiency wereeximined. The asymmetry of the
effect of phonolqgical bivalence for ambiguous words in Roman as compared with
Cyrillic was reduced as proficiency in each alphabet became equal and this
Suggested an analogy with the interaction of the two linguistic codes of the
bilingual. For third graders, evidence of a Cyrillic bias when analyzing
ambiguous letter strings made assessment of the relation between reading skill
and sensitivity to phonological ambiguity equivocal. For flikth graders who
are almost equally proficient in the two alphabets, howeverMthere was evi-
dence that the more skilled beginning reader was more impaired by phonological
ambiguity than the less skilled beginning reader". In conclusion, the begin-
ning reader who names letter strings more rapidly is more analytic in his or
her style of reading than the poorer beginning reader.
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Fo tes

'This analytic style may be spec
al, embracing both linguistic and
Fowler, 1984).

to language or it may be more gener
n -linguistic perception (see Wolford, & .

2In one failure to replicate hese results (Hall, Wilson, Humphreys,
Tinzmann, & Bowyer, 1983), a criteri rot, 'selecting good and poor readers was
the math achievement test score fr.. the Woodcock-Johnson battery (Woodcock,
1973). This test includep a subt t where word Ambleme are presented orally
ao that sdbcessful performance that test must involve short ;term memory
abilities. By constraiaing selection procedure.3 in this way, all children
with short-term memory problems were effectively eliminated from, the Hall et
al. study.

'For example, EKCEF can be interpreted either as /ekser/, which means
"nail," or as /ektsep/, which is meaningless.

, The first form is based on a
Cyrillic reading of EKCEP and the second on a Roman reading. By contrast,
EKSER can only be interpreted in Roman, (I.e., /ekser/. Therefore, EKCEP is-
phonologically ambiguous and EKSER is, phonologically unique. The phonological
representation associated with lexical access is sometimes termed morphophono-

..

logical.

For example, the possible unique alphabet transitions of BOPAM were
BOW (in Cyrillic) and YORAM (in Roman) where neither option was lexical.
Therefore, alphabet designation for the unique alphabet transition of ambigu-
ous pseudowords was randbmly assigned and balanced over items.
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VERTICALITY UNPARALLELED*

Ignatius G. Mattingle and Alvin M. Libermantt

Having long foung reason to believe that speech is special, we have,
naturally enough, beexP surprised at the firmness with which others have
asserted, to the contrary, that speech isjust like everything else or, what
comes to the same thing, that everything else is speck:al, too.' Apparently,
our claim has run counter to some deeply-held conviction about the nature of
mind. One o." Fodor's achievements is that he makes this conviction explicit.
On the orthodox view, as Fodor sees it, mental activities are "horizontally"
organized; arguments for the specialness of speech and language fit better
with the assumption that they are vertical. Of the many observations provoked
by Fodor's lucid analysis of these opposing views, we can_ here-offer only two.
The

.
first has to do with the relations among vertically organized input sys-

tems; the second, with the relations between input systems and output sys-
tems.

Fodor's input systems, being "domain specific" (p. 47), are in parallel,
and their outputs complement each other. Thus, when two modules are sensitive
to the same aspects of a signal, representations from both modules should be
cognitively registered. This assumption is surely plausible for modules, such
as those for shape and color, that compute complementary representations of
the same distal object. But the situation is different for speech. There,
the linguistic module appears to take precedence over the module (or modules)
that look after distal objects that are not linguistic. Given the same aspect
of the signal, the linguistic, and the non-linguistic module are able to
compote representations of different distal objects, but if a linguistic
representation is computed,, the non-linguistic representation is not
cognitively registered. Cotrider an example to which Fodor himself alludes
(p. 49): the transition of 4he- third formant during the release of a
consonantal constriction in as consonant-vowel syllable. When artificially
isolated from the rest of the signal, this transition is perceived
non-linguistically, as a chirp or glissando (Mann & Liberman, 1983; Repp,
Milburn, & Ashkenas, 1983). But in its normal acoustic context, the same
transition is not so heard; it simply contributes to the perception of a dis-
tal object that is distinctly linguistic: the place of articulation of the
consonant,

*Invited commentary on J. A. Fodor, The Modularity of Mind (Cambridge, MA:
MIT Press, 1983) to appear Jim The Behavioral and Brain Sciences.
tAlso Department of Linguistics, Universitiof Connecticut, Storrs, CT.
ttAlso Department of Psychology, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT and
Department of Linguistics, Yale University, New Haven, CT.
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Fodoc's account of these facts would be that the isolated transition is
ignored by the linguistic module, but not by the non-linguistic module, which
registers it cognitively as a chirp. His account would also exclude the
possibility that, fcr the transition in context, the linguistic module would
register a chirp as well as a consonant. For the linguistic module, such a
representation would be at most "intermedile" (p. 55 ff.), and hence
inaccessible to central cognitive processes. (We ourselves doubt that the
linguistic module computes any such representation at all, preferring to be-
lieve, instead, that the earliest representation is an articulatory one.) But,
the simple parallel arrangement of the modules that Fodor assumes does cause
trouble, for while it means that "the computational systems that come into
play in the perceptual analysis of speech...operate only upon acoustic signals
that are taken to be utterances" (p. 49), it does not preclude the possibility
that other systems will operate on these same signals. It suggests that the
transition in context will be registered not only phonetically, by the
linguistic module, but also non-phonetically, by the non-linguistic module.
The listener would, therefore, hear both consonant and chirp. More generally,
and more distressingly, the listener would hear all speech signals both as
speech and as non-speech.

What seems called for is 3 mechanism that would guarantee the precedence
of speech, but would not constitute a serious weakening of the modularkty hy-
pothesis. This precedence mechanism would insure that,., though boeflftethe

linguistic and the non-linguistic modules may be active (since speech and
non-speech may occur simultaneously in the world), a signal will be heard as
speech if possible, and otherwise as non-speech, but not as both. It is rath-
er compelling evidence for the existence of such a mechanism that it can be
defeated under experimental conditions that evade ecological constraints.
This is whaeFoccurs in the phenomenon known as "duplex perception" (Liberman,
Isenberg, & Rakerd, 1981; Mann & Liberman, 19E53; Rand, 1974). As we have
noted, if a third-formant transition that unambiguously fixes the perception
of a consonant-vowel syllable (for example, either as /da/ or as /ga/) is

extracted and presented in isolation, it sounds like a non-speech chirp. The
remainder of the acoustic pattern, presented in isolation, is perceived as a
consonant-vowel syllable, but in the absence of the transition, the place of
the consonant is ambiguous. When the transition and the remainder are
presented dichotically, a duplex percept results: the chirp is heard at the
ear to which the transition is presented and an unambiguous consonant ( /da/ or
/ga/, depending on the transition) at the other ear: the ambiguous remainder
is not also heard (Repp et al., 1983). Thus, the transition is perceived,
simultaneously, as a non-speech chirp and as critical support for the conso-
nant. Apparently, the precedence mechanism recognizes that the transition and
the remainder belong together, but is also aware that there are two signal
sources, one at each ear, and that only one of them is speech. It thv!refore

allows both the linguistic module and the non-linguistic module to register
central representations that depend on the formant transition.

How might this precedence mechanism work? An obvious possibility is that
it scans tftel-toustic input and sorts speech signals from non-speech signals,

d)

routing each to its appropriate m ule. But such a 'sorting mechanism would
seriously Compromise the modularit view, because, having to cut across
linguistic and non-linguistic domains, it would be blatantly horizontal.
Fortunately, for the vertical view, the horizontal compromise appears to be
wrong on empirical grounds.
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The point is that a sorting mechanism would require that there be surface
properties of speech that it could exploit. Thes, properties would be charac-
teristic Of speech signals in general, but not of non-speech signals. Moreo-
ver, they would be distinct from those deeper properties that the linguistic
module uses to deterniine phonetic structure. It is of considerable interest,
then, that while natural speech signals do have certain surface properties \p.
(waveform periodicity, characteristic spectral structure, syllabic rhythm)
that such a mechanism might be supposed to exploit (and that man-made devices
for speech detection do exploit) none of these properties is essential for a
signal to be perceived as speech. Natural speech remains speech-like, and
even more or less intelligible, under many forms of distortion that destroy
these properties (high- and low-pass filtering, infinite .peak clipping,
rate-adjustment). And, more tellingly, quite bizarre methods of synthe-
sis--for example, replacing the formants of a natural utterances by sine waves
with the same trajectories (Remez, Rubin, Pisoni, & Carrell, 1981)--suffice to
produce speech-like signals. Thus, speech appears to be speech, not because
of any surface properties that mark it as such, but entirely by virtue of
properties that are deeply linguistic. A signal is speech if, and only if,
the language module can iri some degree interpret the signal as the result of
phonetically significant vocal-tract gestures. (In the same way, there are no
surface properties that distinguish grammatical sentences from ungrammatical
ones: a sentence is grammatical if, and only if, a grammatical derivation can
be given for It.) We therefore reject this horizontal compromise, and consid-
er two other possible precedence mechanisms, both thoroughly vertical.

The first is an inhibitory precedence mechanism that works across the
outputs of the modules in this way: If the linguistic module fails to find
phonetic structure, then the output of the non-linguistic module is fully reg-
istered; if, ON the other hand, the linguistic module does find phonetic
structure, the link to the non-linguistic module causes the "corresponding"
parts of its output to be inhibited, but leaves the phonetically irrelevant
parts unaffected. Such a mechanism is certainly conceivable, and, being a
central mechanism, would not compromise modularity. It would, however, be
most unparsimonious. For if the inhibitory mechanism were to know which as-
pect of the output of the non-linguistic module corresponded to aspects of the
signal that were treated as speech by the linguistic module, it would have to
know everything that the two modules know: the relationships between phonetic
structure and speech signals, as well as the relationship between non-linguis-
tic objects and non-speech signals. Thus a central mechanism would, in ef-
fect, duplicate mechanisms of two of the modules.

Turning, therefore, to the second possible precedence mechanism, we pro-
pose that,--wfille the UUtpUts that modules pr75iiide to central processes are in
parallel, their inputs may be in series. That is, one module may filter or
otherwise transform the input signal to another' module. We suppose that the
linguistic module not only tracks the changing configuration of the vocal
tract, recovering phonetic structure, but also filters out whateverin the
signal is due to this configuration, including, of course, formant transi-
tions. What remains--non-linguistic aspects of speech such as voice quality,
loudness, and :pitch, as well as unrelated acoustic signals--is passed on to
the non-linguistic module. This supposition is parsimonious, in that it in nc
way complicates the computations wemust attribute to the linguistic module;
the information needed to perform the filtering is the same information that
is needed to specify the phonetic structure of utterances (and ultimately the
rest of their linguistic structure) to central processes.
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A further point in favor of this serial precedence mechanism is that
something similar wears to be required to explain the operation of other
obvious candidates for module-hood, such as auditory localization, echo
SU ression and binocular vision. Consider just the first of these. The au-
dit ry localization module cannot simply be in parallel with other modules
tha operate on ecoustic signals.' Not only do'we perceive sound sources
(whether speech or non-speech) as localized (with the help of the auditory lo-
calization module), but we also fail to perceive unsynchronized left- and
right-ear images (with other moduleiTObviously, the auditory localization
module does not merely provide information about sound-source locations to
central cognitive processes; it also provides subsequent modules in the se-
ries, including the linguistic module, with a set of signals arrayed according
to the location of their sources in the auditory field. The information need-
ed to create this array (the difference in time-of-arrival of the various sig-
nals at the two ears) is identical to the information needed for localization.

Unfortunately, hypothesizing a serial precedence mechanism does not lead
us directly to a full understanding of duplex perception. Until we have car-
ried out some more experiments, we can only suggest that this phenomenon may
have something to do with the fact that the linguistic module must not only
separate speech from non-speech, but must also separate the speech of one
speaker from that of another. For the latter purpose, it cannot rely merely
on the differences in location of sound sources in the auditory field, since
two speakers may occupy the same location, but must necessarily exploit the
phonetic coherence within the signal from each speaker and the lack of such
coherence between signals from different speakers. It might, in fact, analyze
the phonetic information in its input array into one or more coherent patterns
without relying on location at all, for under normal ecological conditions,
there is no.likelihotod of coherence across locations. Thus, when a signal
that is not in itself speech (the transition) nevertheless coheres phonetical-
ly with speech signals from a different location (the remainder of the conso-
nant-vowel syllable), the module is somehow beguiled into using the same
information twice, and duplex perception results.

Our second general observation about Fodor's essay is prompted by the
fact that language is both an input system and an output system. Fodor
devotes most of his attention to input systems and makes only passing mention
(p. 42) of such output systems as those that may be supposed to regulate
locomotion and manual gestures. He thus has no occasion to reflect on the
fact that language is both perceptual and motoric. Of course, other modular
systems are also in some sense both perceptual and motoric, and superficially
comparable, therefore, to language; simple reflexes,for example, or theists--
tern that automatically adjusts the posture of a diving gannet in accordance
with optical information specifying the distance from the surface of the water
(Lee & Reddish, 1981). But such systems must obviously have separate compo-
nents for detecting stimuli and initiating responses. It would make no ,treat
difference, indeed, if we Chose, to regard a reflex as an input system
hard-wired to an output system, rather than as a single "input-output" system.
What makes language (and perhaps some other animal communication systems also)
of; special interest is that, while the system has bottt input and output tune-

.tione, we would not wish to suppose that there were two language modules, or
even that there were separate input and output components within a single mod-
ule. Assuming nature to have been a good communications engineer, we must
rather suppose that there is but one module, within which corresponding input
and output operations (parsing and sentence-planning; speech perception and

UMW
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speech production) rely on the same grammar, are computationally similar, and
are executed by the same compohents. Computing logical form, given articula-
tory movements, and computing articulatory movements, given logical form, must
somehow be the same process.

If this is the case, it places a strong constraint on our hypotheses
about the nature of these internal operations. By no means every plausible
account of language input is equally plausible, or even coherent, as an ac-
ocount of language output. The right kind of model would resemble an electri-
cal circuit, for which the same system equation holds no matter where in the
circuit we choose to measure "input" and "output" currents.

If the same module can serve both as part of an input system and part of
an output system, the difference being merely a matter of transducers, then
the distinction between perceptual faculties and motor faculties (the one
fence Fodor hasn't knocked down) is perhaps no more fundamental than other
"horizontal" distinctions. The fact that a particular module is perceptual,
or motoric, or both, is purely "syncategoramatic" (p. 15). If so, then the
mind is more vertical than even Fodor thinks it is.
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